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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Page 13, last line: The term "Hanifa" occuiriiig in my article on Abd Allah b. Ubaij in

the Jewish Enci/clopedia, Vol. I. p. 44, is an unauthorized alteration for " Hypocrites."

Page 15, hne 8, read Numb. ix. 8.

Page 22, rem. 11, read Lehre.

Page 29, rem. 52, 1. 4, read Tishrin ; ihid. 1. 6, for nnnBJrt read |iTiBO. See J. Q. R. XIII.

p. 232.

Page 45, line 22, read styled.

Page 70, line 2, read in several.

,, „ last paragraph : The prophetahip of Josef is, at all events, hinted at in Sura xii. 15,

Page 73, line 32, read with narrative.





PREFACE.

The critical study of the Qordn has advanced but little since Professor Noldeke, forty
years ago, published his book which combines learning, acumen, and judgment in rare perfec-

tion. Its authority has been such, that many of the most important questions of Qordn
criticism were regarded as finally settled in its pages.

There is, I hope, no arrogance in the assertion that in matters of research no such thing as

a final decision of every disputable point exists. Each fresh attempt that promises to bring us

a step nearer the truth, therefore, deserves encouragement. As regards the beginnings of the
Qordn, it is probable that the truth will never be completely revealed, and the seeker must be
satisfied with attaining a certain degree of probability. One thing cannot be denied that,

in spite of the splendid efforts of Weil, Noldeke, Sprenger, Sir William Muir, and others, new-

questions and difliculties crop up in the old fields, whilst the most important episodes in the

career of the founder of Islam absorb the student's search-light rather than reflect it. For
instance, students as well as others, by a kind of tacit agreement, are content to look upon the

chief factor in the missionary power of the Arab prophet as a frenzy or nervous affection,

which assumed the form of fits. The historical evidence for this belief is, however, exceed-

ingly slender.

What is the interest we take in the history of Islam ? If the dawn of a new religion is an
event of importance, that of a monotheistic one demands the closest attention. The chief

questions are whether it arose spontaneously, or whether we can follow up its development

from its very beginnings. These doubts are only too often set aside with the phrase :
" Islam

arose in the light of history, and its importance for our recognition of the origin of religion is

therefore very great." Thisis, however, a double delusion. Islam is not an entirely spontaneous

growth, and though it came to life in historical times (and in not very remote ones either), the

circumstances accompanying its birth are hidden in impenetrable darkness. Of the mass of

material handed down by professional Moslim makers of history only a very small quantity is

of any scientific value.

Another favourite idea is that the prophetship of Muhammad furnishes us with a reliable

image of Biblical prophetism, and allows ns to peep into the inner working of their calling.

This is true to a certain extent. If we place the characteristic features of both side by side,

the points they have in common, as well as the differences, will soon become apparent. The

main point is enthusiasm, with which were combined moral courage and self-denial. The first

difference is that of degree. Whilst with the prophets these qualities remained stationary

during the whole of their careers, they diminished in Muhammad in proportion to his increas-

ing influence. Biblical prophets had no policy of their own, whilst Muliammad's attitude

during the Medlnian period of his life was largely political. " Obedience to Allah and His

Prophet" is the watchword of all those years, but since the former was only present in abstracto,

this meant obedience to the Prophet alone. And he was very exacting in this matter. Finally,

in contradiction to his predecessors he did not trouble about the nature of the means he

employed, so long as they enabled him to achieve his aim, and in several cases did he not

flinch from distorting the truth.

In spite of all this, Muhammad is a most interesting personage, and probably the most

suitable man his country could have produced for this great monotheistic reaction against a

decaying paganism. This is the main reason why we study the work of his life. Wecan do him

more justice, if we measure him according to the moral standard of his age and country. There is

absolutely nothing superhuman in him. The important lesson to be derived from Islam is to
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see how the great teachings of the Bible worked themselves through a channel of very ordinai-y

clay into a broad and living stream. The Qordn, the text-book of Islam, is in reality nothing

but a counterfeit of the Bible. Its chaotic condition is in some way indicative of its contents.

It is full of points not yet used for the study of the life of its author, and of problems as yet

undiscussed, and which I by no means claim to have exhausted. Future students of the

Qordn will no doubt unearth more interesting matter.

In concluding these brief preliminary remarks 1 desire to express my gratitude to the

authorities of the British Museum and India Office Libraries for the loan of their books

and MSS., to the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society for the distinction conferred on th«

work by their publication of it, and to Prof, T. "VV. Rhys Davids for the kindly interest he

took in the same.

London, 11th December 1901. H. HIRSCHFELD.
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CHAPTER I.

General Character of the Qorak.

Ibn KHALDfiN on the miraculous character of the Qoran — Definitions of Islam and QorAn —
Translations — Muhammed, author, but not editor, of the Qoriin — Maxim of "Abrogation" —
Meaning of the term "Arabic Qoran" — Qoran, the "Speech" of Allah — Transcendental character

of the Qoran — Qoran encourages study — The "seven readings" — Was Muhammed able to write?

Note I. — Islam.

„ II. — The terms for Logos in tlio Qoriin.

)) III. — Ihn Hazam on the transcendental character of the Qoran.

Ibn Khaldun, one of the most intelligent and enhghtened critics of the Moslim religion and
iiistory, defiines the Qoran in the following words :

—

"Know that the greatest, the most sublime and best accredited miracle is the noble Qoran which

>ffas revealed to our Prophet. Miracles, which are contrary to the laws of Nature, do not usually occur

simultaneously with a prophet's inspirations, but, as is well known, follow in the wake of his annunciation.

The Qoran, however, is inspiration given exclusively to Muhammed, and is at the same time a miracle,

bringing its own credentials, and requiring no external verification as is the case with miracles

performed by other prophets. No better guarantee can be given than the identity of the test itself with

the thing tested, and it was this to which the Prophet alluded in the words :
' A prophet is only he

who brings such signs as are believed in by men. The inspiration granted to me is of such character,

and I therefore hope that the number of my followers will increase until the Day of Resurrection.'

"With these words the Prophet wished to convey, that a miracle of so manifest and convincing

a character, while being revelation, must necessarily increase the number oi True Believers, and this is

what he terms ' Community of Followers.'

"All this will serve to show that the Qoran is of all divine books the only one communicated to

a prophet by word of mouth, standing as it does with regard to its verbal endowment in contrast to the

Tord, the Gospel and other heavenly books, which their prophetic authors received in the form of ideas.

Then when returning into the state of ordinary life, they expressed those ideas in common language,

and could therefore not claim any superhuman power. Our Prophet, like others, received ideas from

Allah, as we may conclude from many traditions, but he alone rendered Allah's words, when stating

that the Qoran was communicated to him orally, in the following manner (Qor. Ixxv. 16-17) : 'Do

not move thy tongue thereby to hasten it,i it is for us to collect and discourse on it (the Qoriin).'

"These two verses were revealed, because Muhammed used to hasten to imbibe the [new] revela-

tions for fear of forgetting them, and because he was anxious to know them by heart. Alirji then

spared him that trouble in the revelation (xv. 9) :
' Verily, we have sent down the Reminder, and

verily we will guard it.' This is what guarding2 means, being one of the special characteristics of the

Qoran, but not as the general public understands the term,2 while distorting it from its true meaning.

"There are many verses which prove that the Qoran was communicated to Muhammed in the

oral way, so that no one can imitate one Siira. No greater miracle was vouchsafed to our Prophet

than the Qoran and the manner in which it attracted the Arabs, and caused them to rally round it. If

one were to spend all that is on earth, one could not unite their hearts, but Allah has accomplished it,

and thou wilt find unmistakeably what I wished to establish that the Qoriin furnishes irresistible

evidence of the superiority of our Prophet over others."^

1 Cf. Sdra ss. U3. ^ Alhafz is commonly interpreted by "learning by heart," see below,

3 Prolegomena, ed. Quatremcre, Notes et ExtraiU, Vol. X\a. p. 171, sqq.
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Briefly stated in Ibn Khaldun's opinion the Qorfln is the result of miraculous revelation accorded.

to Muhammed exclusively, and in such a manner that no other human being was or will ever be able

to boast of a similar privilege. However orthodox such reasoning may sound, there is one important

item missing which at once shows its author's standpoint with regard to the great question whether the

Qoran is created or eternal. In the course of the following researches we shall have to consider this

question which for long has stirred the Moslim world to its very, depths.

About one-tenth of the human race style themselves Muhammedans, i. e^ followers of the creed

that Allah is a unique Being who sent Muhammed as the "Seal" or last of the prophets to invite the

whole world to believe in Him. The believers in this creed have for many centuries not been confined

to one people, but comprise children of many nations and races. The cradle of the Muhammedaii

religion which now bears so universal a character, stood in a small territory in the nor-th-west of tlie

Arabian peninsula, called the Hijaz, a province important from the earliest ages as one of the commer-

cial high roads for the gold and incense trade between South Arabia and the northern countries.

Considered as a church the Muhammedan rehgion is called Inldm^ wliicli means "Perfect

Submission," and the Believers are described as Mosb'ms. An originally small number of the Moshms
has, in the course of the thirteen centuries of the existence of the creed, grown to a multitude, and if,

to all appearance, still growing. It requires, therefore, but little knowledge of universal liistory to

perceive that the origin and development of Islam must be of unusual significance, and that m

movement productive of such gigantic results, must be more than accidental, particularly if wi-

consider that it spread even more rapidly than Christianity.

A traveller in the east will probably obtain a false conception of the original nature of Islam,

because its present condition differs materially from that, owing to the many sects into which it has

been divided, and also to customs and rites influenced by historical, geographical, and ethnographical

circumstances. It will be easily understood that a religious system, in the course of many centuries.

must have departed; from its primary simplicity. It is therefore necessary for any one anxious t(^

obtain a true idea of the tenets of the Moshm belief, to study the history of its origin, even though

he have opportunities of watching the daily life and the performances of religious rites in Moslim

countries. These tenets are laid down in a book styled the Qoran^ which is written in the Arabic

language. This book, although first revealed to a single individual for the use of a small community,

now belongs to the world's literature and is translated into numerous other languages. It consists of

one hundred and fourteen chapters called Suras<^ which are so peculiarly arranged that the longest,

although not the oldest, stands at the beginning and the shortest at the end. The Moslim church, at

a very early epoch, adopted this arrangement for political reasons as the official one, and allowed the

chronological order, as far as could then be ascertained, as well as variations of the text, to fall into

oblivion. For historical research the chronological order is, of course, the only one to be taken into

consideration. Attempts to restore the same were, indeed, initiated shortly after the compilation of the

book had been completed both as regards whole Suras and portions of such, and were continued until

very recently. Many questions have been solved by the improved methods of Occidental criticism, but

more remains obscure, and for many there is little hope of ever finding a satisfactory answer.

It is, however, evident that the Qoran represents the Bible of Islam. Placing the Qoran side by

side with the Bible for the sake of finding points of resemblance between both, we soon see that these

are limited to the circumstance that they each form the Holy Writ for large masses of Believei-s.

' See Note I. at the end of this chapter. " See below.

' As to the etymology of si'i/ra the Arab authors have built up a niimber of theories none of which is, however,
satisfactory (see Itqin, p. 121). Thi.s also applies to tlie suggestion made by Nbldeke (and universally adopted), that

the word is identical with Hebr. s7i.tV4h, "row" {Oescli. d. Qor. p. 24). Niildeke has overlooked the fact that the

term is already used in Meocan revelations, when Muhammed hardly expected to see any of tbem put down in a book.
What could have induced him, then, to use such a term r Just as the meaning of svra runs parallel to what the
Jews call sidr&h of the Pentateuch, it is also a corruption based on misreading of the latter. Wore instances of the

same kind will be given below, The question is therefore connected with the other, whether Muhammed was abl^

to read.



DEFINITIONS OF ISLAM AND QORAN,

With regard to tlie infinitely more complicated questions connected with tlie Old and New Testaments

we should expect to be in a more favourable position as concerns the Qor.in for reasons which at once

indicate the vast differences between the latter and the Bible. Firstly, the Qorau was entirely

composed in the first half of the seventh century of the present era, and is therefore many centuries

younger than the latest portions of the New Testament. Secondly, it has but one a\ithor, and the

whole period of the production of the material of which it was composed scarcely extends over twenty

years. Thirdly, the collection and compilation of the sundry revelations were made by men who had

witnessed the first delivery of most of them, and finally the book was hardly finisiied when it was

covered with a mass of explanatory traditions and lengthy commentaries.^

The conflux of so many favourable circumstances should justify us in concluding that hardly anv

critical question dealing with the Qoran is left open. Unfortunately this is not the case. The
assistance offered by the explanatory traditions just mentioned keeps within narrow bounds and

does not even satisfy Hnguistic demands. A large number of them are quite untrustworthy. It is

therefore safest to Itt the Qoriin explain itself.^ and this we will endeavour to do as much
8S possible in the following researches. References will, of course, be made occasionally to some of

the most renowned historical, traditional, and exegetical works illustrative of incidents to which

many revelations owe their existence, and also to the manner in which prominent Moslim theologians

interpreted the principal doctrines laid down in the revelations.^

It is worthy of notice that the Arabs, taken as a people, were the last Semitic tribe to exchange

paganism for the belief in One God. It is, however, not this circumstance which we have

to discuss here, but rather the reascm why this occurred so late. The fault certainly did not lie

in the lack of acquaintance with the monotheistic belief. Arabs had not only for centuries previously

been continually in coHtact with monotheists, but their country became in the course of time more and

more narrowed in both by Jews and Christians.'* A lively commercial intercourse existed with the

Christian inhabitants of Africa, Syria, and evea Byzantium. Sundry northern tribes had embraced

Christianity (probably Nestorian), and fought under the banners of Greek Emper-ors against the

Persians. In South Arabia Christians were to be found as early as in the sixth century, and

Judaism had even made greater progress through the conversion of a royal house. Jews lived

in the whole north-west of the peninsula as far as Medina, and the surroundings of this city were in

the hands of the Jewish clans.i' Jewish influence was so great iu Medina that many Arab families not

only accejited this faith but freely intermarried with Jews. Thus at the beginning of the seventh

century iu the Hijaz, whicli here chiefly comes into consideration, only the country around Mecca

where no Jews and very few Christians existed— these few moreover living in very humble positions

— was kept free from the influence of followers of monotheistic beliefs.

Meanwhile the reverence for the national deities was already on the wane everywhere in Arabia.

Mecca included. In places with a settled population of agriculturists or growers of palm-trees one of

the two monotheistic forms of belief was predominant. The spiritual tension produced in many minds

by the decay of the old faith found in those places a solatium either in Judaism or Christianity which

goes far to explain why Islam was slow in taking root there. The state of things in Mecca was,

however, different. Open intrusion of alien views of behef was not tolerated in this city for various

reasons. Spontaneous restoration of the equihbrium was, therefore, not to be expected in a place

which sheltered the ancient national sanctuary of the Ka'ba, which not only gave it a theocratic

predominance over a large area, but was also a veritable source of material gain. For these reasons

' Itq. 90S sqq, gives a classification of the oldest commentators, beginning with Muhammed's own friends and
their successors. Ibid. 918 to 954, see traditions on explanatory remarks handed down on behalf of Mnhammed-
himself. In many cases Al Suyuti enters into a criticism of these annotations.

' See Sprenger, Dos Lehene u. d. LeTir d. Muh.'s I. p. xiii.

9 Uq. 893, proptedeutics of the exegesis of the Qoran, which necessitates the acquaintance with fifteen different

subjects.

'• See the verses in f. Risk. p. 293 ; Wellhauaen, Keste, 2nd ed. p. 233, rem. 1.

" See Rev. Et. J. vii. p. 169 iq'l-
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the crisis was bound to occur here. In other parts, as in Taif and in the desert, religious matters

Were treated with so much indifference, that no excitement whatever was caused.

The Arabs all round had thus been familiar with Judaism and Christianity for a long time.

Nevertheless, the progress made by these forms of belief was but slow and intermittent, and the reasons

for this are obvious. Both creeds were anything but compatible with the condition of hfe in Arabia.

For travelhng merchants^^ and much more for starving Bedouins the Jewish dietary laws and Day
of Rest were not acceptable, and the moral code of the Bible stood in sharp contrast to hcentious

habits against which there was no heathen prohibition.'^ For some of these reasons it proved difficult

enough to gain many tribes even for Islam. The Christian Church, on the other hand, was split up in

BO many sects, each stamping the other as heretics, that their quai'rels were tor an outsider as unat-

tractive as their principles unintelligible. I doubt whether the converted Arab families and tribes

mentioned above had ever become Jews or Christians from conviction. The proof is that it afterwards

required but little inducement to make them forsake either faith for that of a national prophet who

combined a simple creed with a plain ritual, and whilst taking into consideration the nature of the

country and some of the sacred traditions of their forefathers, promised them tempting rewards in the

life hereafter.

To gain a knowledge of Islam, a study of the Qoran in the original or in a good translation

should be sufficient, as all that is necessary for the comprehension of its fundamental principles is

contained in that. Here, however, we encounter a great difficulty. Strictly speaking, the QorAn can

only claim to be a child of Arabic literature through the language in which it is written. Although

Arabic may be regarded as the most successfully investigated of all Semitic tongues, yet its substance

and its poetic forms in jiarticular in the Prophet's time present serious difficulties. If we omit

northern and southern Arabic inscriptions, coherent pieces in prose dating from the pre-Islamic epoch

do not exist. Other literary monuments, viz., songs, lived in the mouths of the people. The Qoran is

written neither in poetiy — in which the prosody and standard practices assist the interpretation —
nor in prose. The Prophet could neither detach himself wholely from the custom of speaking in

chromatic verses,'* nor did he at once succeed in discoursing in calm oratory. He chose a new theme.

The Qoran does not praise love, woman, combat, sword, steed, or camel, but a stern and awful Being

invisible and indescribable. Thus the Qoran appeared so foreign to everything with which Arabic

thought was familiar, that the ordinary vernaciilar was inadequate to express all these new ideas.

To study the Qoriin, therefore, a totally different course must be pursued from that which would be

taken for the comprehension of a poem. Dictionary and grammar wiU in most cases be of assistance

in making a literal tninslation, but must fail to disclose the sjiirit which pervades the book. When
discussing the very oldest revelation we shall have an opportunity of seeing how the first breath of

Islam has been misinterpreted by wrong translation. It is the knowledge of the original sources that

can alone throw a light on what often appears at first obscure and meaningless. One of the principal

difficulties before us is therefore to ascertain, whether an idea or an expression was Muhanimed's

spiritual property or borrowed from elsewhere, how he learnt it, and to what extent it was altered to

suit his purposes.

There is no lack of translations of the Qoran, many of which have been made by very able

scholars.'^ None, however, can claim anything like perfection, and if we must for ever abandon the

" Al Jahiz {died 255 H.) explains on this basis the name of the Qoreish (cod. Brit. Mus. Or. 3138, fol. 267) as

"derived from trading and profiting ((-TJ^iJIj Xjis I)
; ti^;, jg their grandest title and their noblest parentage

which Allah has extolled in His Book." See also Tabari, p. 1103 to 4. — Al Baihaqi Ifol. 25) brings a tradition on

behalf of Ibn Abbas, according to which Qoriish is derived from a sea monster called alqarah. See also Caussin de

Perceval, Essai, I, p. 231 (I. Hish).

1' See Noldeke, Beiiraege Zwf Kenntniss, etc. p. 183 sqq. "Die JBeduinen als Beiruger ihrer QlauUger."

" See below.

'5 I only mention the two latest translations which mark a great progress in this field. The best English one is

K. H. Palmer's [Sacred Books of the East, Vols. VI. and TX.) with an excellent introduction. I have frequently

followed this translation, but marked places in which I disagree with it. The palm, however, belongs to Fr. Biickert's

(posthumous) German version : Der Koran in Auswahl iihersetzt ed. A. Miiller. This translation is hard to teati
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hope of obtaining a version in which all the mysteries of the book sliould bo explained, tlie fault lies

with the author alone. In the first place we are not able to gauge the real signification of many words

in use at that time, and which have been embodied in the QorAn. Secondly, our knowledge of the

language does not enable us to grasp all the idioms of au orator who purj)0sely used uncommon as

well as foreign words, and who also changed the meanings of Arabic words or of such differing in

dialect.

Under these circumstances it is not astonishing tliat the manifold difficulties repel rather than

encourage the study of the Qoran, especially as it is monotonous to read in spite of its bombastic

rhetoric. The later and longer chapters in particular are indescribably tedious, and offer a hard task

even to the most enthusiastic student. This is no doubt the reason why researches into the Qoran are

at present more than duly supjilanted by other branches of Arabic literature. Yet there is much to

be done in this field. The sources, in particular, from which Muhammed drew, have not yet all been

discovered. Only by investigation will it be possible to understand, how an intelligent man with a

training gained autodidactically and by stealth, was able to create from the fragments of older creeds

not only a new one, but also to endow it with m.iny features of a universal religion. It is the

monotheistic basis which secures a prolonged existence to the frail building in spite of many

prophecies to the contrary. Never has a people been led more rapidly to civilization, such as it was,

than were the Arabs through Islam. We are not a little indebted to them for the jireservation and

interpretation of some of the treasures of Hellenic wisdom, but it is very doubtful, whether the Arabs

would ever have trodden the paths of science, had they not been forced to do so by the Qoran.

Although Muhammed is the author of the Qoran he did not leave it to his disciples in the form

of a book, but in fragments of various lengths on all kinds of writing material. Now the question

arises whether he was prevented by death from compiling the revelations into a book, or whether

he purposely omitted to do so, preferring to entrust them to the piety and memory of the faithful. The

latter appears more probable for several reasons. The amount of the revelations themselves are

so frequently styled "Book" in the Qoran that Muhammed seems to have deemed any special

arrangement superfluous, and he took no steps to ensure such being made when he felt his death

approaching.is A more important reason was Muhammed's wish to leave himself freedom to alter or

suppress verses which became unsuited to changing circumstances. The advisability of such procedure

must — and this is a most striking proof of the systematic manner in which Muhammed acted from

the outset — have dawned upon him at a very early epoch, as even in one of the first revelations he

inserted a clause alluding to words which Allah might have caused him to forget.17 Now this may

appear mere cant, if nothing worse, particularly as Muhammed on two other occasions endeavoured

to justify his action by special revelations (Q. xvi. 103 ; ii. 100). Yet if looked at more closely,

the liberty which the Prophet reserved to himself of abrogating some revelations in favour of others

is so closely connected with one of the fundamental principles of Islam, that Behevers must regard it

as a divine institution. The ritual of the Moslim church, following the example of the Christians

(«. g., S. Matth. XV. 11), is built upon the rules of abrogating and reforming such laws and customs

practised by Jews, Christians, and pagan Arabs, as either favoured pagan interests, or were incompa-

tible with the hfe in Arabia. Of those primarily retained to assist in forming a ritual, many were

also eventually abrogated and, from political motives, replaced by others, Muhammed being ignorant

of the differences between BibUeal precepts and rites, or customs of Rabbinical origin. The explana-

tions Moslim theologians offer for such measures is simply this, that Allah, when giving precepts to

because it gives everything the general reader requires, and in the most attractive form. The notes attached to it

form a valuable appendix. For more critical purposes the Qoran will always have to be read in the original.

" See the well known tradition Shahrast, p. 11.

" S. Ixxxvii. 6 (see below Ch. III.); xvi. 103; ii. 100. The commentators (Al Baghawi) on the last quoted

passage admit that the heathens (Al Beidh. adds : and the Jews) had said that Muhammed one day commanded a

thing which he forbade the next day, and commanded the opposite. Sprenger, III. p. xx xvi., only makes weak-

ness of memory and negligence on the part of Muhammed's followers responsible for occasional omissions, but

the three verses quoted leave no doubt, that it was done on purpose. See also Sokh. X. 46.
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certain peoples, had already made up his mind to abrogate the same after a certain period.i^ The

alleviation of the ancient vevdetta^^ by allowing a fine, the abolishment of the sanctity of the Sabebath, the

re-direction of the Qibla from Jerusalem to Mecca,"" the adoption and subsequent revocation of the

fast of AsMrd?^ are statutes entirely different in origin and gravity, but thus placed on the same

level. Of the attitude of the Christians towards such theories no account is to be found, but the

objections of the Jews were set at naught by the contention that they had themselves made alterations

in the law. The substitution of certain Qoranic verses for others better suited to the circumstances

was therefore warranted to some extent by precedent. When reproaching the Jews for altering their

law, Muhammed overlooked the fact that this had been done on the basis of tradition with a tendency

to make the ritual, if anything, more strict rather than otherwise, while his own naskh was chiefly

dictated by reasons of policy or unforeseen events. At any rate an acquaintance with the rules of

abrogation is incumbent on every Moshm, as it forms a special branch of Qoranic lore.

When the Propliet died the possibiHty of change in the revelations ceased, and the Moslims

were confronted with the necessity of uniting in one volume all they could collect either from the

fragments mentioned above, or from their own recollections. When they had accomphshed this

they found themselves in possession of a tangible Testament — a guide for future generations. The

Qoran was the Palladium which accompanied the armies, and it is only necessary to recall the role it

played in the battle of Siffin (A. H. 37) between the Khahf Aliy and Muawiya, the governor of Syria,

to recognize its importance. Although the appeal of the latter to the sacred book was vague, and

contributed but little to the settlement of the quarrel between the Commander of the Faithful and his

lieutenant, which was personal rather than religious, the mere aspect of the Book was sufficient to

compel submission even from the head of the state.23

The difficulty of interpreting many essential parts of the Qoran was soon apparent. It was

written in the vernacular, and frequently styled by the author "Plain Arabic Qoran."23 This assurance

should have been superfluous, if the book had been composed in plain Arabic ; yet it is repeated three

times. In reality much that is in it is not Arabic^* at all, and this does not apply to the vocabulary

alone.

w Ibn alNabb^s (died 338 H.), ^j^i^L >«»UJli_)Uf fol. 1, introduces liis work thus : The differences between

abrogation (• «iJh and innovation (I<XaJ|) consists in the circumstance, that the former restricts people from things

thut had been lawful before, and permits what bad been nnlawful, with a liew to benefit mankind. It was known to

AUAh already at the time of command that He would abrogate it after a certain period. Such was the case with the

alteration of the Qibla from Jerusalem to Mecca, further with Qor. Iviii. 13, with the law of Sabbath, which was

not binding for other nations. — Very minutely and (as Noldeke has already remarked), in an exaggerating manner,

the subject of nosit^ is discussed in liqdn (pp. 514 to 527). Al Suyuti distinguishes five questions with several sub-

divisons, and also mentions the protest of the Jews against it on the ground of its being a bad& (p. 515). Similar

are the remarks of Ibn Hazm on the same subject ^^Uj^^liS (ed. Bulaq 1301 together with thc_,i.>AJ of Jalalain)

II. p. 169 : "The na»kh assumed the character of divine law, as among*ome braxiches of Adam's descendants it was

considered lawful for a man to marry his sister, and besides this, working on Sabbath was forbidden, but this law is

now abrogated by Islfim."

" Qor. ii. 173-175

.

™ Qor. "• 138-9 i ^- 98.

21 Itq&n, 515 ; 523 ; Muslim, I. p. 310 sq. Urwa describes the Aahiird as having been observed by the Qoreish,

but see Sprenger, III. 53 rem. Muslim, ibid, corrects the statement just mentioned saying that the Ashurii was a day

reverentially kept by the Jews (with another Isnfld see Bokh. ed. Krehl I. 472). According to Tabari p. 1287, who

mentions no authorities, the Jews celebrated it "in remembrance of the oxodus from Egypt." Another instance of

abrogalion with regard to fasting see Qor. ij. ISO sq., and Muslim, «6i<i. p. 315.

" See Weil, Qeschichte der Chcdifen, I. p. 227.

2JNot until the narrative period (see ch. V.), but then rather frequently. The oldest passage is xxvi. 195.

The phrase occurs particularly often at the beginning of Sfris, e. g., xliii. 1 ; xli. 2, 44; xij. 2 ; ilii. 5, etc.

S. xiii. 37 itjC UJj*. . The definition of Al Ashari (Kit. al luma'. C/. Spitta.Xl Ashari. p. 86) p. 12G with regard to

Qor. Kxix. 29. J{{J I ^yJl ^y Ulj ^^* <^i _^ii Ujjj:"} \j.>
" in the undistorted language of the unlearned

mass" is orthodox rather than critical. See also liq. pp. 2S1, 315. The commentaries furnish innumerable caaes of

the contrary.

" Itq. p. 315.
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If the reyelatious were delivered in "plain Arabic,"25 and yet many of them remained unintelli-

gible, this was evidently designed as a further proof of their divine origin. The dogmatic portions in

particular continued obscure, owing chiefly to the large number of foreign words and new meanings

pressed into service. In many cases sayings, actions, customs, decisions, and even the silence ot Muhani-

med were quoted to suit emergencies, and in this way arose the traditional supplement of the Qoran

which is called Sunna, and which is regarded as authoritative by the majority of the Moslim world.

Political differences, combined with the formation of religious sects, were productive of views

which disagreed even on fundamental doctrines. The following will serve as an instance. In one of the

earliest revelations (Ixxxv. 21) Muhammed speaks of the "Noble Qoran on a well preserved tablet."

Theological controversies arose in connection with this sentence, and one of the most important dealt

with the question : was the Qoran created, or was it [an] eternal [attribute] ? The orthodox school

maintained the latter theory, whilst a class of men with philosophical training— the Mu'tazilites—
came to the conclusion that besides Allah no other eternal Being could exist. They therefore declared

the Qoran to be created. This, of course, caused a great stir among those who held that the divine cha-

racter ol the Qoriin was impaired by such a theory, and with the aid of the official authorities the

latter party ultimately remained victorious. How the supporters of the dogma of the non-creation of

the Qoran came to form their theory is well illustrated by an abstract from one of the most popular

manuals of Sunnite beliefs, and is as follows^^ : And He whose Highness is great speaks with

one Speecffi''; this is an attribute [to Him] from eternity; it has nothing to do with letters and sounds.

It is [further] an attribute which repudiates silence and bane whilst Allah the most High speaks with

it commanding, prohibiting and narrating; and the Qoriin is the Speech of Allah not created,^^ whilst

written in our copies, preserved in our hearts,^ and recited'" with our tongues, heard with our ears,

and is not a [transient] state in this [attribute]."— It is easy to perceive the difficulty experienced in

trying to demonstrate philosophically what had already been laid down dogmatically. The Qoran is

the Speech of Allah, and this Speech is so closely connected with His nature that to declare it an item

of creation and consequently perishable seemed to the orthodox school to clash with very essential

doctrines of the Qoran which repeatedly asserts the "truth" and "perfection" of the Speech of Allah.si

What makes the dogma of the eternity of the Qoriin remarkable is that Abul Hasan Al Ash'ari,

the man who may be called its father (died 324 H. in Baghdad), after having been an ardent follower

of the Mu'tazihte school, suddenly changed his attitude, and adopted the opposite view.32 This cir-

cumstance as well as the general victory this theory subsequently gained through Al Ghazali,'' the

greatest genius of Moshm scholastics, shows that it would be rash to stamp the dogma of the non-

creation of the Qorun as a mere fad of orthodoxy. In reahty there is very little religious feehng

M
f^yX),/Q cf. Sprenger, II. p. 352, rem. 2.

!6 Nujm'uddin Abu JjLats Omar b. Muhammed al Nasafi (1088-1142) ed. W. Cureton, London, 1842, p. 2. The
treatise has been translated into English by Prof. Macdonald in the American Journ. of Semit. Languages and

Lit. Vol. XXL p. HI sqq.

2' Not "word'' as generally translated, which is rather Biblical. Cf. Is. xl. 8. See also note II. Al

Nasafi's follows here the Asharite doctrine which is vigorously combated by Ibn Hazm, Al Milal, f. 151'\

s» In order to prevent misunderstandings Sa'd alDin Al Taftazani (died "21 H.), the commentator of Al Nasafi's

work, explains this as follows (fol. 25'")
: According to the teachings of the Doctors the Qoran follows the Speech

ot Allah. It is to be said ' the Qoran is the Speech of Allah which (the latter) is not created,' b nt it must not be said

' the Qoran (itself) is not created,' lest some one might too hastily think that the transport of the Qor&n into sounds

and letters is without beginning, as the school of ^anbal (founder of the most reactionary of the four high schools)

assumes .... He who says that the Speech (of Allah) is created, negatives AlUh the A Imighty.

2' With this the words of Ibn Khaldun (p. 2) must be contrasted. Al Ispahani in his KMh MuhMarai cd'adb&r

(fol. 315'°) says that Omar gave hundred Din&rs to every one who knew the Qoran by heart.

c » _

" Prof. Macdonald translates i "repeated" which would be JJ in Arabic ; Al Taftazani has, however, 'iJ^^

" read," which ia not only much more appropriate, but belongs to the root of tf) 'j'. Still better would be t/*^
"confessed."

»' Qor. vii. 133 ; xi. 120 ; x. 36 ; il. 6. »2 See Kremor, Geschichte der hernch. Id. pp. 35 and 128,

" Ibid. p. 45, Al Ghazali Aijlda ; cf. Iljam, p. 43.
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in it at all, but it is the result of so one-sided and exaggerated a development of the monotheistic idea,

that it all but touches the other extreme. Neither is the identification — according to the Asharite

doctrine the juxtaposition— of the Speech of Allah the spontaneous outgrowth of Islam. On the con-

trary it actually departs from the pure monotheism as preached by Muhammed, and is indeed nothing

more or less than the transplantation of the idea of the Logos, which in the earher centuries of the

Christian era caused so much bitter strife within the Church, on Islamic soil. It is quite within the

bounds of possibility that Muhammed should have become acquainted with it both in the Jewish and

Christian interpretations. By introducing it in the Qoran under not less than three names^* he

has shown distinctly how to deal with a hypostasis of the divinity which appeared desirable enough

to be introduced as a spiritual constituent of his theology whilst, being but a tool in the hand of Allah,

it could be accorded the rank of a created being.

As a consequence of the exalted origin of the Qoran, Moslim theology hasdeveloped the theory of

the I'jaz, viz., the esoteric quahty of the Qoran to exclude any other being beside Muhammed from being

favoured with the power of producing a similar book or even part of it. The theory rests on a series

of revelations in which unbelievers both in Mecca and Medina are challenged to show ten or even one Siira

like Muhammed's. Since the I'jUz of the Qoran is not dependant on the question of its being created

or not, all classes of believers hold it as an inviolable dogma, only differing in minor points.'^ Mu-

hammed could safely defy Arabs all round as well as Jews and Christians in Medina and elsewhere to

try and preach in exactly the same manner as he, because every would-be imitator was bound to lack

either the knowledge or the faculty, or the audacity of mixing up truth with fiction, or the pathos,

or was unwilling to acknowledge the conditions upon which the inspiration was based. The Qoran

could as Httle be imitated as Muhammed's individuality which gave it its stamp. He was so conscious

of this fact that he could boast (,S'. xvii. 90) : "Say, if mankind and jinn united together to bring

the like of this Qoran, they could not bring the hke, though they should back each other up." The

more of the Qoran existed, the less fear there was of its being copied, and Muhammed dared therefore,

when in Medina, to taunt the Jews with their inability to produce anything similar.^s The Qoran

is unapproachable as regards convincing power, eloquence, and even composition,^' and this is in

so far of great importance for Islam in general, as it afforded Muhammed the means of [iluming himself

with a miracle which otherwise was denied to him. A miracle was the one groat desire of his hfe, and

the assurance that the Qoran is a miracle, is repeated ad nauseam through nearly the whole book.

Tradition has, it is true, collected a large number of other miracles^s performed by Muhammed, but

none equals the greatest which is the Qoriln itself.

The exalted character of the Qoran— very minutely described in the great collections of

traditions as well as in other works under the special title "High Qualities of the Qoran" — received

its ecclesiastical interpretation in various practical regulations, which not only embrace the manner in

which the book is to be treated for hturgical purposes, but extend also over the handling of the copies.

A tangible basis for such regulations was given by the Prophet himself in the words (<S. Ivi. 76) :

"Behold it is a noble Qoran (77) on a well preserved tablet (78), none but the pure may touch it." —
Although Muhammed only used these expressions metaphorically, the doctrine of the church took

them literally and prohibited persons from touching a copy of the Qoran otherwise than in a state of

" See Note II.

56 See Note III. and above the concluding paragraph in the abstract from Ibn Khaldun'sProl(>(;ome»ia. The

various theories on the nature and branches of the i'jaz are broadly discussed /( j. pp. 628 and 744 sqq.

56 Noldeke, Q. p. 44, overlooks the fact that Muhammed addressed himself also to the Jews who ridiculed the

QorJin from other points of view than the pagan Arabs did.

" Note Al Ash'ari's, ef. Shahrast, p. 75, and Ibn Hazm, I. c.

s« MobI. ii. 204 sq. Ibn H. fol. 122'-o
; of I. Khald. ihid. p. 1G9, on the nature of the miracle. The Arabic term

for the same (>./^ ') is a participle active fem. of the same root and conjugation, of which j'^ is the infi-

nitive. The word does not occur, however, in the Qoran. To what extent i~^ and ; '^ ' appeared to outsiders

as chief dogmas of Islflm, is shown in Jehuda Hallevi's Kit. AWiazari, I. par. 5. The Moslim Doctor who speaks

there, expounds his faith from the Mu'tazilite point of view (see cd. Hirschfcld, p. 12).



QORAN ENCOURAGES STUDY,

ritual purity .'8 The writing^o and reading of the Qoran are likewise regulated by strict rules.—

According to the Qonln (Isxiii. 4) the reading is to be performed in a chanting manner** and a

tradition which is, however, not well founded, gives Muhammed's advice to read it with the I'rdb

((.e., grammatical terminations*^). To carry the Qoriln into an enemy's country," is strictly forbidden
;

likewise to sell it to an infidel.**

We must not be surprised to find the Qoran regarded as the fountain-head of all the sciences.**

Every subject connected with heaven or earth, human life, commerce and various trades are

occasion.iUy touched upon,** and this gave rise to the production of numerous monographs forming

commentaries on parts of the holy book. In this way the Qoran was responsible for great discussions,

and to it was also indirectly due the marvellous development of all branches of science in the Moslim

world.— This again not only affected the Arabs but also induced Jewish philosophers*' to treat

metaphysical and religious questions after Arab methods. Finally, the way in which Christian*

scholasticism was fertilised by Arabian theosophy need not be further discussed.

Spiritual activity once aroused within the Islamic bounds, was not confined to theological specu-

lations alone. Acquaintance with the philosophical, mathematical,*^ astronomical and medical writings

of the Greeks, led to the pursuance of these studies. In the descriptive revelations*' Muhammed

repeatedly calls attention to the movements of the heavenly bodies, as parts of the miracles of Alliy

forced into the service of niau^i and therefore not to be worshipped.*^ How successfully Moslem

peoples of all races pursued the study of astronomy is shown by the fact that for centuries they

were its principal supporters. Even now many Arabic names of stars and technical terms are in use.

Mediaeval astronomers in Europe were pupils of the Arabs, and the last Muhammedan astronomer.,

who was at the same time one of the greatest,*^ only died about twenty years before the birth of

Copernicus.

In the same manner the Qoran gave an impetus to medical studies** and recommended the

contemplation and study of Nature in general.** The very necessity for a better understanding of

the Qoran itself impelled Moslems and particularly those who were not natives of Arabia to study its

language.** Rt3nan*' has shown that the beginning of linguistic research among the Arabs was

59 Mu'atta, p. 67. Cf. Goldziher, Zahhiten. p. 52. «« Al Nawawi, Tiby&n, p. 272. " Ibid. 112.

«2 Al Baihaqi from Abu Hureira in (3= 'j '-^ by Al Ushmuni, p. 15; Uq. pp. 266,879; according to Al

Isfahini, fol. 313™. Abu Bakr recommended the same.

»3 Ma'atta, p. 133 ; I. Hzm, fol. 182^", Tibyan, p. 274. " Tiby.in, ihid.

" Ifq. 762 ; c/. 739 »2. The three chief sciencea are *i*.>^>^"^^. f
"^^ ' •« R(j. 768.

«' A reflex of the dogma of the j '^ ' is also visible in medijeval Jewish poetry. It seems to be a kind of pro-

test against the same, though deprived of its ecclesiastical character, if Jewish poets in Moslim Spain, whilst

adopting Arab forms, boast of their ability to imitate the same in Hebrew ; see Harizi, Taljkemoni, Introduction.

'» Itq. 767. " See Ch. VI.

»<> E. g., S. xli- 37. Muhammed denounced those who studied astronomy for other than sacred purposes.

Cf. Mishk. xxi. eh. 3, pt. 4.

«2 Itq. 765. C/. Sprenger, III. 531. To judge from the Qor5n, Muhammed's ideas of astronomy were those

which were current in Arabia at his time, and show at any rate that he did not belong to the unlearned mass. He

was acquainted with the retrograde movement of the planets (Ixiii. 5-16). He speaks of the zodiac which he calls

by its Greek name bunij (TTupyoi), S. xv. 16;xiv. 62. Of constellations he mentions the Scales (Iv. 7): of eingk-

stars the Sirias (-'the hairy one"), liii 50. This word is an interesting specimea of popular etymology, but see

Hommel in Z D M G XLV. p. 597. If the name occurs in pre-Islamic poems, this does not warrant its being

liralt.- Muhammed further speaks of the stations of the moou (i. 5 ; xxxvi. 39). arranged for the calculation of

the seasons. The sun runs in a spliere prescribed for him. and is occasionally eclipsed (.(..d.). According to a tra-

dition related by Bokh. III. 305, Muhammed on the occasion of a total solar eclipse, said that it did not ca"se the

death of any man; yet he recited special prayers during the eclipse, Muslim, i. 246: T.rmidi. (ed Cairo U9.)i

UO;Mi$hi. iv. ch. 51. Tradition, of course, makes him a great astronomer. According to Al Baihaqi (/(?. 9.32)

Muhammed knew by the aid of Gabriel the names of the stars which Joseph saw in his dream. Cj. J. Q. R. X.

p 103. — As to his medical learning see Ch. VIII.

" Ulugh Beg. " Itq. 767 with reference to Q. ivi. 71, where honey is mentioned as a medicament.

SB seg Ch. VI. " Itq. 764 sq.
" Bistoire des Ungues Semitiques, Vol. I. p. 378.
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due neither to Greek influeuce nor to that of Syrian Christians. These studies resulted in the

production of an unrivalled grammatical and lexicographical literature as immense as it is minutely

worked out, and upon which our knowledge of the Arabic language is based. Linguistic pursuits were

followed by literary pursuits.— Moslim scholars had the good sense not to allow the treasure of songs

which had come down from pre-Islamic times to fall into oblivion, but collected them reverently and

accompanied compilations with annotations, most welcome to readers of old poems. Not less important

were these endeavours to settle questions connected with the forms from which the poems were com-

posed, and they thus produced a most extensive literature on prosody .^^ For many centuries after,

Arabic prosody furnished the forms in which the best productions of medieval Jewish poetry both in

Hebrew and Arabic^^ ypere written. Even in the development of Arabic poetry itself the Qoran marks

a very important phase. In pre-Islamic Arabic short ditties were the recognised medium for convey-

. ing public opinion from mouth to mouth. The forms of poetry had become so firmly estabhshed in

the minds of the people, that even Islam could not alter them, though it succeeded in revolutionising

all else. As regards the theme of the poems, however, the effect was different.

When entering upon his mission, Muhammed could not incline favorably towards poetry. Although

conscious of its beauties, its fictitious character and low moral standard clashed with the stern truth

in the revelations of Allah. He also feared the effect of a smart epigram on his cause, and this fear

was eventually justified.

We can well beheve him, when, on behalf of Allah, he says that he was not gifted with poetic

skill, neither was such talent proper for him.*^" So little, however, could he detach himself from tra-

ditional forms,^' that when he first commenced his addresses, he scarcely did more than drop the

metre, whilst observing various standard rules and above all retaining the rhyme. This last habit in

particular''^ eventually caused some dogmatic disquietude, as it did not harmonise with the character

of the Qoran as an eternal attribute. Ash'arite opinion declared it unlawful to recognise in the Qoran,

rhymes in an ajsthetic sense, or the so-termed saj'P This gave rise to a discussion as to

which saj' stood for its own sake and which did not, but non-Ash'arites only saw an embellishment

of the language. Yet Muhammed did introduce poetic features into the Qoran in the form

of comparisons, aphorisms, figures of speech, and parables,"* but this passed unnoticed, whilst

the attention of the faithful was concentrated on the above mentioned theological quibbles. They

only noticed the saj', because it was easily seen and very famihar to them. Some anxious ones feared

that it might impair the rjciz, since it could be imitated. The saj', moreover, was the form in which

the pagan augurs rendered their oracles.*^ Muhammed himself is said to have deprecated the

practice in the maxim : "(This is) more svy'-like than the saj' of the augurs" (or some poetry is like

magic).*'^ It is not in the least surprising, therefore, that when the Meccans heard him make use of

the same form of speech, they took him for an ordinary augur or a poet endowed with little talent

and a peculiar madness of his own. He was natiirally incensed at being styled a poet, and thus

placed on a level with augurs and bards, who sang of foolish and profane things. He protested

enero'etically against these insinuations, declaring that he was neither a poet nor mad.^^ When

58 See Brockelmann, Oeschichte dar Arab. Literatur, p. 100 sjq.

59 Apart from the poems composed by Arab Jews before and at the period of Islam, many were written in

Arabic by later Jewish poets. The Jews in all Arabic speaking countries have composed innumerable liturgical

poems in the vernacular as late as the 17th century.

CO See Qor. xxxvi, C9 and the commentaries, and Noldeke, ibid. p. 23 sqq. Tradition attributes two verses to

Muhammed which he is said to have composed in a battle when his toe was slightly wounded, as follows :

—

Thou art but a toe that bleeds

And thou didst suffer in the fight of AUlth.—Mishk. ii. p. 401.

According to other traditions he praised the poems of LabSd, whom he nevertheless condemned to hell. He is said

to have been very partial to the verses of Omayya b. abi-ISalt. Traditions on the subject are collected by

Sprenger, I. 110 sqq.

61 E. g., ^r'u i
" let me." S. Ixxiii. 11 ; Ixxiv. 11 ; Ixviii. 44. See Ch. III.

6» On the influence of the rhyme on the composition of revelations see Noldeke, ib. p. 30.

M itq. 695 aq. «' See Ch. VIII. « Itq. 697.

66 Ulihk. ii. i22. 67 See Ch. III.
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he had acquired some secular power, however, and could count among the believers a poet

although not au eminent one, he was wise enough not only to abstain from reviling such bards, but to

employ their talents on his own behalf. He provided new themes for them, which by th(nr novelty

contrasted favorably with the worn out burdens of the heathen songs, although lacking their grace and

charm. They impressed many by their moral sentiments, rather than by their artistic merits, but as

they appeared at an opportune moment, the effect was considerable. Moslim traditionists relate a

good deal about poetic competitions which took place, and from which, of course, the Muhammedan

bards emerged victorious. Although discretion must be used in dealing with these reports, yet it is

quite intelligible that elegant verses on hackneyed themes might be supplanted by others less graceful,

but composed for the glorification of Allah, and real or imaginary self-sacrifice in the service of his

prophet. Their strength lay in their idealism, though the proportion of this may have been but small.

Muhammed thus inaugurated a new era in the songs of the Arabs, and became indirectly tho

father of Arabic sacred poetry, which boasts of more than a few fine compositions. Great and small

events, which concerned the Moshm community, were immortalised in verse, and although not all of

these are authentic or of great poetic value, they have no slight claim on our interest. Entire phrases

are borrowed from the Qoran. This being the case not only in the verses of Ka'b b. Zuheir*^ and the

Medinian Hassan b. Thabit^s and many others^o but even in the celebrated and glowing panegyric the

"Burda" of AlBusiri,^! written six hundred years afterwards. The following few quotations from this

poem show how thoroughly it is impregnated with the spirit as well as with the language of the Qoran :

"How many an impetuous opponent in dispute about Muhammed have the words of Allah

overpowered, and how many an ardent htigant has been convinced by his evidence.

Regard as satisfactory signs" that the Ignorant at the time of universal nescience"

possessed knowledge, and also that he acquired education in the desolate age.

I have devoted to him this poem of praise in the hope of obtaining forgiveness for the sins

of a life spent in writing songs and courting the great."

Although the Moslim liturgy, in contradistinction to the Jewish and Christian prayers, did not

lend itself to the chanting of songs during service,?* the Burda is looked upon as inspired by the

^ The famous poem styled after its beginoing jU*» CJlj has frequently been printed, lastly in Noldeke-MuUer,

Delectus, p. 110. Cf. Brockelmann, I. c. p. 39.

«9 The best part of the polemical poetry of early Islam was attributed to IJassan, who was made its chief

representative, although many poems handed down under his name are of doubtful authenticity. I reproduce one

of these poems in translation, because its language is in such close touch with the diction of the later portions of

the Qoran, that Hassan, provided he is the author, could only haye composed it in his declining years. The song

runs as follows (Diwan, ed. Tunis, p. 23) :

—

He (Allah) has crowned him with glory in order to exalt him
;
yea, the Occupant of the TJirone is praised,

but this one is extolled (Muhammed).
A prophet is come to us after we had lost hope in the long absence of messengers, whilst idols were

worshipped on earth.

He is a brilliant, guiding light, and shines like a polished sword from India.

He has warned us against the fire of hell, and has promised paradise, and taught us [the doctrines of] Islum

now we praise Allah.

And thou art the God of creation, my Lord and Creator ; this I will declare as long as I live among men.

Thou art extolled , Lord of mankind, above the praise of those who worship other gods beside thee;

thou art the highest and most revered.

Thy nature is benevolence, and omnipotence, to thee we pray for guidance and thee we serve.

For Allah's recompense, for every one who adores Him alone, is the shelter of Paradise where ho shall

live eternally.

The last verse but one contains an almost literal quotation from Q. i. 4. — A versification of the tenets of Islam

by Muh. b. Al Ilasan Al Shaibani (died 189 H.) is without poetic value. The work exists in numerous MSS. and

has been printed, Cairo, 1863.

"> See Delectus, pp. 3, 4, 18 sj., 51 sq., etc. " Ed. Eahlfs, Vienna, 1860, vv. 138-140 (p. 16-17).

'' C/. chapters IV. to VI. '3 On the term j'3,/ii!»i/i/a see Goldziher, Muhammadan. Studien, p. 219 s?.

» See 6'a(<i/i Al Mu'min by Al Ilafiz Taqt aldin Muh b. Tfij aldin fol. 2vo
: "What is told of the Prophet's

objection to rhymed prayers." As to the prohibition to regard the Qoran as work of poetry even with respect to

SO)", see It], C9j j;.
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Prophet himself, and the reading o£ it is recommended as a means of salvation. This naturally

appUes with even more force to the study of the Qoran itself, whilst to copy it or to write a com-

mentary on it, is, according to orthodox tradition, a sure passport to Paradise. The religious motive

coupled with the necessity of clearly understanding the Qoran proved an important factor in the

development of an immense literature treating of every imaginable point connected with it. Besides

commentaries on the whole book or portions of it, representing every shade of theological or

sectarian doctrine, there exist glossaries, works on orthography, and on the art of writing and reading

the Qoran. In one of the earhest revelations,'^ Muhammed is told that ease should be granted

to him.'" From the expression used for this word (nui/assiruha) the title of a work is derived, which

is styled "Book of facihtating the coguizance of the seven fashions of reading the Qoran" by Abu

Omar Othman Al Dani." The Qoran was supposed to have been revealed in the dialect of the clan

of the Qoreish of which Muhammed was a member
;
yet believers of other tribes allowed idioms to

creep in, which subsequently led to friction. To rectify this Muhammed is said to have declared that

the Qoran was revealed to him in seven readings,'^ and the believers were to recite it in the easiest

manner. It need hardly be mentioned that there is nothing real in the number seven, whilst it is

intelligible that the various MosUm tribes differed as to the pronunciation of many words or changed

expressions used by Muhammed for idioms of their own.

It was, however, necessary to dogmatise the "seven readings" in order to bring them

into harmony with the nature of the Qoran as the "Speech of Allah." From the linguistic point

of view it is regrettable that the practice of reading the Qoran in sundry dialects had to be aban-

doned. The Khalifa Othman was obUged to settle this question in so radical a manner, that by can-

celhng all other readings, except the Qoreishite, the dilKculties of dialect were abohsbed for ever
;

but whilst promoting rehgious unity he did away with a most important medium for our enlighten-

ment on the problem of old Arabic dialects.

To the Qoran we also indirectly owe an immense literature of biograpliies of Muhammed,

as well as of his contemporaries, but many of these works are distinguished by religious zeal rather

than by trustworthiness. The same may be said of numerous works of tradition (Hadith), and

evolving from the latter, Muhammedau history in general.

It need hardly be demonstrated that the spread of the art of writing throughout the Moslim

world is also greatly due to the Qoran. Though writing was not unknown in Mecca before Islam,

it was only practised by a few of the more enlightened, such as Waraqa, the cousin of Muhammed,

who had embraced Christianity, and had copied parts of the New Testament in Hebrew square

characters.'^ Among modern authors on Muhammed the opinions as to his ability to write are divided.

Within the Moshm world it is regarded as heresy to assert that he was able to write. This rests

on a late Meccan revelation which refutes a charge made by unbelievers that Muhammed preached

from notes dictated to him every day.^" His reply was that the revelations were miracles, but

a httle later he added that he was "not able to read before, nor to write." This is as good

as an admission, and from the same we may safely conclude that he could read and write.

To learn the Hebrew characters was not very difficult, and it is highly probable that he made

himself acquainted with them when travelling in Syria. It is, however, an established fact that Muham-

med was able to write in Medina, though not very fluently, but it is hardly credible that he should

'5 Ixixvii. 8. '^ Repeated liv. 17, 32, 40, v. (16 and) 17 omitted in Palmer's translation.

" Died 444 H., see de Sacy, Not. et Extr. Vol. VIII. p. 292 sqq. On taisir see Itq. 515, as subdivision of natkh

'« See Bokh. III. 394 sq., tradition according to two different authorities. — C/. Noldeke, Q. p. 39. Lane

translates "dialects." Itq. p. 113 enumerates thirty-five methods of explaining them.

'9 Bukli. III. 5, 380. Sprenger, I. 128, is to be corrected into UVihrCiniyyati. I. I. 121 only says that

Waraqa read books (i-aISJ I »vij AJ).

80 Q. ixv. 6; xxix. 47. Both passages belong to the latest Meccan revelations (legislative period). C/.

Sprenger, II. 377 rem., IhiA. pp. 398-402, the question whether Muhammed was able to write is discussed with the

assistance of traditions bearing on the question. Sprenger is convinced that Muhammed was an expert penman,

but he is surely mistaken that the initials of 8. six. — or any others — belong to Muhammed (see ch. XIII. J.
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«n]y have learnt it when over fifty years old. Apart from the traditions dealing with the matter it

appears to me that the disfigurement of many Biblical names and words mentioned in the t^<iraii

i.s due to misreadings in his own notes made with unskilful hand.'*' Finally he encouraged

the art of writing by decreeing that I. O. Us. and bills of .sale should be given in %vriting, according

to what "Allah has taught."'^ Muhammed himself appointed Zeid 1. Thabit to act as his secretary,

aud controlled all revelations and letters which Zeid wrote down on his behalf. The oldest

("Cuiic") copies of the Qoran vThich we possess arc indeed written in characters of very primitive .shape

so that they are difficult to read without practice. Arabic penmanship, however, speedily improviMl

and there are now few alphabets which rival Arabic in elegance and neatness. Now the settling of

the Masorii of the official test (the language of which was considered clajisical in every respect) was

another and a very strong inducement to make linguistic investigations, and thus, from whichever

point of view we look at the book, we see how irrosLstibly it ha.s drawn an intelligent nation

along the channels of civilization, Arab culture and learning represent the bright side of the

Middle Ages, On the other hand it must be said that there is so much conservatism in the teachings

of the Qoran, and it is besides so clearly stamped with the individuality of its author, that it must

necessarily deter MosUms from reaping the full benefit of modern European education. This is, how-

ever, beyond the sphere of the present observations which only endeavour to sketch in outline the sig-

nificance of the Qoran in the world's literature. Everything connected with it causes it to outstep

tlie limits of a religious Testament of one nation or creed, aud the interests we have to follow in deal-

ing with it critically, are as manifold as are the ties which link us directly or indirectly with the

Islamic world. Our sciences, our languages, certain terms used in daily life show more Arabic,

aud also Qor;uiic words than the world at large is aware of. The person of Muhammed himself

forms the focus of several universaJ proverbs.

There is yet another reason which makes the Qoran appear familiar to its readers, vi:., its close

relationship to the Bible. It is that ancient book which speaks through the mouth of the "Seal of

the Prophets." With all his shortcomings he has mutatis mutandis something of the self-abnegation

and enthusiasm of the Prophets of the Old Testament. If one reads the addresses of the Qoran,

particularly those of the later Siiras, at every word one is tempted to say : this is Biblical. Still one

must be careful not to make such a statement indiscriminately. Thus much is certain that, before

entering upon his first ministry, Muhammed had undergone what I should like to call a course of

Biblical training. This, of course, did not consist of systematic study nor regular instruction from

teachers, but was much rather from gathering here and there sayings, tales, prescriptions, warnings,

laws, morals, and parables, and supported by occasional notes gleaned by stealth and learned

in seclusion. Clothed, then, in Arabic speech, adapted to the views, customs, and wants of the country

the originals of the revelations are frcciuently hidden bewmd recognition. This autodidactical method

of studying accounts for nearly all the pecuHarities of the Qoran. It influenced Muhanimed's ideas

and affected his style. The Qoran thus betrays Biblical colouring even in those portions, in whi( h

Muhammed expressed views which were undoubtedly original, or when he promulgated laws, which

grew out of the incidents of the day.

In deaUug with so dehcate a subject it is not easy always to find the narrow path of truth, and to

keep from attributing too much or too little to the man who was one of the greatest reformers of all

ages.
APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I.

Note I. — Islam.

Sprenger (Leben M.'s I. p. 09 ; III. p. 500) endeavours to identify the tana Islam with the faith

of the Hanifs, although a sect bearing this name, and possessing a holy book styled Suhuf never

8' See above rem. 6. Sflra written in square characters rTr<D could easily be misread from mio- The name of

Korah is in the Qoriiu QirOn nx- misread from rnp wliich is all the more possible as n was written I'Slsee Mishna

Sabbath xii- 5) ; nsnD in a similar way misread from nj-ii; ; .-iiVj for n"'?!- See Al Tha'alibi, Cod. Brit. ilus. Add.

955S, fol. es'-o- 'o_^J t ^j. \j ojJ IsJ I a>jl 1;=^ I^ I

J

•» Q. ii. 282-283, the art of writing thus emanating from AllAh, cf. icvj. 4 ; niv. 33.
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existed. Some modern Muhammedan authors, imbued with Western ideas, seem to dislike the time-

honoured explanation of IsUim. Thus Syed Ameer Ali {Life and Teachings of M. p. 226) renders

Islum by "striving alter rigbteousnoss." This translation is seemingly well founded, sinee it is

supported by a rather old passage in the Qon'in (S. Ixxii. 14): "And that^s of us are some who.

are Moslims, and of us are some who transgress, but those who are Moshms** (favian 'aslama), they

strive alter righteousness."

The learned author's definition, however, only reflects the theoretical and moral side of the

((ucstion, which is Hmited to the initial stage of Islam. If we follow up the development of the term

Islam in the Qoran, we find that it gradually assumed a practical meaning which was eventually

retained by the Moslim church. In Meccan revelations Isliivi only occurs once, viz., xxxix. 23 :

"He whose breast Allah has expanded for Islam, is in a light [issuing] from his Lord, but woe unto

those who harden their hearts, etc." Again in connection with "expanding the breast'' Islum

appears for the second time in the Medinian revelation, vi. 125, but it gradually becomes more

and more exacting. In >S. iii. 17 {cf. v. 79) Islam is identified with din {(f. Ixi. 7-9), and the-

relation bt Iwetn these two synonyms is broadly discussed by Al Shahrastani, Ulilal, pp. 25-27, and ia

stated to embrace the five duties, ri:., of testifying to the Unity of God and the divine inspiration of

Muhammed, the duties of reciting prayers, giving alms, fasting in the Ramadhan, and performing the

pilgrimage to Mecca. — It is quite natural that during Muhammed's life-time Islam already

comprised the whole of the theoretical and practical constitution of the faith, since the violation of

me of its branches imphed disobedience which the Prophet himself denounced as tantamount to

disbelief. His own final definition of Islum is laid down in one of the deuteronomic revelations

(Sir. I V. 5, "the verse of the din") as follows : "To-day I have perfected for you your din and

fulfilled upon you my favour, and am pleased for you to have Isldrn for religion (din) ." — It would be

preposterous to hmit Islam here solely to the moral code, standing as it does surrounded by

ritual precepts. The official interpretation given to the term by the orthodox church is unmistakeably

laid down in the following exposition by AliGhazAli (Ilii/d'itliimaldin, I. p. 104^: Islam is an expression

lor submission and unquestioning obedience, abandonment of insubordination, defiance and

opposition. The special seat of firm belief (tasdiq) is in the heart, the tongue being its interpreter,

Jn contradistinction to this taslijn engages heart, tongue and limbs in general, so that every iasd'q

wiih the heurt becomes taslm, connected with abandonment of defiance and denial. The same apphes

to the acknowledgment [of Allah and His Prophet] by the tongue, or unconditional obedience of the

different parts of the body. When compared as synonyms, Islam is in gener.il what Imdn (belief)

is in particular, jmuw expresses the loftier components of Islam, consequently every tasdiq is

tasiim, but not vice versa." Al Shahrastani (see above) constructs the following climax : Islam,

Jmdn, Ihsiin ("Serve Allah in such a manner, as if thou sec Him, but although thou do not see

Him, He sees thee, ibid.)."

The difference prevaihng between religious observance (Islam) and theoretical faith (hndn) has

been very clearly expressed by Muhammed himself, who placed the former above the latter, although

theologians declared that Islam only led up to Faith. Muhammed, however, was a man of the

world and knew human nature better than these theorists. He insisted on practice and said

(xlix. 14): The Bedouins say: We believe ! speak : you shall not "beheve [only]," but say: we

practice [slam (aslamnd) ; the Imiin has not entered yet into your hearts, but if you obey Allah and

His Mess;iiger, He will not defraud you of your works at all, etc. (15) The Believers (alnulminun)

are only those who beheve in Allah and His Messengers ; they are free from doubt, and fight

viijoroasly by [offering] their wealth and persons for the [war] path of Allah, these are the truth

tellers.

In thus emphasizing the practice of the law in contrast to the expressions of faith pure and simple,

Muhammed followed a Rabbinic principle which is very tersely given in Aboth, I. IG : It is not the

8s Palmer translates "and verily," which is, however, inaccurate, because the text has aima, but not iima.

84 "Moslims" are oiiposed to "sinuevs" in the still older paasage, Uviii. 36.
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study [of the law] which is most important, but the practice thereof (r/. iii. 9). — Finally Bee the

articles in the Dictiunwy of Technical Tervis, eJ. Sprenger, I. p. 64 (imun), p. C9G (islam).

Note II. — The Tekjisi for Lotos in the Qoran,

On examination of Muhamined's conception of the Logos (c/. Sura v. 19 ; 76-77), it will be found

that his interpretation of the turm came much nearer the Philonian idea that the Logos was an inter-

nii'diary between God and the world than to any other. In this character the Logos appears in the

Jewish Targums as well as in the Talmud underthe two expressions memrd and rfii6ifr[a] .8» The for-

mer is frequently met with already in Onqclos, e. g.. Gen. iii. 8,9a/ memrd; ibid. xv. 1, as translation

of dnokhi, and is radically cognate to amr which represents the oldest form of the Logos in the Qoran.

In earlier Sdras (Ixxix. 5 ; kxxii. 19, etc.) amr occurs in its original meanings of command,

and affair respectively. This meaning it retains without any reference to God at all (xxvi. 151),

even after it had assumed the individual character of Logos. This, however, did not take place until

the narrative period. Thus in iS. li. 44 ; xvii. 87 ; xviii. 48, amni rabbi forms the exact trans-

lation of memrd d'udonai/.

As to dibbi}r\_d^ it is according to Talmudic view that of which angels were created, e.i/., Hagigi'i

24.V0
: "From every dibbur which came out of the mouth of God an angel was created." — In the

so-called Fragmentary Targiim dibbur frequently represents the Logos, e. g., Gen. xxviii. 10 ;

Numb. V. 89, etc. With this we have to compare a definition of amr given in the Qoran (svii. 87) ;

They shall ask thee about the i-uh : Say, the Spirit (arruh) is part of the amr of my Lord.^^ Further

(S. xvi. 2) : He sends down i\w angeU with the Spirit [which is part] of His amr ((/. xl. 15;

xcvii. 4-5). In later Huras Muhammed endeavoured to counteract any foreign influence on the

question of the Logos, and tried to reduce the amr to the rank of a created being, e. g., Sura liv. 49 :

Verily everything have we created by appointment (qadr), so our amr is but due like the twinkhng

of an eye (cf. ch. VIII.).

Of particular significance is a passage in Sdra xix. in which the ruk (v. 17) is dispatched to

Mary to announce the birth of a son. He allays her anxiety with the assurance that the boy shall

be (V. 21) "a Sign unto man, and a mercy from us (Allah), and it is an ordained amr" {cf. v. 36). In

other passages the amr of Allah is "done"' (viii. 43 ; xxxiii. 37) or "measured" (^ibid. v. 38).

The more familiar Muhammed became with the amr, the more he made use of it for his private ends.

80 in the last named passage it is merely a pennission given by Allah to Muhammed to marry the

divorced wife of his adopted son, and to abolish an ancient heathen custom which forbade such

marriage. A complete lecture on the amr is Si'ira Ixv., in which the tenn occurs not less than eight

times. Man has no influence on the amr (iii. 123),**' because it is entirely under the control

of Allah (iWrf.v. 148).

On the ground of these and other revelations (see also x. 3, 32 ; xii. 21 ; Ixv. 1, 3) the

Zahirite school taught that the amr was created (1 bn Hazm, Kitdb almilal tval nihal. Cod. Brit. Mus.

Or. 842, fol. 166'°) in contradistinction to the Asharite doctrine which inculcated the belief in its

eternity (Ibn Hazm, ibid., Al Shahrastani, I. c. p. G7). Otherwise the Spirit which is part of the amr

(see above) must also be eternal, an axiom with which no Mo'slim would agree. According to later

eschatological views the «mc dwells on the throne of (or next to) Allah, whilst the 'ilm'^^ (i. e., dm) has

its place beneath it. See the pseudonymous book Kitdb masdil alnubit/ attributed to Abd AllAhb.

Salam, p. 11. See also Sprenger, Dictionary , etc., p. 68. The Sufi conception of amr does not

concern us here.

«5 C/. Grimme. Muliarfimed, II. p. 51.

«6 Sea Lactantius, Div. lest. led. Brandt, p. 223) : Sam sermo est spiHius cum voce aliquid si:jniji<anle 2'roloius.

Cf, Baur, Chrlstl. Lehre von der Dreieinigkeii, 1, 92 : "Der TTViviia ist dem Lojos untcrgeordiiet."

*' The verse is said to have been written when Muhammed lay wounded on the battle field of Uhud. Cf. I. I;

p. 571.

8! rvtoins. C/. Epiphauiua Haer. ed. Dindorf, II. p. 49. (Anz, L'rspr. <J. Gnositci'jift. p. 20 sj.) On the rarions

interpretationa of 'ilm by Moslim theologfians see Ibn Hazm, I. c. fol. MS sqq.
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Another rendering of dibbur (or dibb'rdh) in the Qoran is kalima. It is used in the same

combination as amr, viz., "the kalima of thy Lord has been fulfilled (Sdr-a vi. 115 ; vii. 183
;

xi. 133 ; xsix. 20, 71 ; xl. 6, etc.), or "the kalima of Allah," the "kalima of punishment" is

fulfilled (x. 3-1, 96 ; xxxix. 20, 71). "Were the trees that are on the earth pens, and the sea

[ink, cf. Sura xviii. 109] with seven more seas to swell its tide, the kalimas of Allah would not be

spent (Sdra xxxi. 26)." "Abraham made it a lasting kalima among his posterity (^Sitra xliii.

27) and was tried with kalimas {Stira ii. 118)." — Whether these verses stand in some connection

with Gen. xv. 1 or not, is difficult to say. Of greater importance is the statement that the kalima of

Allah cannot be altered [Sura vi. 34, 115 ; s. 65 ; xviii. 26 ; xli. 45), because this refers to

one ot the chief reproaches made to the Jews, viz., that they altered the law. If the "illiterate

Prophet believes in Allah and His kalimas," this should be a stimulus for others to do likewise

{Sura vii. 158). The following (Medinian) passage (xlviii. 26, cf. ix. 40) has a strong Jewish

colouring: Allah has set down His sakina upon this Messenger and upon the Faithful, and enjoined

them the kalima of piety. Kalima has hero the meaning of Hebr. dib'bfci as also in the (likewise

Medinian) passage iii. 57, where a brief abstract of the Decalogue (Exod. xxxiv. 28, assereth

hadd'bdrim) is given. — The kalima goes forth from Allah as a judgment in Sura x. 20 ; xi. 120
;

XX. 129; xxxvii. 171 ; xli. 45, xlii. 13. (C/. v. 20.)

Muhammed was well aware that the term Logos was applied to Jesus. In the Medinian repeti-

tion of the tale of Jesus' birth he therefore says kalima instead of "ordained amr" (see above) but

allows angels (here plural) to announce to Mary from Allah a kalima, whose name is the Messiah

Jesus {Sura iii. 40). Perhaps Muhammed was now less apprehensive of evil resulting from such a

statement, or else he desired to exhibit his learning. He, however, cautiously repeated that Jesus is

"the Messenger of Allah and His kalima which He has thrown upon Mary, and the ruh is part of it,"

thus manifesting the identity of kalima and amr (see above and Silra iii. 34; Ixvi. 12).

In order to avoid misunderstanding Ibn Hazm here again points out that the kalima is a created

being, and that Jesus is a kalima in this sense only (fol. 183to). To discuss all passages in which

the kalima is used in the Qoran, would lead us too far, especially as the word is also employed in the

quite usual sense of "word" {Siira xiv. 29, 31; xxxv. 11).

A'aWm differs from i-a//ma in so far as it occurs in Meccan revelations but once (vii. 141) in

the signification of "speech," and represents the distinction conferred upon Moses (Exod. xxx. 11).

The kaldm is heard, and on several occasions persons endeavoured to "alter" it (Sura ii. 70 ; ix.

G; xlviii. 15, c/ iv. 48). In Moshm theology it is not the Xa/i'wa, but the ^:ainm which forms the

object of discussion between those who declare it to be created or the contrary. This is in so far

correct as kaldm (speech) includes the kalima (word). See also Sprenger, Diet. pp. 1267-8.

Still more frequently than any of the terms for Word or Speech mentioned occurs

almilla, which is, as has long been known, derived from the Aramaic meltd. The manner in which

Muhammed treated this word is very significant. He owed his knowledge of the same solely to

Christian sources, since the Jews did not employ it for Logos, but ouiy for "word" or "thing." As
we shall presently see, however, Muhammed seems to have heard a similarly sounding term from

the Jews, and mixed the two up. There is a marked difference ia the Qoran between milla

on one side, and a?w and taZmo on the other, since the former is generahzed to signify "religion"

which is never the case with the latter. The term was so common in Arabia, that even the

jiagan Arabs styled their religion ?n?7/a (Swro xxxviii. 6^^
; vii. 86, 87; xiv. 16; xviii. 19), and

was, probably through Christian Arabs, also brought into Mecca prior to the birth of Islam. In

the majority of cases ?nilla stands in connection with Abraham, both in Meccan and (still more)

in Medinian revelations, in order to express the monotheistic belief of the Patriarch. This is to be

explained either by means of Gen. xv. 1, 4 (see above) or possibly with the help of the ordination of

circumcision (ch. xvii.), for which the Rabbinic term is m/WA, whilst the Arabs used quite a different

«» "The last religion," vii., that of the pagan Arabs. Palmer translates wrongly : "any other creed."
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word for it. Now the orthographies mildh and milla, when written in Hebrew square characters
so closely approach each other, thai an interc hange is quite easy. This was still furthered by the
circumstance, that in unvocalized tests miltd is frequently spelled plene, and probably this was the
case in the oldest copies of the Mishna and Talmud. I give this all, however, as a mere suggestion
with due reserve. — As is well known milla is used later on in various titles of famous works on the
history of religions in the same sense ; see also Sprenger, I, c. p. 1346.

Note III. — Ibn Haz.m on the I'jaz of the Qouan (Milal, fol. 187vo. sqq.).

The following is an abstract from the chapter on the Pjdz (miraculous character) of the Qorau
in Ibn Hazm's work on "Religious and philosophical sects." He sets down >«« points of controversy.

1. Asharite doctrine teaches that the divinity of the Qoran — on the level of which men strive

to place something similar — is to all eternity with Allah. It is inseparable from him, has never

been revealed to us, nor have we ever heard it (cf. Al Shahrastani, p. 75, Ibn Khaldun, Prolegom.

p. 16'J on tahaddi). — To this Ibn Hazm opposes that according to Asharite theory the Qoran, when
being recited, is not mu'jiz ^transcendent), and can only be qualified by itself. This view is entirely

heterodox, because it stands in contr-ist to Qor. x. 39 ; xi. 16. What Al Ashari defines as mu'jiz in

the Speech of Allah, is not expressed in Suras, but it is a unity which Ibn Hazm has endeavoured to

disprove prior to this chapter.*"

2. The question whether the i'jdz is eternal or terminated after its existence had been established

through the life of Muhammed is answered by Ibn Hazm who refers the readers to Qor. xvii. 90. It

is there laid down that neither mortals nor spirits shall ever be able to produce anything similar to it.

3. Some scholastics (ahlu-l-kaldm) maintain the transcendent character of the contents of the

Qoran only, but deny this quality to its composition. Ibn Hazm upholds the view of those who con-

sider the one as transcendent as the other. Qor. ii, 21 speaks of such revelations [which infidels

are challenged to bring] in which no allusion is made to things unseen [and which therefore must be

taken for granted, cf. Qor. ii. 2]. Nothing must be declared miraculous in opposition to what Allah

has decreed to be so.

4. The manner of the i'jdz represents according to one opinion the highest degree of impressive-

ness. Others see in it the inability of mortals to produce anything similar to the Qoran. This the

latter class endeavours to demonstrate to the former with the aid of Qor. ii. 175.

Ibn Hazm argues on this point as follows : (a) If the Pjdz were based on nothing but its

impressiveness, it would be on a par with other human productions which occupy the same rank,

but the "Signs" of Allah go beyond the common. — (b) Allah cannot be asked what He does nor

why He does a thing. He can therefore not be asked why He has rendered only this composition of

the Qoran transcendent, and has sent this prophet and no other person, (c) It is absurd to say that

if the ijd: included all languages, there would be no difference between Arabs and [Moslimsof] foreign

nations as to the knowledge of the same. Foreigners, in fact, only learn of the ijdz through com-

munication made to them by Arabs. To say that Qor. ii. 175 and other verses of the same kind have

no demonstrative power is heresy. By picking out such verses and omitting others the opponents

endeavour to shew that the Qorau is transcendent only in part. One must, in reply to this, put to them

the question, whether the [other] revealed books, of which the Qoran speaks (iv. 161) are likewise

transcendent [and warning] against evil and wickedness. If they admit this, they speak the truth, but

they must not confuse up elegance of style with warnings- against evil and wickedness. Furthermore, if

the miraculous character of the Qoriin consisted merely in its impressive diction,"i it would be on the

same level as Al Hasan, Sahl b. Hariin, Al Jahiz, Ibn al Muqni' and the poetry of Imru'ulqeis. Were

the ijdz dependent on loftiness of style [alone], this must also become visible in any portion of a verse

which [is only the case with the Qoran, and therefore] is sufficient to upset their opinion, that there are

90 FoL ISl™- The Asharite doctriue that the Speech o£ Allah ia a unity, cf. Goldziher, die Zahiriten, p. 110.

91 G/, Qor. xsiv. 53, allaldgh almubin.
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at least tliree verses required in order to be miraculous. If verses like xvii. 94-95 were spoken

by a mortal beino-, no Moslim would take them as miraculous, whilst Allah has made them so by

rendering them part of his own Speech.

5. As regards the compress of the i'jdz, the Asharites have fixed it to be like unto the smallest

Sura, viz., cviii. (3 verses), below which, according to Qor. ii. 21, no i'jdz takes place. All other

Moshms beheve that even the smallest particle of the Qoran is miraculous, because the verse ii. 21

does not refer to quantity, but to kind. Since every part of the Qoran is Qoran, it shares its mira-

culous nature.

Ibn Hazm concludes his remarks on the subject as follows: The truth of the matter is

expressed in Qor. xvii. 90, from which we must gather that every sentence in the Qoran which

conveys a meaning, is miraculous, and cannot be imitated in all eternity. For the last four hundred

and forty years men have been unable to imitate the Qoran. An instance of double interpretation

of a passage is given in Sura xix. 65-66.^2 The puiport of these verses is out of connection both

with the preceding and following passages, each having a separate meaning. To this the various

degrees of ordinary human eloquence cannot be applied. The style of the Qoran is neither that of

orators, nor writers, preachers, or authors. Passages of the same character (as the just mentioned)

are in the Qoran many, and make it convincingly clear that it is utterly unwarrantable to measure the

Qoran by way of human eloquence.

CHAPTER II.

The First Peoclamation.

Text and origin of the same — Legends on the iqi-a-yerse — Muhammed's mental condition—
rSwedenborg and Kant] — Metaphysical elements in the Qoran — Muhammed's methodical

m^^^er xiie alleged Mentor— The Bahira legend analysed — Period of preparation— Parable of

the lamp — Development of the formulas of Unification — Exegesis of the iqra-verse.

Uote.—The legend of the cleansing of the heart.

In the summer of the year 612 of our era — Moslim tradition relates— a man was frequently to

be seen roamiug restlessly through the deserted environs of Mecca, a prey to mental disquietude. This

figure still remains shrouded in mystery because of the mass of legends surrounding it. We do not

know his name, although we are acquainted with those of his parents, his wife, and relatives, but we

call him Muhammed, which is only anticipating an appellation adopted by him many years later. Nor

are we able to state with certainty, why he left his home and family, and spent his time in the solitude

of the desert. A day came when he ended his musings and uttered the following words:

—

Silra xcvi., v. 1. Proclaim the name of thy Lord who has created,

2. Has created man from congealed blood,

3. Proclaim, while thy Lord is the Most High,

4. Who has taught the use of the pen,83

5. Taught man that which he knew not.

These verses form the first part of a chapter of the Qoran which, according to the unanimous

verdict of the traditionists, is the first prophetic utterance of Muhammed. No real historic proof,

however, exists for it, and the truth is only vouched for by the Prophet himself, and, on his authority,

by Aisha, his second wife, who was not born at that time. From their narrative which was written

down many years afterwards, we must assume that no other person was present, when Muhammed

proclaimed his first revelation. As the account of the incident, on which it is based, has been

frequently printed, a very brief abstract of the same will here suffice.

•2 See the Commeniaries and Sura Ixv. 12.

»3 May also be translated : by means 0} the pen. The phrase is, however, e.xplained in S. ii. 283, that AUiih ha »

taught man to write, see Ch. I.
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"During my sojourn on mount Htra, said the Projihet, the archangel Gabriel appeared to me,

seized me, and said : Iqra (proclaim ! ). 1 replied : 1 am no proclaimer (reader).*'' The angel

seized me again and repeated : Iijra. I said : I am no proclaimer. Finally he forced me to say :

Iqva^ bismi rabbika."

The authenticity of this tradition has not been questioned even by many modern scholars,

though it evidently referred to a dream.s5 This view, however, although shared by the late E. II . Palmer,

in his otherwise excellent translation of the QorAn, and by Sir William JIuir, one of the latest and

best of Muhanmied's biographers, requires some modification even according to the interpretation of

the last named two scholars. The n.ime of the .ingel Gabriel is not mentioned in any Mcccan revela-

tion at aU, and was, at that period, apparently unknown to Muhammed. The composition of the

miraculous tale could, therefore, not have been made till more than ten years later in Medina, when

the author's recollection of the circumstances under which he made his first jiroclamation was largely

supplemented by his imagination.

I did not translate the word iqra' in my rendering of the legend, although I translated it in the

verse by proclaim, my object being to call attention to the early misunderstanding of the word by

traditionists and interpreters of the Qoran as well, as by modern translators and biographers^* of the

Prophet. For the sentence in question is nothing but an Arabic version of the phrase in the

Pentateuch (Gen. sii. 8 in connection with iv. 26), "He proclaimed the name of the Lord."'''

The reduction of the first verse in the Qoran to a phrase frequently occurring in the Pentateucli^

makes matters more simple at once. When Muhammed uttered these words, he had already broken

with the past, because revocation was impossible without for ever forfeiting prophetic claims. They

also throw a hght on his mysterious conduct prior to the first proclamation. The view was, and is

still generally held that the time spent by Muhammed on mount Hira was chiefly passed in mental

anguish caused by his contrasting monotheistic with polytheistic dogmas, and striving to find the truth.

He is represented as a nervous and excitable man, suffering from haUucinations and epileptic fits.^^

Sprenger in particular, who will always be considered one of the most important and comprehensive

9* The term {^J can only be translated by reader, which is sufficient evidence for the lateness of the tradition,

as well as the ignorance of the real meaning of i'^ra'. Muhammed evidently only gave the nnclens of the tale,

which was handed down in the form given to it by 'Aiahaor' Drwa. In order to justify the alleged "reading," already

I. Ish. p. 151, speaks of a silk scarf which was brought by Gabriel, and on which the words of the first proclamation

were embroidered In the account given by Bokh. I. 4, Muhammed is not named as authority of tho tradition at

all. Instead of Gabriel, 'Aisha only mentions "an angel." This version seems to represent the oldest form of the

tradition, although in the older work of I. Ish. a younger one is recorded. Much more elaborate is tho version

of Tabari, li49 sj. Here Gabriel addresses the Prophet by the name Muhammed. The kernel of the tale: ?!«

pressadme, varies in the sundry traditions, viz ., Bokh. u^^^', I. Ish. and Tabari, lT****, and in the version on Abd

AlUh b. Shaddad we find i/^***- Other expressions are quoted by Sprenger, I. p. 298 ; the traditions are to be

found ibid. p. 330 sjq. — When relating the adventure to his friends, Muhammed used the woTdtai.'anntith to

describe the condition in which he was, when the angel appeared to him. The tern; has caused the traditionists some
embarrassment. I. Ish. explains it by taliammf (to profess to be a HanSf), and adds a remark which is interesting

from a linguistic point of view, otk., that ih and / interchange in Arabic. This remark is welcomed witli satisfaction

by Sprenger, who finds it a support of his Banyferei. I believe, however, that ialatimdh is nothing hut the Hebrew

pluralis i'el'innjth, "prayers," a word very common among Jews to express voluntary devotions apart from the

official liturgy. There is little doubt, that Muhammed heard this word often in Medina before be framed his

report of the affair, and employed it readily on account of its strange and sacred character. Noldeke, Qor. p. 67,

seems inclined to give to the root ^^*^ the meaning of "leading a solitary life" (see also lane, s. o.), but if this

were so, the traditionists would have little difficulty in explaining the word, whilst the signification they give it is

derived from the spirit of the tradition to which it belongs.

90 Unanimously characterized as such by I. Isli. , Baghawi, Beidh., Tab., etc.

9" Weil, Sprenger, Muir, Palmer, Krehl, Eiickert, and all modern translators except] Noldeke, i.e. p. 6.% who
rightly translates : Predirje

!

" See my Beiirnge sur Erkl. des Q. p. 6.

" Gen. iv. 26 ; xiii. 4 ; xxi. 33 ; xxvi. 25, and altogether frequent in the 0. T,

95 Weil, Sprenger, Muir, Palmer, etc.
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biographers of the Prophet, endeavours to explain the prophetic mission of the latter from the point

of view of mental sanity, and this theory he repeats in his last contribution on the subject.'oo jje is

inclined to identify religious mania with prophetism, especially in reference to Muhammed. The term

"enthusiast," indeed, describes a man possessed by a divine spirit, and in this sense it is

applied to the Biblical prophets. An enthusiast may at times perform extraordinary deeds, and^

by his example, rouse others to similar actions, but only under given conditions, and wheu

carried away by strong feelings. All Biblical prophets, Moses not excepted, took their stand on

ancient monotheistic traditions, and gave forth teachings as well as warnings against wickedness,

immorality, and especially against relapse into idolatry. It is impossible to create a new faith out of

nothing, and least of all could a mere fanatic accomplish such a task. Sprenger's description of

Muhammed' s behaviour during the time of his mental struggle is pathological rather than historical, but

he is surely mistaken in attributing a larger share in the creation of Islam to the state of his nerves

than was really due to them. Hallucinations and hysterical frenzy are not factors strong enough to

produce so general an upheaval as was caused by this new faith. The examples cited by Sprengeri

only demonstrate the experiences of a few hysterical women who made insignificant statements con-

cerning their persons alone, but this cannot be compared with the gigantic results of Muhammed's

religious revelations. Sprenger further refers at great length to Swedenborg,^ who, as is well

known, asserted that he was favoured by God, and endowed with the faculty of conversing with angels

and spirits. We will not enter here into details of Swedenborg's mission, but we cannot refrain from

asking what he has really produced with the exception of various societies bearing his name, and

which certainly count but little in the general enlightenment of the world. The principal outcome of

his intercourse with the spiritual world is his Arcana cmlestiu, which Kant describes as Acht Quart-

bdnde mil Vn&inn, and which was also the origin of the same philosopher's famous treatise Triiume

eines Geistersehers, the perusal of which is to be recommended to every student of Muhammed's career.

To those dissatisfied with Kant's evidence I offer the experiences of another sufferer from hallu-

cinations and visions, viz., the literary bookseller, Friedrich Nicolai, in Berlin. This man, whom no

one will charge with having created either a spiritual or a religious revolution, read before the

Academy of Sciences in Berlin an essay styled Beisjnel einer Erscheinumg mehrerer Phantasmen?

The description be gave of the way in which absent persons appeared to him greatly resembles those

of Swedenborg. Defunct persons appeared to him, he became exhausted, and after some time fell

asleep (p. 12). Several weeks after the first aj^parition he heard those jiersons speak (p. 18). Whilst

undergoing medical treatment the room seemed full of human forms of all kinds moving about, and

these became more and more indistinct, till they disappeared entirely (p. 19). But Nicolai was

*'von Geistern wie vom Geist curirt" by so trivi.al a method, that to make any comparison between his

case and Muhammed's, as Sprenger undertakes,* impossible. Islam is not built on phantasmagoria,

otherwise a simple but utterly prosaic remedy^ might have deprived the world of one of the greatest

spiritual and social revolutions on record.

No, Muhammed's case is quite different. The first revelation possesses too much of the meta-

physical element to be the mere outpouring of a troubled mind and an hysterical constitution. On
the other hand no one will assert that Islam was brought into existence by the aid of metaphysical

speculation. Whence came this idea ? "He who has created" is nothing more or less than the Creator

referred to in Genesis. Here as well as in the Qoran the existence of God is a postulate, as it must

be in a revealed religion, and a demonstration to this effect would have been as injurious as it was

beyond Muhammed's power. The belief in Allah existed in Arabia long before Islam, but side by

side with the belief in other deities. It was, however, necessary to demonstrate his Unity, and this

Muhammed endeavoured to do twice with a certain amount of logic, although not until some years

later (iS. xxiii. 93): Allah neither had a son nor was there any god with Him ; if this were so

""> Mohammed u. der KorO.n, eine psycholotiische Shidie, Hamburg, 1889, p. 8 sq. 'I. p. 215 sqq.

2 Ibid. 275 sqq. Sprenger even considers the profuse perspiration, from which Swedenborg used to suffer uftor

a nervous attack as a parallel to Muhammed's condition.

3 Berlin, 1799. * Ibid. p. 215. « See the Walimrgisnacht in Goethe's Faust.
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each god would go off with what he had created, and some would have exalted themselves above others,

etc." When conclmling the same speech he repeated (v. 117), "Who worships another god beside

Alhlli has no proof for doing so."^ And finally he says {S. xxi. 22) : "Were there in both (heaven

and earth) gods beside Allah they would do mischief."'

We thus see that the first proclamation speaking of the "Lord" and "Creator" contains a

complete theological system. The imperative form in which the revelations is expressed tends to

convince the hearers that the tenet of tiic proclamation is not the result of sjicculation, hut of divine

inspiration granted to Muhammed to the exclusion of other individuals. With regard to simplicity

he even outrivals the Bible, commencing as he does with the creation of man, whilst the formation of

the rest of Nature, which was more complicated to describe, was left for later occasions. ^ This was

certainly a methodical way of proceeding. Muhamrned would, however, have been unable to act in

such a manner, had he not been far beyond the elements of learning.

Now we have still to collate the foregoing remarks with the traditions that ^luhammed was

snbject to nervous fits. There is no need to deny this fact, but it chiefly applies to his younger years

When the Prophet promulgated the first revelation, he had more than attained the ripe age

of forty years, an age when the nerves generally become calmer. On the other hand lie was a man

of great self-control. The mental struggle which marked the period immediately preceding Islam, and

is described by all writers on the subject as a series of epileptic fits, was not a cause but a consequence

which will be fully explained if we examine the circumstances with attention. His mind being far above

those of his countrymen, is it possible that he could have rushed blindly into an adventurous life ?

There were many things to he taken into account, each in itself sufficient to arouse him to excitement.

He was of the family of the Qoreish, who not only represented the nobility of Mecca, but were also

guardians of the national sanctuary of the Ka'ba. Would they, he must have debated, suffer the

shrine to be attacked, damaging alike their authority and material interest ? Even if he succeeded in

overcoming this difficulty, would the rest of tribes submit to the demolition of their time-honoured

deities ? Such misgivings were sufficient to fill him with no sm.ill anxiety, and these were not all.

Whoever seemed willing to acknowledge the new mission had to be made welcome, and no differ-

ence could be made between high or low, or between freeborn or slaves. It is quite possible that

Muhammed himself did not immediately realise all the consequences, which the racial revolution he was

about to create, might have, but he must have expected to win his first followers from the ranks of tliose

who had nothing to lose. The benefit of salvation could not be denied even to the poorest. As an

example of the levelling power of Islam I repeat the well known anecdote connected with one of

the oldest addresses of the Qaran. While one day conversing with some of the Qoreish chieftains,

the Prophet was accosted by a poor blind man,^ who, the tradition says, asked for religious guidance.

Muhammed turned angrily away, refusing to be disturbed. Although the man was evidently only a

beggar, Muhammed not only saw the blunder he had made, but also that this was a good opportunity

of advertising the new faith. He, therefore, on the spot extemporized an address ((S'. Ixxx.) in

which he reprimanded himself for being harsh to a blind man who might perhajis have wished to

become a believer. The address teaches the equality of mankind. Man is born, consumes fooil, and

dies ; the behevers are hapjiy, the infidels go to hell. Since, however, the social institutions of j\lecca

' There is nothing to deprive Muhammed of the ownership of this argument, but it appears that ha had learnt

it from some Christian source. His protest against the dogma of the Trinity speaks in favour rather than against

the probability of his having borrowed the argument, as he regarded the beliefs in All.nh side by side with belief ia

the Hypostatic Union as illogical, and endeavoured to correct it. As to a somewhat similar Christian proof of

the Unity see Laotantius (ed. Brandt.) Inst. Div. I. 3 fp. 8) : At si pbires partianiuTorbem, mimiscerte opmn, minus

viriuiii singuU hdbebunt ; mm intra praescripiam portionem se quisqiic contineat. Eodem etiam modo Dli, si

flures sint, minus valebunt, aliis tantumdem in se hahentihus.

' /('/. 765 quotes this verse as a proof that tho Qorfin contains the principles of Moslim scholasticism.

8 See Ch. VI.

9 Tradition calls him Ibn Umm Maktum of Fihr, but Noldeke, Q. p. 76, has already rightly suggested that this

name stands for the traditional Moslim pauper in general. If the person alluded to in the revelation was really a

member of the Fihr family, Muhammed had an additional reason to appease him. Ibn l^azm, fol. 335*'", takes pain

defend Muhammed's conduct in this affair.
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were anything but democratic, the idea of having to proclaim theories so distasteful to the haughty

Qoreish must have filled Muhammed with grave apprehensions.

Various biographers of Muhammed, principally Weil and Sprenger, provide him with a mentor,

who secretly instructed and encouraged him in hours of despondency. Sprenger in particular believes

this mentor to have been an Abyssinian Presbyter of Jewish descent, but Christian persuasion and

an adherent of celibacy.i" In spite of the various characteristics with which Sjirenger endows

this individual, he seems rather uncertain on the matter. At one time he regards him as a believer

in Muhammed's mission, whilst professing theological tenets of his own,ii another time he and the

Prophet are like "the two augurs" who unite to form in honour of Allah a regular Grundercomplott}^

Sprenger also furnishes us with the name of this mentor whom be believes to be no other than

Bahira the monk, author of the Suhuf, by which he endeavoured to make proselytes to his views

in the Hijaz.i^

We can at once dismiss the idea that Bahira is the author of the Suhvf, because such a book did

not exist, save in the imagination of Muhammed, who employed the term to describe the Pentateuch

at times, and at others the heavenly book in which the fates of men are inscribed. On the other hand

Bahira forms the centre of a circle of legends of which Sprenger has given a complete compilation, i*

but they allow no conclusion to be drawn that this jjerson acted as Muhammed's tutor, as the follow-

ing analysis will show. <

Three strata are to be distinguished in these legends. In the fist, told by Ibn Ishaq (p. 115)

Muhammed, when twelve years old, is taken to Bosra in Syria. There the caravan meets the

hermit Bahira, who — against his former custom— prepares a meal for the travellers. They

all partake of it, excepting the young Muhammed lolw is left with the luggage. On missing him,

Bahira insists on his being fetched, recognises in him a prophet, and discovers a ««aZ of propheci/

between his shoulders. In the second version, given by Ibn Sa'd, Muhammed was twenty-nve years

old when the journey was undertaken. He rests with a companion under a tree in the neighbour-

hood of the cell of a hermit of the name of Nestor, who asks the companion after "the young man
under the tree,'' and enquires whether he has a certain redness in his eyes. The question being answered

in the affirmative, the hermit cries out : "This is the last of the prophets." — The third version which

does not refer to any particular age of Muhammed, describes the journey to Syria, during which the

travellers meet the hermit, whose name is not disclosed. Trees and stones bow to Muhammed, and the

Buhih (monk) exclaims that he recognises the seal ofprophecy between his shoulders in the shape of an

apple.^^

The elements from which the legends have been developed can now be traced with certainty.

To be brief, they represent homilies on several Biblical passages which have become mixed np. Both

the first two turn on 1 Sam. xvi. 2-13. The boy David who is left in the field to tend the sheep,

while his brothers are brought before the Prophet, but who is fetched at the request of the latter,

corresponds to the boy Muhammed left behind with the luggage. Bahira's enquiry as to the redness

in his eyes is only a misapplication of the words (v. 12) "he was ruddy, fair of eyes," and even the

repast prepared by Bahira is a reflex of the sacrifice to which Samuel invites Jesse and his family.

It may not be su]ierfluous to remark that the term buhar ("has chosen")i6 occurs three times (vv. 9,

10. 11) in the report of the proceedings. With this we must connect Ps. Ixxviii. 10, Ixxxiv. 4, 20,

where the word b'hiri, whilst referring to David, gives a clue to the meaning of the name Bahira.

" Muh. and Kor. p. 54 sq. " Leben mid Lebre, II. p. 385 sq. '2 Muh. and Kor. p. 58.

» II. p. 367. i« I. 178-S3.

'^ In ths version of I. I. p. 115, the form of the seal was like the mark made by capping glasses, but the

scholia add that it had the shape of an apple. The use of capping glasses was so common among Arabs that their

employment as a simile is quite natural. The traditions on the subject are collected in I'yun alAth&r, Brit. Mub.

Or. 3015, fol. it™ sjij.

" Qor. ii. 24S with regard to Sau : AUAh has chosen him (»l«^l).
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It is conspicuous enough that Bahira plays the part of Samuel in 1 Sam. xvi. 1-13. Although
the name of this prophet is not mentioned in the QorAn, and it is uncertain whether Muhaninied
knew of him, we can see in the /7m' -legend that at least one episode of his career is reflected in

Moslim tradition. The circumstance that persons and sayings are mixed up without the least

discrimination, far from being strange, is characteristic of the method employed by tlie author of the
homilies. And that we have to deal here with one author only, is to be concluded from the fact,

that the legends of i<ira\ the Cleansing of the Heart, and Bahira have several important elements
in common.

Now as to the seal in the shape of an apple and the trees that bowed to Muharamed, they
are a homiletic application of the verse Cant. viii. 5-6 : "Under the apple tree have I awakened
thee .... Set me as a seal upon thine heart, a.s, a. seal \x]}ovi. thine arm." With this we have
to connect Haggai, ii. 23 : "I will make thee a seal for I have chosen (bdharti) thee. "'7 Lastly the

situation of the seal between the shoulders is a reflex of Deut. xsxiii. 12: "He covereth him all day
long, and he dwelleth ie«we«M his shoulders." This verse refers to the tribe of Benjamin, and the Talmud
(Zebah. 37vo) builds a homily upon it connected with the circumstance that, although small and wedged
in the province of Judah, the territory of Benjamin gave shelter to the Temple. It must be borne in

mind that the term shaJchen ("dwelleth") furnishes the allusion to the Shekind, and in one version of

the legend of the cleansing of the heart Muhammed says: "They washed my heart, and the one asked
the other for the Shekind which was white. They put it in my heart, sewed my body up, and pressed

the seal ofprophecy between my shoulders."

A literal application of the verses quoted cannot be expected, but their common bearino- on the

legend is unmistakeable. The name Bahira is thus nothing but the personification of the (New)
Hebrew term bhira ("Election") which is quite common. Now Muhammed was acquainted with

several verses in the 0. T. in which the form b' hir ("chosen") is used in reference to Israel (Is. xlv.

4), "my servant" (i'6. xlii. l).i* Moses (Ps. cvi. 23) as can be seen from Qor. vii. 141 ; xxvii. 60 (rf

XXXV. 29; xliv. 31). The Arabic translation of i'Mr is a^mws/cr/a, one of Muhammed's names. He is

himself the Bahira, just as the seal, which was supposed to have been a mark on his body, was
subsequently used — as described in the verse of Haggai quoted above — to denote his whole

personality. He is therefore the Seal of prophecy himself.

The hermit Bahira thus disappears from history, although Sprengeri^ regards him as historical

whilst treating Nestor as a mythical person. According to my opinion Muhammed's interview

with the latter, which Sir W. Muir rejects as "puerile, "2" was a real fact. The hermit Nestor

was a Nestorian Christian whom Muhammed had met somewhere in >Syria and who had

probably tried to convince him of the truth of his religious views. We shall see on a later occasion,

that Muhammed, whilst unconditionally rejecting Eutychianisni, was less hostile to Nestorian ideas

which he adapted to Islam as well as his conscience allowed him. Muhammed's discussion with the

Nestorian recluse was not without consequences, and to him the former owed part of his knowledge

of Christian Scripture and doctrines.

But who is the author of the legend or rather of the homilies of which it is composed ?

Since the Syriac version of the quotations referred to above do not contain bhird or any other

form of that root. Christian origin is improbable. A Jewish source only remains, and,

indeed, we find a homily on the verses of Canticles and Haggai quoted before (.§/<<> hashshirim rabbd)
,

the main features of which seem to have been known to Muhammed himself, since they are reflected

in the Qorfin. He relates in several places (ii. 60, 87 ; iv. 153, i. vii. 170) that when revealing the

Law to Israel, God lifted the mountain over their heads. This the Midrash expresses (I. c.) they

>' Eefers to Zerubbabel, a descendant of David, Haggai, i. 1.

'8 Cj. St. Matth. xii. 8, "my servant whom I have chosen, my beloved." In the Syriac version to all the

passages qaoted the word Vhir is not used, because the root has a different meaning altogether.

13 Cf. ii. 384. The etymology of Bahira. on the basis of Q. V. 102 is obviously futile. The existence of other

persons of the same name (one of them a Jen-, ih. p. 337) is supported by unreliable evidence.

20 Lije oj Mahomet, 4th ed. p. 20.
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stood under the apple (tree) and said: we will do and be obedient (Exod. xxir. 7 ; cf. Deut. v. 24),

Both these themes are discussed in Qor. ii. 87 (cf. 285 and often), and the secoad was, as we

shall see later on, misinterpreted by Muhamnied into : "We have heard and are disobedient."2i Now

all these passages were revealed in Medina, from which we conclude that the material from which they

were composed had come to Mnhammed's knowledge from Jews. The phrase "under the tree"

had a special attraction for Muhammed, who always loved to express himself in poetic figures.

When discussing the allegiance sworn to him by all his followers at Hudaibiya (in the year 7 H.)

he only speaks of his standing "under the tree (Qor. xlviii. 18),"23 a position peculiar to prophets,

"For out of the tree'' Muses is called (Clor. xxviii. 30), and "under the tree" Abraham prepared

the repast for his celestial visitors (Gen. xviii. 8) just as Bahira did for the travellers.

As we now see the Bahira legend represents a profusion of Biblical ideas blended together in a

manner similar to the Jewish Agada. There is, however, another point which occurs in various

versions of the legend, vi:., the tree casting its shadow wherever Muhammed sat. This situation is

described, Cant. ii. 3, whore we find the ixpple tree, the sitting under its shadow, and the word

himmadti in which it should not be difficult now to recognize the embryo of the name Muhammed.

the roots HMD and BIIR being in some degree synonymous in Hebrew (see Ezek. xxiii.

C, 12, 23) the former makes an appropriate rendition in Arabic for the latter which has quite a

different meaning.23 From this we may conclude that the time when the Prophet assumed the name

Muhammed coincides with that when the first elements of the Bahira legend were produced, which

can only have been very shortly before his death. The name Muhammed, it is true, occurs several

times in the Qoran, but there are grave doubts as to the genuineness of the verses in question

which we will discuss later on.2*

Now as regards the author of the legend, it can only have b ecn one of thof e Jews who embraced

Islam during Mnhammed's lifetime. Out of the list of these converts there is only one whose

knowledge of the Jewish Agada was extensive enough to enable him to produce this kind of Moslim

variation. This was Abd Alliih b. Falam of the tribe of the B. Qainoqa who did not embrace Islam

until the year 8 H., or two years before the death of Muhammed.^^ The latter was during this period

so fully occupied in extending the secular as well as the spiritual power of the faith, and so little

trained to produce homilies of this kind, that we can hardly tax him with having contributed

more than scraps from his autobiography, which Abd Allah idealised in the composite manner of

the Agada. But even the latter will hardly have given more than the simplest form of the legend. It

is remarkable that Ibii Ishaq, who is th« first to relate it, hands it down without mentioning any

authority, and with the very vague introduction : "they assert." From this we can only gather that

the author of the legend launched it anonymously among the Believers, probably because at his time

there were some persons alive who were acquainted with the events of Mnhammed's earlier life, and it

was not until the following generation, that the homily assumed its various fantastic forms.

A more direct proof of the author of the legend having been a renegade Jew may be found in

the warning Bahira gives Muhammed's friends to beware of the Jews, who would endeavour to injure

him. If the conversation Muhammed had with the Nestorian divine is really historical, this would als-o

explain why the chief part is played by a Christian, j. e., a follower of a monotheistic faith. Tradition

says nothing of open attacks of Christians on Muhammed, on the contrary, it was a Christian,

Muhammed's cousin Waraqa, who is supposed to have encouraged his prophetic claims.^* The

attitude of the Jews, however, was different from the outset, and it was therefore impossible to make

them speak favovSTibly of their arch enemy.

21 See Ch. IX. .
" See Ch. XII

2S C/. further'for'. -;}1 2 Sam. xxi. 6 (Saul), Ps. evi. 23 iMose?) for "mrra Ez. rsiv. 18 ; Hos. ix. 16 : Lam. ii. i.

Dan. ix. 23, x. 1 1, YS.^!*'

.''

"-* See Ch. XIII."" 'r .,\ .,,
-" See Isaba and J. Q. K. Vol. X. p. 111.

25 This is the reason wh.^- in some traditions Waraqa is confounded with a Bahira. The laSba fs- v. AdddsJ ;

relates on the authority of Ibn Abbfe that Khadija heard of Mnhammed's call from BaWra, and went to ask him

about Gabriel ; cf. Sprenger, II. p. 386.
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The name BahirA must be struck out of the list of the teachers of the Prophet on account of its

mythological character. I believe that the charge made against tlio latter and reproduced in various

revelations (xvi. lOiJ; xxv. 5)2? of having employed teachers iu Mecca, far from being embarrassing,

was not unwelcome to Muhammed. It gave him an opportunity of leading his accusers off the track,

and throwing the suspicion on isersons whom no one would otherwise have thought cajiable of liaving

assisted him in his studies. His remarks in replying to the charge, that his alleged teachers

spoke iu a foreign tongue, is explained by AlBeidhAwi with good reason as referring to

«Jreek,2a because the tenu ajam could not be used in speaking either of Jews or Christians

within the Peninsula. The learning which those men — whose names can be seen in Al-
Beidhawi's annotations to the passage of the Qunln quoted above^a — could have imparted

to Muhammed, can only have been limited to Christian lore. No one will assert that this was
much spread among laymen, and how much could the artisans living in slavery know ? Add
to this the difficulty of meeting Muhammed in secrecy, and there remains very little to justify

the probability of a teacher in or near Mecca. It is unreasonable to assume that a conscientious

teacher would have been content to remain in the background, whilst allowing his knowledge and
talents to be used by a person of inferior faculties, who according to Sprenger not only frequently

misunderstood his words, and misinterpreted his statements, but had to be corrected on more than
one occasion. Is it probable that the Mentor knew the learning he imparted and the aims he fostered

to be safe in Muhammed's keeping, whilst he was satisfied with an ideal success alone ? Did such a

man ever live ? It is more likely that, if the supposed Mentor concealed his identity, he did so in

order to escape unpleasant consequences in case of failure ; he would then have been but a

miserable coward and incapable of the high idealism which marks Muhammed's exertions in the

Meccan period.

Now I consider it very improbable that a mentor of any kind could have remained unknown in

a place like Mecca. Muhammed was also much too independent a character to be a party to such a

policy, or to rely on one single instructor. And how awkwardly would so comphcated an oracle have

worked ! The passages in the Qoran referring to earthly teachers •— ''other people"'' — were not

revealed until the descriptive period, i. (.. in the eighth or ninth year of Muhammed's ministry, wlien

the greater part of the Meccan portion of the Qordn had already been divulged.

From whichever point of view we regard the alleged Meccan tutor, there is no evidence for hie

existence. Muhammed knew his cue before he appeared on the stage, but the difficulty lay in the

circumstance that he could not summon up courage to speak. That he did so at length, being fully

aware of the consequences, is a sign of greatness, but what a straggle must it have cost him ! In

Mecca he could neither learn anything, nor did he wish to do so. The first revelations must have

existed in his mind long before the moment he clothed rheni in words, and there is little doubt that

he not only already knew stories of ancient prophets, but also held a series of practical precepts in

readiness. Elements of both are to be found in the oldest revelations.^i He never expected the

^ Those passages of the Qoran, iu which the charges of employing a prompter are refuted, form the chief source

for critical analysis of the Mentor. In xxv. 5 it is "other people who help him," and in xvi. 105 it is "a man
who teaches him." See the Com-inentaries.

2« One might apply the term njam to the Greek words occurring in the Qorhi; but it is doubtful whether

Muhammed asked for instruction about these.

29 Cf. Sprenger, n. p. 388.

>" See also I. I. p. 260. The — hardly unfounded — charge made by Al Nadhr b. Al HArith who narrated the

Meccans' stories of Persian heroes has been dealt with in Ch. I. Of some inte- t is the tradition related by

I. I. who refers Q. xiii. 29 to the insinuation of employing a prompter of the 'ame Rahmln of Yamfima, who

according to Bagh. is indentical with Museilima, a rival to Muhammed. The terV reply u^j ^* had in this

case better be translated in Rabbinical fashion : "He (riz., God) is my teacher," i noreover, the verse must be a

late Mediniau one, as indeed it is considered to be by Qat-lda, Mnqftil, and Ibn 'ij who refer it to the treaty of

^odeibiya. Al Baghawi, however, refutes this theory and declares the verse *j ' Meccan, and no allusion is to be

found iu it to a teacher. C/. Bokh. IIL 382.

" See above.
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inhabitants of Mecca to be willing at a moment's notice to excliange their very sociable gods—gods

satisfied with scant reverence, and not even objecting to an occasional chastisement, for a stern

iueomprehensihle Deity. The new God, they heard, would not submit to disrespectful treatment, but

demanded unconditional obedience.

If Muhammed was cognizant of the careers of Biblical prophets, he must have been tempted to

compare his own position with theirs. This was particularly the case with Abraham and Moses-

The former he called IlantJ] which does not mean, as Spienger asserts,*^ the follower of a sect, but

a man who holds heterodox views regarding certain ecclesiastical matters. This was precisely the

attitude which Muhammed wished to adopt. He proclaimed his secession from the paternal gods in

the same words, which the Bible attributes to the Patriarch. On the other hand his refusal to "read"

in the legend mentioned before, is in every word an almost literal imitation of Moses' hesitation to

uadertalce his mission. Moses too had been "chosen" in the solitude of the desert, but, as Mu-

hammed was Well aware, by means of a vision, besides which Moses was also enabled to perForm

certain miracles. Muhammed greatly missed the aid he would have derived from such factors. As

far as the vision^s was concerned, he vaguely alluded in an early revelation to some apparition in

which a tree plays a part ;''' but to perform miracles was quite beyond his power. This made his

position particularly unpleasant. When later on sceptics demanded miracles, he could only give

evasive answers which counted for nothing. The foreboding of this dilemma must have troubled him

considerably.

There is yet another point to be taken into consideration. Professor Palmer has raised the

question why Muhammed did not act as an apostle^s of Judaism or Christianity. This question may

be simplified by another, why he himself did not embrace either of these faiths, as so many others had

doue. His own relative, Waraqa, we are told, adopted that course, apparently meeting with no

protest on the part of any leading Meccan citizen .3^ I believe his influence on Muhammed should

not be overrated, since the latter was his superior both in talent and knowledge. Now h.ad

Muhammed followed the example of his cousin, no Meccan woiild have interfered with him, but it was

impossible for him to do so. Muhammed seems to have looked upon Judaism as well as Christianity

as degenerated forms of pure x\.brahamism. The superficial conversion of other Arabs he could not

imitate, and the dogma of the Trinity never appealed to him. We shall presently perceive that his

ideas about the development of both Judaism and Christianity were anything but clear, and did not

gain in lucidity in the couree of time. This becomes apparent from a revelation pronounced many

years later in Medina, when he endeavoured to define the differ^'nce between Abrahamism on one side

and Judaism and Christianity on the other in the following words (iii. 60) : Abraham was neither

a Jew nor a Christian, but a faithful Hantf, and did not belong to those who ascribe to Allah a

companion. — The verse forms the sunmiing up of the many preceding ones, in which Abraham is

described as protesting solely against the idolatry of his family and compatriots, but not as the

adherent of any dogma or ritual except the worship of one God.

Now Muhammed entertained peculiar ideas on the origin of the Jews, being unaware of

the fact that they connected themselves histoi'ieally with the "Sons of Israel." He saw in

them only the representatives of a ritual code which, on account of its severity, was not at

'* I. p. 45 sqq., but see p. 68, the explanation on behalf of Ibn Abbas. Beidhriwi on Q. ii. 129 ; xiii. 32 ;

xcviii. 4. Of Meccan revelations Han'f only occurs in vi; 79, 162 ; x. 105 ; xvi. 121, 124 ; xxx. 29.

" Q. XX. 8 $qq. ; xxviii. 6. 2« Q. liii. 7 to 15.

'' Muhammed certainly assumed the role of an "Apostle" of a very high standard. The term raiulu-[l-l''thi) is

after all nothing but a rendition of Aram, sh'lthij,. To the Apostles, however, he'givcs no higher rank than

iDJij'j^ '
(iii. 45), because he looked upon their master as a Imman being, whilst he cLaimcd to bo sent by Allah

himself.

•"* See Commentaries on xcvi. 1 and the traditions. Eeligious tolerance — or rather indifference — was so

great in Mecca, that no one interfered with Waraqa, when he embraced Christianity, especially as he did not try and
make converts. Moslim theologians are indeed a little embarrassed about his not haviug acknowledged Muhamued's
mission, but they excuse him on account of age and blindness. Cj. Bokh. I. 4.
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all to his taste. Being likewise ignoraat of the character of the name Tahud?'' he gave it

an Arabic etymology signifying that they were repenting^^ for some iniquity committed by them

at some previous epoch of their history, for which they suffered exile and were "cursed" by

Allah.39 He, therefore, altered the name from its verbal form into allwihia hiidil, "those who

repented," or Hiid^" of similar signification. All these names are not once mentioned in the whole

Meccau portion of the Qordn, which only means that the Jews as such did not come under Muhammed's
consideration until he lived amongst them in Medina. The B'lnu Isruil, on the other hand, represent

in his eyes but a historical remembrance ; they are the people to whom God has shown His grace and

sent down to them "the Book" through Moses. They disappear at the time of Jesus. In Medinian

revelations, therefore, they are only mentioned either in historical passages, or in connection with

Jesus (iii. 43 ;
v. 15, 82, 110; Ixi. 6, 14), whilst the first and second destructions of the Jewish

Stale are alluded to in a Meccan revelation (xvii. 2-9).

If Muhammed's notions with regard to the ancestors of the Jews of his era were rather confused,

and he shrank from adopting their strict ritual law, there were two additional reasons for his disltke.

He charged them with having falsified the Tordh^^ and with having relapsed into a kind of heathenish

practice by offering divine reverence to the Rabbis. What he meant by the first reproach is hard to

say, as he did not express himself distinctly enough on the subject. The truth seems to be that in

this case also he was not able to explain the nature of the accusation in question, or rather he could

bring no evidence to bear out the reproach hurled already in Meccau revelations against "the Posses-

sors of the Writ." We will, therefore, try and do it for him, as he was not sufficiently versed in the

history of Rabbinical doctrine to grasp the development it had undergone. It is to be noted that the

reproach of having f.ilsified the Tordh occurs several times in the Qordii in connection with the laws

regarding the Sabbath. As we shall see, Muhammed seems to have considered the institution of

the day of rest as a punishment for disobedience.*^ The practical observation of this commandi

however, as well as others did not tally with what he knew about them from the meagre information

he had received of the Pentateuch. Moreover, he had probably heard the Jews pronomrce many word,

in the Tordh, and the name of God in particular, differently from the way they were spelt. Finally

wheu travelling through Jewisli communities and visiting a Midrdsh he may have listened to lectures

in which plays upon words of the text and Agadic applications of verses of the Bible struck him as

distortions of the holy word. Yet he entirely overlooked the fact that when reproducing BiWical

tales in the legendary garb in which they had been imparted to him, he not only adapted the same

method of the Agada himself, but indirectly produced a similar literature of which we have

illustrative samples in the legends of the "cleansing of the heart"*' and the monk Bahira. The

second charge we shall discuss later on.

Under these circumstances Muhammed had no other choice but either to remain silent or

to create an entirely new religion, and the perseverance he shewed in upholding and proclaiming his

conviction is greatly to his credit. Had his training but been more systematic and thorough, Islam

would have been free from much objectionable matter.

Now if Muhammed could not apply to Meccan teachers for instruction, we must consider from

what other source he gathered it. Only one assumption is possible, viz., that his years of real

study were past long before he proclaimed the Iqra'. His own statements that all his

knowlftilge was imparted to him directly by way of heavenly revelations are better left alone. Sprenger

^ The Aramaic form of the word.

s» C/. Q. vii. 155. Moses prays : behold we return to thee ^^V llJi>*
.

s' C/. ii. 83 and often. The matter will be more fully discussed in Ch. IX.

*' Plur. fract. of ^jU. Sprenger, II. 364, connects the term YaMd with the Jewish creed which is not quite

correct, as it only refers to the ritual law.

" Only in Medinian passages, e. g., ii. 70 ; iv. 48. See Commi>tiari''s. The alteration of the Torih by the Jewe
id very broadly discussed by Ibn Hazm in the anterior chapters of his work.

«> See Ch. IX. •! See the note at the end of this chapter.
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is uudoubteclly right in calling attention to the (Meccan) verse xxxvii. 137 sq.,^^ as the recollection

of a journey during which Muhammed passed the Dead Sea when travelhng in Khadija's service

to Syria. In pursuing his business he must have come into contact with many Jews and Christians,*^

and very probably discussed religious topics with his new friends. Morevcr, as a child he had

been to Medina, and there had many opportunities of witnessing Jewish ceremonies which, on

account of their strangeness, made a deep impression on bis mind. This and later experiences

were sufficient to allow him to judge of the contrast between Jewish and Christian doctrines and forms

of worship on one side, and the one he was accustomed to at home on the other. His first entrance

into a Synagogue must have produced on him an effect similar to that which according to

Tacitus*'' Pompeius experienced when visiting the temple of Jerusalem. There were no imnges,

no holy stone, no augurial arrows, but a devout congregation which met twice daily in order to

worship an invisible Being with hymns and prayers. This was most impressive for the open-

minded youth. There was nothing to attract the eye but an "eternal Lamp," which shed a dim

lustre from a niche in the wall. It almost appears that Muhammed saw in this light, which in

reality served different purposes, a symbol of the Deity, which, as he had heard, first appeared to

Moses in a light (Q. xxvii. 7-8). The recollection of this light seems not to have left him the

whole of his life, and is expressed in a parable as follows (xxiv. 35):

"Allah is the light of heaven and earth; the description*' of his light is as a niche in which is a

lamp, and the lamp is in a glass, the glass is though it were a glittering star, it is lit from a blessed

tree, an olive neither of the east nor of the west, the oil of which would well nigh give light, though

no fire touched it, light upon light. Allah guides to His light whom He pleases, and Allah strikes

out parables for men, Allah knows all things. (36) In houses which Allah has permitted to be raised,

and His name to be recorded therein,*^ His praises are celebrated therein mornings and evenings.

(37) Men whom neither merchandize nor selhng divert from the remembrance of Allah and from

observing prayers and giving alms, who fear a day in which the hearts and eyes shall be upset."

Thus the fight represents the reflex of God's glory, and Muhammed believed himself favoured to

behold it, and to grasp its secret. A simple mind has many a time been led in a strange way to find

the truth. When reading this parable one is reminded of Hebbel's charming tale, "Kdnnitrerstan."

The sight of an insignificant oil lamp in a corner of a synagcgne had made a deeper impression on the

mind of the artless lad than the most elaborate theological demonstration could have done. What a

lesson this is for conversionists ! A lover of truth is led by spontaneous observation much farther

than by indoctrinated one. The power of persuasion in religious matters chiefly promotes hypocrisy.

A rather striking proof of the fact that during his sojourn in the north country Muhammed had

risited Jewish houses of study (Beth Midrdsh) is given in his application of the xooi darasa ,'-^ because

he replaced the widely different Arabic meaning of this word by the rabbinical one. In the school-

house he heard many a Derdshd or sermon, the method of which he mistook in so far, as he was not

able to hold apart plain explanations of the holy text from homiletic discourses adorned with fictitious

interpretation, but he looked upon all as a part and parcel of the Scripture. Some cases in which he

did find this out, served him, as mentioned above, to base his reproach of the adulteration of the Law

on them.

Muhammed's stay among Jews must once have extended over the autumnal period of the

Jewish holidays, because only then he could have heard the blowing of the Shofdr even without

entering a Synagogue. That he did hear it can be inferred from many Meccan revelations (Ixxviii. 18
;

«* Moh. und K. p. 7.

•' Jacob, Das Leben der vorislam. Bedwinen, p. 99, calls attention to Agb. viii. 79, but if Christian merchants

in IJira dispensed religious knowledge together with their wares, it does not follow that they did the same at the

Meccan fairs.

« Hist. V. 9. «' Mathal ; cf. Ch. VIII. ' «» CJ. Exod. xx. 24.

" Cf. Beidh. onQ. vi. 105. The old Arabic meaning of the root "is to wipe away, or out," e. g.,hy rain and wind
;

«/. KAmeled. Wright, p. Wa, "rags of cloth,'' Schol. c^ '"'^ ly'O' CJ^'-i;*-''; with regard to the meaning of the

word in the Qor&n see Geiger, p. 51.
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Ixix. 13, etc.), iu which he describes the "Great Day of Judgment" on which "the bent horn shall
be sounded." The eouceptioii of the Jewish New Year's Day as day oE Judgment is ah'eady to be found
in the Mislmdh (Kosh Hash. i. 2).50 The idea at once took root in Muliaiiimed's niinil, and in an old

revelitiou of the confirmatory period is mentioned "the d.iy of distinclion" on which "the horn shall

lie blown." This can only have been the result of personal experience, and offered material for very
elaborate pictures of the fates of the just and widvcd. To the Day of Atonement, however, Muham-
med does not seem to have given much attention at first. Fasting could not be to the taste of people
who knew not abundance, and it would have been bad policy to recommend to the Meccans a new
religion of which .abstinence from food formed an important element. In Meccan parts of the QoniK
therefore, fasting is mentioned but once (xix. 27) in a passijge belonging to the latest period,

and, moreover, a historical connection without any hint as to the desirabililv of imitation. The
traditions existing on the fast of A.<hurii,&^ which corresponds with the Jewish 'yl.vi'r« (tenth of

Tishri)52 refer to a temporary Medinian arrangement, but it was only later on, that fastin" was
officially given prominence as a rite.

Part of the well known formula of the Moslim creed {(Jilr) in common use, and also chanted in

the call to prayer (iiddn') is : There is no God beside AllAh.53 The formula is taken from the (loriiii

and yet it seems strange, that the name AUiih is not used in the Iqra verse ; it is even more strange

that the formula occurs in the Qorati only twice, once in a late Meccan passage (xxxvii. 34) and the

second time in a Medinian verse (xlvii. 21).5* The earlier passage runs thus : Verily when it is said

unto them "There is no God beside AllAh," they get too big with pride and say : "What ! shall we leave

our gods for an infatuated poet ?"— Now, the formula is here, as in the other passage, not an eniincia-

tion, but a mere assertion, which only tends to place the unity of Allah in contrast to the plurality of

other gods. This explains also the great care Muhammed took in the choice of the name for God.^s

M The real conception Muhammed entertained about the blowing of the Shofar hy Jews was, however, verv pro-

saic, as he believed it to be only a means of calling the people to prayer. That is why it was all but adopted later

on in Medina, I. I. 347. Bokh. I. 83. The blowing of the |horn on tlie Day of Judgment (1 Cor. xv. 52^ mentioned so

frequently in the QorSn, therefore, only implies the roll call of the dead. The Qoranic expression suicar seems to me
to be only the Hebrew shnfSr, but incorrectly heard. In point of the pronunciation of Hebrew sibilants the

Arab Jews seem to have very few distinctions. We shall have instances later on where Hebr. fc and C are rendered

in the Qor&n by ij°, see below.

oi See Tab. 1281 without Isnfid ; Bokh. I. 236. The explanation supposed to have been given by the Jewj!

that the Day of Atonement was celebrated in memory of the exodus of Israelites from Egypt is only another reflex of

C'-iSO nN'2'') '31 alluded to in the liturgy of the holidays. The Isnfid given by Bokh. (Mushaddad-Ismall b. Ayyub
N4fi, Ibn 'Omar, Urwa, 'Aisha) is not bad, provided that for the "Qoreish" who used to fast the AshdrS, another

name is substituted.

52 A peculiar misconstruction of the Jewish Day of Atonement is given by Ibn Hazm, fol. 72'". The Bab-
banite Jews, he says, congregate on account of their having angered God and being cursed by Him on a day called

"The night of the feast of A'ibilr," which is, of course, the Hebr. iTijJjJi/r, misunderstood and explained to mean
"Great." It is celebrated on the 10th of the first month Jishrin, which is October. Then stands up Cxy^^''',
which word the Jews interpret as "the Minor Lord" — exalted be He above such heresy ! What this word means
is difficult to say, but I believe it is a corruption of Metatron. This deity, he goes on, stands with dishevelled hair,

weeps a little and says : Woe upon me that I have destroyed my house and have dispersed my sons and daughters,

and overthrown ray people (Talm. Ber&kh. fol. 3vo). I will not raise it up until my prophet comes to whom I will

restore my sons and daughters. — In these days of October they worship another Being beside God and commit
undoubted idolatry, worse than the Christians. One of them told me that Sandalfon, "the servant of the crown" is

"an angel who bewails the destruction of the house" in similar terms. — What I. H. means by this second deity is

quite clear, vis., that during the ten days of atonement (New Year until day of AtonemeutJ iu the prayer called

AmhWt the formula i<npn VNn >s replaced by ffinpn -(nn-

M I. I. 347 ; cf. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 89 sqq.

M In altered forms a little more frequent. I give here all the passages concerned : iii. i.'i, ef. T. 77 ; vi. 46 ;

xsviii. 71, 72 ; xxi. 22 ; c/. above ; iii. 43. These passages except the two first belong to the later Meccan periods, and

from this we must conclude that the formula long remained unsettled. Needless to say that the tradition given by

I 1.298, that at the death of Abu Tslib Muhammed summoned those present to recite the formula in question

g quite unfounded.

55 Somewhat nearer to the final text of the formula comes the passage xlvii. 21 : "Know then that there ia se

God beaide AlUih." But also here it stands in a subordinate sentence.
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Allah was familiar also to the pagan Arabs ; it would therefore, have been a mistake to introduce the

new God under the same name, and this is another proof of the circumspection with which

Muhammed set to work. Even in a comparatively late Meccau revelation (x. 90) he lets Pharaoh

say : "I believe that there is no God beside the one in whom the children of Israel believe." In

other woids : not until the unique character of Allah was generally and firmly established could

Muhammed particularise it, just as we do with God.

What name, then, was to be substituted ? Muhammed helped himself in a very ingenious way,

which again clearly demonstrates how systematically he proceeded. He simply adopted the method

of Jews and Christians, who used the terms Adonay and Maryd respectively, both signifying Lord

(6 K-ipioi). Muhammed translated both by Rabb with a genitive or a possessive pronoun after it.

In Arabic alRabb (with the article) is rare in pre-Qoranic texts,^^ and is in this manner not used in

the Qordn at all, whilst when connected with another noun it is quite common and means Master, also

in secalar poetry. Now as in Syriac maryd represents the form with the article, whilst the Hebrew

Adonay has a pron. suff. instead, it is clear that the Qoranic form (rahhika) is an adaptation of the

latter, rather than of the former. The change from the first person of theyj;on. suff. into the second

became, however, necessary, as Allah was the speaker himself and Muhammed the addressed person.

In the employment of a name for God by Muhammed we can distinguish three stages

which developed from one another. It seems very appropriate that the first proclamation should have

been spoken in the name of the Rabb who has created, but it became essential to have an independent

term for God also without reference to a person or "the worlds."

In a very old revelation (Ixxiii. 9) Muhammed makes an interesting attempt to formulate a

creed in the following manner : The Rabb of east and west, there is no God beside Him. But even

this formula remains isolated until a rather late Meccan passage (xx. 7) which runs : Allah, there is

no God beside Him, to Him belong the most excellent names. A few verses after this (v. 14) we read:

There is no God except and(I,cf. xvi. 2 ; xxi. 25), and in another place (sxi. 27) : There is no God
except anta (Thou), Those "most excellent names" form the object of the well known enumeration

of the ninety-nine names fomid in all works onMoshm theology, and of which Prof. Palmer lias given

an English version in the introduction to his translation of the Qordn (p. Ixvii.), but Muhammed's

object in employing the personal pronoun can only be explained by his inability to decide which name

to choose. In the Qordn, both in Meccan as well as Medinian revelations, a strong inclination prevails

to use He and— less frequently— J,^? and Thou, rather than Allah for the formula of the creed.

This peculiarity cannot be accidental, and is, I believe, to be explained as follows. Everyone

knows that the Jews in post-Biblical times pronounced the Tetragram as Adonay, and in souie cases

abridged it to Hd (or Ho), after models found in Biblical names such as Hashed and others.

Subsequently they also shrunk from the too frequent use oE Adonay and substituted synonyms for it

or abridged it to Anx. In the Mishndh (^Sufckdh, iv. 5) we read that at the procession with the

palm-branches in the Temple the worshipipers sang: Ani and- Hit. Hoshidndh. The Palestinian

edition of this passage spells Hit [ >«n ] exactly like the third person of the masculine personal

pronoun, just as An't corresponds to the first person. The Babylonian Talmud (Shabbdth 104 ro)

contains the passage : ''HU is the name of the Holy One, blessed be He," and another (Sukkdh
83vo) in which Hillel says: If Ani (AdoNal) is here, all are here, if Ani is not here who is

here ? 58 — The constraint the Jews put upon themselves in dealing with the names of God was reliev-

ed by an alteration which, practically resulting in the use of personal pronouns, not only expressed

the divine individuality much more concisely than any name could have done, but for which also the

»6 Meaning ftinj, but see Sprenger, I. 299 sjg. Kamil, 593 '*^'j 'O '^*'' '-^j fern. J'^^'*'?j HasaSu b. Th.

p. 38; thus also in theae instances either indetermined or with genetive following. Wellh R'
, p. 145, therefore

hardly correct.

" See Anz, I. c. p. 21 (Ishtar): McAnetsier Nameist Ich, die Himdskonigin.

58 Ah'lh, I. 14. See also Isaiah xxxiv. 16>)in 'D which Jargum and Septuag. refer to God, and seem to have
read accordingly, cj. ibid. JtUii. 10.
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Pentateuch itself furnished a model in sentences like ant ani hii (Deut. xxxii. 29). This gives a very

interesting instance of popular etymology. The real derivation of tho substitutes (ini and ho was

forgotten, aud the people looked upon tliemaa personal pronouns, whicli took the places of the divino

names.

Now there seems to be little doubt that the very frequent use of the personal pronoun in the

Diki- stands in connection with the Jewish custom of shortening the Tetragram, or it may be an

attempt to find a substitute for the same in the Cliirdn. Whether the masoretic vocalisation of the

Tetragram was communicated to Muhammed by some one, is too uncertain to allow us to draw any

conclusion, but Iluwa sounds very much like the abridged form of the former. If in the first

stages of Isliim the use of Allah was avoided for some reason, the choice of an appropriate name for

God was a cause of perplexity. To assume that Muliammed found the idea of tlie personal pronoun

independently is not probable. Babb with a suffixed pronoun did very well in the first proclamation.

Ir. was, however, not a name, but an attribute, aud could not be employed in the creed, ^vhilst the

phrase : There is no God beside Iluwa is a formula of a very expressive character.

The employment of Hinrn thus marks the second stage in the establishment of a divine denomi -

nation, aud the relation prevailing between it and Ilabb is best seen in a phrase like (xiii. 29) Buva

rabbi ("HE is my Master"),^^ there is no God beside Huwa. Even in phrases such as (xxix. 25) ;*"

innahu Huwa-l-'a:tu ('-Behold Him, He is the Almighty"), the inserted Huwa, although generally

explained as a grammatical nicety, seems to come under the influence of the sacred application of

huwa, rather than of a linguistic rule, athough the grammarians have only taken it in the latter

sense.o' It is natural that the pronominal conception was strengthened also in Muhammed's speech

to such an extent, that the words, (xx. 12) iunani and rabbuka (-'Behold me, I am thy Lord"),«2 are

given as rendition of Exod. iii. 6. If the pronouns huwa and and thus in a certain fashion represent

Allah, the Siitic motto And l-haqq ("I am the Truth") loses a good deal of its pantheistic character,

and stands simply for "Allah is the Truth," then resembling the saying of Hillel quoted above. In

a similar light, I beUeve, must be regarded the Sufic ejaculation Huwa huwa which must be com-

pared with Exod. xxxiv. 6, being a nominal sentence rather than a repeated ejaculation. The Sufic

Huwa was then individualized to such an extent, that with the article (alHuwa) it was used as a

name of Allah.63

It is thus clear that the employment of Allah in the Qoran, considered historically, is not so

much 3.~"Grundlehre"^* of Islam, as the final crystallisation of the formula, after several attempts to

condense the first sentence of the Moslim creed into a motto. If it is of Biblical character, it is only

indirectly so, since Muhammed left all other Biblical appellations of God, and returned to tha*

with which the Arabs were already famihar. It is easily seen how much more tempting it

must have been to pagan Arabs to listen to the call of the Muaddin, who did not invite them to

worship a new Being, but Alhih, although only Him exclusively. What a sign this is of Muhammed's

knowledge ot the human mind, of shrewdness and calculation ! A host of traditions exists on the

importance andfelicitous consequences in this world and the next Muhammed is said to have attached to

the eiaculation of the forniula.8^ Even in our days it is well known that several orders of Dervishes

rouse themselves to the highest pitch of enthusiasm by nothing else than incessantly repeating Id

ildh illdh AUdh,^^ until they are thoroughly exhausted.

M Perhaps! the common Jewish abbreviation 'n'n (Exod. xxxiv. 6) ;
<•/. Q. xliii. 64.

60 Cf. Iii. 28, etc. , . , , . i,. • -^ .c

61 The 30 termed damU-xd-fa^l which ia also applied to other persons, sing. anJ plur. As the majority of

instances of A. f. are taken from the Qor'm, it appears that its use originated from Moiammed. Cf. Sibawaihi, ed.

nLenbourg, I. p-346s(37.,aadf/. IE. xviii. 39.

6°
it is to be noted that hu.wa and .md interchange in th.8 sflra three times within a few verses.

6S J. R. A. S. 1880, pp. 5, 68 ; 1892, pp. 051.

e" M°shS?il^'The tradition B Ah. Ill 315 on the authority o£ Aliluwayyab; cf. Sillh AlMamin. fol. 14- ,q.

«6 Lane, Modern Egypt, II. 62.
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To return to the iqra, we see tliat Muhamraed managed to compress the two cliief dogmas of

every monotheistic creed into Jire ivords, even including the creating word (biiru) of the beginning

of Genesis. It would have been impossible for any one else to equal this in terseness and precision,

it is quite unlikely that this should have been the result of spontaneous meditation without the aid of

B blical knowledge. If the traditions that the iqra' represents the commencement of the Quran

ucoded any confirmation from ^Yithin, here it is, because no other sentence in the whole book would

approach this in appropriateness of being the first. Fuller explanations Muhammed could reserve for

later occasions, but for the present it was all important to give the quintessence of the belief in One

Gud, who is the Creator of the world.

It is now almost superfluous to demonstrate in detail that iqra hismi rabhita"'' is nothing but the

literal translation of the Biblical phrase which the .Tews read : "wayyiqru b'i'hijm adonatf and the

(Syrian) Christians "waqni ha,<<h'riu'b d'marya." It makes no difference whether the former or the

latter furnished Muhaimued with the original, jirobably they did both, but a Presbyter or sword-maker

in Mecca certainly had no hand in it.

Finally there is the linguistic evidence to be added. The Arabic root qara'a does not mean :

'to read," but "to gather, " and is in this sense frequently used in pre-Islamic literature. The object

of the verb furthennore is grammatically not joined by the preposition bi, which, however, is common

in the Hebrew and Syriac handling of that root. Every word in the iqra' verse, taken singly, is pure

Arabic, but united they give a new sense, and in this way Muhammed has also imjilanted a new spirit

in the old language.

What remains now of epileptic or hysterical influence on the origin of Islam ? Absolutely

nothing. Never has a man pronounced a sentence with more circumspection and consciousnes

than Muhammed did in the iqra'. Should he have proclaimed it with nothing but prophetic cnthur

siasm, he must have been the greatest genius that ever lived. This he was not ; but he was clever,

full of discretion and tact, and also desirous of communicating his knowledge to the world. If we

have to take the epileptic fits as historical, then IslAm arose in spite of them, but not by their means.

Muhammed's greatness consisted in the recklessness with which he publicly exclaimed what he had

recognised to be right. How many would have the courage to do this ? He stood, however, firmly on

Biblical ground, and there he remained through the whole Meccan period. The bulk of the

narratives, descriptions, and laws contained in Meccan sermons are bone from the bone and flesh from

the flesh of the Bible, and are responsible for all that is good and reconmiendable in Islam.

The late A. Geiger has dealt with the question whether Muhammed "wished, could and dared

to bon'ow from .Judaism." Wellhansen, on the other hand, claims to have found "the soul of Islam

in Christianity." They are botli equally incorrect. For the most vital portions of the new faith

Muhammed was forced to dei)end on the Old Testament. It is quite a secondary matter, whether

he derived his knowledge of the Bible from Jewish or Christian assistants. The Jews in North

Arabia and Syria read the Bible in Synagogues in the Hebrew original, but for domestic study they

probably usod Aramaic translations as did the Christians. Many Biblical words which occur in the

Qonhi, have evidently gone through an Aramaic channel. It made no difference to Muhammed
whence he received his material. He took everything which came into his way, Jewish and

Christian, Hebrew, Aramaic and Ethiopic, even Greek and Latin ;
"^ all that was not known in

Mecca was welcome to him. It became all so mixed up in his memory, that later on he was himself

unable to distinguish his sources. Any successful attempt to make u]i for the loss Avould assist greatly

in lifting the veil from over many obscure passages of the Qordn, though they often have but a literary

interest.

" A parallel phrase to this is ua'(}kur ismn rabbika, Ixxiii. 8 ; Ixxvi. 25, and often. "Mention the name of thy

Lord." This phrase is a modification of tlie other and is also moulded on a Biblical pattern ; <•/. Ex. xx. 24 ; Josh,

xxiii, 7; etc. Whilst (Hebr.) qCirS, and (Arals.) qara'a are constructed with the prepos. A&Tiar rules the accusative

pure and simple.

" Cf. Fraenkel, De vtxubuUs in antijuia Aroihum carminihus et in Corano peregrlnis, p. 24 s<j., though the

st is not quite complete.
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All this considered, some strict enquirer may yet ask, whether Muhammed was not morally

obliged to reveal to his Meccan hearers the sources upon which he had drawn. On this point we must
first of all remark, tliat the ideas about min« and tliiue were not very liighly developed in early

Arabia. Even wlit-n living in Medina, Muljaniined found it perfectly in order to arrange plundering

raids against peaceful caravans, going .so far as to violate the sacred month, and so we must not

wuiider that he abstained from divulging the names of his instructors. There is for Lim, of course,

the plea, that no teacher is obliged to reveal to his pupils the names of his own masters, and the

schcol-books from which he learnt. Indeed, he did not even mention the Tvruh and Gcspcl which

were almost within reach of the more intelligent Meccans, till he was in Medina, but in very old reve-

lations he alluded to tlie more inaccessible Sheets of Moses and Akron, Zubur of the Ancient (Ixxxvii.

18-19 ; xsvi. 196), and, later on, to the KitCib of Moses. He hinted that the acquaintance with

the contents of these writings — which of course are but mysterious names for To'uh and Gospel— had

come to him by way of supernatural revelation (xxvi. 192 >^qq.).

On the basis of the iqia' we may now hope to arrive at an appoeite translation of the word

Qorun. The grammatical form of this word is the infinitive of the same (simple) stem, of which iqra

is the imperative. "Proclamation," therefore, seems to be the most faithful translation. Each

individual revelation pronounced by Muhammed is a Qonin, and as the amount of the existing

revelations went under the same name, it was but natural to ascribe it also to the whole book.

NOTE.

The legend of the Cleansing of the Heart (Rem. 43).

This legend has several important points in common with that of Bahira, and it is, therefore,

probable that both originate from the same source. The various traditions on the legend of the

cleansing of the heart have been collected by Sprenger, I. KiO sqq., and it will be sufficient to reproduce

the chief elements in it, which will also help us to trace their origin. The nucleus is, in short, this,

that Muhammed, when a boy and pasturing the cattle, was seized by two angels who took his heart

out of his brcist, removed a black clot of blood from it, laved it with snow, and put it back

again. Another version (Tabari) adds, that the angels weighed him and found him heavier than

the rest of his people. When they h.ad taken his lieart out, they threw tlie part away which belonged

to Satan, and a black clot of blood, then they put the Shekina, whicli is as white as snow in his heart,

and stamped the seal ofprophecy between, his shoulders.

The last noteworthy variation, mentioned in the Uyiin al AthAr, connects the affair with a dream.

Muhammed tells Aislia that his heart had been taken from him, been washed and put back again.

Then the miraculous animal alBorAq appeared, which carried him, accompanied by Gabriel, to

heaven. Thus the main part of the legend, w.-., the cleansing of the heart, takes place at various

epochs of the Tropliet's life, from his earliest childhood till the time when he entered his ministry,

whilst the stamping of the seal of prophecy between his shoulders is taken from the Bahira legend.

Accordin,^- to traditions Muhammed said that there existed no prophet, who did not pasture cattle

(I. I. p. IOC). Tiiis must be collated with tlie st.itement in the first form of the legend, that he was

pasturing cattle, when the two angels came. Now of the Biblical prophets mentioned in the Qordn

there are Moses and David, wlio received tlie divine call when minding their flocks. The Legend of

the Cleansing of the Heart is thus nothing but a homily on Ps. Ixxviii. 70 to 72, of which we have

chiefly to notice the words: "He chose David his servant and took him from the sheepfold, etc.,"

and "the integrity of his heart." Here there is another point of connection with the Bahira legend.

See further, Ps. li. 4, 9, 12 to 13, vi:., "snow," '-clean heart," "cast me not away," etc.
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CHAPTER III.

The Confirmatory Revelations.

Examples — The treaties on the arrangement of Meccan revelations crilicisej — Pragmatical

arrangement — Conflrmatorr, Declamatory, Narrative, Descriptive and Legislaiive Rc\'elations— First

elements of the "Hijra" — Life, Death, Soul, Eternity, Hell, Paradise and Heaven in the Qordji

The first proclamation announcing in a few words a new divinity, a new prophet, and the first

elements of two important dogmas could not but be followed by others intended to deepen the impres-

sion made and to strengthen the position of Allah and his Prophet. The connection between both

was so close, that the existence of one necessitated also the belief in the other, and it was but natural

that the authority of the Prophet was at that stage almost on a level with that of Allah. No mattei-

whether hearers of the first proclamation received it in public or private, whether they were relatives

or strangers, they had first of all to be convinced of the speaker's sanity. Everything depended on

the success or failure of the assurance given on that point, as Allah himself was unapproachable, whilst

the would-be Prophet stood as a tangible object of criticism. In two subsequent revelations Muhammed
not only repeated the leading ideas of the first proclamation, but added the assurance that he was

in full possession of his mental faculties. These revelations"' again show how systematically he

proceeded, and how carefuUy he weighed every word before uttering it. They run as follows :
—

Ixxxvii. 1. Praise the name of thy Lord, the Most High,

2. Who has created, and made perfect,

3. Who has determined [everything] and guided.

4. Who produces the pasture.

5. Then he changes it into dry stubble.

6. Surely we cause thee to proclaim, so do not forget,

la. Except what Allah pleases [that thou shouldst forget],^*

lb. He knows what is manifest and what is hidden.

8. We will facilitate''' unto thee that it be easy for thee [to preach].

9. Admonish, if thy admonishing shall be profitable,

10. Let those be admonished who fear [Allah].

11. But the most wretched will keep aloof therefrom.

1 2. He shall roast in the fiercest fire.

13. Then he shall neither live in it nor die.

14. Happy, he who remains pure.

15. He who mentions the name of his Lord^^ and prays.

16. But you prefer this present life.

17. Yet the last one^s ig best and of longest duration.

18. Thus it is written in the ancient sheets ('smAm/V'*

ly. The sheets of Abraham and Moses.

ixviii, 1. N. By the pen, and what they write!

2. Thou art not, through the grace of the Lord, mad."'

3. Verily thine is a reward that is not grudged,

4. Verily thou art a grand nature, etc.

It cannot, of course, be said with absolute certainty, that no other address was spoken between the

tirst one and the two just quoted, but there is no doubt, that they were revealed with a view to supple-

menting the zV/ra'-revelation. It was Allah who charged the Prophet to "proclaim." and who had th.-

])ower to withdraw one or another revelation after it had done its work. This was a very diplomatic

<» It is understood that "revelation" is here and farther on a mere technical term. The Arrvbic equivalents are

'^y^'j au ucas "sent down" from heaven, and *i' "sign," "miracle" and "verse," see below.

'» See below. ^i See below. " gee Ch. II. p. 32. " Fiz., the next world. '• See Ch. II.

" See also t. 51. I believe, however, that this and the following verses which are evidently of later date were

added to this address : see 8. li. 39, 52 ; liv. 9; xliv. 13, etc.
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clause, arranging at once for the suppression of a revelation in the event of its proving troublesome.

On a later occasion this idea was expressed in a much blunter form,™

The Moslim tlieologians assert that after the iqra an interval of several months'^— or, according

to others, years'^ — elapsed, before the Prophet received another revelation, and that this made him
very despondent. This theory which has already been rejected by Sprenger and Noldeke,'^ but is

upheld by Prof. Palmer and Sir W. Muir, lias indeed no basis, nor is there any reason to account for

such a pause. Ou the contrary nothing could have been more detrimental to Muhammed's prophetic

claims tlian a deadlock, wliilst possessing a plan of action and the means of putting it into execution

His silence would have been unintelligible for us, and a moral suicide for iiimself. The oldest tradition

indeed, limits this interval to a few days, which seems mucli more likely, as it is very probable that

after the first proclamation Muhammed waited a day or two in order to watch its effect, and to seize

tlie right moment for a second address.

Example being always more effective than precept, it is probable that Muhammed proceeded to

arrange a ritual without delay. To teach the faithful in what manner to worship Allah, in contra-

distinction to the idols, was .scarcely less important than the behef in him. Such a service, as simple in

form as possible, perhaps only consisted in invocations and prayers, of which Sura cxii. furnishes a

very appropriate sample. It contains nothing but the declaration of the Unity of Allah, and is nrobabls

modelled on Deut. vi. 4, which verse begins the SJima' of the Jewish prayer book. There cannot be the

slightest doubt that Muhammed had heard the latter read this prayer many a time, and omitting, of

course, the introductory words "Hear Israel," he rendered it as follows : —
1. Say : Huica [is] Allah, One,

2. Allah [is] the Eternal.

3. He has not begotten and Tras not begotten

4. Nor has tliere ever been anyone hke Him.'"

It is, indeed, extremely perplexing to assign to this invocation its exact place in the series of earlv

revelations. Its date is so uncertain, that some traditionists go so far as to believe it to be Medinian •

but it bears the stamp of great age,8i and I feel inclined to place it among the first revelations. Now
the attempts I have made to fix the dates of the three addresses quoted are rather a bad begin-

ning for a critical examination of the chronological order of such in the Qorun. We must even go

further and confess from the outset, that there is very httle hope of ever obtaining trustworthy results

in this respect, however desirable they might be for gauging the gradual development of Islam. The

natural division of the Qordn into a Meccan and a Medinian portion marks but roughly the two greai

epochs of the formation of the Moslim church, but we have already met with one instance at least

which even baffled the attempts of the compilers of the book to decide to which of the portions it

belonged. There are also similar cases. For a very great number of revelations there is absolutely

no evidence as to the time of their birth, and the standard rules are few and but little reliable.

As regards the order of the Meccan revelations some general points of view have been set up by

Weil and Sir W. Muir, which were mostly adopted by Noldeke, to serve as guides in the chaos.

They divide the whole mass of addresses rather abruptly into three periods^a according to the apparently

" See S. ii. 100.

.* -• *
i' I. Isb. ^J^\ {S^J" ^^ > afterwaJds 8. iciii. was revealed ae a consequence of v. 3 : AUSh has given thee

leave. I. Ish. gives no Isnad, but Tabari, p. 11 .'iS, reproduces the tradition on the aothority of AzZohri, and agaiu

according to Abu Salama b. Abderrabman from J&bir b. AbdallAh al Ansari from Muhammed.
" See Sprenger, Muh. aiul K. p. 11. Lehen, I. p. SO'i sqq.

i« Z. D. M. G. liii. p. 173 »M. Cf. Mold. Q. p. 67 «?.
_
" See Ch. II.

•1 Hq&n, p. 30 ; see Muir, p. 46, and Nold. Q. p. 84. Al Beidhawi L^ai \Jdis*, The tradition on thv

origin I. Ish. p. 400.

•* Muir divides the Meccan portion of the Qordn into five periods : (1) — s(3ra« before 8. xcvi. (iqra) :

(2) those until Muhammed's public minietrj- : (3) ill the year 6 afterwarils; (I) till the year ten
; (5) till the Hijra.

C/. Nold. Q. p. 58.
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declining enthusiasm of the Prophet, the decreasing pathos and increasing length of the sentences.

Since we have seen, however, that calm consideration governed the oracles from the beginning, the

degree of enthusiasm furnishes a criterion of no great reliance. Now if we subject this enthusiasm to

strict examination, we must distinguish between the genuine warmth for an idea wliich thoroughly

captivates a man and makes him pursue it regardless of the consequences, and the hollow pathos whicli

does not survive the word that carries it. The former Muhammed had fostered in his breast years

before he opened his mouth as a prophet, and it lasted therefore even when his language had grown

calmer. Entliusiastie passages are not unfrequent even in Medinian addresses, bearing on the

greatness and tlie glory of Allah, whilst the merely pathetic Meccan revelations repeat to weariness

the same topics on which the speaker had but little to say, and left his hearers cold.

The different degrees of enthusiasm apparent in more or less fiery language must be judged in the

same manner, as the changes to which the mood of an individual is subject. Exterior circumstances

often have great influence in this respect. Temporary enthusiasm is sometimes kindled by a mere

accident or an encouraging word. It does not follow, therefore, that the more pathetic siiras are older

than others in which cold reflection predominates. There are many tui-as of later date which show

a language as glowing as that of a prophet in the best sense of the word. In consequence of the history

of the iqra we must deny to Muhammed the naive passion from the outset, otherwise that first

proclamation can retain neither its place nor its character. Tradition and evidence, however, bear out a

contrary theory. Whenever we find Muhammed's language fervent, we must at once enquire, whether

it was dictated by the loftiness of an idea, or whether it was mere bombast, which the unwary will often

take for genuine enthusiasm. In this way the pathos of many addresses is, after all, a better help for

the critical study than the lasting enthusiasm.

A more natural order of the revelations than those hitherto attempted may be derived from the

following points of view. The first and most startling proclamation had to be followed by others to

confirm the speaker's title to prophecy, and to bring tlie credentials of his mission. Doubts about his

sanity had to he allayed and incredulity disarmed by v.iliant assurances. For obstinate ttnbelievers

there existed, however, as yet no other proof than threats of heavy punishment. As on this topic the

Prophet's imagination was unchecked, the language became stilted and high flown, and the addresses

were introduced and intermingled with the strongest oaths. This is the striking feature of a large

group of addresses which I should like to style the declamatory. When the Prophet's stock of pathos

was exhausted, he resorted to tales which he accompanied with morals and admonitions. From these

resulted the narrative period which Muhammed endeavoured to render as attractive as possible both by

variety of subjects and miraculousness of plots in order to illustrate the omnipotence of AllAh. His

prophetic zeal did not, however, prevent him from occasionally adding that the knowledge of these

strange stories had come to him by divine revelation. Having well nigh used up his supply of tales,

he started showing the rule of Providence by a group of descriptire speeches, which picture the wealth

and grandeur of Nature. Is not gratitude due to Allali who created all for the benefit of man?

When this peritid had terminated, the hearers were sufficiently prepared to listen to a series of

legislative addresses which taught the Believers how to lead the life of devout Moslims.

These five groups follow each other in natural sequence ; nay, there is a direct evidence in a tradition

handed down on belialf of 'Aisha, that many descrijitive revelations preceded the legislative ones. She

said -.^^ "Allah, has revealed first descriptions of hell .and heaven in order to win men for Islam, and he

only revealed laws later on. Had he forbidden wine and fornicatitm (chief representatives of ritual and

moral laws) from the beginning, people would have said : we will not abstain from either." - Never-

theless, one must not think tliat these grotips are clearly divided •: on the contrary they regularly

encroach upon each other, so that elements of each group m.ay be traced in the oldest addresses, and

later ones contain repetitions of former paragraphs. Instances of two descriptive verses we have already

encountered in Siira Ixviii. 4-5 quoted above. As we must give up the idea of ever reconstructing

tlie chronologicivl order of the sermons, we may hope, by means of a division according to subjects,

85 See Sprenger, Lihen, III. p. lix.
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to obtain something like a survey over the material of which the Qordn is composed. If we succeed
in carrying out this task, we can dispense with an accurate knowledge of the date of each revelation.
Of a good many of them it is indeed quite irrelevant to know when they were revealed. For Medinian
revelations the course of events serves as sort of guide, although not of a thoroughly assured nature.

In his exertions to confirm his mission Muhammed had to proceed in a negative as well as a
positive manner. He had to convince his hearers that he was neither a madman, a poet, a soothsayer,

nor a liar. To disprove charges by mere protestations is a hopeless task, but Muhammed had fno

other means at his disposal. Miracles refused to be fortlicoming. The first protest against the
allegation of being insane quoted aboveS* is repeated in a declamatory address belonging to the
following period,85 but had to be reiterated over and over again during the next years.

Still harder to refute was the reproach of being a poet, because it was provoked by the saj'-like

manner of the oracles. The general form for any sort of public announcement being poetic, Muham-
med had to avoid all imitation of it, and this gave him immense trouble. The pathetic addresses in

particular with their short, rhymed phrases of nearly equal length, which so much resembled the

popular form of an urjuza or a ditty, betray the pains Muhammed took not to speak in verse.

There is no reason to assume that he was unacquainted with the old poetic literature, even without

taking into account traditions which report the contrary. Many of the standard features of these poems
had become so familiar to him, that he had some difficulty in freeing his style of them. A
remnant of this— which to some extent might help to fix the date of the passages in question— seems

to me left in the apostrophe let me which in poems frequently forms the bridge from the nastb or the

amatory introduction to the proper subject of the song. This "let me" we find no less than three

times in the oldest revelations, applied in a manner very similar to that of the pagan poems, e. g.,

Ixviii. 44 : So let me alone, etc.**

The protestation that "it was the word of a noble messenger" does not seem to have made the

expected impression; the Prophet therefore repeated it a little later (Ixix. 40) with a supplement :

V. 41. Nor it is the word of a poet — little ye believe

„ 42. Nor the word of a soothsayer, etc.*'

To this period probably belongs the severe criticism passed on the poets who "say that which they

do not do." {Sura xxvi. 221-228.)

The refutation of one reproach only provoked another, as is always the case with a narrow-minded

crowd. If Muhammed was neither a liar, nor a poet, nor mad, he must be a soothsayer. This he

endeavoured to disprove in

lii. 29. So remind them, for thou art, not, by the favour of thy Lord, either a soothsayer

or mad.

30. Or will they say 'A poet' ? etc.88

It was perhaps not by accident that Muhammed made no refutation of the charge of deception

jn these sentences. The speaker must have felt that this was dangerous ground. Yet the more the

** iS, Ixviii. 2, see v. 51 which seems to be of much later date, but was placed in this s(ira on account of v. 2

The word oL dUr (v. 51) is already a technical term here, and Beidh. explains it rightly as equivalent to Qordn.

Therefore v. 52 and S. Ixxxi. 27, "It (the iqra) is but a dikr for the worlds. Other recapitulations of the refutation

of the same charge see xxvi. 26 ; xliv. 13 ; li. 39, 52 ; liv. 6 ; xv. 9 ; xxxvii. 35 ; lii. 29.

« S. Ixxxi. 22, see Ch. IV.

*< See Ch. I. Such passages are also metrically marked, at least in the be{?inning, i-iz. , Ixviii. ^ w . -

\. . . - ; Ixxiv. 11 - - w - ; Ixxiii, 31v---v-. These passages give the impression that the speaker was
endeavouring to free himself by force from the meshes of the metre. For other parts of verses which by accident

have assumed metrical shape see Wright's Arabic Grammar, Srded. II. p. 359.
o .

•' V. 52. « evidently leads on to prayer which is to follow ; see next remark.

** Ibid. r. 18 to 49 contftiuing the aaiue invitation to offer up prayers. Cf. Uii. 98.
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ranks of the Believers sweUed, the bolder became his answers also to this reproach, and these replies

form in some cases a ready criterion for fixing the dates of certain revelations.

Now we see that soon after the iqra' Muhammed found himself in the midst of a fierce struggle,

and his position was anything but secure. The traditionists describe this as despair at the non-arrival

of new revelations, but the truth is that Muhammed could not bring forward such revelations as would

effectively silence the adversaries, and be followed by universal acknowledgment. Whether the mental

anxiety caused by the doubtless unexpected antagonism so greatly increased his excitement that his

nerves failed and he had an epileptic fit, or whether he simulated one, must be left undecided. It

appears to me he was subject to nervous headache, accompanied by shivering fits which compelled him

to wrap himself in warm garments. When he recovered, he felt himself so refreshed that he broke

into the following repetition of his prophetic call

:

Ixxiv. 1. O thou wrapped .'^9

2. Rise in order to give warning !

3. And thy Lord magnify !

4. And thy garments cleanse I

6. And detach thyself^" from abomination

11. Leave me alone with him I have created single-handed.^!

To this belongs its twin oracle published under similar circumstances with all but identical

beginning, tnz., Ixxiii. 1-14. •

Whether Muhammed only projected or really introduced vigils cannot be decided from the respec-

tive second verses of the two last mentioned addresses. I should feel inchned to explain the two "Rise"

as illustrating the excitement which deprived him of his sleep, in the consciousness of "the heavy task

he had in store" (Ixxiii. 9). Upon this point the Commentators throw no light. To Suras Ixxiv. and

xxiii. I oppose Sura xciv. in which Muhammed encourages himself to hold out, since he had gained

some followers to stand by him.

1. Have we not expanded thy breast ?

2. And taken ofi thee thy load,

3. Which weighed down thy back ?

" The traditions about the origin of thia address are of contradictory character. I. Hish. p. 1S4, relates on very

uncertain authority ("a scholar told me") that one day when going out, no one met Muhammed without calling him
a liar. He returned home, wrapped himself np, and was addressed by Allah: O thou wrapped up, etc. — Al Beidh.

:

It is handed down that Muhammed said : I was at HSra and heard myself called. I turned right and left, but saw

nothing. Then above me I saw Him C>* 'i>'^) sitting on the Throne between heaven and earth, mz., the angel who

had called me. I returned to Khadija and said iS^3j' ^- — Al Beidh. adds: he wrapped himself in his garment when

reflecting, or ?ie i«as asleep. — According to Tabari, p. 1155 (al Zuhri) thia vision was followed 1^ the revelation of

S. Ixxiii. Then follows the remark * ^J* '^ CS ' * ^'^jj- Bokh. ihU. repeats the same tradition with the IsnSd give

in Tab. 1153, but winds up: I said uhj^^'t they wrapped me up and sprinkled water over me. — Beidhfiwi's addi-

tional note is evidently the safest to follow in the confusion of wondrous traditions, and receives further evidence

from S. Ixxiv. 4, which I should take literally rather than metaphorically which a view to performing a symbolical

action. See Spreuger, I. 309, rem. 1. — A tradition Bokh. Ill, 365, that S. Ixxiv. forms the first revelation is of

doubtful authenticity.

^ j:^\s repeated S. Ixxiii. 10 ^i•'^ '^? fi^J^ 'j "detach thyself from them completely as befits thee."

In the older Meccan revelations the term is applied iu a more general sense, e. g., xxiii. 69; xix. 47. In xxv» 32,

'the Qordii is described as 8h«n)ie(J ijj^*^) by the Meccans. S. xsix. 25, is Lot a ^r^ «'" "to his Lord;" xvj.

43, refers to those who had on Muhammed's advice gone to Abyssinia in order to avoid the persecutions of the

Meccans.

•> See Bei4h&wi ; Palmer inaconrate.
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4. And exalted for thee thy renown ?

5. Verily with difficulty is ease

€. Verily with difficulty is ease

7. But when thou art at leisure then toil

9. And hope patiently unto thy Lord ! etc.

Ixxiii. 8 forms a distinct repetition of tlie iqi-a' verse with the slight variation into wa'dkur. The
choice of this word points not less to the Pentateuch than the ijm, e.g., Exod. xx. 24 • xxiii. 13
etc.,'3 and it is particularly noteworthy that in both cases the construction of the Hebrew terms are

faithfully retained in the Qoianic imitations.

Of very great interest, however, is the early indication of the first shadow of the great rupture

wliich ten years later ended in the departure of the Prophet and his friends from their native town.

''Detach thyself (fahjur) from abomination (Ixxiv. 5) ;" "Endure patiently what they say and
detach thyself completely as befits thee (Ixxiii. 10)," the former passage referring to the gods, the

latter to kinsmen and alliances. It is the same root which supplied the term Hijra not only for the

temporary retirement of a large portion of early Moslims to the hospitable shelter of the Ethiopian

king, but also to the final exodus to Medina. What is known in universal history as Hijra proves

to be not an episodic event, but the completion of the local Hijras^' which accompany the whole of the

Meccan period of Isli'im. Muhammed fostered no false hopes with regard to the consequences of his

onslaught against the worship of his forefathers. The public proclamation of the single word fa'hjur

had cost him dear, and he knew it well, but its repetition shows that he was firmly determined to

stand by it. Here, if ever, he showed greatness of mind and deserves to rank with tlie great

men of History. Upon those Meccans who were at aU capable of conceiving ideas that word must
have made a deeper impression than continual pathetic assurances of the divine origin of the

revelations.

To return to the charge of fraud, in aS. Ixxiv. 24, Muhammed complained that some influential

Meccan citizens had made allegations of this nature. In this instance his remonstrances are not of a

general character, but are, as tradition tells us, launched against "Walid b. alMugliira of the family of

al Makhzum.** The attack was very strong, taunting Muhammed with the human origin of his rhap-

sodies. He could only parry it with a wild threat of hell fire. In a supplementary speech

(Ixxiii. 11 sqq., he compared himself to Moses (without, however, mentioning his name), only

stating that his mission was also discredited by Pharaoh.'^ His challengers were destroyed, and from

this Meccan scoffers were invited to take an example.

It is certainly not without purpose that at this comparatively early stage in his career Muhammed
should have likened his own position to that of Moses. He could hardly liave chosen a better means > f

strengthening his hands. Moses did not go on his own account, but was unwillingly sent by Allah,

" See Ch. II. (and above rem. 84). ^ * ' ia thns originally parallel to 'j' ', and consequently J ^ •>

O •j'' Later on the former was restricted to the ejaculation of the formula of the Unity ; cf. Sprenger, I. 319, and

Q. Ixxxvii. 9, 10 ; Ixxxii. 24, etc. — In S. xciv. jS ^ has a profane meaning.

'3 The translation, "Flight" made popular by modern authors, is not correct. The Hijra was much more

than that, as it was a complete cutting off of every bond of kinship, that connected Moslims with former friends and

relatives remaining faithful to paganism. Bagh., therefore, explains very appropriately (according to Mujfihid,

Ikrima, Qat&da, Al Zohri, Ibn Zeid, and Abu Salma) : give up the worship of the idols, and do not come near them.

" According to Bagh. on v. 11 al Walld was called *i*V '• Beidh. explains '*i^j to be Hal of 1st person.

mz., i».M ^Aj^j u>ji. In i_ ig)i. 171 alWalid calls Muhammed a charmer in the better sense, "because hie

speech is bewitching and fit to separate man from hie father, brother, wife and family." The tradition is svidcutly

coloured.

« Of. S, Ixxiii. 15 $jq.
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and ill a like manner Muhammed tried to convince those around him that he did not preach of his own

free will, but obeyed the command of Heaven. The reproach of fraud was, therefore, as unjust as it

was insulting to Allah, and liable to heavy punishment. This is another clever move and again shows-

with what dehberation Muhammed selected his words. In Ixxiii. 5 we read that Allah had thrown

upon him "a heavy speech," and in Ixxvii. 6 he says : Certainly we cause thee to proclaim, so that

thou shouldst not forget. Finally, Ixxvi. 23 sqq. again re-echoes the first call to prophecy accompanied

by the admonition to be patient, and xciv, 1-8 are revealed to inspire him with new courage to brave

the difficulties.

Tlie unwillingness of Biblical prophets to undertake their missions was no secret to Muhammed,

although he did not cite the most striking instances, in:., those of Moses and Jonah until somewhat

later (xxvi. 11-13 ; xxxvii. 140) in the narrative period. He may have hoped that there would be no

necessity for this, yet the pains he took to satisfy the Meccan public that his own attitude was passive

and that he was but a tool in the hand of Allah forms the main idea connecting many of the revela-

tions of this period.

With the first address Muhammed had introduced a series of abstract notions such as heaven and

hell, eternity, death, soul, immortality, reward, and punishment after death. Although not all of these

notions were covered by corresponding terms, he discussed them and endeavoured to impart to his

hearers a more or less clear conception of them. He could not achieve this by giving definitions, which

in the first instance he was incapable of doing, and which, moreover, would not have served his purpose.

The practical theologian is no philosopher, and hearers of a sermon decline to be regaled with meta-

physical demonstrations. Muhammed in particular was preacher to an unlettered crowd
; the Qordn

was, therefore, not the place to discourse on abstract ideas. He was more successful in expressing the

same in as concrete a manner as possible.

The common pre-islamic view recognized a kind of shadowy after-existence. Otherwise the

materialistic opinion is prevalent, that death is the end of everything. Muhammed himself dwelt on

this point in a late Meccan revelation as follows :

xlv. 23. And they say : there is only this present life, we die and live,*' and only time kills

us,'' . . . .etc.

Some commentators not unfitly refer the words : "we die and live," to the pagan belief in the

transmigration of souP' and the words which follow they apply to the common notion, that there is no

other life after death. Muhammed tried to combat these views not with arguments, but simply by put-

ting others in their places. This he did when he threatened transgressors vrith sufferings in purgatory,

which in itself presupposes a kind of after-existence. The fire of hell being a very familiar conception

to Christian (S. Matth. v. 22) and later Jewish doctrine, there can be no doubt that Muhammed had

jluring his years of study heard much on this subject. Now he himself appears to have believed that

those sufferings were physical rather than spiritual, as may be seen from many passages in the Qordn

(xcviii. 5 ; Ixxxix. 24 ; Ixxii. 15, 24 ; Ixxxv. 10 ; Ixxviii. 21, etc.). If, however, he held more abstract

views on the matter, it was as well for him not to dilate on tliem, since the people cared very

little about agonies inflicted on their souls after the destruction of the body. The whole sinner shall

''be dragged by the forelock (xcvi. 15-16)" to hell, he taught, and in this manner Muhammed condemned

his uncle Abd alUzza, body and soul, branding him as "Father of the flame" in that fiendish

execration which forms the contents of Sura cxi.

»' Beidli. finds particular difiBcuUiea in the words : ice die and live, which he endeavonrs to explain in different

ways : (1) the being born of what was not alive before : (2) we die and lire in our children
; (3) some of as die, whilst

others live, etc.

' Beidh&wL **^* I j I i!_^* ^,* ^J UJU til 8 A* J..« J( I j^ >» j ly l^yi jjj'O
; ef. also Beidh. on S. Ixxvi, 1

ij.d..=^ sajli ,i»(jj I. and see Lace, I. «.

•• Beidh, Ibid.
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1. Perish the liands"" of Abu Lalmb, and perisli he

2. His wealth shall not avail liiui nor what he has earned,

3. He sliall broil in a fire that Hauies (lahab)

4. And his wife carrying faggots,

5. With a rope of palm fibres on her neck.

A nijik'diction couched in such terms could not fail to strilcc superstitious jK-oplc with torror of the

unknown hereafter. Tradition'O" tells us that tlie liapless uncle had provoked the Prophet by cursing

him in no more measured terms, and this may not have been the only impiecalion wliicli came to

Muliamuied's ears, but he was careful only to retaliate on a near relative, and to Ijurn him in

effigy with such broadly drawn features, that he might be taken for any other infidel.

The language of the Qordn has no more terms to describe the immortality of the human soul than

the Eible. Nevertheless, as early as in the coniirmatory period Mnhammed began to expound theories

which teach that spiritual life outlasts physicjil death. This gives us an opportunity of briefly out-

lining the manner in which Muhammed rendered tlio.se transcendental portions, indispensabfc to every

theological system.

In a revelation already quoted (Ixxxvii. 12 to 1,3), Muhammed savs that the wicked sliall "broil in

the fiercest fire, then he shall neitlier live nor dic."i If the modern reader finds it difficult to under-

stand such a situation, how puzzled must the Meccan hearers have been. It is characteristic of the

eschatology of the Clordn tliat the tortures of hell are depicted in endless variations, with glowing

colours and in all details, whilst the pious are simply "happy" (v. 14)2 without any further description,

and it is only intimated that for them there is in store a "last life" which is "the best .and of longest

duration" (v. 19).

Thus the conditions of the wicked and pious are contrasted with each other. The former

are, according to the Commentators, to lead a kind of semi-life, which is'neither rest in the grave nor a

life tliat avails aught, but not until they have gone through purgatory, whilst the latter shall enjoy the

eternal pleasures' of the "last life." This is repeated over and over again (scii. 13; xciii. 4)*

especially in the later Meccan Suras. Although it is doubtful whether Muhammed himself had any

clear conception of his own theory of the hereafter, it was indifferent to him whether the Meceans

•grasped the meaning of it or not. It is much more probable that he hoped to work more successfully

on their minds by vague fears and hopes.

Muhammed himself betrays the f.ict that he had derived his knowledge of the nature of the

last life" from the most ancient sources, t;/;., "the 5({A«/ of Abr.iham aud Moses." That these

terms do not mean certain books of a religious character which in the pre-islamic period were held

sacred by various communities, as Sprenger believed, I have intimated above. ^ Siihuf&re nothing

"^ The Commentators, of course, felt themselves olilig-etl to correct this concrete conception, and put "soul" and

"fortune" in the place of "hands." Thus Bagh. w^-" 0^*-H ^^;**^ i^' Vj*-* '
^-i'^jjl-e *-ii <*J i'jjij *iAJ

JIJI Aj (i)^iJ»J O.J;Jt vijli Jib ^^^. The tradition in I. Isli. p. 231, is badly accredited, as instead of

giving thelsniid, he only says '—J'^^j. In this tradition Abu Lahab calls the Prophet "Muhammed" and charges

him with not believing himself that the things he foretells will be realized after death.
"o Beidh. with reference to *'. xxvi. 214 ; hut cxi. seems to be older.

' This only means that after the wicked have loft purgatoi-y they shall neither live nor die. The Commentators
who evidently did not understand what Muhammed meant by the phrase, are silent on this point. Bagh.

AjAi'i ijx^ ^^si Jlj ^-.ii
; Beidh. similarly.

2 Cf. S. sci. 9.

"Beidh. (t. 17) ij pliaaitjl J,i\jiJ]^jC ,_^JU. oliJb iiU l«*i*J <yl*. Cf.sWvK.
As a contrast to this, the last piinishment (liiii. 33) is the strongest, ' See Ch. II.
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more or less than tlie Bible. Now it is -well known, that the idea of an eternal life is nowhere

explicitly taught in the Bible, and is only inferred indirectly. The belief in it was, however,

firmly established both among- Jews and Christians, and when Muhammod heard them speak of

it, he considered it tantamount to its being written do\Tn in their holy Scriptures.

The term "last hfe" implies that there is no other to follow, it is therefore eternal. JInhammed

expressed eternity approximately through the synonyms for "space of time,'' or "remaining in a place
,

or state.'"" This is about the same in all languages. In a very early revelation (civ. 3), Muhammed

censures him "who thinks that his wealth has made him lasting [for ever}." The Commentators

explain this to mean, that he shall not die at all. When, to choose anotlier case, Satan i)idiices Adam

to disobey the divine command, he promises to show him "the tree of duration, and a dominion -nhich

shall not ceasa" (xx. 118). "To no man before have we given perpetuity (allchiekl), shall they remain

for ever, when thou diest" (xxi. 35 ; cf. v. 8) 2 These and similar expressions answered ^Inhammed's

purpose well enough, because when applied to mundane subjects they express the immutability of a

condition, and were perfectly intelligible to everybody. To describe, however, Allah as eternal Muham-

med did jiot attempt except in one case (cxii. 1), but even this is open to grave doubts, and has caused

much discussion among the Commentators, many of whom bring the expression used in this passage

(assamad) in no connection with eternity at all.7 Muhammed himself was uncertain as to the distinct-

ness of this word, and^ therefore, hastened to explain in the next verse that "Allah was not born."

Later Moslim theology developed an appropriate terminology to express eternity with regard to past

and futui-e.

Heaven' as the abode of God is a conception to be found frequently in the Bilile, and transplant-

ed by Muhammed into the Qordn at an early epoch. He, therefore, had to alter the old Arab meaning

of the word which only comprehends the sky, the reservoir of the heavenly bodies and clouds and rain.

In this sense it is used by poets^ and also in the oldest portions of the Quran . In ,S'. Ixxxviii. 18

heaven as a piece of creation is paralleled to the camel, the mountains and the earth. Alliih has created

the seven heavens^" in storeys, and has set the moon therein for a light, and tlie sun for a lamp

(Ixvii. 3). Allah has buih the heavens (Ixxix. 27), and their government belongs to Him (Ixxxv. 9).

It must have caused Muhammed some difficulty ta change the theories in which he had been brought

up, into the abstract oues that Alliih sits in heaven on His throne,ii which is borne by eight angels

(Ixix. 17). He is possessor of the lofty throne (Ixxxv. 15). ^^ The anthropomorphistic side of this

« Synonyms for "eternal" ^*'*-'l xlv. 23 ; Ixxvi. 1, c/. rem. 97; <^j^ ixviii. 71,72; '^'^-'
' cxii. 2; '*-'^'^

<>J-^ I T^; s.i • f„r)i.ov *iJilfrequently, ^^ ' xxi. 3.5; further *i-'j' , **J*i ^ > (^** •

' According to Ibu Abbas, Mujflhid, Al Hasan, Sa'Jd and Ibn Zubeir (Bagh. on cxii. 1' '**'*^ ' means a person

who has no "inside" (*-^ ^J^^) j according to Al Sh'obi it means one who neither eats nor drinks ; according

to others it means i'^'-i '*. Abu 1 Aliya handed down on behalf of Ibn Abi Ka'b that '^-*^' means a person

who was neither born nor has begotten, because he who is born must die, who inherits has heirs. Al Suddi explains

'^^ ' as one who is sought after for presents and assistance. According to QatSda it means : the remaining after

the death of the physical part of the body. Ikrima '^^^ ^'^ i_r- i.^'*-^''
— Mewftqif, p. 168, has several other

explanations: {l)Lord, king (relative attribute); (2) Sage, whom the deeds of the disobedient neither excite nor

trouble (negative attribute)
; (3) Standing on the highest step

; (4) He who is invoked and implored ; (5) He who

has no internal parts (not compact, synon. '^'^.'l with change of '^ with '^ )•

8 Gen. xix. 24; xxii. 11, 15 ; xxviii. 17, etc.

.» ~ .* r

9 Hassan b. Thfibit ed. Tanis, p. 8, 1. 7, s'**-"^ cr*'j^' '*i**J "its traces have effaced the winds and the

roi'n." Ibn Koteiba (Sprenger, I. 541) explains it as what is above us. Cf. Itq. 692 sq,

10 Cf. S. Ixxi. 14 ; Ixxviii. 12 ; and St. Lucas x. 20.

" In Meccan SiJras Muhammed exclusively uses the term U".^*-^', whilst the Aramaic LS^J*^^ is employed

only once in Medina (S. ii. 253). In xxxviii. 33 it means an earthly throne.

1- Cf. li. Ixxxi. 20 ; il. 15 (xvi. 1). The Mutazilite school had some misgivings about AUAh being represented

as sitting on a throne. Beidh. takes IJV asa synonym for "dominion;" see his notes on S. vii.52 : Upon tha

throne abides His Rule {amr see above). Our fellow-thinkers believe.th.it the abiding upon the throne is an
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l>lirase will occupy our attoution later on. 13 If AIKih "sends down" revelations (Ixvii. 9; xcvii. l),i* tlijs

means that they come rruui heaven. This way of expressing it is, however, rave in older suras, and
does not become more frequent until the narrative and descriptive periods, e. <j., vii. 3><, "the gates

of lieaven shall not he opened for the infidels."'5

Popular belief places the souls of the righteous in heaven. One can easily perceive how s\icli a

belief grew, a belief which made the actherial component of the human body leave this inlische

Jam inertha I and fly away'^ above the ch)uds. The idea is based on the manner of describing certain

extraordinary forms of death in the 0. T. Eloliim takes Hcnocli away, and Elijah ascends in a

charii'tof fire. In the Qoriin Allah "takes away" the soul of man (xxxix. 43), and in harmony witli

the Rabbinical way of expressing the idea, "every soul tastes death."" Muhammed concreted the soul

in the same manner as did ancient and modern poets without much discernment, and placed Lell so

close to paradise, that its inliabitants were within liail of those of the former, from which thev

were separated only by a curtain (vii. 42-4-1:), is which permitted conversation between them.

The resemblance of death to sleep is so striking, that it could not fail to enter pre-Islamic Arai>

speech also, but with the difference that the hope of awakening from the sleep in the grave> was dis-

carded. "If we are dead," the Meccans said, "and have become dust and bones, can we be awakened

(xxsrii. 16) ?i^ If thou speakest to them : you shall be aroused after death, the infidels will surely

say : '"this is nought but clear deceit (xi. 10)." Of course, Muhammed could not tolerate such views

in Islum, and could not sufficiently call to the minds of his hearers "the day on which they would

be awakeued,"20 and to enjoin the belief in resurrection after death (Ixxv. 1-4 ; Ixviii. 39 ; Ivi. 60).

The way in which Muhammed pictured the resurrection of the dead was very similar to the

notions popular among Jews and Christians, viz., that the body should share in it as well as tlic soul.

The "collecting of the bones" {Qor. Isxv. 3) recalls vividly the vision of Ezeldel (ch. Ixxxvi.) with

which every Jew was familiar enough owing to its forming part of the liturgy on the Sabbath of the

Passover week. There is nothing surprising in the fact that Muhammed should have heard of this.21

Above the assurance that on the day of resurrection "man's bones shall be gathered" he gives for the

present no further description,-^ and confinos himself to vague hints at the time when this should take

place, after being announced by the most miraculous signs. This was also to be the great "Day of

Judgment on which the horn should be blown," etc. (see above). From all this we see tliat

^luhanimed wished to show his hearers the aim of human life in a rather serious perspective. The

tortures of hell are described iu the Qordn long before any of the more cheerful pictures of the "last

Ufe" are painted.
t

Although the "Garden" is spoken of in verses which are inserted in older suras, these are evident-

ly later and more proUx (Ixxxv. 11 ;
Ixviii. 17, 34 ;

Ixxiv. 42). The older passages mention "the

garden'' without any further additions (Ixxjcviii. 10 ; Ixxxix. 30 ; Ixxxi. 13 ; Ixis. 22). Fear Muham-
med calculated to be more impressive tlian hope, and as a rule when depicting the two contrastiii;'

conditions of man after death, he not only placed punishment in the foreground, but made it much

attribute to Allah withort How. It means that His abidiujr on the throne is to be understood in a manner
which exalts Hiu\ above vesting and dwelling. The throne is the body which surrounds all other bodies, and ia

ailed thus, because it is elevated or compared to the royal couch from which government and commands descend.

C/. xxxii. 3-i ; xvi. 2.

13 See Ch. VIII. " See Ixvii. IG to 1", "He who is in heaven."

16 Cf. Gen. xxviii. 17. " Cf. Ps. xo. 10.

1' S. xxi. 36 ; xxix. 57.

>* As to the people o£ the intervals, see next chapter.

19 See V. 51 ; S. xix. 67 : Man says : when I am dead, can I be brought out in the end alive ?

2" S. xliv. 34 : This is but our first death, and we can not be aroused. Boidhawi explains : the first death enda

the life on earth, and there are no means by which to awake for another. The answer is given in v. 56 : they (the

righteous) only taste the first death ; He guards them from the punishment of hell fire.

" 8. xxxvii. 141 ; xixviii. 80 ; Ixxxiii. 4; xxvi. 8^; xvi. 83. The Comii»eutatord, of course, bring Gabriel on the

Boene, and Palmer wrongly follows them.

'2 See next chapter.
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more elaborate and energetic in tone tlian that of reward.^^ Experience proved here also to be the best

teacher. For after the disaster of Uhud Muhammed conld give no greater comfort to the demoralised

Behevers than the assurance that those who had been slain were not dead but alive (iii. 163).

From the foregoing observations, we can gather that during the time of the struggle to confirm his

missionary title, Muhammed had to handle a number of abstract subjects which to a real thinker would

have been so many problems to solve. The circumstance that they all liad been thoroughly familiar for

some time to large multitudes entitled him to operate with them as with known quantities, and he left

it to his hearers to digest them as best they might. He would have been infinitely more successful,

had he been able to achieve something like a miracle, but, of course, he could not divine that the

existence of Islam was all the better assured, the harder it had to fight its way through difficulties of

every description.

A miracle was the great, but unfulfilled, longing of Muhammed, and the disappointment lie felt

through his impotence to perform a miracle penetrates not only tlie whole of the Qordn, but many

occasional sayino-s. Tradition, nevertheless, managed to record a great number of such, and tlie Moslim

church officially recognizes a series of miracles which must be believed in.2* Not quite so difiicult was

the problem to be favoured with a vision and those who already believed could easily be served with

one. Many years afterwards, when the figure of the Archangel Gabriel was introduced inYo the

revelations, they became very numerous indeed, but they were not nearly so important as in the earlier

periods. Now Muhammed's great model, Moses, not only furnished him with the material for tlie first

proclamation and the reluctance to enter upon his mission, but also with the pattern of a regular vision

which it was not very hard to copy. In the evidently very early revelation, which forms part of

tSuta 'xxxix.,2'' he expresses himself thus ?

1.5. Has the story of Moses come to you

IG. When his Lord called him in the holy valley of Tuwd :

17. "Go to Pharaoh, verily he transgresses.

18. Say : Hast thou a wish to purify thyself?

19. And that 1 may guide thee unto thy Lord, that thou mayst fear ?"

20. So He (Allah) showed him the greatest sign, etc.

AYe conclude from it that the scene described in Exod. ch. iii. was known to Muhammed already,

and that he reproduced it more elaborately in a short address which he significantly styled "an

inspiration" taught to him by the Almighty. The hazy description of the scene, the principal figure

of which is the speaker himself, was calculated to impress hearers as a vision granted to him. It

forms the first portion of Sura \mP
^

1. By the star when it falls,

2. i'our comrade errs not, nor is he deluded,

3. Nor speaks he out of lust.

4. It is but an inspiration inspired

5. "Which taught him One mighty in power

6. Endowed with sound understanding ; he appeared,

7. And was [seen] in the loftiest tract

;

2S He could find models for it in Lev. xxvi. 3 to 43 ; Deut. ixviii. 1 to 68. The maledictory portions of these two

chapters are likewise much more elaborate than the benedictory ones and bear the popular name tt,kh!h&.

2» Ibn Hazm, fol. 122™- CJ. Vmdat Aijida, p. 16 «•/.

M It seems to be an independent revelation, whilst v. 1 to 14 belong to the declamatory, and v. 27 to 45 to the

descriptive periods, bnt placed here on account of v. 34 i£ji^' = v. 20.

2c V. C2 an introduction to prayer.
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8. Then he liung down and so drew near,

9. Until he was two bows length off or nigher still,

10. Then he inspired his servant what he ins[)ired.

11. The lieart Ix'lies iicjt what he .saw.

12. "What ^^ill ye dispnte ^^ilh him on what he saw ?

1*3. And he saw it another time

14. By the Sidra-trec whicli none may approaeh,

15. Near which is the Garden of the Abode,

16. When something covered the Sidra-tree —
17. The sight swerved not nor wandered —
18. He saw then of the s/ffns of his Lord the greatest.-''

The positive information contained in this address is very meagre, and the vagueness of the

description is concealed as much as possible by prolixity. Muhammed only states that lie had seen
something covering a certain tree. This was indeed quite sufficient for those who already believed in

his mission, but not so convincing for others. Yet to judge from S. Ixxxii 22,2S one might at any

. rate give liim credit for having at least imagined that he had had a vision. The wish was father to the

thought, and made liim look upon a vague apparition as a real prophetic vision.

Muhammed need not have troubled to enquire whether his hearers believed in his statement

concerning the vision, if he had been able to perform a miracle, whicli would have convinced even the

most stubborn. His boast was, however, a two-edged tool, as in his zeal he had made known that

j.revious prophets had confirmed their missions by miracles. He therefore felt that he had exposed

himself to the demand to perform one, and for this reason styled his vision a miracle (Ixxix. 20, see

above). He had not long to wait and the doubtless satirical tone in which he was called upon to exhibit

his powers is still reflected in one of the latest Meocaii revelations (xxix. •t9).29 His answers were so

timid th:it he had to refer tlxe importunate querists to the Suhuf. This was just as unsatisfactorv

to his great grief, and nothing remained but to style the revelations he boasted to have received,

miracles. He, therefore, chose a term for them which at the same time served to designate each

revealed sentence as a "Sign" or miracle. In his philippic against Walid b. al Moghira Muhammed
describes him as "hostile to our signs" (Ixxiv. IG). The infidels rejoined that the "Signs" were "old

folk's tales" (Ixviii. 15 ;
Ixsxiii. 13) or even "lies" (Ixxviii. 28), which can, of course, only refer to

the revelations. The marvel to be discovered in the "Signs" could, then, only consist in the circumstance.

tiiat a man in so humble a position and grown up in ignorance and already past the prime of life

should suddenly develop the qualities of a proplifit and spiritual leader of his people. This is admirably

expressed in Siira xciii.^"

G. Did He not find thee an orphan and give thee shelter ?

7. And find thee erring and guide thee ?

8. And find thee poor with a family and nourish thee ?

The proof of the veracity of the miracles pea-formed by Moses before Pharaoh was given in the

fact, that the magicians were not able to imitate them (Ixxix. 25 ; xxvi. 43). Muhammed therefore

boldly challenged scoffers to bring forward a "Sign" of the same kind as liis. "Let them bring a

"'
Cf. Be'dtage, p. S. A manifest external resemblance alao exists between this piece and S. Ixxix. 15, 27, not

only as regai'ds the rhyme, but esp. v. 20 with S. liii. 18. The latter oracle is evidently the youngest of the two.

"* "Your companion is not mad, [23) He surely saw him on the distinct horizon," another echo of lixix. 20i

cf. also XX, 2-1.

'^ Cf. xxvi. IS"
i

vii. 202. ^ V. 9 to 11 added later, aud are legislative.
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hadith^^ of the same kind (lii. 34)." We have, in the first chapter, discussed the subject, and need

only to add here that the Prophet felt himself on so safe a ground, that he repeated the challenge

several times. This, however, increases the evidence that he had prior to his first proclamatiou

possessed himself of a considerable stock of learning unknown to any ]\Ieccan, and that he also held in

reserve sayings, tales and regulations which he intended to divulge piece-meal. However limited his

learning was from our point o£ view, never was the proverb tliat knowledge is power more splendidly

confirmed than in Midiammed's case. It remained his chief support, and won him more followers

than assurances, threats, and declamations could have done. •

The passages of the (lordn alluded to in this chapter — as indeed in all otb.ers — are given in

but approximately chnmolngical (U'der, as it is sufficient to sketch out the course which Islam took

in its initiatory stages. The line of conduct was given to Muhammed by circumstances. He had

to weather the storm of puldio opinion and to uphold his claim under the most disadvantageous

conditions. His position was for a time one of defence rather tlian attack, and tlie desire to be left

alone with his convictions is expressed in a short address which seems to belong to this period, and

whicli is another disclaimer of the old worship :

cix. 1 . yc infidels !

2. I do not serve what you serve,

?i. Nor will ye serve what 1 serve,

4. Nor will I serve what ye serve,

5. Nor will ye serve what I serve,

6. Ye liave your religion, and I have my religion.

The term (/'in (religion) which appears here for the first time, is applied indiscriminately both to

Islam and iJIeeeau paganism. The wide signification allowed to the word is unitoubtedly due to the

circumstance that Muliammed had heard it employed both by Jews and Christians in various fashions.

The former meant by the same term a rite as well as a judgment both religious and profane. To Jews

and (Syrian) Christians "Doomsday" was familiar as the "Day of Judgment" (yawm aldin) ?^ Also

later on Muhammed treated dtn as a synonym for Islfim,^^ )iut, on this occasion he paid tlie infidels the

compliment of styling their belief a din?-- What he had to say aliout the "Day of .ludgment"

will form the chief object of the next chapter.

M HadHh is otherwise tale, and in this manner the term is applied to Slo.slim tradition in general ; here, hov, ever,

I should take it = Hebrew ^nn. "something newly prodttoed."
'2 See Ch^ I. "-' See neit ehnpter,

'* Equivalent to i'Jl/c which is alEo .applied to paganism, see Ch. I., note 2,
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CHAPTER IV.

The Heclavatouv Rkvei.ations,

Character of Maliammcd'siirniiliooies— Mo.-si;unc oracles— The -'Day of Jiidginont"— flrest

variety (if cxpres.sioHS for the same constitutes an essential feature of tlie Iiook — The )ii'<ililem of

the Freedom of Will— Redemution — Predestination— The Heavenly Uoolc — Declining ]ii)thos.

(Criticism of the theory of strophic forms in the Qoriin.)

The Prophet's exertions wore not entirely without success. Led by his wife Khadija, a small

Imt devoted band rallied round him. The majority, it is true, consisted of people in the luimblust

circumstances, but there was also a fair sprinhliiig of members of the foremost families of Mecca.

Among these was Aliy, son of Abvi Talib, Muliammed's uncle and foster-father. This latter,

however, did not join the new faith himself. Of greater importance still was the conversion of AbiJ

Bakv,33 a wealthy and much esteemed merchant of the clan of the Qorcish. This was indeed

most encouraging, yet the adversaries still commanded an overwhelming majority, and lield the

weh'are, even the lives, of the Faithful in their hands. Muhammed dared not remain inactive, but

had to go on with his work and [iroduce fresh credentials.

As regards the p^irforminoe of miracles he had hitherto been somewhat unfoi'tunatc. A still

greater difficulty remained to be overcome, concerning another indispensable apanage of a prophet,

riz., the faculty of foretelling future events. Of this he must have been aware tlvrough his knowledge

of Scripture, especially as many passages from Biblical prophecies held— and still hold — prominent

places in the Jewish liturgy .3*

It appears to me that the series of oracles in the Qorcln wliicli describe the condition of things

at the end of time, were modelled on Messianic prophecies in the Bib'.e, although not attaining to

their loftiness and grandeur. Muhammed could only use such portions as touch on the sinfulness

of mankind and the punishment awaiting them, the reward of the pious and the general transforma-

tion of Nature as intimated in Isaiah xxiv. l.S-23
; Zach. xiv. 4, etc.

Vaticination was common in Arabia,'^ and we have seen how MuLammed had to defend himself

against charges of soothsaying. To a certain extent he was unable to aV(]id giving some colour to

these, as his manner of speaking greatly resembled that of the Kahins who, witli mystic ceremonies,

foretold the future to individusils. Muhammed himself disclaimed any share in such proceedings,

but Moslim tradition will not allow him to be behind other prophets in this line, and records two

cases in which his prophecies were verified.^^

The reader of the Qordn cannot fail to note that, when speaking of other proiihets, iluliammed

in only a very few instances refers to their prophetic gifts, '^ and as a rule only represents them as

warning against idolatry and wickedness. As a matter of fact he was unable to predict anything,

and least of all a general conversion, after the m.anner of Isaiah ch. ii., or xi. C-9. All his propliccies

are of an cschatological nature and beyond the control of any human being, so that no one Cdull hope

to find an opportunity of charging him with fallacious predictions. He gave weight to these prophocies

l>y making them axioms of faith like those incorporated in the religious codes of tlie .lews and

Christians.

In the oldest epoch of the Qonin the ''Day" is not mentioned at all. but only hiat-'l at in the

description of the events which are to take place when this dawns. An instance is given by Siiru

Isxxi. which, in spite of the forced pathos and the maunerisni of the diction, represents the best

'5 See 1. 1, p. 160 sq., where also the names of the other early believers are given;

so With regard to the Messianic hopes eutertaineJ by the Jews of iletlina cf. I. I. 286 anJ R. E. J. Til. p. 91.

" Cf. Wellb. E. p. 130. s* ty. Jlishk. II. p. 682. =' E. g., S. xxvi. 155 on the she-caiaelof SAlih,
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type of the declaniatory period. The Messianic apostrophes, the vague warning that reckoning awaits

every soul, and his protestations of being "a noble Messenger" might have made some impression.

This «»)« is divided into two strophes of unequal length, the cadence is all but metrical, and the

whole decLun.ation so thoroughly original of its kind, that it deserves to be reproduced in fuU,.*'*

1. When the sun is folded up

2. And when the stars fall down

8. And when the mountains are moved

4, And when the 'ishar^^ shall be neglected

5. And when the beasts shall be crowded together"

G. And when the seas shall surge up

7. And when the souls shaU be paired [with bodies]

8. And when the [female child that was] buried alive shall be asked;

9. For what sin she was slain,

10. And ivhen the sheets shall be operted

11. And when heaven shall be flayed

12. And when hell shall be set ablaze

13. And when Paradise shall be brought nigh ;

14. The soul shall know what it has produced.

15. Therefore I swear not by the heavenly wanderers,

16. That move on and backwards,

17. Nor by the night when it draws on,

18. Xor by the morn when it iirst bre.ithes up
;

I'.i. Verily this is the speech of a nuble Messcngeiv

20. Of gre.at power with the Lord of the Throne,

»o a'he sura itself is composed of two strophes of about equal length, viz., v. 1 to 14 and 15 to 29, but in such a

tuauner that the second strophe is logically subordinated to the first. This oircomstance has been overlooked by

1). H. M tiller, Die Frofheten in ihrer nrslfunglichen GestaZt, p. 57. Mtillor's theory, altogether, adapts itself to the

(^ord)i on a very limited scale. To suppose that Muhammed knowingly arranged s''ras in Btrophes with Respcij-

siouen would mean that he deliberately exposed himself to the opprobrium of being called a poet. The Qor&n, of all

Semitic literatures, is least appi'opriate for a theory of the kind in question, as the composition of most suras, and

certainly of many quoted by Miiller as patterns, is anything but perspicuous. Miiller is doubtlessly right in

denying that Muhammed borrowed the formation of strophes from a Jew, but then the question arises, where does

pre-Iilamio poetry oiier a single instance of strophes with Resi^onaionen ? Surely, any ancient tradition among Arabs

on such a form of poetry would have left some traces, but to assume that so primordial a custom should, after

falling into oblivion; have been revived again at so lat'j an epoch, and without any visible link connecting it with

the past, is against common sense. I should rather think that wherever we find strophes in the Qftin, they are of

a very crude character, and unconsciously constructed rather than artistioa ly. &'rn Ixxxi. gives an example of this.

The stock of rhymes on the same consonant being exhausted, the speaker made a Kunstfaitse, and cropped his voice.

In the seoDnd strophe there is a marked falling off both as regards vigour and poetic expression, but the speaker felt

instinctively that the second part of the oracle must continue on the same strain as the first, and be of equal length.

In cyery sirci quoted by Prof. Midler wo shall have an opportunity of judging how far he succeeded in proving his

case however, HiroiiheiiirUmmer oder dock idcltt ganz duTch-iiinl inis'/ebildeie Sirojihe'njcrinen is too elastic an expres-

sion to serve as conclusive evidence. Othof patterna of strophio structuro in the Qorin not noticed by Muller

are .S. Uxivi. 1 to 10, 1 1 to 17, both sti-ophes beginning with "by the heaven" ;
Ixsxviii. 1 to Ifi, 17 to 23, strophes

of unequal length ; xc. 1 to 10, 11 to 20, the second strophe likewise being subordinated to the first. No further

division is justified.

*i Camel in the tenth mouth of pregnancy.

•- Cf. Isaiah xi. 6 to 7. It ia not at all unlikely that Muhammed should have heard of this famous oliapter,

whish the Jew3 read in tho Synagogue on the last day of Piiasover.
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21. Obeyed and trusty too,

22. Vour comrade is not mad I

23. He saw Him on the plain horizon,

24. Kor does he grudge [to divulge] the unseen,

25. This is not the speech of a pelted Satan,

26. Now whither do you go 1

27. It is but a reminder to the worlds

2S. To whomsoever of j-ou pleases to be steadfast.

29. But you will nut, unless Allah, the Lord of the worlds should please.

The almost artistic structure of the snra alone shows that it cannot have been the product of

spontaneous enthusiasm. Muhammcd himself was evidently so pleased with this fine performance,

that he shortly afterwards tried to imitate it by another which was, however, far inferior, cis.,

kxxii. 1-19.13

In this sura the 'Day of Judgment"** is mentioned twice by name (v. 15 and 18), and once

more in a paraphrastic manner (v. 19). Subsequently Muhamraed got into the habit of circumscribing

the "Day" alone, choosing the strangest epithets and paraphrases. This does not refer to the

declamatory period alone, but extends over the whole Qordn. On account of their Large number

I have arranged all the instances into groups. It is noteworthy that of the first two groups only one

example (Ixiv. 9), and of the following but a small number belong to Medinian revelations, the

latter being marked by an asterisk,

A. 1. 15,33. The day of the well known term (c/. 38, 82)

2. 19, 10. The day of sighing^

3. 20, Gl. The day of adornment*^

4. 26, 189. The day of the scorching heat

b. 30, 50. The day of arousing

C. 32, 29. The day of victory

7. 38, 15, 25, 53. The day of reckoning (c/. 40, 28)

8. 40, 15. The day of meeting

9. 40, 18. The'day of the approaching hour

10. 40, 34. The day of crying out

11. 42, 5, The day of gathering*^

12. 44, 40. The day of decision (r/. 77, 13)

13. 50, 19. The day of appointment

14. 50, 33, The day of eternal duration

15. 50,41. The day of coming forth

10. 54,19. The day of continuous ill-luck

«s Miiller, I. c. p. 57, three strophes, vie., 1 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 19.

" Al GhiizAli, Ihyd, iv. p. 443 >1., gives a lengthy description of the duration, the names, and oalamities of the

Day of Judgment.
*' Epilogue to the story of the mission of Jesna, cf. St. Matth. viii. 12 ; xiii. 13, etc.

<« Palmer takes it as day of festival, but the words are evidently Messiauio. Tlic root J^'^ is frequently used

in the Qor6.n in this sense.

«' With the addition : on which there is no doubt.
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17. *64, 9. The day of gathering, this is the day of deceiving

18. 75, 1. The day of Resurrection

19. 82,15. The day of .Judgment (and often)

B. 1. G, 15. A great day {rf. 10, 16 ; 19, 38 ; 83, 6)

2. 11, 3. A grand day

3. 11, 28. A painful day (cf. 43, 65)

i. 11, 85. An encompassing day

5. 22, 54. A barren day

6. 26, 37, 155. A well known day (</. 56, 50)

7. 29,35. The last day

8. 54, 8. A hard day (</. 74, 9)

9. 70, 10. A severe day

10. 76, 27. A heavy day

11. 85, 2. The promised day

12. 90, 14. A foodless day

C, 1. "2,45,117. The day wherein no soul shall pay recompense for another soul

2. *2, 255. The day on which there is no bartering {cf. 14, 36)

3. *3, 7, 24. The day whereof there is no doubt

4. *3, 28. The day that every soul shall find what it has done

5. "3, 102. The day when faces shall be whitened, and faces shall be blackened

6. *5, 108. The day when Allah shall assemble the apostles

7. '^h, 119. The day when their confession shall profit the confessors

8. 6, 22, 128. The day when we shall gather them altogether {cf. 10, 29, 46 ; 41, 18;

27, 85)

9. 6, 73. The day when the horn shall be blown

10. 6, 159. The day when some signs of thy Lord shall come

11. 7, 13. The day when they shall be raised

12. 7, 51. The day when its interpretation shall come

13. *9, 35. The day when it shall be heated in the fire of hell

14. *9, 78. The day when they shall meet him

15. 11,11. The day it comes to them there is no turning it away from them

16. 11, 107. The day when it shall come no soul shall speak, etc.

17. 14, 42. The day when reckoning arises

18. 14, 43. The day en which all eyes shall stare

19. 14, 44. The day when the torment shall come

20. 14, 49. The day when the earth shall be changed into no earth

21. 15,36. The day when they shall be aroused ((/. 37, 144 ; 38, 80)

22. 10, 86, 91. The day when we shall send from every nation a witness

23. 16, 112. The day when every soul shall come to wrangle for itself
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24. 1~> 54. The day when be shall call on you

25. 17,73. The day when we shall call all men by their leader

26. 18, 45. The day when we will move the mountains

27. 18,50. The day when he shall say, cic.

28. 19, 39. The day when they shall come to us

29. 21, 104. The day when we will roll up the heaven

30. 22, 2. The day you shall see it

31. *24, 24. The day when their tongues and hands and feet shall bear witness

against them

32. *24, 37. A day when hearts and eyes shall be upset

33. *24, 64. The day they shall be brought back to him

34. 25, 18. The day He shall gather them (cf. 10, 29, 4G)

35. 25, 24. The day they shall see the angels

3G. 25, 27. The day the heavens shall be rent asunder

37. 20, 88. The day when wealth shall profit not, nor sons

38. 28, G2, 74. The day when he shall call them

39. 29, 55. The day when the torment shall cover them

40. 30, 11, 13, 54. The day when the Hour shall rise

41. 30, 42. A day which there is no averting (f/. 42, 46)

42. 31, 32. The day when a father shall not atone for his child

43. 32, 4. A day the measure of which is as a thousand years

44. *33, 43. The day they shall meet Him

45. '33, 6G. Tlie day when their faces shall writhe

4G. 34, 29. A day of which you shall not keep back an hour

47. 40, 35. The day when you shall turn your backs

48. 40, 54. The day when the witnesses shall stand up

49. 40, 55. The day when their excuse shall not avail the wicked

50. 41, 18. The day when the enemies of Allah shall be gathered together into the fire

51. 41. 47. The day when He shall call to them'

52. 44, 9. The day when the heaven shall bring obvious smoke

53. 44, 15. The day when we will assault with the great assault

54. 44, 41. The day when friend shall not avail friend at all

55. 45, 2G. The day when the hour shall arise

56. 46, 19, 33. The day when the infidels shall be exposed to the fire

57. 4G, 34. The day when they shall see wliat they are threatened with

58. 50, 29. The day we will s-iy to hell 'Art thou full ?'

59. 50, 40. The day when the crier shall cry

60. 50, 41. The day when they shall hear the shout

61. 50,43. The dav when the earth shall be cleft asunder
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62. 51, 13. The day \yhen they shall be tried by the fire

63. 52, 9, The day when the heaTens shall reel about

64. 52, 13. The day when they shall be thrust away into the fire of hell

65. 52, 46. The day wheu their plotting shall avail them naught

66. 54, G. The day when the caller shall call

67. 64, 48. The day when they shall be dragged to the fire

68. *57, 12. The day when thou shalt see believers, etc..

69. *57, 13, The day when the hypocrites shall say

70. *5S, 7, 19. The day when Allah shall raise them

71. *64, 9, The day when He shall gather you (cf. A, 11)

72. *66, 8, The day Allah will not afflict the Prophet and the Faithful

73. 68, 42. The day when the leg shall be bared

74. 70, 4. A day whose length is fifty thousand years (cf. 32, 4)

75. 70, 42, 44. Their day which thej' have been promised

76. 70, 43. The day when they shall come forth in haste

77. 73, 14. The day when the earth and the mountains shall tremble

78. 76, 7. The day the evil of which shall fly abroad

79. 77, 35. The day when they may not speak

80. 78, 18. The day when the trumpet shall be blown

81. 78, 33, The day when the Spirit and the angels shall stand in ranks

82. 78, 41. The day when man shall see what his two hands have sent forward

83. 79, 6. The day when the quaking quakes

84. 79, 35. The day when man shall remember what he strove after

85. 79, 46. The day they see it (r/-., the hour)

86, 80, 34. The day when man shall flee from 'his brother

87, 82,19, The day when no soul shall control aught for another

88, 83, 6, The day when man shall stand before the Lord of the world

89. 8G, 9. The day when the secrets shall be tried

90. 101, 3. The day when men shall be like scattered moths,

I'. On that day (alyawnvi. and ynwma'iflin) very frequent

E. 1. 79, 42. The Hour (and aljout forty times more)

2. 80, 33, The Calamity (msdkhaUi)

3. 88,1, The overwhelming due ftf/^/jas/ii'j/aiiij

4. 90, 11, The steep (ala'qabatu)

From this extraordinary variety of names and el.aborate definitions of the "Day of

Judgment" something must be learnt. Muhammed would certainly not have taken the trouble

of contintially finding new epithets without some distinct purpose. It is therefore clear that

they represent nothing less than Messianic proiAecies, the only kind of predictions in which he could

safely indulge. Although they arc distributed over the whole Qordn, their actual development
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belongs to the declamatory period, whilst tlieir iiitcplion may be traced to the period of confiruialory

revelations.

Another imitation of Sura Ixxxi. is Siira l.xxxiv.,*^ butli as regards contents and foruj, also

describing the "Day" without distinctly meulioiiing it. It Ix'gius thus :

1. When the heaven is split,

2. And gives car to its Lord and is dutiful

3. And when the earth is stretched

4. And casts fortli what is in it and is eni])ty,

5. And gives ear to its Lord and is dutiful

:

C. man ! verily thou are toiling hard after thy Lord, etc.

Siira xcix.*^ is devoted to the same subject, but is obviously weaker. Tlie description loses it

poetic vigour, but refers twice to "that day."

In the first chapter I have already alluded to the incident which caused the revelation

of Sum Ixxx.^*) It belongs to the declamatory period. The very brief but graphic introduction is

followed by a soliloquy which leads up to the subject of the address proper. This is a recapitulation of

the second sentence of the first revelation (xcvi. 2),^i but in a more detailed and descriptive manner.

By inserting an appeal to man's gratitude towards the Creator for the comforts of life, Muhauimed

introduced a new element of discussion, which at a later period became a very impoi-tant subject in his

sermons. A short description of the "Calamity" of the "Day of Judgment" and the varying

demeanour of the pious and wicked "on that day" concludes an address, which is distinguished not

only by variety of topics, but also by high flown diction and even originality, whilst fonuing a united

and well rounded sermon.

If Muhammed introduced into his delineations of the "Day of Judgment" the changes to which

sun, moon and stars are to be subjected, he may have followed Biblical models (c.ff., Isaiah xxiv.

23 ; xiii. 10; be. 19 ; Amos viii. 9), but it seems that, at the same time, he wished to protest against

the worship of heavenly bodies. He teaches that, being but component parts of the created world,

they are subject to the divine will which can utterly annihilate them. The sun shall be "folded up,"

the stars shall "become black," the mountains be "removed," the moon be "split" (liv. 1 ; Ixxv. 8-9
;

Ixxxiv. 18), or "gathered in."52 All this, however, was not to take place until some very remote

period, but it was important to point out that the cosmical powers, and particularly the meteorological

phenomena connected with certain constellations, were but the work of Allah. He alone makes man

die, causes him to be buried, then, if he wishes, raises him up again (liii. 45-50 ; Ixxs. 21-3-;

Ixxv. 8-9, 40). He has created from a clot, and He is the Lord of the Sirius.''^

»* Likewise overlooked by Miiller. The sitra is divided into two strophes (v. 1 to 15, 16 to 25) of unecjual

length aud little internal coherence. Verse 16 corresponds in every resi»ect to lixsi. 15. Verse 25 docs not seem

to have originally belonged to the sura, but was added in order not to allow the stro to end with a verse containing

something evil.

•9 According to some traditionists the stlra is of Medinian date, cf. Uqfi.n, p. 22 tj. According to Ibn Abi

^i'ltim from Abu Said Al Khadri it was not revealed until after the battle of Uhud (Itq. 30). Fihrist, p. 251, call

it Medinian. It is, however, very improbable that a siira of this style should have been first revealed so late. To
v. 7 cf. X. 62 ; xxxi. 15.

^ See Muller, I. c. p. 86, Wie die beiden disparaten Theile zu einer Einheit peiforden, \reiss ich nichU Weder

Sinn noch Sirnphik geben eine Losung dieses RdthseU. The sfira has evidently been a whole one from the beginning.

Verse 16 is not only through the rhyme, but logically connected with the preceding verses ; cf. v. 3-1 to 4i, — Verse 21

(connected by •J) begins the second strophe which draws the moral from the contemplations of the first.

51 Verse 13= Ixxxvii. 18 to 19 and Ixxiv. 52.

52 In a. vi. 75 to 7S this is in a more popular manner demonstrated by the talc bow Abraham worshipped a star,

the moon and the sun, each in their turn, but seeing them set oould not bolioye in their diviuo nature.

" See Cb. I. p. 9.
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There now follows a series of addresses which Muhaiumed always begins by conjuring heaven and

earlli and all they include. One of the best specimens of these is Silra Isxxvi.s* which contains the

remarkable sentence (t. 4) that " every soul has a guardian over it, but let man consider for what

he has been created," etc. — The inferences drawn from this and similar passages shew that the views

which IMuhaJumed lield at tlie earlier period with regard to the freedom of human will, differ from the

later theories which considerably limited man's own responsibilities in matters of belief, and the

shaping of his fate. The former idea was not only inborn in Muhammed, but also strengthened by

his studies, the latter was an axiom artificially cultivated and foisted upon the believers for practical

motives. At the time when the Prophet was anxious to gain the goodwill even of the humblest

member of his audience, he would have been ill advised to teach that their guidance depended solely on

Allah. 65 It was more prudent to preach that he was charged to show them the right way, and tliat

those who refused to listen, did so on their own responsibility and to their own hurt.

Ixxv. 1. I swear not by the Day of Resurrection,

2. Nor do I swear by the self-accusing soul,

3. Does man think that we shall not collect his bones ?

4. Yes, we are able to arrange his finger-tips

5. Nay, but man wishes to be wicked
;

G. He asks : When is the Day of Resurrection 7 etc.

Now in the sentence quoted above it is stated that every soul li.is a guardian over it, who gauges

its actions, but which are otherwise quite unfettered. ^^ Far from teaching salvation through a vica-

rious agent, Muhammed at this period entertains the theory, also rife in Jewisli belief, that man is

answerable for his actions, and must give an account of them on the Day of Judgment. The idea is

more clearly expressed in Silra liii. 39-4G given in the form of a quotation from the siil.nfoi Moses

and Abraham,^? viz., that "no burdened [soul] shall bear the burden of another, and that man shall

have only what he strives for," This is clearly nothing but the Rabbinical sentence : "With what

measure man measures, shall be measured unto him."^^ This axiom so thoroughly penetrates all

phases of Rabbinical literature, that it had undoubtedly become proverbial, also among those Jews

with whom Muhammed had come in contact in Syria and elsewhere. As already intimated, post-

Biblical tradition made the first day of the seventh month (Lev. sxiii. 24 ; Numb. xxix. 1) into a

"Day of Judgmeut," on which "the ch ildren of man pass by before Him like lambs"^^ in order to bo

judged according to their merits.

Similar ideas are expressed in the the Qordn not only in the oldest epoch, but through nearly the

whole Meccan period, "Every man is hostage for what he deserves" (lii. 21) ;^* "on that day shall

every soul earn what it deserves" (xl. 17). Sentences of this kind stand in opposition to what is

called the "fatalism" of the Moslim creed, Even as late as almost at the end of the Meccan period

Muhammed pronounced : "Leave those who treat their faith as play and mockery, this life deceives

them, but remind them that a soul is offered what it has earned, and has, beside Allah, no friend nor

intercessor ; and though it should compensate with the fullest compensation, it would not be accepted.

Those who are given up for what they have gained, for them is a drink of boiling water, And painful

punishment for their disbeli6f" (vi. 09). Finally : "Whoso does evil, he shall only be recompensed

witli the like thereof" (\\. 43).

" C/. above. M gilfa Ixxiy. 34 a very late, in fact Medinian, revelation.

'5 The Commentators (Bagli.) naturally refer to celestial guardians.

" Cf. S. Ixxxvii. IS sq. and frociueutly repeated. " See Mishnn, Sota I. 7.

SI See Mishna, Rdsh Hash. I. 2.

'» Cf. 8. Isxxiii. 14; Ixxiv. 41 ; xlv. 21 ; xlii. 29 ; oxi. 2. The cxpressoin V«"' stands in its material sense ;

cf. xli. 4G : Whoever does good, it is for himself, and who does evil, upon him it eomes ; see also li. 59,
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Opposed to these verses stands a long series of others which describe man as dependent in

his actions entirely on tlio will of Allah. It cannot bo said that the latter doctrine replaced the

former, as in a revelation belonging to the oldest perioil.s it is already stated that Alliih "makes enter

into His mercy wliomsocver He wishes"' (bcxvi. 31), and later on,' "tliiis leads Allah astray whom he

wishes and guides wliom he wishes'' (Ixxiv. 34). "If Allah wished He would guide all mankind [to

beUef]' (xiii. 30). There are many more passages alluding to the following subjects, the creature of

man (xxviii. (SS), providing him with food (xiii. 2G; xiv. 13, 32; xvii. 32; xxviii. 82; xxix. 02);

granting mercy (xxix. 20 ; x. 107), or inllicting punishment on him (xiii. 14) solely on the ground of

Allah's will."! Any attempt to reconcile this paradox will fail, and it only remains for us to try and

find out how jMuhammed came to reveal theories so antagonistic to common sense.

Muhammed h.ad evidently meditated on the problems of human free will and predestination as

taught in Jewish as well as Christian writings. On the relation of man to his deeds in the former

we have 'treated above, and even a sentence, like Exod. xi, 10, is regarded by Rabbinical doctrine

as punishment for sins committed before voluntarily .•'2 But with regard to man's fate Jewish

doctrines are likewise absolute in giving them unconditionally in the hands of Providence,

whilst it stands in no connection with his piety or wickedness.^^ No accident, great or small,

befalls man which is not ordained by the will of God.^*

The fundamental doctrines of the Christian Church remained either unknown to Muhammed

or else did not appeal to him, and therefore we find few traces in the Qurdn. Even in the

Medinian revelations he repeatedly denied that one soul could atone for another, and that

intercession would be accepted (ii. 45, 117, 25.'J-0), although a mediator is not unknown both

in the Old and New Testaments.^s It is, however, possible that Muhammed had found support

for his fatalistic inclinations in sentences (like Romans ix. 14-18) that "he hath mercy on whom he

will, and whom he will he burdeneth" (c/. v. 21). In fact, this phrase greatly resembles those of the

(iordn quoted above. Yet the effect of true penitence is clearly laid down in the Qordii, although

I believe in one passage only.''^

It is difficult for untrained minds to speculate on the problems of human free will and predestina-

tion taken singly, and to acquire any clear idea on the connection which exists between the two, is

beyond the capacity of the large majority of believers in the latter. Being imi)ortant factors in every

religion it was advisable to render these promblems more conceivable to the common mind by introducing

them in the shape of a book. This idea which is first expressed in a Biblical metaphor (Exod. xxxii. 32),

subsequently assumed two different forms. In one book man's fate is inscribed (Isaiah iv. 3 ; Ps. Ixix.

23, cxxxix. IG ); whilst the other records his actions for which he must give account hereafter (Aboth

iii. 16). It is easy to see that the notion of such a book was most tempting to Muhammed, and he

took the first opportunity of making use of it. Although accoriling to the Qordn the Book contains

everything, the oldest suras only state that its purpose is to chronicle the deeds of man. Its

functions are, however, increased later on to such an extent, that "there escapes Him not [a thing of]

the size of a seed in the heavens or in the earth, or smaller or larger than it, that is not recorded in

a manifest book."^^ Muhammed's own notions were rather dim, and when asked what the Book

s' Cf. S. X. 99 : If tliy Lord had wished, everyone on earth would be a believer ; but wilt thou force men to

become believera ? (100) It is not in the power of a soul to believe unless Alliih grants it, and He places disbelief on

those who do not understand {see Spr.^nger, II. 313 rem.). Cf. S. Uxxi. 29 : You will nothing except the Lord of the

worlds will it ; cf. xiii. 6.

" Cf. Gen. iv. 7 ; Deut. zzz. 19.

s' "It is not in our power to explain the welfare of the wicked nor the trials of the righteous" (Ab6th iv. 15).

« " Even the distributer of water is appointed by heaven" {Talmud, Bcrakhoth 58"").

65 Exod. xxxii. 11 to 14; Deut. v. 25; Job xxxiii. 23; Gal. iii. 19 to 20. — Moslim tradition has, however,

reserved to Muhammed the right of interceding on behalf of those for whom permission is granted to him by Allah;

cf. Kremer, Oesah. der herrscheiiden Idceii, p. 285. Al Ghazali, Ihyfl, IV. 4,53.

66 Cf. 8. xiii. 2i.

61 Cf. S. X. 62, nearly literal repetition ; Ixiviii. 29 : Everything have wo recorded in a book.
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meant, gave only vague answers with which, in the declamatory period, he endeavoured to cloak his

inability to give a clear definition.^s

The problem of predestination gave ample food for discussion and hairsplitting theories to the

Muhammedau theologians. A good deal of VFhat was then written on this subject has been made
accessible in modern works,69 and I can therefore omit it here, especially as my aim is only to give in

outline that which concerns the Qordn. Suffice it to say that the orthodox Moslim forms, from the

inferences which he draws from these sentences of the Qordn, tenets which show that man's actions

as well as his fate are entirely dependant on what is inscribed iu the celestial Book.

Descriptions of the Day of Judgment, scarcely differing from each other except in the endless

variety of torments for the wicked which they depict, form a prominent feature of the declamatory

addresses. Yet Muhammed did not allow his imagination to run away with him, but very shrewdly

endowed Paradise with ever-ilowing springs of fresh water, shady bowers, and tempting fruits. Know-
ing the sort of people with whom he had to deal, he wished first of all to attract them, and it was

strategy rather than sanctity which induced him also to add more sensual pleasures than one would

expect in celestial regions. Revelations of this nature are to be found in Swas Ixxxviii.,™ Ixxix.,

aud Ixxvii., the last named being built on Sura Ixxxiii,

Ixxvii. 1. By those sent in a serieB,

2. Aud by those who speed swiftly,

3. And by the dispensers abroad,

4. And by the separators apart,

5. And by those who instil the reminders

6. As an excuse or warning.

7. Verily, what ye are threatened with shall surely happen !

8. When the stars shall be erased,

9. And when the heavens shall be cleft,

10. And when the mountains shall be winnowed,

11. And when the Messengers shall have a time appoiated for them !

12. For what day is the appointment made ?

13. For the day of decision !

14. And what shall make thee know what the decision is 1

15. Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie ! etc.

This is but one-third of the sura, yet all originality is already exhausted. Although devoted to

the "Day of Decision" the sura gives no other explanation of it, but that therein the infidels shall be

woe begone, and that they shall neither speak nor receive permission to excuse themselves (v. 36-36).

The words : "woe on that day," etc., fonu a refrain which is repeated after groups of two or three verses.

Looking at this refrain from an artistic point of view, it does not seem justifiable to regard it

as marking the division of strophes, as it does not form an integral part of the paragraphs, but is, if

anything, out of place in many instances. It is probably but a Awrisf/)a!/«c, serving to prolong the

address and to allow the speaker time to think of new phrases and expressions for a subject which was

commencing to lose its freshness.

68 See i\ Uxxiii. The $Wa consists oi four strophes, viz., v. 1 to 0, 10 to 20, 21 to 28, 29 to 36.

<" See Krcmer, t. c. p. 2S0 sqi.

'!> Two strophes, vi%., v. 1 to 16, 17 to 25. The second strophe being quite out of connection with the first, does

not seem to have belonged to it from the beginning, but to the deaoriptive period. The poetJo value is certainly much

smaller than that of the iirst strophe.
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Tn introducing "the Book" Muhamracd niadi- i|uilo a new departure in the Qordn, both \?ith

rt^pect to matter and name. For th(i inhabitants ot Mecca a liuok of any sort possessed all the

charms of novelty, as not many of the.m liad ever soon one, whilst that mentioned in tlic revelati(jns,

although invisible to mortal eyes, was yet made palpable by the vivid description given of it.' This

book which contains the fate of (ivery livin,:^: being, is to be opened and read on the Day of Judgment,

As is the case with the latter, Muhanuued liked to change the name of the "Book," althougli less

frequently. In one of the? last mentioned suras (Ixxxiii.) wo liad the names sijjtii'^ (v. 8) and

illyym''^ (v. 19) ;
other names are suhup^ and lawh.i^

On the Day of Judgment the Book^s shall appear as a book for each individual. The pious sliall

hold it in his right hand, and the wicked in his left.'?

Ixix. 19. As for him who is given his book in his right hand, he shall say: Here ! take ye

• and read my book, etc.

25. As for liim who is given his book in his left hand, he shall say, etc.

Subsequently, however, this was changed. Instead of giving the book into the right or left liand,

the pious and wicked are placed respectively on the right or left side to be chosen for Paradise or for

hell. This is the description given in Silra Ivi. 8-9, 2f), 40, where, however, ihiee groups are

mentioned, although only the fates of two are enumerated. This omission of tlie third party.

1 believe, is due to the circumstance that v. 10-25 form an independent address belonging to the

same period, and were inserted here for some reason unknown to us, perhaps on account of vv. 13-1 -t'*

resembling vv. ;-)8-39.
,

In V. 77 of ithe same sura (Ivi.) a "Book" is mentioned which is not the book of fates,

but the heavenly archtype of the Qordn. Later on it is frequently used in this sense, this bein^

the third signification of the word. It also becomes an object, to swear by in

Sura lii. 1. By the mount 1^^

2. By a Book inscribed.

3. Upon an outstretched vellum ! etc.

The S'li-a concludes:

48. And wait thou patiently for the judgment of thy Lord, for thou art in our eyes ; and

celebrate the praises of thy Lord what time thou risest

49. And in the night praise Him, and at the fading of the stars.

I believe the recitation of the last verses was an invitation to join in common prayer, as w.is

probably the case with other addresses which conclude in a similar manner.^*'

'1 See S. Ixviii. 37 : Have you a book iu which you study. — Later <in V '' ' refers to the Holy Writ in general.

"Possessors of the Book"' means Jews and Christians.

'2 Probably etymologically identical with O^.^^ (cv. 4; iv. 7't ; xi. S4).

" Seems to be adaptation of Hebr. 'ely'm. Cf. Friinkel, Aram. Fremdworter, etc.

" See S. Ixsxi. 10 ; Ixxx. 13 ; Ixxir. 52. '6 Hebr. niV <?/• Isxxv. 22.

" C]'. Uxriii. 29. The sura consists of three strophes, viz., v. 1 to 16, 17 to 30, 31 to tl. The secondhand third

strophes begin with d' j v. 38 is to be divided (after *"") iu two-

" Cf. Ixxiiv. 7 and 10.

'8 The integrity of the sttra is very doubtful in spite of MuUer's (following Noldeke, Q. p. 83) taking it a.' a

whole. If this be the case, we would have the same description repeated. That tHJ^.^'j (v. 10) may very well

form the commencement of an addres? we gather from S. Ixxix. 1; o. 1. It would also be strange thit the three

!;ronps mentioned should be the first treated of. The silra, I believe, is composed a-, follows : v. 1 to 9, 2t> t.-^ -W

to which belong 54 and 55, 5(5 to 73, 74 to 90 (c/. lii. 43 to 49).

"The sSra contains several reminiscences of previous addresses: v. 11 =lxxvi;. 15 ; v. 39 = liii. 21; v. in,

(•"j'^, cf. Ixxiii. 11; Isxiv. 11.

»» Also Ivi. 96.
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Here we may place Sura Ixx.^i which in its entirety is devoted to pictures of the Day of Judgment.

Again the pious appear on the right side, the wicked on the left (v. 37).82 The beginning of this siira

was due to the tiresome questions^^ of a hardened sceptic, who wearied the prophet with such unpleasant

insinuations that the latter had a hard struggle not to lose patience (v. 5).^* The address is of

certain practical importance, as it inculcates the desirability of prayer, almsgiving, chastity, honesty

and truthfulness (v. 22-34).85 Otherwise the sAra shows visible marks of declining fervour which,

however, revives once more in a series of shorter addresses belonging to this period as Suraa c., ci.,

cvi.,86 cvii.,8' cviii. Sura xc. is a fine composition consisting of two strophes.^s Similar as to form

and contents is Sura xcii.^s In Siira xci. the speaker begins by calling on the sun and moon, day

and night, heaven, earth, and soul'" to witness bis innocence of the charges of spreading falsehood.

This is illustrated by the example of the prophet of the tribe of Thamud whose warnings were

derided, whilst those who scoffed at him were heavily punished.

We now see distinctly how this leads up to the narrative period, as the time had come when

Muhammed had exhausted his stock of objects to swear by. Yet this sura must still be counted

among the declamatory ones on account of its beginning. Its antiquity is guaranteed by the fact that

the fate of the Thamudenes was a matter well known in Mecca, For a similar reason I here mention

Sura cv. Perhaps Stira cii. is also of declamatory character, but its shortness gives no clue as to the

place to which it belongs.

Narrative elements stre further visible in Sura Ixxsix., although its beginning is decidedly of

declamatory character, and v. 27-28 form a reflex of Ps. cxvi. 7.

Still are to be mentioned the beginning and end of Sitra Ixxxv. The verses 4-8 are referred

by Geiger to Dan. iii. 8 sq.,^^ but there is no historical allusion at all in these verses, and they seem

only to contain a malediction against infidels. The verses 12-22 harmonize with the first portion

(v. 1-8) as to rhythm and rhyme, and belong together, whilst v. 9-11 are evidently of later date.

Finally Sura ciii. is rather weak, and verse 3 very theological.

81 Verse 42 = Hi. 45 ; see Ch. III. «« Cf. xo. 18 to 19. »' See Noldeke, Q. p. 83.

" Bagh., on the authority of '-'•^'i refers v. 5 to 7 to Abu Bakr.

«6 Cf.iSfi.Ta scii. '« Nold. Q. p. 72.

" Ibid, p. 74. ** Verses 1 to 10, 11 to 20 ; see above.

*9 Two strophes, viz., v. 1 to 11 ; 12 to 21 ; Miiller, I. c. p. 58, has six strophes. " See S. Ixxv. 2.

s' Verses 9 to 11 do not belong here : to v. 22 cf. rem. 75. Nold. p. 77 is in so far right, as Christians are styled

Belisvers" as late as in the Medinian passage ii. 59, but this passage is purely rhetoric— U^ is optative,

cf. Ixii. 16.
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CHAPTER V.

The Narrative Revelations.

Narkative fragments in the oldest revelations — Historical recollections— Morals of tlip

stories— Alterations of Biblical tales — Intentional obscurities — Various metlioils of narration —
Analysis of various narrative addresses — Transition of the descriptive period — Al Fdtiha.

In the development of the Qorun, the part of vyhich we arc going to treat in this chapter

stands above others of the Meccan period as far as variety of topics is concerned, and was

undoubtedly more effective than any of the preceding ones.

Although the East is the home of tbe public narrator (and Muhammed's aim was to

instruct and overawe rather than amuse), yet in Arabia he was able to inaugurate a new era in

the ai-t of the story-telling. In pre-Islamic times public recitations were poetic, but

prose narrations cannot have been quite unknown, at any rate in certain circumscribed areas,

since the Meccans used the (Greek) term asutir for stories, which they disparagingly applied to

those told by the Prophet.

The reason whyMuhammed introduced tales into his sermons is obvious. A large part of his

knowledge of the Bible was of historical in character. He could not fail to realize quickly that

by inserting small historical fragments he aroused the curiosity of his hearers. Although these

served at first solely as examples to illustrate his warnings, they became gradually longer, and
ultimately — being provided with a rich stock of tales of prophets and others who could easily

be stamped as such— he simply reversed his tactics. Thus the tale became the chief object of

the address, and the morals to be drawn were interspersed.

The short quotations from other books to be found in earlier revelations gave Muhammed
opportunities of showing an acquaintance with past events and miracles which must have come
as a great surprise to the Meccans. In the primary stages of Islam, however, tales would have

been out of place. Muhammed's first object was to introduce himself as the Messenger of Allah,

to preach His unity, and to confirm his own position. When all he had to say on these points

was exhausted, repetition would but have wearied and repelled his most faitiiful adherents.

Interesting tales were, therefore, notonly a powerful attraction for his old friends, but an effec-

tive means of gaining new ones. They were suited to every capacity, and in an agreeable way
induced reflection, whilst working considerably on the superstition of untutored savages.

In the preceding chapter we noticed that these early historical fragments''^ refer to the

ancient tribes of 'Ad and Thamud. Legendary reminiscences of the latter were extant among
the Arabs, who had lost the faculty of reading the records engraved in the stones of Al Hijr.

The frustrated expedition of King Abraha gave rise to Sura cv., but although the incident had

occurred within the memory of living persons, Muhammed dared to transform the plague which

had decimated the forces of the enemy, into birds sent down from heaven. In Sura Ixxxv. 18,

Pharaoh is mentioned for the first time,'^ and in other places either alone or together with other

persons."* Abraham and Moses we encountered in connection with the /Sw/nf/"ascribed to them.®^

It must, however, be noted that the two passages in question belong to the confirmatory period,

and are not again repeated. I believe this is not accidental. Muhammed may have found it

necessary to show that he knew of the existence of previous prophets and their books, but he

may not have cared to speak too much about them at that time. He was more interested in

92 S. ksxT. 18; sci. 11. M Cf. S. Ixxxix. 9.

M S. Ixxiii. IG ; Uxix. 17; kix.9; liv. 41, M S. hxxvii. 19: liii. 37; c/. Ch. IV.
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trying to focns all attention on himself and his new doctrine. People had to become accustomed

to see in him first and foremost the bearer of the monotheistic idea, whilst other prophets moved

like satellites around him. Finally "the people of Noah " appear in St'ira liii. 55.^6

The Qoranic tales in so far resemble their Biblical models, as they show a marked tendency

to demonstrate that the believer is rewarded whilst the iufidel meets with severe punishment.

Both are portrayed in such vivid colours, that the moral of the story stands out sharply defined

an-ainst the background. It frequently appeals to the lowe,st instincts in human nature. When

the tales become longer, the thread does not run smoothly, but is at certain intervals interrupted

by contemplations.^'

To demonstrate more clearly the meaning of the first verses in Si'ira Isviii., Muhammed
relates an anecdote of two agriculturists whose harvest was destroyed as a punishment for their

having announced their intention of reaping without having exclaimed first : if Allah please ! and

with' the determination not to give any to the poor.'^ Somewhat later but still of a very early

period are v. 34-52 with an allusion to Jonah, " the man of the fish."

The first revelation of distinctly narrative character is Siira li. The beginning reminds us

of a good example of the declamatory period.®^ Then follows a brief description of the torments

of hell and the pleasures of paradise. To an observant person signs of a divine Providence

are to be found on earth as well as in man's own soul. This is illustrated by a resume of

Gen. xviii. The comparison of the account as given in the Qordn with its legendary form in

Rabbinical literature has been made by Geiger.i"" Evidently in order to^ make the sermon a

little lonfer, brief accounts of the wickedness of Pharaoh, the people of 'Ad, Thamud, and the

<reneration of Noah are added. The keynote of the address is probably to be found in v. 52 -.^

"There never came a Messenger unless they said : he is a sorcerer or mad." This shews that

not only had the old reproach been revived but another had been added, viz., that Muhammed

was prompted by a de.sire for material gain.2 The latter he refuted in the concluding verses

winding up with a threat for the wicked.

If the narration of the strangers' visit to Abraham be examined a little more chosely, we

observe that Muhammed altered his original to suit his purpose. The message they brought to

him with regard to the birth of a son is treated as a matter of secondary importance, whilst their

chief object is represented as being to inform Abraham of their intention to destroy a wicked

people among whom there is only "one house of Moslims" (v. 36). The whole is meant to

represent a "sign" for those who fear the punishment.

There is scarcely a single revelation of narrative chai-acter in wliich the " sign " is not men-

tioned. This proves how keenly Muhammed felt the disappointment of being still unable to

perform, a miracle. Hence the employnient of uya, the term for "sign" also for "verse."

The "sign" is the main object of all the Meccan suras following and many Medinian ones. Not

less than ten Meccan /^uras, all of which are narrative, begin with the words : "These are the

sif'us of the manifest Book," or something similar.^ A veritable lecture on the sign is

95 Cf. S. Ixii. 1 more in det.ail.

3' To this rule even S. xii. makes no exception, e. g., v. 34, 38, 40, etc. °' See Ch. VIII.

99 V. 10 JiiJ • cf. Ixxxv. 4; Ixxx. 16 ; Ixxiv. 19, 20. N51d. I. c. p. 83 regards v. 24 sciq. as a later addition.

i™ Wan hat Miihaimned, etc., p. 129 sijg. Beidli. draws attention to the grammatical charaotei- of i_aJ^ which is

used for sing, and plur. alike. It is possible that Muhammed chose a singular form on purpose with respect to

Gen. iviii. 3, which gave the Jewish commentators also opportunities of attaching remarks to it. — Another direct

reference to the original is to be found in v. 23 Ajlal = 'jnsa nvx; '^'<^- '''• '*•

' Application of v. 39.

2 Of. J. Ish. p. 1000 and the interview of Otba with Muhammed ; cf. (bii. p. 185 sq., and Qcr. xli. 1 to 3
;

ixxviii. S6.

5 Meccan Suras : s. to xv., Ixxvi., xxvii., xsviii., xxxi. ; Medinian : xxiv., Ixii,
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Sura xxvi., which is as elaborate as it is methodically constructed. In the beginning the
speaker describes bis mental condition as follows :*—

1. Those are the Signs of the manifest Book.

2. Haply thou art vexing thyself to death that they will not be believers.

3. If we please we will send down upon them from heaven a Sign, so that their neck
shall be humbled thereto.

This most impressive introduction^ is followed by a very detailed relation of the message of

Moses to Pharaoh. As credentials he and Aaron receive Signs in word and deed similar to

Exod. iv. 1-17. They perform their task to the astonishment of all present, and lead the
Isi-aelites through the sea. The tale ends then with the same words as v. 7, which return
regularly as refrain after the stories of Abraham, Noah, 'Ad, Thamud, Lot, and Shueib. The
appearance of each prophet being connected with a "sign" wrought upon the people to whom
they were sent, was to prove to the Meccans that Mnhammed's knowledge of those facts was
miraculous, and therefore likewise a "Sign." This can be inferred from the following words : —

V. 192. And verily it is a revelation from the Lord of the worlds,

193. The faithful spirit* came down with it.

194. Upon thy heart, that thou shouldst be of those who warn.

195. In plain Arabic language.

196. It is [to be found] in the zuhur of the ancient! ^

197. Shall it not be a Sign unto them, that the learned men of the children of

Israel recognise it.

There is an obscurity in these verses which is intentional rather than accidental. Such
strange things as the zubur and "the faithful Ruh" were better left unexplained as food for

general contemplation and wonder. The assurance that the revelation had been brought dowa
"in plain Arabic language" did not help to make matters clearer, nor did it follow that every-

one understood it. It is, on the contrary, an endeavour to hide the un-Arabic look of the whole

paragraph. The same assurance is repeated about half a dozen times in the next few years ,^

and three times at the beginning of addresses. As a Sign must also be regarded that already

"the learned of the children of Israel" knew it.^ This is as vague an expression as can

be, since, as we saw above, the Children of Israel were for Muhammed only a historical

reminiscence and nothing more. The Meccans were the last to know anything at all about them •

The verbosity of Sura xxvi. is in itself a sign of the severe struggle which raged in the

bosom of the Prophet. He saw himself compelled to amend the deficiency in quality by
quantity. He represents himself as being sent to warn his nearest kinsmen and to spread his

As to the initials see Ch. XIII.

6 V. 6 descriptiTe. — The verses 7 to 8, 67 to 63, 103 to 104, 121 to 122, 139 to ItO ; 158 to 159, 17t to 175 ; 190

to 191 form eight refrains which include the seven narrations. The intervals (59, 35, 17, 17, IS, 14, 15 verses) are so

tinequal that this sura does not give much to support O. H. MuUer's assertions (I. c. p. 40 sqq.J. It is to me more
than doubtful that Muhammed, in the composition of this s<trix, followed any tradition of olden times.' The sv.rn has a
second refrain, viz., v. 109, 127, 145, 164, 1680 : "I expect no reward."

6
—J J I V. 193. In the older passages ^jji I

is only mentioned in the connections with the angels ii.i^&^\\-

ef. S. icii. 4; Ixx. 4; Ixxviii. 38 ; c/. also xvi. 2 (and standing alone, xxxviii. 72). iS.jH^\ without -, J( liii. 28;

xvii. 97. All these passages do not go beyond the declamatory period. Al Ruh is, of course, the same as in Eiod.
mi 3, etc. — The ;_^AaJr-_jj of rabbinical origin, is not mentioned until xvi. 104 (descriptive). The original

Arabic form is • , IJ I.

' r>yi I used here for the first time;c/. llv. 43, 52. The verses 79 to 84 appear to be a reflex of various

paragraphs from the Jewish prayer called 'Amid/i, or "Eighteen Benedictions."

« XX. 112 ; xliii. 1 ; xii. 2 : xxxix, 29 ; ilvi. 11 : xvi. 105 : xli. 2. See Ch. I. p. S.

>//"/
•Suffixumin ajxj ref.^rs to Jj_Jaj (v. 192).
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wings over all those who follow him in belief (v. 214 to 215), but is not responsible lor the perdition

of the disobedient (216). ^^ These words betray more self-confidence than real potency.

Muhammed was hardly able to protect himself, much less others, and, indeed, he could not

have succeeded in giving shelter to one of them, had they not enjoyed the protection of

influential families. It is therefore better to take v. 215 purely in a spiritual sense, with which

the admonition of v. 217, to put his trust in Allah, agrees very well.

If one peruses the narrative revelations, it is soon perceived that these are of two classes.

Some there are which name quite a number of prophets, to each of whom only a few verses

are dedicated, whilst others mention but one or two altho' with far more detail. Yet even

those of the latter class seldom give complete biographies, but are contented with one or

two episodes out of the life of the prophet under discussion, whilst they save other noteworthy

incidents concerning the same prophet for other occasions. Thus it happens that larger

episodes of the lives of men like Abraham, Moses and Jesus' ^ are scattered piecemeal through

the whole book. Muhammed exercised a wise economy in not exhausting his material too

quickly iu order to sustain the interest of his hearers with an ever fresh display of learning.

The narrative element is so essential, that it must be carefully investigated especially with

regard to its bearing on Islam in general. Since the bulk of it belongs to the Meccan portion

of the Qordn, we may conclude that those who had the greatest influence on Muhammed's

theological views, were the persons who are oftenest discussed. Now the foremost of these

is Moses who is mentioned about tiventy times ; then follows Abraham with fifteen, Noah,

Lot, Shoeib with ten to seven. The birth and mission of Jesus are mentioned in the Meccan suras

only twice, but both times without acknowledgment of his divinity (xix. 36 ; xliii. 58-9). This

proves that Muhammed was little influenced by the New Testament. In the face of this fact

Wellhausen's assertion, that Christianity had sown the seed of Islam, is untenable. Nor was it

Rabbinic Judaism, but Mosaism of which Islam is a weak imitation. Therefore Moses and

Abraham are frequently placed ^before Believers as the representatives of an uncompromizing

monotheism.

Here again method and systematic dealing manifest themselves, and out of the apparent

chaos of incoherent stories emerge distinct forms which Muhammed basset up as his models.

It is not accidental that those who appear next in frequency to Moses and Abraham are Hud

and Salih, the two legendary prophets of 'Ad and Thamud, because they are taken from the

history of Mohammed's own country ; nor is it even by chance that the latter is mentioned ont

only alone, but earlier and more in detail than the former, probably because the ruins of their

dwellings in Al Hijr were known to all travellers.

Typical of older narrative suras is liv. Beginning with a solemn reminiscence of the

declamatory period it announces that "the Hour is near and the moon rent ; although'^ they might

now see a Sign, they would turn away and say : 'deception without end ' "
! — Subsequently

the speaker mentions the people of Noah, 'Ad and Thamud, without, however, stating the names

of the apostles belonging to the two last, a proof that Hud and SAlih have allegorical meanings,

viz.. Penitently and Pious. Sin and punishment of ThamM are more minutely described than of

the others, including Lot and Pharaoh. The narrator also bestowed a certain amount of care

on the forms. The stories are divided into paragraphs each ending with a refrain which runs :

1 6. Then how was my punishment and my warning.

1 7. We have made the Qordn easy as reminder— but is there anyone who will mind ?i*

i» I believe the sermon endeil t. 220, whilst v. 221 to 228 form an independent address.

•1 The number of prophets mentioned in the Qordn, is five and twenty (,Itq&n, 790), whilst there occur about

forty names of persons.

" Euokert's Doc/i wenn sie sc/iom is wrong. " J_y* plur. of j,JlA; c/. Ch. 11.

' v. 21 to 22, 32, 40. Also here I can see no strophes, as the paragraphs are of very unequal length. Besides

the refrain in vv. 30 to .32 is interrupted by v. 31, whicli describes tlic punishment of tlic Thamiid. Tlie whole is a

rhetorical play. Palmer omits the n'fraiu several times.
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Sura xxxvii. begins with a completely declamatory introduction to support the procla-
mation of the Unity of Allah. Signs would be disregarded by the infidels who hold that death
is the end of everything.'^ "When they are told, there is no God beside Allah, they behave
haughtily and say : shall we forsake our gods on account of a mad poet" (v. 34i8 to 36)? This
charge which had evidently not died out yet, provided Muhammed with another opportunity of
a very realistic description of the pleasures of Paradise and the tortures of hell.

After this homiletic overture follows the essential part of the lecture which is of narrative
character. Having briefly mentioned Noah, the sermon proceeds to relate the rabbiuital
legend of Abraham's adventure with his father's idols.'' On this occasion the speaker treats

on an episode in Abraham's life differing from that given in Sura xxvi. Whilst the tone in the
latter is solemn and pathetic, the former is anecdotal and in part even satirical. Abraham
taunts the idols as well as their worshippers, and the latter construct a furnace into which he is

thi-own. Being rescued by divine interference, Abraham recites a prayer and receives tidintrs

that "a son" is to be born unto him.'* In a dream he is commanded to sacrifice his son
(v. 101 to 104), but finally be is absolved from performing this painful task and is rewarded
for his obedience.

In the course of the sermon Moses and Aaron are alluded to, and Muhammed hurries on
to introduce a new personality in the figure of the prophet Elijah." The citation of this man
in the Qordn has another interest for us, as the worship of Ba'al is mentioned in connection

with his name.20 There can be no doubt, that Muhammed's acquaintance with the history of
Elijah could only have come from Jewish sources, as 6a'Z in Arabic is only known in its original

meaning of husband.

It is rather confusing to find in this part a few verses devoted to Lot and his wife,^' but
Muhammed had another new person to introduce, viz., Jonah. We read about his adventures

on the ship, his being swallowed by a fish, his illness,22 his gourd, and his mission to hundred
thousand's people who are saved from destruction by embracing the true faith. — A general

feature to be noted in the latter part of the sura is the refrain which terminates the account

of each messenger in the words : Peace be upon N. N.,2* etc., which at the end of the sma is

repeated in a more comprehensive manner thus : Peace be upon the messengers, and praise to

Allah, the Lord of the worlds.

'" Cf. V. 51 and xUt. 34 opposed to v. 56 ; see Ch. III.

'6 The passage is one of the two expressing the Dikr, see Ch. II.

" The anecdote is reported in full by Geiger, I. c. p. 122 sqq. — Moslim theologians of the Zahirite school (see
Goldziher, die Zakiriten, p. 116 sgj.), which interprets the Qorin strictly according to its literal sense, are greatly
concerned about several apparently sinful sayings and doings of Biblical persons. Ibu Hazm, therefore, takes
the trouble to remove these difficulties. Abraham, he points out, made several misstatements, «ij., 6'. xxxvii

'

87 ; vi. 76 ; xxi. 64, to which Ibn t[azm adds Abraham's statement that Sarah was his sister. The last statement
does not occur in the Qor&n, but Ibn Hazm must have learnt it from a private source, which did not reveal him
Gen. IX. 12. As a consequence of his rigid method of exegesis Ibn Hazm's explanations are rather hair-splittin". In
» similar manner he treats Adam's disobedience, Noah's error (S. xi. 47), and Lot's impious remark {.">'. xi. 80). The
untruth Joseph's brothers told their father (jS. xii. 8 to 18) is dismissed with the declaration that they were not
prophets. In the same way Ibn Hazm speaks of the transgressions ascribed to Moses, Jonas, David and Solomon
(fol. 323^0 to SZS^o).

" This son is not Isaac but Ismael, as the former is mentioned, v. 112 sq.

19 Mentioned only once more (vi. 85).
'"" *

M Baghawi 2^UJj4x_,s:* aaIs:^ Jli v£lAi«j |»4iijj^ »s.i*« i*Jj j,J AJjiXjjiJ \jHi »^^ ^^.^ \ jt ^

iy*JjJl cjAl 4«lj '-JI-' ' •J**'' • ^^ ^^^ Qordn itself ijljtj occurs several times in its original meaning Itusbaxd

(pi. 4j_y»j\ ii. 228; xxiv. 31. Sii.ra si. 75 li'^*" jj.ljij Ij,*, however, seems to be translation of (Gen. xviii. 12)

pi> 'jiiNV The assertion of Al Baghawi that JIxaJ I
means in the dialect of Yaman master is of no consequence, as

the original meaning of this word had then already undergone great transformation.

21 V. 135 is exactly like xxvi. 171. The wife is not mentioned any more. =2 Jonah iv. S, nVvs'

25 Ibid. v. U, " twelve mytiada." * Yv. 109, 120, 130, 131.
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Of very similar construction is Sura xliv. The "Book" -was sent down in "a blessed

night."26 Then follows a rhapsody ending with the words : There is no Allah beside Him ;26

He quickens and kills, (He is) your Lord and the Lord of your fathers." — The reproach that

Mubammed is only "a trained madman" (v. 13), is refuted by the reproduction of a story of

Pharaoh to whom "a noble messenger" came who was in fear of being stoned (v. 19). This is

evidently a reflex of Exod. viii. 26. Then follows the rescue of the Banu Israel "whom we have

chosen^s on account of our knowledge of the worlds (v. 31), and gave them the signs.'" — The

objection raised by Meccans that man dies only once, is met by reminding them of the fate of

the people of Tobba',29 -whose history was sufliciently known in Arabia. — The address is then

concluded by a description of hell, particularly of the tree Zaqqum, which is in so far signifi-

cant, as it is mentioned in two preceding addresses.^"

I here add Sura xxxviii., the revelation of which, according to some commentators, stands

in close connection with the conversion of Omar.^i y_ 5 evidently refers to the final seclusion of

the Qoreish^^ .(yijo claimed that so complete a repudiation of every polytheistic relic^^

was unheard of in "the last religion. "3* This leads up to the argument that also

the people of Noah, 'Ad, and Pharaoh ("the man of the stakes") had refused to become

believers, as well as the Thamud, the people of Lot, and of Al Aika.^^ Quite a new personality

s introduced in "our servant David, the man of power." The mountains and birds which

praise (Allah) with him are reflexes of verses like Ps. xcvi. 11 to 12, cxviii. 8, etc. The fable

related in 2 Sam. xii. 1 to 6 is reproduced by Mubammed in the light of a real incident, but is

evidently confontided with 1 K. iii. 27. Another novelty is the introduction of Solomon, whose

ove for horses (1 K. x. 28) is hinted at, as well as his predilections for enjoyments as shown in

Eccles. Ch. ii. The building of the Temple remains unnoticed, although Mubammed, a little

later, alludes to his nightly journey to the same, but the rabbinical legends of Solomon's rejec-

tion, repentance, and his dominion over spirits are touched upon, being more entertaining.

New, likewise, is "my servant Job" (c/. Job xlii. 7 to 8) who is told by God to stamp

with his foot, and a spring gushing forth from the ground should cure him of his disease.

There exists no Biblical or Rabbinical equivalent for this, but I believe Mubammed had the story

of Na'aman, whose leprosy was cured by bathing in the Jordan, in his mind (2 K. v. 10 to 14).

An allusion to this was in so far very appropriate, as the Syrian general had been under the

impression that the prophet Elisha (mentioned below) would apply a charm to free bim from

his disease, and the confusion of the two cases is therefore probable. Subsequently we meet
" our servants" Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Ismael and Elisha. Who 'Dnl-Kifl^^ may bo, cannot

be made out. The name owes its origin apparently to some misreading on the part of

Mubammed of which we have bad several instances.

The lecture ends in a sermon on the paradise, "the day of reckoning"*" and hell. The

verses which follow are of special interest ; I therefore give the translation,

V. 65. Say : I am only a warner, and there is no God beside Alldli,^^ the One, the

Victorious.

'' Cf. xovii. 1, . tisi)
I
Alij^^i, ^ See Ch. II. 2' Adaptation of Hebrew Elolihiv, wiUihC- abhOthenil.

2« See Cli. II. and S. xxxv. 29. 29 Only onee more, viz., 1. 13. s" Ivi. B2 ; xxxvii. 60.

" Sprenger, II. 23, where the traditions are reproduced. I. Ish. p. 279 refers to the death of Abfl Talib.

^2 "The aristocracy severed themselves from them and said : Go, confide in your gods, etc."

^' This is meant by v. 6. Sprenger, II. 94 (rem.), refers the multiplicity in i^iji^'] to angels. The word

*lx; is used here for the first time ; see above p. 16.

'* Palmer ; "in any other sect" has completely missed the sense of the phrase.

*'
j_, 1^;^ I Sprenger, I. p. 471, rightly compares the word with Hebr. C13'

'« Cf. Geiger, I. c. p. 183. s' .S. xvii. 1. '' Geiger, I. c. p. 188.

" See above and S. xii. 85. Sprenger, II. p: 270, gives him a Temanian origin. It is, however, to be observed

that also Pharaoh is styled ,jt3,ll1.i and Noah (y_yiJlji (xxi. 87).

" Occurs three times in the silra, viz., v. 15, 25, 53. " dJD Jll Aj \
^^,x (-Cj,
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66. The Lord of the heavens and the earth, and what is between them, the

Mighty, the Forgiving.

67. Say : It is a f,'rand story, (68) but ye turn from it.

69. I had no knowledge of the u.xaltcd chiefs when they contended.*^

Now the last verse contains a bold statement. Mnhammed pretends to have been till then un-

acquainted with a discu.ssion which took place between the heavenly hosts concerning the creation

of man. What he really did know was a Rabbinical legend on this subject, connected with Gen.

i. 26 ("let tis make"), but he did not reveal it fuliy until a lledinian sermon (ii. 28).*' In this

place he confines himself to reproduce, in Biblical terms,** the divine intention of creating man
to which he adds the rabbinical tradition that Adam being superior to the angels, the latter had

been ordered to pay homage to him. Satan, however, refused to do so, and was cursed and

banished. In conclusion Mubammed found it necessary to repeat that, like previous prophets

he asked no reward for his ministry, nor was he prompted by mercenary motives. This

assertion, which no one will deny, was meant to place him in contrast to professional sooth-

sayers, and could not but be useful to him.

We now come to a batch of suras, which are distinguished by certain features which they

have in common. They have no declamatory prologue, and the refrain, which marks the para-

gi-aphs, is also missing. Finally they all begin with reference to the " Signs of the Book and

a manifest Qordn.^^ Of these revelations I mention first Sura xxvii. 4 to 59, in which the

refrain has not been omitted entirely, but is visibly disappearing.** After a short introduction

of irrelevant character we bear quite a new story, viz., Moses' vision of the burning bush. He
is instructed how to perform the two signs, which shall be among the "nine Signs*^ (to be

shown) to Pharaoh and his people" (v. 12). Subsequently David is mentioned, then Solomon,

who informed mankind that he had received the power of understanding the speech of the birds

(v. 16). In the same sermon the speaker inserted the history of Solomon's meeting with the

Queen of Sheba in legendary form, which in the following generations has developed into a

beautiful fairy tale. It is interesting to observe that Muhammed puts the formula of Unifica-

tion into the mouth of the hoopoe.*'* A few verses later we come across the formula which

Muhammed subsequently placed at the head of all documents, and which also stands at the

beginning of each sfira, and since heads every book or document written by Moslims. — To this

stoiy are attached short accounts repeating the missions of Salih, the prophet of Thamud, and

and of Lot.**

Sura xxviii. having no other beginning than the verse mentioned above, at once proceeds to

relate the history of Moses. Pharaoh (v. 2) is charged with oppressing the inhabitants of the

earth by slaying their sons and outraging their daughters ; he and his adviser Haman must

therefore be punished. Moses' mother is advised by Allah to nurse her child, and if she fears

for his safety, to throw him into the sea without any misgivings. Pharaoh's men find him in

the water, but his wife takes great liking to the boy, and persuades tho king to adopt him

'2 Spren^er, II. 2+0, regards v. 68 to 70 aa belonging to the time when the mentor htid disappeared ; cf- p. 350.

"Bagh. I4JJ J.xs'\ lyii isAa. i^J^^ w* J* '^ ^jj ' C.J *J^ ' J l» tii^ (^ f-^' W *-*• W* ij^*i

tj>i iJtoJj 1^ , See B'rethilh Rabbi to Gen. i. 26.

" V. 82. ,_ya.jj ^^ i^i o>x*" ; cf. (.S. xv. 29 and) Gen. ii. 7.

•' Cf. above.
•c Only T. 14 (not after v. 45), 52 ; v. 53 is an echo of Jivi. 7. V. 60-95 form an independent address, beginniuff

and ending with All I
.«,»••'

t _

" Coufnsed with the ten plagues which are called rnn^Tl'^ Exod. vii. 3 ; x. 1.

'V. 26, yilll AjlJI The worda *jjajj I ^1 jJ I w 1 evidently form an intentional contrast to v. 23

,

" V. 60 sn<i. I believe this piece forms 11 separate »flra belonging to the descriptive period, c/. 10.
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Moses' mother is well pleased, and appoints Ler daughter to look after the boy, Mnhammed
evidently forgetting that the latter was already with the royal couple. The child refusing to

be fed by a native woman,^'' his sister offers to find a place where he could be reared, and

snbsequently he is sent to his mother's house. He grows up, and kills the Egyptian, but

repents his transgression (6 to 16). The next verses (17 to 18) read almost like a translation

of Esod. ii. 13 to 14. An unknown man from "the remotest end of the city" warns Moses

against the danger which threatens his life. Afterwards there is a great cunfusion in the

narrative. Moses flees, and meets two women whom he assists in watering their flocks. These

are not only confounded with Lot's two daughters,'''^ but also with those of Laban, since the

father of the two girls, whom he had assisted, offers him one in marriage on the condition, that

he serves him eight or ten years. Then follows the vision of the burning bush, and Mose.s

receives his call (v. 29 to 35). Pharaoh's command to Haman to build him a tower^^ q^ which

he could ascend to Moses' God is evidently a reflex of Gen. xi. 4, Isaiah xiv. 13, and perhaps

also Esther v. 14.

In none of the preceding accounts of Moses' mission was allusion made to the revelation on

Sinai. This does not seem to be accidental, since Muhammed was well acquainted with its

history, but reserved it for use on another occasion. An opportunity soon arose for alluding to

the scene. ^' but he did not reproduce the Biblical tale, because, to judge from v. 48,^* several

Meccans knew it already, and wished him to arrange a similar ceremony. Being unable to

comply with the demand, he at least gave a clever answer, asking whether Moses himself had

not met with disbelief.

Now in contradiction to eai-lier theories concerning man's own responsibility, we read here

among observations attached to the story in question that "Allah does not guide the wicked. " '^

This maxim subsequently gained preponderance over the other, and was adopted by the ortho-

dox school. The long sermon of contemplative character, which then follows — and in which

the Creed is repeated twice^^ — is broken only by a remark on Qorah's rebellion, and the

fabulous wealth attributed to him by the Talraudical tradition. ^7

It would be both irksome and unnecessary to analyse every silra which belongs to this

group, and we must therefore be content to draw the main features of each. Sura xv. repeats

after a homiletic introduction the story of the disobedience of Iblis (Satan, 28 to 50), and then

proceeds to relate the visit of the angels to Abraham (51 to 77). After this the people of

Al Aika are briefly mentioned (78 to 79), and the "people of Al Hijr," viz., the Thamud, whose

sepulchral caves^^ (v. 82) Mnhammed mistook for houses (80 to 86). A short sermon closes

the s&ra.^^

A visible effect must have been produced on the hearers by these tales, which not only

increased Miihammed's eagerness to recite them, but also induced him to arrange them more

carefully for tliis purpose. Nor did he fail to prepare his hearers for an extraordinary treat,

when the story they were going to be told, promised to be of unusual interest. Now an incident

had occurred which spurred Muhammed to show his histrionic talent in its best light. Tradi-

tion relates that Al Nadhr b. Harith, one of the Prophet's bitterest enemies, endeavoured to

outrival Muhammed's stories by telling the Meccans the adventures of Persian heroes. Al-

Nadhr himself, accompanied by Oqba b. Abu Mo'eit, were sent to Medina in order to make

enquiries about Muhammed's prophetic powers of the Jewish Rabbis of this town. The latter

•0 C/. Geiger, I. c. p. 153.

" V. 23 \j**i \sA^ Li «j I ,. ie evidently translation of Gen. xix. 31. Geiger oTerlooked the double confusion.

»' Of. xl. 38 to 39 more elaborate than v. xxviii. 38 and therefore probably later. " V. 44 to 46.

" V. 48. M V. 50 to 58 ; c/. Ch. III. ^ V. 70 and 88.

•' V. 76 to 79 ; c/. Geiger, I. c^ p. 168. « O- Doughty, Noies el Eictraita, xxix. p. 4 sijij.

" v. 87, "seven of the mathani ;'
' c/. Geiger, I. c. p. 58. V. 98, ^—i • iuvitea to joining the preacher in prayer.
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are said to have given the messengers certain queries to be put before Muhammed who replied

by narrating the stories of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesns, contained in Sura xviii.*"

However sceptical onr attitude may be towards this tradition, thus much is true, tha

Muhammed was somewhat downhearted, when ho began this sermon. "Hapty, be says (v. 5)

thou grievest thyself to death*! after them, if they believe not in this [following] communica-
tion." It is very probable that the rivalry of A\ Nadhr in entertaining his followers with the

attractive tales of daring deeds made his spirits sink. The story of the Seven Sleepers (v. 8

to 25) which he related, was by its miraculous character not only calculated to outdo tales

of the most perilous adventures, but was introduced by the words of Allah (v. 12) "We relate

unto thee their story in truth." A homily attached to the tale takes the form of two parables. *2

The next piece (v. 48 to 58), recapitulating the disobedience of Iblis, is perhaps directed

against Al Nadhr, especially the second part of v. 48.*^ The fabulous journey of Moses and

his servant (v. 5fl to 81) which then follows, is, I believe, based on that of Tobias, intervowen

with anecdotes heard elsewhere. The series of tales ends with an account of the journey of the

"Two Horned," generally supposed to be Alexander the Great,*^ who is requested by a people

of strange speech to protect them against the encroachments of Jajuj and Majuj.**

The finest and best rounded tale in the whole book ia the recitation styled " Yilsuf," which

fills out Siira xii". Muhammed begins with the reference, quoted above, to "the Sign of the

distinct Book," and proceeds again : We will relate to thee the finest of stories*^ with which we
reveal to thee this Qordn, The harmony of the composition is, however, impaired by the

daring assertion (v. 103).

" This is one of the stories of the unseen which we inspire thee with, though thou wert not

with them when they agreed in their affair, when they were so crafty — and yet most men,

though thou shouldst be urgent, will not believe."—Another new tale, the birth of Jesus, is

related in Sura xix. Muhammed tells of nothing but the nativity, because he regards the

Founder of Christianity in the light ofa monotlieistic prophet alone, and quotes only such teachings

as relate to his mission as a servant of God. He is in possession of "the Book." He is

a blessed prophet, charged to teach the propriety of praying, giving alms, honoring parents,

and tho hatred of oppression. One cannot fail to be struck with the careful manner in

which Muhammed weighed each word when lecturing on this delicate subject, and we have here

the best opportunity of noticing, how conclusions may be drawn from things which he left unsaid

as well as from those which he said. Vv. 34 to 36 show^' clearly the attitude he adopted towards

the New Testament. In v. 38 he speaks of the various sects and their difPerences.™

The stoiy of Jesus being rather short, Muhammed reverts to the history of the Patriarchs

Moses, Aaron, Ismael (v. 55), Idris'^ (v. 57), Noah, and "his descendants Abraham and Israel."''

60 See J. Q. E. Vol. X. p. 100 sqq. «• Cf. 8. xx\i. 2. « See Ch. VIII. cs "They are foes of yours," eic.

M Geiger, I. c. p. 171, confesses that he is unable to discover the source of the story. It is to be remembered that

Moses bears in Talmadical tradition the name of Tobias (Sotfi, fol. 12'0). According to Itqan, p. 793, the Milsa of

this story is not identical with the Biblical Moses, but is a son of Manasse, which is evidently confused with Exod. vi.

19. — There is another explanation possible. According to a Rabbinic legend, R. Joshua b. Levi, a famous Talmudi-

oalauthoritj-, meets the Prophet Klijah, who journeys with him through paradise and hell. In a parallel 51 osiimtradi -

tion by Al Bokhari (ed. Krchl, III- p. 276) Moses and Joshua b. Nfln meet Al Khidr (the prophet Elijah), whi;

advises them on their journey. Now while the Rabbinic legend is forussed round the person of a Rabbi (who from

collector of legendary traditions became their hero), the Moslim counterpart of the same tale clung to the better

known Biblical Joshua, whose master Moses became the chief person concerned in the legend.

w Noldeke. I, c. p. 103, seems to have given the right explanation of the name.
•6 Gen. I. 2; Ez. xxxviii. 2 ; xxxix. 6. «' V. 2, "Arabic Qoran."

5' Cf. S. vii. 99, iv. 3 sqq. Josef gives his fellow prisoners a lecture on Islam.

"9 V. 34 refers to the resurrection of all flesh in Messianic times, or Muhammed would have stated other" i»9.

Cf. I. Ish. 200 sj., and .S. xliii. 57 to 59.

'• Cf. xliii. 65 ; fuller definition of ^ {y^ \ is given in xxxviii. 12, il. 5.

" For the etymology of the name see Geiger, I. c. p. 103, Itqan, 732.

'2 v. 59 ; Gen. xxiii. 2S was evidently not known to Mnhamm»d.
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A conspicuous feature of this sura is the employment of the term AlRahman for Allah

no less than eighteen times. Sprenger is of opinion that the term stands for Christ. This is

however, impossible, since Maryam herself places her hope in Al Rahman before Jesus is born

(v. 18). Besid^ most of the passages in which that name occurs treat of other prophets.

If the Syrian Christians employed rahmund for Jesus, they did the same as the Jews did

in speaking of God. Al Rahman in the Quran is therefore nothing but a synonym for Allah or

Al RabbP As long as Muhammed lived in Mecca he treated the name 'Isa (Jesus) as one

belonging to an ordinary mortal, and it was only when became to Medina, and had nothing more

to fear, that he substituted Al Masih'* for it. On the other hand Al Rahman is scarcely used at

all after the narrative 'period, since it is rare in the descriptive group. In Medinian revelations

it is only mentioned twice (ii. 168, lix. 22) ; both times in the earlier revelations of this

epoch, and used as an attribute in the Creed, but not as name at all.'^ Muhammed explains

this clearly in SAra xvii. 110, where he characterizes Al Rahman as another word for Allah,

because the Meccans had charged him with adoring two gods.'*' In another place Al Bahmdn
is identified with Euwa (xiii. 29), and cannot therefore be due to Christian influence.

Muhammed could not conclude this sermon without referring to the doctrine of the

fatherhood of Al Rahman (v. 91 to 93).

The brief account of Jesus given in Svra xix. is supplemented in Sura xliii. 14 to 15," but in

a rather antagonistic spirit. Subsequently Abraham and Moses are quoted as examples of true

servants of Allah, after which the discussion on Jesus'^ is resumed.

Very similar to the preceding two suras is Sura xxi. both as regards matter and composition.

The chief subject of discussion is the Unity of Allah which Muhammed, as intimated above,

endeavours to demonstrate by way of syllogism. V. 23, "He shall not be questioned con-

cerning what He does, but they shall be questioned," is a reflex of Job ix. 12 (Eccl. viii. 4)

a verse made popular through insertion into a Jewish prayer*"" for the Day of Atonement.

V. 25 we have mentioned as one of the early attempts to formulate the Creed ; v. 26 re-echoes

the verse xliii. 59,81 v. 27 ("they do not speak until He speaks, but at His bidding do they act)

is a distinct reflex of Ps. ciii. 20 to 21. The whole passage together with the words "they

shrink through fear" (v. 29) may be borrowed from the Jewish morning prayers preceding the

reading of the Shma', since there can hardly be any doubt, that the Jews in the Hijaz recited tho

same every day. In spite of these purely theological observations, to which may be added the

denial of man's immortality (35 to 36),82the narrative character of the sura is maintained in the

second half. Moses and Aaron are brieflv stated to have received the Furqun (v. 49). This word

which occurs here for the first time, stands for Tordh, as it does in all Medinian revelations,

excepting S. viii. 42 where it maintains its Aramaic meaning "victory."^ Muhammed evidently

confounded the latter signification with that of Perdqim into which the Pentateuch was divided

for liturgical purposes, and which also guided the interpretations given to the word by the

Moelim Commentators.®* The rest of the sura is taken up with tales of Abraham and other

Biblical characters. In v. 105 Muhammed shows his acquaintance with the Psalms by
quoting Ps. xxxvii. 29. ^^

" Cf. Iv. 1 = xovi. I to 2 ; see Ch. VI. and XVII. 110. " Cf. iij. 40 : tj'-i^ fi-^J K
" The tradition ou Mnhammed's prayer: O AUi'h, O Ralim&n ; eeo Sprenger, II. p. 200.

'8 See the {Commentaries.; " See Ch. VIII.

" On (•'' ( T. 61 ) see the CommentarieB and'S. iii. 52, where Jesue is compared to Adam.

'• Cf. xxiii. 93 ; see Oh. H. p. 23. «" Ne'Oi.

•' See above and S. lix. 36, 91, 93. '^ See v. 8 and fJ. xiix. 57.

•' Geiger, p. 56, only records the Aramaic interpretation of the word.

*' Cf. S. xvii. 107, ulij J IJT J J the resemblance is more noticeable in the BpellinS than in the pronunciation.

* See Spi-enger, II. p. 196 (mibprint for Ps. xxit i. 29) and S. ixi. ICi. The Hebrew teit has not "caddfk" hut

fadd'pirn.
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The foregoing stira is a fine example of Muhammed's endeavours to relieve the monotony ot

narrative sermons by introducing meditations on all sorts of subjects. The same policy is

observed in S'tra xiv. wliich begins with the remark that no messenger is dispatched except^ ho

speak the language of his own people (v. •i)."' This is a variation of the phrase "Arabic Quran
"

asuiilly en^iloydl .4.u)tli3i- a li still rairo noteworthy feature of the sura is that it is rich

in parabks," which are of Jewish, and indirectly of Biblical, origin. The merely narrative

elamant in tha aiiress offers nothing new, except that Abraham prayed to Allah to make "his

house (Mecca)" safe (v. 40).

Sura XX. is more drawn out. It begins with a very detailed account of the message ot

Moses, which is in so far of interest, as the Israelites are reminded of the covenant received

"on the right side of the mountain" as well as of the Maunah and quails.^s xhe description of

Allah as "Living and Eternal faZ/ia»/(/tt o^jayyjMim/'^" is new. An account of Adam's sin and

forgiveness with the admonition belonging to it close the siira.

Sura xi. commences with a sermon in which the speaker alludes to the creation of heaven

and earth in six days,'" and "His throne upon the water" (v, 9). Now it appears that one

circumstance mentioned above, ?v>., that the stories relating to one and the same person were

rich in variations, had given rise to the suspicion that Muhammed took liberties with the facts.

This reproach he endeavours to refute in v. 15 :
" Haply thou art leaving part of what is revealed

to thee, and thy breast is straitened thereby lest they should say : why is not a treasure sent

down to him ? or why did not an angel come with him ? thou art only a warner, and Allah

is guardian over all.— 16. Or they will say : he has devised it. Speak: BriiKj ten Surahs like

it devised, and call upon whom ye can beside Allah, if you do tell the truth, etc.'^
"

This challenge we have already discussed, as also the theological dogma derived from it.®^

A rather stale parable (v. 26)''3 closes the homiletic part of the sura, which then becomes

broadly narrative, and takes its name from the first prophet mentioned in it, viz.. Hud. His

story (52 to 63) is followed by that of Siilih (64 to 71), Abraham and Lot (72 to 84), Shoeib

(85 to 98), and Moses (99 to 112). A feeble attempt at a refrain is made by repeating the

admonition placed at the beginning (v. 3) : "Ask pardon of your. Lord, then return to Him"

three times.^ This is a proof of the unity of the sura. At the conclusion Muhammed receives

the assurance that all these stories had been revealed to him in order to strengthen his heart

(v. 121).

In the following euros the narrative element is visibly on the decline. To these belongs

S. xxxiv. in which only the first portion (v. 1 to 20) contains references to Biblical persons and

is otherwise partly descriptive, partly homiletic.

Several portions, of which Sura vii. is composed, belong to the latest revelations of tin's

period, and are only welded together by a common rhyme. The usual introduction calculated

to attract the attention of the hearers contains the phrase (v. 6) : "Now let us narrate to them

(the Meccans) knowledge, for we (Allah) were not absent," In a mixture of narrative and

descriptive style the creation of the earth and man is touched upon, followed by a repetition

"6 See the Commentaries and traditions. •' See Ch. VIII.

" Muhammed uses the Biblical terms, see I. Isb. 368. The explanations of ^^J I given by the Commentaton,

are wrong.
'' This is, perhaps, a proof that the Arab Jews pronounced qayyum.

M The phrase AA iXm ^ occurs in the following passages; vii. 52, x. 3, xi. 9, xxv. 60, xxxii. 3, 1. 37,

ivii. 4.

91 C/. Bagh. IjAlj; f.^i.^i'^ ^Jo jyl ,^1 ^aUVI ,^m i.iS ij»ij lj.*^Ai yfjSj Oj I.

92 Known in Moslim theology as . l«^
|

; c/. Ch. I. p. M. s! Verse 26 ; see Ch. VIII.

>• Verses 54, 64, 92 ; v. 114 is not exactly the same.
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of the fall and expulsion of Adam and liis Avife from paradise (1 to 2-1:). This gives an oppor-

tunity of apostrophi.sicg the "sou.s of Adani"*^ into paragraphs of exhortative character wifli

reference to their past life. The middle portion of the sura contains a succession of tales,

dealing with Hud, SAlih.Lot and Shoeib (v. 57 to 100), and closes with the repeated assurance

that the knowledge of all this is of divine origin. After this, and evidently belonging to the

same piece,'* follows a long account of the mission of Moses. It is interesting to note that

Muhanimed mentions five plagues or "Signs" (v. 130), viz., ihe flood (either confounded with

that of Noah, or the drowning the Egyptian army), locusts, lice, frogs, and blood. Muhammed's

information on this subject was, however, so deficient, that later on^' he confused them with the

"nine and manifest Signs," which Moses performed before Pharaoh. Otherwise the narrative

closely follows the lines of the Biblical original.^^ The piece comprehending v, 186 to 205 being

an independent homily on the "Hour," and stated to have formed one of Muhammed's answeis

to Al Nadhr b. Al Hiaith,^' was probably placed here on account of v, 194 being similar to

V. 178. The sermon to which the latter belongs is, howererjMedinian.iO" It contains a historical

outline of the evolution of man from one pair, and the child born to them. The words of

V. 18P "they called on Allah, their Lord" recall Gen. xsv. 21 to 22.' Verse 108: "Endeavour to

pai-don command that which is merciful, and shun the ignorant" represent the first attempt to

formulate a sentence, and this became subsequently of great importance both in theology and

jurisprudence.^ Verse 204 has some slight resemblance to Deut. v. 5 to 7, whilst the last three

words of the sftra also recall a phrase of the Jewish prayer book.^

Apart from the first vision of Muhanimed (spoken of in Ch. III.) he now tells of a second,

namely, his nightly journey to the Temple in Jerusalem, which under the name almi'rdj^ has

become famous in Moslim tradition. This forms the beginning of Siira xvii. which was, I believe,

very short originallj', and only assumed its present bulk through the insertion of large pieces

belonging to the following \leccan periods. The mention of the Temple in Jerusalem (v. 1)

gives Muhammed an opportunity of surveying briefly the two chief phases of the Israelitish

history (vv. 2 to 8). The concluding part of the siira (v. 103 to 111) is narrative, although

entirely disconnected from the first piece, whilst several words in v. 106 running parallel to

V. 7 and v. 108 to v. 5 show the reason why these two pieces were put in one snra. Here is to

he placed Sura Ixsiii. 1.5 to 19.^ According to the Commentators v. 110 (of S. xvii.) was miscon-

structed by the infidels into a charge of dualism.'' This suggested the revelation of the docrine

that "the most beautiful names" were those of Alliih (ibid.), of which the legend counts no

less than ninety-nine beside ''Allah."

Siira xl. is of equally compound character, the portions 1 to 6, 24 to 35, 38 to 59 being

narrative.' Pharaoh is here not represented as a historical figure at all, but stands as the prototype

of a wicked and daring person, combining the characteristics cf Nimrcd and Nebuchadnezzar.

The verses 36 to 87 stand for themselves to represent Joseph as a pirophet, thus supplementing

^ura xii. in a very important omission. The prophetship of Joseph is evidently an afterthought,

as through the romantic character of his history Muhammed had neglected to stamp him as a

jnophet.^ For the rest of the silra see below.®

'^ V. 2.'>, 26 ; T. £9 and 33 are younger and only placed here en accouist of ihe same beginning.

96 V. 101 ^;. •' xvii. 1C3 ; cf. sxvii. 12.

»« V. 154= Exod. xTiii, 25 (together with Numb. xi. 24) . (i^
|j .

ss gee above. '"o Sec below.

' See Palmer, I. p. 161, rem. ^ Cf. Meviqif, p. 331. ' Bend the knee and prostrate and give thanks.

• Cf. MishHt and Sprenger, II. 527 sq. '' The verses treat also of Pharaoh ; cf. v. 1$ Ji_j*fl.« } lycj ^y 1/

6 Cf. Noldeke. Q. p. 114. . ' The phniee "0 my people, " v. 30, 31, Z! r.ud again vv. 41, 42, U.
* Joseph's prophetship, which distinguishes him from his brothers, is made the oljjtct of discussion by Ibn

Hazm, fol. 3.

'V. 68s3i., an independent sermon beginning with Ci> ^''t placed here on account of jyj.«JWlw-,, v. 66

and 67.
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To the same period also belongs Sura xxix. 13 to 42.'<* From the reappearance of Pliaraoh

with HumaQ we may conclude that the speech in question was revealed almost Bimnltaneonsly

•with the corresponding poi-tion of Stlra si. A fine parable breaks the sameness of the topics."

^". 47 contains the famous assertion that prior to his ministry Muhammed had been unable to

read and write. '-

The second and smallest portion of Sttra x., recapitulating the missions of Noah, Moses and

Jonah, shows an attempt at chronological order, which is repeated in S. xxiii. 23 to 52 with

Noah, Abi-aham, and Moses. The piece was inserted here on account of alfulh ("ships," v. 27;

cf. V. 22).

1 hare to mention here several pieces of narrative character which the compilers have

inserted into Medinian suras, but which undoubtedly are of Meccan origin. It is improbable

a priori that Muhammed should have revealed new discourses in Medina on the old topics recited

during the service in the Meccau suras, besides which the ministry of Muhammed was of more

practical nature, and it is unlikely that he would have returned to these tales. The style is

the same as in the other narrative stiras. These pieces are sivi. 20 to 35 on 'Ad and Moses, and

ii. 200 to 210 without reference to any particular person.

An isolated narrative speech we iind inserted in Sura v., which Is of Meccan origin in spite

of the place allotted to it by the compilers (v. 23 to 3rt). It consists of two parts, the former

(v. 23 to 29) giving a condensed account of Numb. Cli. xiii. to xiv. 34. The second (v. 30 to 38)

reproduces Gen. iv. 2 to 9 with the agadic already exposed by Geiger, who also discloses the

source of v. 35. The next three represent probably the moral drawn from the foregoing tales,

and are meant to impress Meccan foes. The punishments threatened were not executed in

Medina, but they had only to choose beween conversion and execution.

It was the narrative period of the Qorun which, as I believe, gave birth to the short sura

which heads the book and is known under the name alfdtiha. It consists almost entirely of

verses which occur frequently in revelations belonging to this period, and which Muhammed
selected in order to form them into a short prayer. V. 1 is one of the two sentences which are

used to invite the audience attending sermons to start praying,'^ and is found both at the

beginning and at the end of many discourses. It is at the commencement of Svras xviii., xxxiv..

XXX.V , and xxvii. 60 -which evidently marks the beginning of a new speech. In the last named

Si'cathe phrase also ends the sermon, as it does in .S. xxxvii., svii., and xl. 67 (endof a sermon)

and xx.iix. Sura lii. 48 is a combination of both sentences used for the purpose, whilst 5. x.

10 to 11 informs us that

10. Their prayer therein (in paradise) shall bet celebrated be thy praises (subhunaha)

oh Alhih, and their salutation shall be: Peace !

11. And the end of their prayer shall be : Praise to Allah, the Lord of the worlds !

This is quite in accordance with the instances given in other places.

The verses 5 to 6 (of Siira i.)'* appear in S. xliii. 42, xi. 59, vii, 15 ; xlii. 52 to 53, etc. Now
although it is very difficult to fix the date of the szira with accuracy, that given to

it by Noldeke is evidently too early. '^

" V. 1 to 12 legislative; cf. Ch. VII. " Cf. Ch. Till. '2 cf. Ch. I. p. 12.

" The other being lilj ,
^«sJ ^I^» " Cf. Ps. ixvii. U. i» XSldeke, Q. p. SG f.; It<jaa, p. 54.J g- •
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CHAPTER VI.

The Descuiptive Revelations,

Descriptive elements in older addresses— Object and scope of descri{)tion— Models imitated^

—

Lectures on the "Signs" — Analysis of Sih-a xvi.

In the first proclamation, as we have seen, only one item out of the Biblical narrative for

the Creation of the World was made use of — the one item essential for Muhammed's

immediate requirements, viz., the Creation of Man. It was not Muhammed's intention, howevef,

to omit the rest of the narrative ; he only reserved it for reprodaction on later occasions, as the

opportunity or need should arise. He would have neglected an ethical factor of great import-

ance had he omitted to remind his hearers how much gratitude they owed their Maker for

having given them the means of living a comfortable life. So far from making such a mistake,

he took the earliest opportunity of touching on this subject, immediately after the first proclama-

tion had been made, although at first only in slight reference.

The descriptive element in the Qordit, therefore, is nearly as old as the book itself, although

it is not particularly noticeable till the latter part of the declamatory period. It becomes

more prominent in the narrative period, when Muhammed's style had lost the charm of novelty.

It is impossible to draw a line clearly separating the descriptive from the preceding classes of

revelations, since many verses of a descriptive character are interspersed among the narrative

lectures. Yet those sermons, in which descriptions of Nature and its bounties form the

foremost topic, are distinctly of later date.

Althouo-h divergent in character the descriptive revelations agree with the narrative

revelations in one important point, that is, in the endeavour to demonstrate the " Signs of Allah,"

and to form another substitute for miracles which the Prophet was unable to perform. It seems

that Muhammed wished to convey to his hearers, that as so many "Signs" of the divine omni-

potence already existed, new ones could be dispensed with. The scope of descriptions being

rather limited, the number of revelations of this class is smaller than of any previous one, but

they also follow Biblical models and abound in repetitions.

Apart from the brief allusion to the Creation contained in the first proclamation, the oldest

pieces of descriptive character are found in a few verses in the declamatory Sura Ixxx.^*

24. But let man look unto his foods,

25. Verily we have poured the water out in torrents,

26. Then we have cleft the earth asunder,

27. And'made to grow therefrom the grain

28. And the grape and the hay,

29. And the olive and the palm,

80. And gardens closely planted,

31. And fruits and grass—
32. A provision for you and your cattle.

Ixxvii. 25. Have we not made the earth to hold

2G. The living and the dead

27. And set thereon firm mountains reared aloft, and given you to drink water

in streams ?

" See also S. Ixxvii. 25 to 27.
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I regard the last portion of S. Ixxix.i^ which looks like a hasty recapitulation of

Gen. Oh. I, as the first independent piece of this class. It speaks of heaven, night and dawn
the earth, water and pastures, man and beast.

Sura Ixxi. contains a rather original description of Nature ascribed by Mnhammed to

Noah. In spite of the nari-ative beginning, this chapter cannot be placed among the narrative

revelations, because with the exception of the first few verses the rest of the si'ira (the bulk of

which is of descriptive character) reproduces a prayer^^ in which Noah tells of his unsuccessful

endeavours to make his people believe in God.

The inner connection which exists between the first proclamation and the descriptive reve-

lations of a much later period is unmistakeably illustrated by S. Iv., which cannot be as old

as Noldeke believes it to be.^^ Now, for this new species of lectures Muhammed required new
models. Having chosen for the preceding the form of prayer, he composed this stira after the

fashion of Ps. cxxxvi. with a refrain introduced gradually and repeated afterwards at the end

of each verse. For a descriptive sermon Muhammed could only use few verses of the body of

the Psalm, which I place in parallel columns with the corresponding verses of the silra:

The Siira. The Fsalm.

4. The sun and the moon have their ap- 8. The sun to rule by day : for, etc.

pointed time. 5. And the stars and 9. The moon and stars to rule by night,

the trees adore.

6. And the heavens. He raised them and 5. To Him that by wisdom made the

set the balance. heavens.

9. And the earth He has set it for living 6. To Him that stretches out the earth, etc.

creatures.

The sfira gives a more comprehensive synopsis of the Biblical account of the Creation, and

that is the reason, why the first proclamation is repeated, and, as a matter of course, placed at

the beginning' in the words : AlRahman taught the Qordn (2) He created man, (3) taught

him plain speech, — Another proof of the imitative character of the siira is that the refrain

does not speak of " Signs" but of "Bounties."2* Part of the contents of the siira are taken from

another Psalm which will occupy our attention anon. When the material was quite exhausted,-^

Muhammed resorted again to pictures of hell and paradise.

The style adopted in 5. 1. is one of great contemplativeness on the Creation, interspersed

with a narrative reminiscences,^^ which also afiord an opportunity for the introduction of a fine

metaphor.23 Descriptions of Nature are adorned with pictures of the Last day which, in this

short siira, is mentioned by not less ih&n five different appellations.^-'

Another lecture on the "Signs" is S. xlv., discoursing on the earth and the animated

beings that move on it, on the change of night and day, the food sent down from heaven

(througb rain), and the wind. Dry land as well as sea, the hosts of heaven and earth which

serve men, are all subjects which lend themselves to treatment in the usual style.

Nearly contemporaneous with this one is S. xlii.,^" in the rather long introduction of

which the "Arabic Qoriiji" (v. 5) is alluded to, and Divine Providence appears several times

" Also Noldeke, Q. p. 87, regards this piece as the later portion of the afira.

" Noldeke, p. 95, sees in this si'ira a fragment of a larger sermon.
i» Ibid. p. 83; cf. Sprenger, II. p. 219, with the tradition connected with it. Verse 1 = xcvi. 2, but Eahbika

replaced by AlRahmdn.
20 The refrain is evidently nothing but the attempt of a rendition of tcw c'rir'? ':• The dual cl .

'^*-' has no

particular significance, and was only chosen on account of its yielding a rhyme to iia('m<!m. Verse/ recallslsaiah xi. 6.

21 Verse 58 contains a fine metaphor ; see Ch. VIII. " Verses 1 to 11, 14 to 15, 37.

2s V. 15, see Ch. VIII. 2« See Ch. IV.

2C Verse 9,
*^*^ ijr^-K cf. Esod. viii. 6, is. 14, etc. — Verses 11 to 12, legislative. Verses 28 (cf. xlv. 3) and

31 begiji with ** 'i ' c^*J. — Verses 52 to 53, see Ch. V.
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(vv. 13, 20, 23) as KaUmafi^ Both tlie Kalima (v. 45) and "Arabic Qordn" (v. 2) also

appear in -S. xli., of whicli several portions (vv. 8 to 11, 37 to 40) are descriptive, and con-

tain, besides, a sketcb of bell and paradise. The introduction treating of the "Arabic Qoruii'

is, in the course of the lecture, supplemented by a verse (44),27 which is intended to explain

more clearly an idea expressed some time before,^^ but it only makes it more obscure. It runs

thus :

—

"And had we made it a ' foreign Qordn,' they would have said: 'unless its signs be de-

tailed [we will not believe]; is it foreign and Arabic?' Say: 'It is, for those who believe, a

guidance and a healing ; but those who do not believe, in their ears is dullness, and it is

blindness to them. Those are called to from a far off place.'
"

The revelation seems to be an excuse for ejnploying a certain number of foreign words in

the "Arabic Qordn." Perplexity shuffles.

Sura XXXV., being of a distinctly descriptive character, begins with the statement afterwards

repeated, that Allah makes the angels His messengers. This_is nearly a literal translation of

Ps. civ. 4. The same psalm is also re-echoed in other verses.^^ Similar topics, but in shorter

form, are dicussed in Ss. xxxii.,30 Ixvii., and xsv.^i I mention the last two together, because

their common superscription marks them both as hymns to the Creator.^2 Ju S. xxv.,

Mnhammed replies to a charge that he was but an ordinary mortal eating food and visiting the

fairs.'' This charge was not imaginary, but seems to have been made repeatedly, since it is

refuted twice (vv. 8 and 22) in this sermon. A final answer is not given until /S. xxiii. 53,3* [^

which messeno'ers in general are bidden to "eat good cheer." Of this sura the first and last

parts (vv. 1 to 22, 53 to 118) form one address, but vv. 27 and 34 show why the piece was

inserted after v. 22.'^ From the more elaborate arguments employed we gather that this sura

is later than xxv. The homily embodied in the last part (v. 93) consists only of repetitions,

the most important of which is the attempt to demonstrate the Unity of Allah by argument.'^

Two verses of this part (99 and 100) contain expressions for exorcising ("I'take refuge")
.

Satanic influences, and give perhaps a clue to the placing of the S«. cxiii. and cxiv.,'' which are

formulas of the same character and with the same commencement.

Silra xvi. marks the apogee of the descriptive revelations. It not only unites all descrip-

tive recitations scattered through other sermons, but places them before the reader in a really

26 See Ch. I., note n. "It
"' From Beidhawi's remarks we infer that the reading is*^ is uncertain, aa other anthorities. have

tj*?* f and u*^ '•

28 See S. xxvi. 198 and Ch. I. — The sense of the passage seems to be the following: Had we revealed the Qor&n

in a foreign tongue, their disbelief conld not be greater than it is ; ef. sri. 105.

29 E. g-, V. 10, 13, 11. The two, three and foiir pairs of wings ascribed to angels are evidently modelled after

Is. vi. 2 together with Ezech. i, 6. As to the paraphrastic imitation of Ps. civ. see below.

so The creation of the world in sis days is also mentioned in xi. 9, 1. 37, xxv. 60. As to v. 4 see ixs. 4 and

Ch. IV.
SI The expressions i.^.l*j and ^yLf »> (. 1> </• Geiger, I. c. p. 50) seem to be taken from the Jewish prayer

called QaMish.
22 Verse 1 : "Blessed be," etc., see Ixvii. 1 ; ibid. v. 5 : With "lamps" cf. Gen. i. 16.

ss The verses 8, 9 and 22 (cf. xxiii. 34) seem to be a justification directed against Eiod. xxxiii. 28. Whether

Mxihammcd was really expected to live for some time without food, is hard to say, but this seems to have been the

case, and it is supported by a tradition of Bagh. (on v. 22) on the authority of AlDhabhak and Ibn Abbas, that

the Qoreish reviled the prophotship of a man who consumed food. The matter ia probably to be understood as

follows : Some Moocan critic had a superficial knowledge of the statement that Moses had passed a certain time

without food, and inferred from it that a prophet who could perform miracles, must also be able to dispense with

eating and drinking.
s« There are also other points of connection between the two s'O.ras ; cf. xxiii. 1 to 11, and xsv. 64 to 77.

»» Verso 31, ^y_>li'tJ, cf- w. 34, 35 ; v. 22, i£ljLftJ I cf. vv. 26 to 29.

ss Cf verse 117, and Ch. II. " Cf. S. xxiii. 99 to 100, xvi. 100, vii. 199.
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artistic form. Muhammed must have bestowed macli care on its composition, as it is beautiful

although not quite original ; it is in fact an imitation of Ps. civ. with the verses diSerently

arraut^ed. We must naturally expect to see Muhammed adapt his rendering of the Psalm to

the conditions of life in Arabia, as also to his particular theological purposes.'^ The latter are

represented by a strong Moslim tendency, and teachings are inserted which are not to be found

in the original. Those verses of the Psalm are therefore omitted which describe animals and

plants unkuown to Meccans. I place the verses side by side :

The Psalm.The Sura.

2. He sends down the angels with the spirit^

[which is part] of his Ami- upon whom He will

of His servants (to say) : Give warning that

there is no God but Me ; Me therefore do ye

fear !

3. He has created the heavens and the earth

in truth! Exalted be He above that which they

join with Him.

10. He it is Who sends down water from

the sky, whence ye have drink, and whence

the trees grow whereby you feed your flocks.

11. He maketh the corn to grow for you,

and the olives, and the palms, and the grapes,

and some of every fruit— verily in that is a

Sign unto a people who reflect. 13. And what

He has produced for you in the earth varying

in hue, verily in that is a Sign for a people who

are mindful. (See also vv. 69 to 71.)

12. And He subjected to you the night and

the day, and the sun, and the moon, and the

stars are subjected to His bidding. Verily

in that are Signs to a people who have sense.

16 and by the stars too are they

guided.

14. He it is Who has subjected the sea,

that ye may eat fresh flesh therefrom, and ye

bring forth from it ornaments which ye wear

;

and thou mayest see the ships cleaving through
it ; and that ye may search after His grace, and
haply ye may give thanks.

4. He maketh His angels winds (spirits) ;

His ministers a flaming fire.

2. Who covereth [Thyself] with light as

with a garment,Who stretcheth out the heavens

like a curtain.

5. Who laid the foundations of the earth,

etc,

3. Who layeth the beams of His chambers

in the waters ; Who maketh the clouds His

chariot ; Who walketh upon the wings of the

wind.

14. He causes the grass to grow for the

cattle, and herb for the service of man, that

he may bring forth food out of the earth. 15.

And wine that maketh glad the heart of man,

and oil to make [his] face to shine, and bread

which strengthens man's heart.

19. He appointed the moon for seasons,

the sun knoweth his going down. 20. Thou

maketh darkness and it is night, wherein all

the beasts of the Lord do creep forth.

25. This great and wide sea wherein are

things creeping innumerable, both small and

great beasts. 26. There go the ships, [there

is] that Leviathan whom Thou hast made to

play therein.

^ Cf. S. XXXV. 1. — Verse 43 may serve to fix the date of the sOra, and pro»iably refers to the isolation

Mnhammed's followers had to suffer for some time in Mecca, or to the emigration of e i.vimber of them to Abyssinia.

AstotheJetailsseoSprenger, 11. 128 sgij.— Verse 110 S'i2. 1 regard (against Sprengei) i Medinian. l_j__^U ^^oJ)

refers to those who had shared the Hijra to Medina,' but the piece was placed hero on account of these two words.

The verses 116 and 119 are nothing if not Medinian, since they were of no interest for a Moooan aadienoe.

'' Muhammed renders r (2 /lotfe by _, Jl, being una^ware of the circumstance that nn o^lso means vjind.

Verse 1 being introduction, is Mnhammed'a own ; ths same is tho case with vv, 6 to 8, bearins on the habits of

travelling merchants.
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16. And He has cast firm mountains on the

earth lest it should move with you, and rivers

and roads, haply ye may be guided. (See also

V. 83.)

40. They swear by their most strenuous

oath : Allah will not raise up him who dies,

etc 50. Do they not regard whatever

thing Allah has created, its shadow falls on the

right or the left adoring God and shrinking

up ? 67. And Allah sends down water from

the sky and quickens therewith the earth after

its death ; verily in that is a Sign to a people

who can hear. 72. God has created you, then

He lets you die, etc.

44. Those who are patient and upon their

Lord rely.**

51. Whatever is in the heavens and in the

earth, beast or angel, adores Allah, nor are

they big with pride.

52. They fear their Lord above them, and

do what they are bidden.

63. If Allah were to punish men for their

wrong-doing. He would not leave upon the

earth a single beast, etc.

87. Do they not see the birds subjected in

the vanlts of the sky ? none holds them in but

Allah, verily in that is a Sign unto a people who

believe.

8. They go up by the mountains, they go

up by the valleys unto the place which Thou
hast founded for them. 18. The high hills a

refuge for the wild goats, and the rock for

the conies.

29. Thou hidest Thy face they are troubled.

Thou takest away their breath, they die and

return to their dust. 30. Thou sendest forth

Thy spirit, they are created, and Thou renewest

the face of the earth.

27. These wait all upon Thee, that Thou
mayest give them their meat in due time.

33. I will sing unto the Lord as long as I

live : I will sing praise to my God while I

have my being.

34. My meditation of Him shall be sweet,

I will be glad in the Lord,

35. Let the sinners be consumed out of the

earth and let the wicked be no more. Bless

thou the Lord, O my soul ; praise ye the Lord.

12. By them the fowls of the heaven

have their habitation, which sing among the

branches.

17. Where the birds make their nest, [as

for] the stork, the fir trees are her house.

Muhammed almost betrays the imitation in his own words; for he not only mentions tho

Zubur (Psalms) "that had been sent down before" (v. 46),*^ but at the end of the sermon

(v. 105) he, apparently without necessity, defends himself against the charge of plagiarism. The
traditionists give a number of names as possible sources of this accusation, but it is useless to

repeat their extravagant and unreliable tales on the point.*^ To conclude from Muhammed's
words ("TF(> hiow that they say : only a mortal man teaches him"), the rumours were only circu-

lated secretly, but he was a match for his foes, and turned his knowledge of their suspicions

into a prophetic faculty which made him acquainted with their slanderous whispers.*^

It is quite in accordance with Muhammed's methods of preaching, that so fine a rhetorical

performance should be repeated. Thus some descriptive portions of S, siii.** not only recall

*'
I »jA/« =f mi;' in the original which allows a oonclusion as to how tho Arab Jews pronounced ^ and c;

another instance of the same kind is v^r^ol '^i'' ^56 ^ ^ip^ (c/. Ch. V.).

" Verse 40 is to be joined to <.jjJ lj,.^_yj (v. 45), whilst the words j^Jl^ilj as far as ^o,.»)*j form a

parenthesis.

^^ Tho tratidions are collected by Sprenper, II. S70 sqg. Cf. xxxvi. 76. " See Ch. II.

" The sSra is one of those beginning with the "SigEs." According to Fihrist p. 251, itisMedinian.
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several iinitatious of verses of Ps. civ. qiiotwl before, but supplement others which he had omit-
ted. To the former belong the verses 2, 3, 4, 18.*' Of the latter group are

:

The Sura. The Psalm.

13. Ho it is who shows you the lightning 7. At Thy rebuke they flee, at the voice
for fear and hope, and He brings up the heavy of Thy thunder they haste away.
clouds.

14. Aud the thunder celebi-ates His praise, 32. He looketh on the earth and it treni-

and the angels too for fear of Him, and He bles. He toucheth the hills and they smoke,
sends the thunder-clap and overtakes there-

with whom He will.

The first part of S. x. (vv. 1 to 57) belongs to those addresses which begin with a refer-

ence to the "Signs." A parable inserted here is also of descriptive character.** The piece next
to it owes its place also to some descriptive verses, but seems to be of Medinian origin. '^

The best sermon with text on the "Signs" is .S'. xxxi. (1 to 10, 19 to 34). The
descriptions are of the usual style, but there is a piece inserted (vv. 11 to IS),** v%-luch interrupts

the description aud is altogether out of place. In v. 22 the speaker is advised not to take the

unbelief of the infidels to heart, an advice repeated in the following sermon, S. xxxvi. (v. 76),

which is thoroughly descriptive. The homiletic introduction includes a parable*^ of narrative

character. After this follows a discourse on the "Signs" (vv. 33, 37, 41). Xew is the remark
on the change of night aud da^' as well as on the stations of the moon, and an observation on
the eclipse of the suu.=*

Xow these three paragraphs (v. 33-36, 37-40, 41-44) greatly resemble strophes of four

verses each though without metre. This lapse into old habits either revived the reproach that

he was a poet, or Muharamed saw the danger in good time, and wished to prevent any miscon-

ception. He therefore declared (v. 60) that he had never learnt poetry, nor was it suitable for

him. The verse mentioned above, advising him uot to be grieved about disbelief, seems to

stand in connection with this. Verse 78 has a historical background. Ubeyy b. Khalaf came
to Mtihammed with a decaying bone and asked who could quicken it. The affair seems to have
caused some sensation, as several years later it was made the subject of an attack against the

Qoreish by the Medinian poet Hassan b. Thabit.^i

The descriptive period further includes .S. xxvii. 60 to 95— an independent sermon j^i!

further iS. xxxix., the second part of which is a discourse on death. Some of these verses

« Verses 22 and 24, lj_>*-e, and itJj*^ respectively ; see above. •« Verse 25, c/. Ch. VIII.

«' Verse 58 [O ye men, now has come to you counsel from your Lord, eic] is spoken in the style of an introduc-

tion to a sermon ; cf. S. ii. 1. — Verse 61, i^JJ^^i cf. t. 70.

'* This is of legislative character and in the form of admonitions addressed by Loqman to his son (see Ch. VII. ).

The si'ira derived its name from this piece which seems to have been placed here on account of the rhyme. Cf.

Noldeke, p. 117, who only entertains doubt as to v. 13.

'9 V. 12 SOT., see Ch. VIII.

5" Verse 39, cf. Ch. I. Palmer's translation of the verse is hardly correct. I believe Muhammed wished to express

the idea that the movements of the sun aud the moon were so well regulated, that it is the latter which "reaches"

the former, and not vice versa. The commentators refer to the viirioty of the sphere. Bagh. * iS^^i ij*'*'"-' ' 0-i>j

jl^i l4iAj ^jjS.j il Jilj JaJ J.^i> iljl^Jl (J>jU JaUI Sj o.a.lj i^JJ
fj) <>*/o j^is;-* >_,•».' I lI^aj ^1

" Hassan b. Thabit, Diwan, od. Tunis, p. 81 :—
Ubeyy has acquired heresy from his father on the day when tho Messenger detached himself from him.

Hast thou come to Muhammed with a rotten b>iEe in order to give him the lie, being ignorant of his con"

ditiou, etc ?

. " Verse 64 = Ps. civ. 2 ; v. 72 = S. x. 66, ixii. 22.
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are reirarded by Weil as interpolated.^^ The chronology of this siira as well aa 5. xxx. is

pretty distinctly fixed by two respective remarks on parables "struck" before (xxxix. 23,

xxx. 58). The latter sura, though commencing with an allusiou to a defeat which the

Byzantine army had suffered at the hand of Persians, is an elaborate homily on the "Sign," as

seven verses commence with the words : To his Signs belongj elc.^^

tSi'ira xxii. 1 to 13 and 62 to 71 are two fragments belonging to the descriptive group,

whilst all the rest is Medinian. A certain connection between the two pieces is visible in

vv. 3, 8, 67 respectively, where those who "wrangle about Allah" are mentioned. Finally the

vei'ses ii. 158 to 162, although placed in a sura commonly regarded as Medinian, has all the

marks of the revelations of the descriptive Meccan period.^^

65 Verses 31 to 32, 43, see Ch. XIII, Verse 31 is quite out of connection both with the preceding and following

verses. The homily coming after it has no marked character, and is therefore difficult to fix. Perhaps vs. 74 to 75,

the concluding words in particular, may help to place the portion somewhat nearer to the narrative period.

o« Verses 19 to 24, 45.

" Noldeke, p. 31 , also regards the verses as Mecoan.
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CHAPTER VII.

The Legislative Revelatioks.

Mean'in'o of the term — Relation of the legislative to previous periods — Loquian — Laws

given to mankind — Character of special laws promulgated in Mecca — Abrogation of Jewish

ritual law.

The term ''legislative" in this chapter applies to those passages in the Meccan portions

of the Qordn, which are in any way admonitory, and are discussed chiefly with I'egard to the

place they occupy in the book. In the same way as the Old Testament provided laws to meet

aiU the requirements of the Israelites, so the Qordn forms the principal sourco of the moral, ritual

and juridical codes^^ of the Faithful, The regulations dictated in Mecca are limited to such

as could be given to a religious community which owed allegiance to temporal powers of

a different kind. As it was impossible to foretell whether the Prophet would ever be in a

position to wield a temporal sceptre, administrative ordinations are entirely excluded from

Meccan revelations.^' As regards ritual laws the Meccan period produced hardly any besides

those relating to prayers and other forms of divine worship.

We have seen above that Moslim tradition itself places the descriptive revelations before

those of legislative character, but this is not always rigidly adhered to. Some of the former,

being mere recommendations, do not aspire to the authority of laws. The belief in Allah and

His Prophet is, of course, an injunction of the earliest date, but it appears in the nature of an

axiom meant to carry conviction. Religions observance being of more practical character

could not be expected until the former was firmly established in the minds of the believers.

The precepts which Muhammed thought fit to reveal in Mecca had long been under

preparation, but it was impossible to promulgate them in anything like a systematic fashion as

long as the' struggle for the acceptance of the first maxims lasted. After all, the foregoing

periods are nothing but a variety of endeavours to end this struggle. During this time the

want of a religious code had to be supplied by the example set by the Prophet himself, or by

his predecessors with whose stories believers were made acquainted. Nay, Allah Himself serves

as example by imposing mercy upon himself in the style of a commandment as it were

(S. vi. 12).^^ In the same speech the Prophet is bidden to declare that he was commanded to be

the first Moslim (v, 17). A second speech (v. 46 to 73)' follows the same train of ideas. We
hear again "that Allah has imposed mercy upon Hiraself.''^^ The Prophet is ordered to state

that he is forbidden to worship the idols of the Meccans,'" but that he and his friends are

commanded to be Moslims, to recite prayers, and fear Allah (vv, 70 to 71).

An instance of how legislation was at first given in very small doses, is to be found in three

verses attached to S. xciii.«i

V, 9. But as for the orphan, oppress him not,

10, And as for the beggar, drive him not away,

11, And as for the favour of thy Lord, discourse thereof.

The last verse is a reminiscence of the descriptive revelations.

56 See Sachan, Aelteste QueUen dea muhamm., Rschia, The original meaning offiih is "tenets of belief."

" The passage, vi. 118 to 121, is Medinian.

" The speech ends, v. 45, lirt^^ ' VJ *^ ***'^ '•

'' S. vi. 54. C/. the passage in the Talmud (Borakh. fol. ''">) : God prays. What prays He? R. Zutra b.

Tobiyyah says on behalf of Rab : (He prays :) Be it my will that my mercy overcome mine anger ; let my mercy

prevail over my (other) attributes, that my oouduct with n^ children bo merciful and that I deal with them
leniently.

6« Ibid. 55, 67, 69 ; xvii. 80 to 87.

«' These three verses do not belong to the preceding part of the »i'<ra — from which they differ as to the rhyme —
but are placed here on account of v. 6 to 8.
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It is indeed most interesting to observe how cautiously Mubtimmed proceeded to accustom

his hearers to regular religious observance. He knew the characters of liis friends sufficiently

to perceive how dangerous it would be to overwhelm them with religions duties, and the

following are instances of his attempts to achieve his object in a somewhat circuitous manner.

In one sermon he describes the life of " the servants of Allah," naturally in order to teach:—
S. XXV. 64. And the servants of the Merciful are those who walk upon the earth lowly

and when the ignoi'ant address them, say: Peace !

Go. And those who pass the night [adoring] their Lord in prostration and

standing.

66. And those who say : our Lord, turn from us the torment of hell, etc.

G7. And those who when they spend are neither extravagant nor miserly, but

who ever take their stand between the two.

68. And those who call not upon another god with Allah, and kill not the

soul which Allah has forbidden, save deservedly, and do not commit
fornication ; for he who does that shall meet with a penalty.

72. And those who do not testify falsely, and when they pass by frivolous

discourse, pass by it honourably, etc., etc.

The admonition addressed by Loqman*^^ to his son is nothing but a variation of the same

endeavour. Being first himself reminded of the gratitude he owed to Allah, this legendary

sage instructs his son — in the fashion of the aiithor of Proverbs, ch. I. to VII. — to believe

in the Unity of God, to honour his parents, to lead a virtuous life, and to recite prayers

commandments which are all within the scope of religious prescriptions taught in Mecca. The

]iicce which justifies reproduction runs thus :
—

xxxi. 11. And we did give unto Locjman wisdom saying : Be grateful to All.ih; for he

who is grateful to Allah, is duly grateful for his own soul, and he who

disbelieves, verily Allah is independent, worthy of praise.

12. And when Loqman said to his son while admonishing him : my son,

associate none with Allah, for, Aerily, such association is a grave iniquity.

13, And we have commanded''^ man [to honour] his parents ; his mother bore

him with weakness upon weakness, and his weaning is in two years ; be

thankful to me and thy parents, for unto me [shall your] journey [be].

1-i. But if they strive with thee that thou shouldst associate with me that which

thou hast no knowledge of, then obey them not, etc.^^

15. my son, verily if there were the weight of a grain or mustard seed and it

were [hidden] in a rock, or in the heaven, of in the earth, Allah would

bring it [forth], etc.'^^

16. my son, be steadfast in prayer, and bid what is proper, prevent what is

objectionable,*'^ jjg patient of what bcfals thee, for this is due of the determined

affairs,

«- Conoerniug the persoEality of Loqmau see SpreLger, I. 23 sji]. Besides Balaam, with whom he is identified

on account of the synonymity of the names, also Job and a negro slave "with thick lips" serve to personate him

in the opinion of various commentators. The name seems to me to be a corruption of iS'oJeimun, the letter s being

omitted. The introductory phrase, "we have given to I,oqm;"in wisdom," is in favour of this suggestion as well as the

resemblance of the whole speech to the first chapters of the Book of Proverbs. As to the fables ascribed to Loqmi'n

see Dereubourg, FaUes arahe ei franrais. Berlin, 1850.

"' This is the only recommendation introduced here by li^.*: , ,. It is repeated in S. xlvi. 14 to 16.

" Cf. Talmud YebAm, fol. 5vo (with reference to Lev. xix. 3) : It is the duty of each of ijou to honour mo, etc.

'' C/. S. X. 62, xxxiv. .3.

_ «8 This phrase occurs here for the first time, but is very frequent later on, especially in Mediuian siiras.

Cy. Mewaqif, p. 331, and Al Ghazali, JAj/«, JI. 207 S(27.
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17. And twist not thy cheeks proudly, nor walk in the land haughtily: verily,

Allah does not love every arrogant boaster.

18. And be moderate in thy walk and lower thy voice: verily the most disagreeable

of voices is the voice of asses.*'

Another variation is to be found in a series of admonitions given to mankind in general

although there can be no doubt, that Muh.Tnmied only had his small Moslim community in view. The
sermon in question forms a part of 5. vii. 28 to 5G, and contains rules to be observed in connec-

tion with the places of public worship (v. 28 to 30«8). But fearful, as it were, lest Believers

should be discouraged by laws which might only be the forei-unners of more arduous ones, Muhaui-
med deemed it expedient to assure his friends that no soul should be burdened with more than it

could bear (v. 40).^3 Yet he does not conclude tlie sermon without a warning to "call on your Lord
humbly and secretly, not to do evil on earth, and to invoke Allah with fear and earnestness "

(v. 63 to 54).

There is hardly any group of legislative revelations in which the respect due to parents docs

not find a place. This forms the nucleus of a short lecture which was placed at the beginning of

^. xxix. 1 to 12, and slvi. 1 to 19.

It is not in the least surprising that ^luhammed endeavoured to imitate the Decalogue, or, rather

to adapt it to the requirements of Islam. This has not only been recognized by European
scholars,™ but also by Muhammedan commentators. Discussing the Decalogue in his Kitdb AlArnis

AlTlia'alibi'i concludes with the remark that Allah had also given it to Muhammed, and quotes the

two places in wliich it is reproduced in the Qonhi.

Of these two recensions the earlier seems to be that inserted in S. xvii., of which it forms the

whole middle portion. The following reproduction of the chief part shows that several verses are

neaj-ly literally translated from the Pentateuch :
—"^

V. 23. Put not with Allah another god, or thou wilt sit despised and forsaken.

Muhammed was so well versed in the subject, that he altered it freely, substituting for commands
which were out of place in Arabia others of more practical value. The prohibition of murder o-ave

him an opportnuity of denouncing the burying of female infants alive (v. 33)," and it is due to him
that that barbarous custom was abolished. He forbade the spoliation of orphans, and ordained that

agreements must be kept, true weights and measures must be given (v. 36 to 37), elc.

The second and more elaborate reproduction^-* is given, S. vi. :
—

162. Say, Come ! 1 will recite what your Lord has made inviolable for you (1) that,

you may not associate with him anything
; (2) kindness to your parents

;

(3) and do not kill your children through poverty ; .... (4) and
draw not nigh to hideous sins, either apparent or concealed

; (.5) and kill not

the soul, which Allah has made inviolable, save by right; that is what He has

Ordained you, haply you may understand.

153. (6) And draw not nigh unto the wealth of the orphan, save so as to better

it, until he reaches full age! (7) and give weight and measure with

justice . . . .
; (8) and when ye pronounce, then be just, though it be

the case of a relative
; (9) and Allah's compact fufil ye

; that is what he has

ordained you, haply you may be mindful.

" See p. 86. fs See NSldeke, Q. p. 118. M C/. S. vi. 153, sjiii. 64.
" Sprenger, II. p. 484. 'i Cod. Brit. Mus. Add. 18,508 fol. 139. " See Beitraege, p. 19 sqq.
'" Cf. S. vi. 138 (I. I. p. 58), vv. 118 and 119 containing regulations with respect to killing animals for food are

Medinian,

'« Seems to be an independent piece, and placed here on account of its beginning with 0'', like aany other
paragraphs of the sfira.
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154. (10) That this is my right way, follow it thou and follow not various paths to

separate ourselves from his way ; that is what he has ordained you, haply you
may fear.

The sentences are instructive not only for what they contain, but for what they omit. The omission

oE Exod. xK. 2 is not surprising, as it implies no commandment, and an allusion to the exodus of Egypt

is of still less use for Islam. The contents of verse 7 are rather against the spirit of Islam. Frequent

enunciations of the name of Allah formed and still form a powerful means of implanting belief in the

hearts of the Faithful. Numerous traditions exist of the benefits derived from frequent repetition of

the formula : There is no God beside Allah. Finally, the law of Sabbath was not required.''^ It is

not difficult to discover wliy Muhammed looked upon the Jewish Sabbath as a punishment for

disobedience, and characterized it as being "laid upon those who disputed thereon" (svi. 125). The reason

why a day of rest did not gain ground in Islam seems to be a social rather than a religious one.

Although the creation of the world in six days is frequently mentioned in the Qordn, the interruption

of work on the seventh day is as regularly omitted. In a country where agriculture is of small

account, and hard work altogether unknown, a day of rest has no raison d'etre. It is possible that

some vague notion had reached Muhammed that among Assyrians the seventh day wa3 called an "evil

day" on which no work should be done.'^ In a Mcdinian revelation'^ Muhammed calls those, who

celebrate the Sabbath, "cursed." He evidently formed his opinion from seeing that the Jews observed

the Sabbath by abstaining from work on that day. While the spiritual side of the celebration remained

hidden to him, he saw that it involved great inconvenience in domestic and public life, and impressed

him as something very undesirable.'^ By singling out one day in the week, employed from time

immemorial for gathering, as the day of public worship, he followed tlie Jewish and Christian customs

to some extent. It is, however, very improbable that he chose Friday in order to eschew either the

Saturday or the Sunday. Following the reproduction of the Decalogue, v. 155 seems to be a free

rendering of Exod. xxsi. 18. The bounty attached to it formed evidently part of the same speech-

V. 160 looks like a rebuke on the multitude of Christian sects, whilst v. 161 again returns to the

Decalogue, being a kind of reflex of Exod. xx, 5 to 6.

'5 Al Beidh. on S. xvi. 125 : The celebration of the Sabbath and giving oneself np entirely to worship was

incumbent upon those who contended with him, viz., their prophet. These arc the Jews whom Moses had com-

manded to confine themselves [on this day) to worship, etc. Thus Al Beidh. refers **» not to the Sabbath, but to

Moses (see S. xli. ih where dii refers to ^ liSJ | ), and evidently had Ejsod. xv. 24 in his mind. Rabbinic inter-

pretation, as is well known, refers, ihUl. v. 25, to the command of the Sabbath, and the words w'sh/xm niss^hil reflect

perfectly the idea which Muhammed had conceived on tlie celebration of that day. Cf. Both I. 224, a traditioo

according to Abu Hureira : ' *' **^ ^M'^^J ' A^ 0*i^ ' 6^ ^^ ^''' W ^^ '» ^^ ^^' I ^ '-^t^ *^ '>^^ '*

A.^Alis ijcjf /cJJ I /*'*.>i '^*« The puerile character of the tradition speaks for its value. The Moslim8_

while adopting Friday as a day of pubUo worship, lead both Jews and Christians. On the name ix^ I ^jj g^^

Beidh on QoT. Ixii. 9 (Medin.). It appears that the day of alMba, which is the ancient name for Friday, was

kept as prayer-day before Islam. According to Beidh., Ka'b b. Lu'eiyy gave the day that name, because people

used to congregate on it. probably for mercantile purposes. Muhammed then retained both the ancient custom

and the name. I regard S. xvi. 152 as Medinian, cf. ii. 61 and iv. 50.

'6 Cf. Schrader K. A. T. 2nd ed. p. 20. " See S. U. 50 and below.

8 See Sprenger II 482 The Jewish dietary law appeared to Muhammed likewise in the light of a chastises

ment for frowardness. Abstemiousness from so many articles of food as are tabooed by the Jewish law naturally

appeared strange to people whose supply was rather scanty, and who did not despise fallen camels. This latter

custom was abrogated by Muhammed in Qor. vi.lt6, who also did away with several old usages connected with

the eating of certain animals (see vi. 14? to 147). He further forbade the eating of animals over which, when

being slaughtered, the name of Alhlh had not been mentioned (vi. 118 to 121). Noldekc. p. 119, regards this

verse as misplaced. "As to the Jews," Muhammed adds (v. 147), "we have forbidden them to eat everything that

has a solid hoof, and of o:ien and sheep did we prohibit them to eat the fat, save what the backs of both do bear,

or the inwards of what is mixed with bone" [cf. S. xvi. 119). Muhammed reveals here a close intimacy with

details of the Code, which he could not have gained from his own knowledge of the PentaUwh alone. I therefore

regard all those passages as late Medinian.
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CHAPTER VIII.

The Parable in the Qor^n,

Real poetical element in the Qonln— Critical value of the mathal in the Qorun.— Its develop-

ment and distribution through the various period — Views of Arab authors on the mathal — The

shorter aphorisms collected— Parable and dogma — Parables chronologically arranged— Application

of matlials— Biblical mathals in the Qordn — Anthropomoriihism— Moslim views on the subject—
Repetitious of mathals iu altered forms — Mathals in Medinian revelations.

Appendix : The Mathal in Tradition.

Apart from those few cases already notified, in -which Muhammed betrayed his inability to

alienate himself completely from certain traditions of the national poetry,^ we find his sermons

embellished to a snprising extent with poetic gems. The Qorun is studded with them — to use

his own phrase — like "with hidden pearls." The pathos of the declamatory period would

hardly bear artistic criticism, but the case is quite different as regards the parables, poetic

comparisons, and figures of speech which leapt unsought upon his tongue, and by their simplicity

and appositeness give an undeniable charm to many passages otherwise forced and tedious.

When speaking in aphorisms Muhammed introduced no new element into the literature of

the Arabs, since proverbs and epigrams are prominent in their oldest productions. His own

share is unusually large, and Moslim theologians and literateurs eagerly compiled an enormous

number of sayings and parables which they attributed to Muhammed, but with the exception of

those occurring in the Qorun itself, it is difficult to establish the authenticity of any of thern.^*

The Arabic term for aphorism is mathal. The various definitions of this word, given by

Moslim authors, commence with the idea of similitude,^' like the Hebrew mdshdl, but the mathal

also inclndes fables and short tales which, on account of some peculiar feature, have become

proverbial.'- The mathal therefore comprehends every allegory, tale, and sentence containing

anything worth remembering. To these the Qoranic mathal adds, under certain conditions,

the interpretations of description^ and example.^* It afforded the Prophet numerous

opportunities of alluding to persons and incidents in the guise of a parable or fable of his own

invention.

Muhammed's employment of the mathal as an element of rhetoric was undoubtedly a conces-

sion to the familiarity of his people with this feature of national poetry, although its fictitious

character should have placed it in contrast to the reality of the revelations. Indeed, Muhammed
limited the fictitious appearance of the mathal as much as possible. The aim of his speeches

was practical, and the effect of the mathals intended to be drastic rather than artistic. Eloquence

for its own sake was not the Prophet's chief object, and in using figures of speech he never sought

to be poetic.

'9 See above Ch. I. To the plays upon words mentioned by Noldeke, I. c. p. 32, shonld be added Qor. vi. 26,

n, o/
_

" See Appendix to this chapter.

" See Al Maidant, Arabiim Proverlia, ed. Freytag, III. p. 829. Al Beidh. on Qor. ii. 16, and Sprenger, Dictionary

of Technical Terms, p. 1340. Kashahaf on Qor. xvi. 62. Al GhazMi, in Kit. almadnOn, p. 102, $q., establishes the

difference between J tJx and ijlix,

»* E. J., the sheep and the knife, ^ariri, Maq&mai, introduction, Z. T). M. G, xlvi. p. 737, and Tdmud, Pesab.

fol. 6Sro.

85 Kashsh. ii. 16 ; Al Bagh. often.

•« Qor. vii. 176, xvi. 62 ; for faiiher classification c/. Itq&n, p. 561 839.
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Besides this the mathals of the Qordii have a literary importance also, as they assist in the

critical treatment of the book. In some cases they serve to fix the periods of the addresses of which

they form a part, and their dispersion through the book reveals the following mteresting facts. In

older portions they are extremely rare. None, or hardly any, occur as early as the confirmatory

period. It is plain that, when the Prophet was engaged in building up the framework of the new faith,

lie could not at the same time adorn it, and he may also have feared that mathals of any kind would

be suggestive of poetry. They, however, gradually crept into the declamatory period in the form of

very brief comparisons, whilst real parables could only find a place amidst longer discourses of

doctrinal character. The oaths taking as witnesses the sun, moon, stars, dawn, day, niglit and similar

subjects, cannot be regarded as aphoristic expressions, because they are merely high-flown invocations

of natural phenomena. Even the appeals, to the "Elevated Qordn," the " Book," the " Day of Judgment

"

in its various descriptions, and other transcendental objects are based on matters which the Prophet

taught were real. His pictures of the transformations of Nature, of the Last Day, of the pleasures

of paradise and the tortures of hell have also substantial backgrounds. Hence there are considerably

more parabolic utterances in the shorter and less pompous period of narrative revelations, whilst the

bulk of the Meccan mathals belongs to the periods of the descriptive and legislative

addresses. They are still more frequent after the Hijra until the battle of Badr, after which they are

not so often met with. We thus see that the mathal in the Qordn developed gradually. It reached

its apogee, when Muhammed's hitherto purely doctrinal mission assumed a political character. Of those

which appear later, some are almost repetitions of former ones, some are evolved from persona]

experiences, others are manifestly borrowed, one is of questionable authenticity ,'" and all of them have

little or no fictitious element.

The mathal as one of the characteristic features of the Qordn has hitherto received no attention

from European students
;
yet its importance did not escape several Moslim writers of repute. Four-

teen shorter aphorisms were collected by Abu Man§ur Al Tha'alibi.^^ Al Suyuti in his Itqdn^'' entered

more deeply into the subject proper. According to his statement, based on earlier authorities,*'

Muhammed is said to have given the mathal a pl.ace among the five ways in which revelations came

down, and to have advised believers to reflect on their meaning. He further states that Al MAverdi,

commenting on this, teaches that study on the mathal holds the foremost rank among the studies of

the Qordn, however neglected it may be, and that " a mathal without its application is like a horse without

bridle and a camel without strap."^9 Of the views of other authors, quoted by Al Suyuti, on the

importance of the mathal, I will only mention one, viz., that the mathals represent abstract reflections

in concrete form, because the human mind grasps by means of the tangible. The purpose of a mathal is

therefore the comparison of what is hidden to something that is manifest, and comprises the various

decrees of approval and disapproval with their consequences. " Therefore," concludes Al Suyuti

his introductory remarks on the topic, " has AUilh inserted in the Qordn as well as in His other books

many mathals, and one of the chapters of the Gospel bears the name : Chapter of the Parables."*"

The difference between shorter comparisons and figures of speech, and the parable proper has

already been pointed out by Al Snyuti,9i who treats on botli in different chapters of his work, divid-

ing the former into various classes which there is no need to be detailed here.

It is of greater importance to note that the mathal had to be submitted to a kind of dogmatic

treatment. Some objected to the employment of the mathals of the Qordn for profane purposes.

The poet Hariri was blamed for having interwoven one of the Qordnic comparisons in one of his

Maqamas,^^ because, according to Al Zarkashi, it is not lawfnl to transfer Qordnic mathals to other

works. We conclude from this that Moslim critics had some notion of the poetic element whicli was

hidden in aphorisms and parables, but being accustomed to judge according to the exterior of things,

they considered nothing poetic which was not written in verse and rhyme.

w Q. xlviii. 29, see below. »» ;rjM?)aly(5ju'ali'j<5« (Cairo, 1301), p. 4. «' Page 776.

'« Abu Hureira. '

)
«» Iff/., ibu?. =• C/. S. JIattb. Ch. xiii.

»' liq. 5G4, ComparisoEB and AphoriBms. '> Qor. xxiz. 40, c/. Uq. 265. C/. IJarjri J/nj. liii., Sobol
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We will now proceed to give a list of tiie most striking comparisons and aphorisms. Altliough

it does not claim to be exhaustive, it is yet sufHcieut to show Miihammed's purpose in introduoiiig

them. The jiar.aUe projjcr will be discussed afterwards. The first group is arranged according to the

sequence of suras in our editions, tlie Mediuian passages being marked by an asterisk.

' ii. t). In their hearts is a sickness.

* GO. They (jour hearts) are as stone, or harder still ; there are some stones from

which streams burst forth, and there are others, when they burst asunder, the

water issues out.

• V. 35. We have prescribed to the children of Israel that whoso kills a soul, unless it be

for another soul, or for violence [committed] in the land, it is as though he

had killed men altogther.^^

vi, 32. The life of this world is nothing but a game and a sport.^*

66. To every prophecy is a set time.

125. Whomsoever Allah wishes to guide, He expands his breast to Islam ; bat

whomsoever He wishes to lead astray. He makes his breast tight and straight,

as though he would mount up into heaven.

16i. No soul shall earn aught against itself ; nor shall one bearing a burden b'^ar

the burden of ajiother.^'s

vii. 38. Until the camel enters the eye of a needle.'^

' viii. 22 (57). The worst of beasts are in Alliih's sight the deaf, the dumb, those who do

not understand.

24. Allah steps in between man and his heart.

X. 24. Your wilfulness against yourselves is but a provision of this world's hie.

28. As though their faces were veiled with the deep darkness of the night.

xiii. 17. Shall the blind and the seeing beheld equal? or shall the darkness and the

Ught be held equal ? 9'

Kvi. 79. Nor is the matter of the Hour aught but as the twinkling oi an eye or

nigher still.ss

94. Be not like her who unravels her yarn, fraying out after she has spun it close.

xvii. 86. Everyone acts after his own manner.

sxi. 36. Every soul shall taste of death.9'

104. As the rolling of the Sijill for the books.iw

* xsii. 32. He who associates aught with Allah, it is as though he liad fallen from heaven,

and the birds snatch him up, or tiie wind blows him away into a far

distant place.

xxiii. 55. Each party rejoices in what they have themselves.

' Of. Miahnah, Sauh. iv, 5. « Cf. xxii. 61, xlvii. 3S, Ivii. 10 ;.Hariri, Jfa/. xiii.

ss This is a very old aphorism and occurs already in liii. 39, xxxv. 19, mix. 9, etc. See aUo Torrey, Iht

CommeTciol Theological Terms in the Qoran, Leyden, 1892.
« Cf. Geiger, I. c. p. 71, and Al Meidfini, II. 498 ; Hish. 922, 1. 16.

s" Cf. ibid. V. 19, ixiv. 20, 21, xx. 124, 125, vi. 50, xl. &), xxvii. 83, xxx. 52, ii., 166. C/. Isaiah, vi. 10 ;
Ps. ex» 4-7,

cxxxv. 15-18.

* Cf. 1 Cor. XV. 52. The phrase is also common in the Talmad and in Syriac.

» Cf. xxix. 57; iii. 182. '»« Cf. Ch. IT.
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xxix. 40. The weakest of houses is the house of the spider.^

xxxi. 18. The most disagreeable of voices is the voice of the asses.

3-i. No soul knows what it shall earn to-morrow, and no soul knows in what land

it shall die.2

* sxxiii. 19. Like one fainting with death.

xxxr. 41. The plotting of evil only entangles those who practice it

;

xxxvi. 39. Lentil it (the moon) becomes again like an old dry palm-branch,

xxxvii. 47. As though they (the maidens) were a hidden egg.

63. Its spathe is as it were the heads of devils.

xxxix. 12. Shall those who know be held equal to those who know not?

xli. 34. Good and evil shall not be deemed alike.

zlii. 10. He who wishes for the tilth of the last world — the tilth of this world.

31. The ship* that sail like mountains in the sea.

** xlix. 12, Some suspicion is a sin^ .... would one of yon like to cat his dead

brother's flesh ?»

1. 15. We are nigher to him than his jugular vein.

lii. 24 boys of their's as though they were hidden pearls.

liv. 7. As though they were locusts scattered about.

Iv. 58. As though they were rubies and pearls.

Ivi. 22. Bright and large-eyed maids like hidden pearls.^

* Ixi. 4. As though they were a compact building.

8, They desire to put out the light of God with their mouths.

* Ixiii. 4. Like timber propped up.

Ixix. 7. As though they were palm stumps thrown down.*

Ixx. 8. The heaven shall be like molten brass (9) and the mountains shall be like

flocka of wool.

43, As though they flock to standards.

Ixxiv. 51. As though they were timid asses which flee from a lion.

Ixxvi. 19. Thou wilt think them scattered pearls.

Ixxvii, 32. It throws off sparks like towers, (33) as though they were yellow camels

Ixxix. 46. As though they had only tarried an evening or the noon thereof.

ci. 8. Men shall be like scattered moths, (4) and the mountains shall be like

flocks of carded wool.'

The list is long enough to reveal a poetic element of considerable strength.

We now come to those parables which Muhammed introduced by the term inathal. These

are more elaborate and contain a moral. I have thought it advisable to discuss them in an

:i]iproximately chronological order, which will allow us to observe the development of the

< Cf. Al Meidani, II. 842, and Job, viii. 14. See Al Tha'jilibi, j_.>«ij I o'-^J Ij^ V^^*^' j'*^ '•^°'^- ^"^
Mus. Or. 9o58) fol. 82vo.

'

" '

' Cf. Talmud B. Sucoah, fol. 53vo. E. Jobanan aaya : Tbe feet of man bring him to the place where he is

diiomed to die.

s Cf. Hariri (p. 28, 1. 8). Maq. I. 83. • See Dan. iii. 8. ^ Cf. HassSn b. Thabit, p. 89, I. C ; Itq. p. 9-t3.

« Cf. Ut. 20, the sam8 phrase, ' C/. Ivii. 19, iii. 113 ; ii. 263, 267, and above Ch. IV.
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tioraiiic mathal. The first does not appear until in the narrative S. xviii., in which two occur

at once. In the former, the wealthy unbeliever is contrasted with his poor but pious neighbour

in the following manner :
—

V. 31. Strike out for tliem a mathal : two men^ for one of whom we made two

gardens of grapes, and surrounded them with palms and put corn

between the two. Each of the two gardens brought forth its food, and

did not fail in aught. (32) And we caused a river to flow between them,

and he (the owner) had fruit. He said to his friend, who competed^

with him: I am wealthier than thou, and mightier of household. (33)

And he went in unto his garden having sinned against himself. Said

he : I do not think that this will ever come to an end. (34) And I do

not think that the Hoar is imminent, and surely, if I be sent back unto

my Lord, I shall find a better one than it in exchange. (35) His friend

— who competed with him — said to him : T/wii hast disbelieved in Him

ivho has created thee from dust, and then from a clot, and then made thee a

man. (36) But He is Allah, my Lord, and I will not associate anyone

with my Lord. (37) Couldst thou not have said, when thou didst go

into thy garden : What Alhlh pleases ! There is no power save in

Allah. If thou lookst at me, I am less than thee in wealth and children.

(38) But haply my Lord will give me [something] better than thy

o-ardeu, and will send upon it a thunderbolt from the sky, so that it shall

become bare slippery soil. (39) Or on the morrow its water will be

deeply sunk, so that thou canst not reach it. (40) His fruits were

encompassed so that on the morrow he wrung his hands for which he

had spent thereon, for they (the fruits) had perished on their trellises
;

and he said : Would that I had never associated anyone with my
Lord ! (41) Yet he had not any party to help him beside Allah, nor

was he helped.

The second mathal consistently teaches the vanity and short duration of earthly pleasures.

It is as follows :
—

V. 43. Forge for them a mathal of the life of this world
;
[it is] like water which

we have sent down from the sky,"* so that the vegetation of the earth is

mino-led with it. On the morrow it is dried up, and the winds scatter

it. Allah is powerful over all. (44) Wealth and children are the adorn-

ment of the life of this world, but the lasting pious deeds are better

with thy Lord as a recompense and better as a hope.

The application of both mathals is easily found. The opulent but wicked man represents

the stubborn opponent of Islam, whilst the less wealthy neighbour is the Prophet himself. It

is to be noted that, in his censure of his rich rival, the other repeats the chief words of the first

proclamation (v. 35 = S. xcvi. 1 to 2).'i Farther, the double allusiou to the loss of Muhammed's

* The fictitioua character of parables being objeotiouable to the Moslim Commentatora, they endeavour to

explain them as bearing on real persons or acoiilents. Thus Al Bagh. reproduces a tradition (without IsniVd) accord,

iug to which this parable refers to two brothers in Mecca of whom the believing one was Abu Salama b. Abd

Asad, foster brother to Muhammed, who died A. H. 4, and whose widow Umm Salama became the wife of the Pro-

phet (see Sprenger, I. 433). Others (Ibn Abbas) are of opinion, that the mathal iu question was revealed on

account of the Pazara chief U.veina b. Hisn (Sprenger, Til. 363 s/.) who was converted to Islam shortly before the

Conquest of Mecca, and of the Persian SalmSn and the friends of both. The subjects of the mathal are said to have

been two Jewish brothers (see also Kash.). Since all these traditions deserve but little credence, I refrain froni

entering more fully into them. Biblical parallels to the mathal are to be found ; Isaiah, xl. 7 ; Ps. ciii. 15.16.

' Palmer :
" his next door neighbour," which is hardly correct ; he seems to have read j , , Isi-

19 See If^dti, p. 5S6 i Al.Ghazali, Rit. Almadn. p. 101. " Cf. Ixxx. 17-19.
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two sons (v. 37 and H) in their infancy, as well as that of his former wealth, is too plain to be

misunderstood. This melancholy narrative is particularly applicable to his own position a short time

alter the death of his wife Khadija, when he also lost his uncle Abu Talib, his only protector. The

date of the revelation in question could thus be fixed at (the summer 619) about three years before

the Hijra.

The comparison of the vicissitudes of human life to the growth and decay in Nature appeared so

appropriate to Muhammed, tliat he not only repeated the last quoted mathal in a more elaborate form,

but also gave it a didactic tendency. The following instance is particularly interesting :
—

s. 25. Verily the likeness (mathal) of this world is like water which we send down

from the sky, and with it are mingled the plants of the earth from which

men and cattle eat, until when the earth puts on its ornature and becomes

garnished, its inhabitants think that they liave power over it. Our order'2

comes by night or by day ; we make it mown down, as if it had not been

rich yesterday —• thus do we detail the signs unto people who reflect.

One of the most natural and therefore very common topics in Muhammed's sermons is the

Contrast between unbelievers and the faithful. This is sometimes expressed in allegorical form, as in

the following mathal. The infidels are likened to the blind and deaf, while the believers are those who

see and hear ; shall the two classes be held equal (xi. 26) ? The comparison of unbelief with blindness,

deafness and dumbness being iquite Biblical, is one of the commonest in the QordnP In connection

with dumbness alone it occurs again, and in a more developed form, in a mathal to be touched upon later.

Unquestionably modelled on Biblical mctshuls are the following two contained in the (narrative)

xivth Siira. The one (v. 21) represents the works of the infidels as .ashes whidi are blown about on

a stormy day.i* This is clearly a reflex on Ps. I. 4 (Is. xl. 7). The other mathal, occurring in the

same address (v. 29 to 31) compares a good word to a good tree^^ whose root is firm and whose

branches are in the sky. It gives its fruit at every season by the permission of its Lord — Alkah

draws parallels for men, haply they may be mindful. The likeness (mathal) of a bad word is as a bad

tree which is felled down above the earth and has no sttiying place. — This parable is a free rendering

of the verse in Ps. i. preceding the one upon which the foregoing mathal is based (see also Aboth,

iii. 17 ; Jer. xvii. 6 to 8). The phrase, it gioes its fruit at every season, marks the origin

>Yithout doubt.

Besides the two comparisons mentioned above,'^ S. xvi. counts not less than three mathali.

The first stands in connection with two others placed together in »S'. xliii., of which the second

is somewhat earlier, but the first nearly contemporaneous with the one under consideration. It is

introduced by a rebuke, directed against the pagan Arabs for their manifest aversion to female

children, many of whom tliey destroyed in infancy. "When any of them," he says (xvi, GO),

*'is informed [of the birth] of a girl, his face turns black, and he is choked with wrath." In

the parallel passage, which also contains a warning against the ofienco of ascribing daughtei-s to

Allah (S. xliii. 15) stands instead of "girl" the phi-ase: — "that which he (the pagan Arab)

employs as a mathal for the Rahman " (v. IC).'^ Subsequently Muhammed declares (S. xvi. 62)

those who do not believe in the " last world " are the mathal (prototype) of evil,'" whilst Allah is

12 Amrund, rf. xvi. 1-2.

" Cf. above, p. 85, wliere the blinj and seeing are compared with one another, but this mathal is realistic.

'« Jtq. 565.

" Al Qastalalni, vii. p. 18S, JA^iJ
»_,

jl&Jd^S\j A^\i 4Ju-A. iJS JSj\ AXA.ji)\ a^lf ; cf. Kash.

'« See p. 85.

" Al Jal.iiz (Abstracts from) Kit. AlbayCw waliibydn, Constantinople, 1301, p. 175, says with regard to this

verse : Alli'ih strikes a mathal on acoannt of the inadequacy of the language and in order to promote understanding,

even going so far as to compare His people to women and children.

" t_jwj I J.t<f 'if. vi. 176, JJi<it («) wbioh I translate: " a bad example ;" Kash., «>~J ) «i-e ; f/. Al Bagh.
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the highest mathal. It would be diflicult to understand what Muhammed meant by this vague

expression, did ho not explain it a few versos later in the distinct prohibition (v. 76) : — You
shall not forge a mulhal for Allah, beliold Allah knows but you do not know.'' In contrast to

this prohibition stands the assertion (^?. xliii. 57 to 69), that the Son of Maryam was set up as

a mathal, " he is but a servant upon whom we have bestowed our mercy, and whom wc have

made a mathal for the children of Israel."

Now hero is a distinct restriction laid down, which serves not only to emphasize the

monotheistic idea, but also to cavil at the anthropomorphistic metaphors used in the Bible. As
a sincere convert to monotheism Muhammed disapproved of any attempt to explain divine

attributes in the light of human faculties; in other words, he wished to be more monotheistic

than the Bible whose anthropomorphistic terms he took literally. In a tradition handed down by

Al Shahrastaui-^" Muhammed is said to have declared:— "The Mushabbiha (those who personify

Allah) are the Jews of this nation," which means that Muslims who represent Allah after the

fashion of human qualities follow the sinful custom of the Jews. The Prophet, however
had only one side of the question in view, and Kremer^i blames him unjustly for contradicting

himself. Though it must be admitted that Muhammed did not investigate the question of

anthropomorphism thoroughly, yet all passages in the Qorun dealing with the subject are not

of one stamp. Muliammed rejected that form of tashbih (personification), which in the Bible

refers to God individually. Allah is never spoken of as a " Man of war" (Exod. xv. 3),22 "the
Rock who has borne thee" (Deut. xsxii. 4), or " the Fountain of living waters " (Jer. ii. 13), or

as " Father." The last named appellation, so common in both Testaments, appeared to Muhammed
as sheer blasphemy. He therefore took an early opportunity of declaring^s that Allah had

neither a child nor any equal. 2* The title of " Father" is accordingly scrupulously avoided in

all the lists of the " Most Comely Names."-^ It seems to me more than accidental that, when
Muhammed related his alleged vision, that he did not mention any name of God, but circumscribed

it by the epithet of " Mighty of Power."-" The Commentators refer this expression to the

Archangel Gabriel, although at that period Muhammed had not shown any knowledge of him,-'

and in the verse in question evidently alluded to All.ih himself. To prevent misunderstanding,

that similitudes of Allah should not be made, Muhammed cautiously stated that any other title

of Allah used by him was but one of the " Most Comely Names" which belonged to Him,
In this way he kept his hand free to employ that other, and rather suljordinate, form of

anthropomorphism with which he was quite unable to dispense. He certainly tried to do
without it, but only succeeded during the first period. Allah thus speaks and writes, possesses

hands, sits on his throne, which is borne by angels, loves, hates, and is even cunning towards the

I'' Tho Commeutators aoe in this verse ouly the prohibition to compare Allah with another being, which in

that oa.se wouUl be placed side by side with him. Kash., Jli«ll I uj^-aJ ^o ^y Jl Aj AAj,iJJ|j AlJtj ^\ji, 3U Jii.j

iS/<aaj «,.a5_j Jt.sJj)L^ i.;^it,K- C/. also Jalalaiu and Al Beidh. The verse stands iu couuectiou with xxxvi. 7S.

2» Ed. Careton, p. ISsAl Nawawi, V. p. 350,^i,^i'| j_j4JlJ | ^t j,.o ^.,li. f/. Goldzih.T iu MonaUchrifl f.

Qesch. u. W. d. Jdth. xxviii. p. 309.

2' Qeichichte der hcrrschcnden Ideen, etc. p. 17.

22 lu the first part of his Kit'Jbal Milal wlniljal (fol. .30vo) Ibu Hazm, iuhia criticism of theO. T., gives a trans-

lation of Exod. Ch. XV., and remarks that to describe Allah as a " strong man " is heresy. He professes to have
urged this point to a Jew of his acquaintance, who replied that in Qor. xxiv. 35. Allah is styled " the Light of.heaven

and earth." While admitting this, Ibn Hizm referred the Rabbi to a tradition, .according to which Abu Darr asked
Muhimmedif he had ever seen Allah? The answer w.as"ye9," but this "light" did not mean a visible light,

bat an invisible one. Ibn Hazm therefore explains the " light " in question as guidance for the inhabitants of the

earth, but "light" is to be counted among the names of Allah. It is, however, not diffionlt to see that in the
expression " light " there is an inconsistency which even embarrassed Mu'tazilite interpretation. Al Beidh.
endeavours to show that, in this p.issage, " light " virtually applies to Allah only and stands for " he gives light.

"

Cf. also Mawaqif, p. 169. In several Meccan (xx. 113. xxiii. 117) and Medinian (lix. 23) revelations Allah is styled
" King. " but this offers less difficulty for abstract interpretation ; cf. Al Beidh. on lix. 23, Mew;'q. p. 161, and Al
Qastalalui (ed. Bui q, x. p. 316) who explains :

" Pos.sesaor of government." See also on this subject my article •

"Mohammedan Criticism of the Bible," J. Q. S. Sill. p. 222 sqq.

2' Cf. Qor. cxii. 3 ; /. xxiii. 03, vi. 101, etc. '* Cf. Deut. iv. 35, 3U. -^ Sec Kcdhousc, J. K. A. S. ISSO.
-^ See Ch. IV. 27 The name occurs only in Medinian ii'ras.
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wioked.^^ All this is quite in harmony with the Biblical style. Traditions of a more sensual

character are to be received with scepticism as to their authenticity. 2' The famous tradition

accordiuc to which Muhammed said : — The heart of a believer is between the two fingers of

the MercifuP" is by no means more realistic than the verse (S- xxxviii. 75) :
'•! have created

with my hand," or any of the numerous passages in which Allah sees, hears and speaks.'^

The Qoranic anthropomorphism is but a variety of that in the Bible, which Muhammed
considered he had improved on, but which otherwise he accepted without much reflection during

the time of his training. Later Moslim theologians, who had gone through a similar course

of studies, naturally looked upon anthropomorphistic revelations with a different eye, and

endeavoui-ed to explain, that they were inbred doctrines. Inconsistency was the result. The

panctilious Zahirite school did not allow the "Ninety-nine most comely names" to be surpassed,'^

and put up a long list of names not suitable for Allah.^s Schools of more liberal ideas took

no heed of this restriction, but observed a certain restraint in names which Allah did not

attribute to himself either in the Qordn or in tradition.^* On the other hand the Zahirites

follow the more free thinking theologians to some extent in the allegorical explanation of

human faculties with which Allah is endowed,^^ and only one class goes so far as to take even

those literally.'^

The warning that Allah must not bo made the object of mnthals is at once illustrated by

a parable set up by Himself in the following manner:—
V. 77. A bond slave who is quite unable to do any work, and another whom

Allah has provided with every good provision, and who gives alms from

it secretly and openly ; are these two equal ?

78. And Allah has forged a matlial: two men, of whom one is dumb and able

to do nothing, a burden to his master, wherever he turns, he does no

good; is he to be held equal with him who bids what is just and who is

on the right way ?

The parable of the servant was very popular both among Jews and Christians. I only

mention those of Aboth, I. 3," and St. Matth. xxiv. 45 and xxv. 14 Sf/g. Both mathaJs in ques-

tion have the same object in view, viz., to show that man, whilst dependent^^ on All.ih, should

be charitable and righteous. In both parables also allusions to practical religion are not want-

ing, viz., in yimjiqii (give alms), yamuru hitadli (bids what is just) and sirdtin mustdq'min

(rio'lit way), through which the general character of the malhals is considerably limited.

The last mathal in S. xvi. (v. 113) furnishes an instance of the manner in which it deve-

loped in a later repetition. It speaks of a city which was safe and happy, whilst its pi-ovisions

were flowing in from all sides ; but it would not acknowledge, that all these had been sent by

28 Ps. xviii. 27 ;
QoT. viii. 30 ; ef. Al Beidhawi : It is uot lawful to use this term without restriction.

29 Kremor, Qe.sch. p. 18 sj., places reliance in some traditions on that matter, which arc fictitious, but even if

they had been authentic, Muhammed would not have referred them to Allah.

™ C'/. Al Shahrastanl, p. 77.

SI Al Uastal. AftlA. ^ IJ SJjjliJlj ^.Tj i_ili' la«^J ^ii i^fo ^^^-fiii Awl^ ^1 (^j^H llUix I

" I. H. fol. 133VO sq. See also Al Boidh. on xxxix. 67.

's Reproduced by Goldziher, die Zahiriten, etc. p. 149.

8* Ibid.

s= Ibid. p. 164. The original passage of I. H.'s work is given there after the Lcyden MS., to which the London

Oodcx offers several variations.

™ The school of Ahmad b. Hanb.al.

=' The Mishn'lh in question is re-echoed in the numerous assertions of Muhammed that he expected no rcoom-

pcnae for his ministry. Sec p. 60.

^ Cf. Ihya, I. p. 219, 1. 8. .\1 Suyuti in MuSbimU alnqr/in refers the two mcu (v. 78) to Usoid b. Abil 'Is aud

'Othmau b. 'Afifan. Al Boidh. sees do allusion to any individual in either mui/iai.
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Allah. He therefore affected the inhabitants with hunger and fear for their wickedness. Then
one of their town-fellows approached them in the character of a divine messenger, but was not

believed. Thereupon the city was overtaken by heavy punishment.

The parable is, of course, perfectly clear. The happy and wealthy city is no other than

Mecca'9 whose merchants traded in all directions. The messenger out of their midst is

Muhammed whom they called an impostor, but dire punishment is in store for them. The

threatened famine will also become clear presently.

Now this parable is repeated in a later and considerably altered form. The alteration was

necessary, probably because the threatened punishment had not taken place, whilst the situa-

tion of the Prophet had meanwhile become much more difficult and dangerous. I give the

translation of the mathal in full :
—

Sura xssvi. 12. Forge for them a mathal: the inhabitants of the city, when the messengers

came to them, (13) when we sent to them those two, but they called

them both liars ; so we strengthened them with a third, then they said :

verily, we are sent to you. (14) They replied: You are only mortals

like ourselves, and the Merciful has revealed nothing [to you], you are

naught but liars. (15) They said : Our Lord knows that we are sent to

you; (16) we are only charged to clearly convince you. (17) They

answered: We have augured concerning you; if you do not desist, we
will surely stone you, and painful punishment shall be inflicted on you

by us. (18) Said they : your augury is with you, what if you have been

warned? but you are a sinful people ! (19) And there came hastily from

the remotest parts of the town a man who said : my people ! follow

the messengers. (20) Follow those who do not ask for reward from

you, whilst being guided. (21) What ails me that I should not worship

Him who created me, and to whom you will be made to return ? (22)

Shall I take other gods beside Him ? If the Merciful desires harm for

me, their intercession will not avail me at all, neither can they save me.

(23) 1 should then be in manifest error. (24) I believe in your Lord,

therefore hearken unto me ! (25) [When they had killed him] it was

said [to him]: Enter thou into paradise; said he: 0, would that my
people did but know, (26) that Allah has forgiven me and made me one

of the honoured ones .... (27) it was but a single noise, and lo !

thoy were extinct.

Although this parable is told in the usual legendary style of prophetic messengers, it is

a variation of the preceding one with a historical background. It speaks about Ihe city and the

messengers who at first number only two, and are later on supported by a third. The mathal

seems to be of Christian origin, but Muhammed made the mistake of putting the attribute

of AlRahmun into the mouth of the heathenish townspeople.*" He had evidently the tale

(Acts xi. 22 to 30) in his mind, and some Commentators rightly declare the city to be Antioch,*'

whose pagan population forms the exact parallel to Mecca. The application of the mathal is

given in v. 29 : Alas for the men, there comes to thorn no messenger, but they mock at him

!

59 Ibn 'Abbas in Mufk, alaqr ; Al Boidh aud Jal. A tradition by Ibu Sihab on behalf of flafsa refers it to M«diua.

'1 The heathenish character of the populace may be gathered from the oxpreasion tj^ila] (v. 17) which means ;

we have augured from the flight of birds.

** Kash. and Jal. Al Beidh. gives a different story which, however, does not suit the case. " The man *' mdu-

tioned (v. 19) is called Hahib, the carpenter (Kash. ; Hab. b. Israil). This name isevideutly a translation of Agabos.

His prophecy of a comingfamiue links this ina(/iiil to Q. xvi. 113-114 ("a messenger out of their midst"). As to tha

famine see Josephus, Ant. xx- 2.
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A couple of rather forcible mathils taken from the social life of the iufidel Meccaii citizens

are the following (S. xxx. 27): The Prophet asks the people, if they would feel inclined to

regard their slaves as their equals, and allow them to share their property. The meaning is

that Allah cannot be expected to look upon the idols, which are made by man's hand, as His

equals ! In one more complicated, or rather confused, form the mathal re-appears in a later

revelation as follows (S. xxsis. 30) : One man has partners who disagree with each other,

whilst another is entirely subservient to one who is his master ; are these two men (the one

who has partners and the slave) to be considered equal ? By no meaus*^ — The first man
represents Allah to whom the heathen Meccans attribute associates. The last figure in the

parable is evidently also meant for Allah. The hostility prevailing between the various

idols very appropriately expresses the narrowness and diversity of the powers with which

they are endowed.

A fine parable, connected with a descriptive passage, is the following (S. xiii. 18) : Allah

sends down rain from the sky, the water-courses flow according to their bulk, the torrent carries

along with it foam that swells up. A similar foam arises from the fire kindled by men [when

melting metals and] craving ornaments and utensils. Thus does Allah hit the truth and the

falsehood, viz., the foam disappears in nought, whilst that [solid part], which profits man
remains on earth. This is Allah's way of forging parables.*'

It appears that Muhammed's opponents responded to his parables with similar ones, parti-

cularly with reference to resurrection.** To such remarks he had a kind of constant reply which

appears twice in the same form, j)?^. (Ss. xvii. 51 and xxv. 10) : Look how they forge for thee

parables,*^ but they err, neither can they find a way [to refute thee]. — On the other hand

Muhammed boasts (S. xxv. 35) : They bring thee no mathal, unless we (Allah) brought thee the

truth and the best explanation.— As a demonstration he reminds his audience of the cities and

peoples which had been annihilated, and adds (v. 41) : For eacli have we forged the mathals,^^

and each we have crumbled to pieces.—Such general references to »)a//i«^s mentioned previously

in detail confirm the comparative lateness of the passages just quoted, and one of the latest

must therefore be the following summing up (S. xxxis. 28) : Now we have forged for men in

this Qordn all kinds of mathals, haply they are mindful.*^

With this the series of mathals in the Meccan ])art of the Qordn concludes. The compara-

tively large number found in the last two periods is still surpassed in the first year after

the Hijra, when they suddenly became extremely numerous. This is certainly not a mere

coincidence, and shows the critical value of the mathal in general for researches on the

composition of the Qoruii, The Mcdiniari mathal, moreover, stands in close connection with

Muhammed's altered position and the new tone of his speeches. He soon became aware how

much more critical and analyzing this new audience was. His addresses now being calculated to

win the Jews of Medina as well as its pagan inhabitants, he dared not offer them hollow decla-

mations which, even for the Meccan world, had only served for a certain time. He himself had

also become riper, and his aim lay clearer before his eyes. The moral success won by the invi-

tation of the Medinians, his own personal safety and daily increasing authority gave his word a

power hitherto unknown. Above all, he had had more than ten years' practice in preaching,

*2 See above.
*"• V. 19 oonti'asts him who knows the truth with the blind man ; v. 35 of the same «i!ra contains a "incii/iaJ of

the garden promised to the pions," v/hich is but a description ; f/. Kaah. iLys:^ \ ik^^

«' See Q- xvii. 5'2, xsxvi. 78.

•^ Al Beidh. refers it to the various titles of poet, soothsayer, sorcerer and madman giveu to Muhammed by

the Meccans.
-* - I" Al Bsidh. Ijlj.^1 J iyj,)l ^yJ;l_J5)l (_ja^i ^^'c *j.ia:*- I (_^^a!U} liij

" Ibid V. 30, a miihil discussed above, but evidently misplaced on account of v. 28 ; v. 20 does not suit

the context either and the same is the case with v. 31. The arrangement of the verseo is here visibly in confusion.

See also xxx. 5S in somewhat modified form.
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whilst his own knowledge augmented continnally. It is of no small moment that the space of

time between tlie Hijra and the battle of Badr, that is to say, the time before Mnhammcd
became an important political factor, should bo richest in mathals. Sura ii., which
consists of the oldest Medinian sermons, conats no less than eight parables, six of which are

of indisputable originality. The language also, if not poetic, is yet fluent, and abounds in

allegories. The first Medinian mat/ml is taken from the daily occupation, and is as follows

(v. 15) : Those who buy error for guidance — their commerce brings no profit, neither are they

guided — (16) their mathal is like him who kindles a fire, but when it lights up his surround-

ings, Allah carries his light away, and leaves them in darkness, so that they cannot see. (17)

They are deaf, dumb and blind,*' so that they cannot turn round. — To this mathal is imme-
diately joined the following (v. 18): Or''^ they are like a stormclond from the sky in which is

darkness and thunder and lightning
; they put their fingers in their oars^o because of the noise

of the thunder for fear of death ; Allah encompasses the unbelievers, (v. 19) The lightning all

but takes away their sight ; as often as it shines for them, they walk therein, but when it

becomes dark around them, they stand still ; and if Allah so pleased, He would surely deprive

them of their heai-ing and their sight ; Allah is almighty.

It seems that some Medinian critics had taken exception to Allah's employment of animals,

particularly insignificant ones like spiders and flies as the subjects of mathals.^^ Muhammed
shows how undeserved is their censure in the dignified manner (ii. 24) : Behold Allah is not

ashamed to forge a mathal on a gnat or what is above it [in size] \^^ those who believe know
that it is the truth from their Lord ; but the unbelievers say : what means Allah with such

a parable ? He leads many astray with it, and guides others, but he only leads astray the

wicked

.

Muhammed was so little prepared to cease composing parables about animals, that he

invented several more of the same kind. In S. ii. 161 the infidels are compared to a man who
shouts to that which hears naught but a noise and a cry, they are deaf, dumb and blind^^ and

without sense. The Commentators'* have already seen that the metaphor stands for the word
" cattle."

The fly re-appears in a revelation of somewhat later date. " men," he says (S. sxii. 72)

" a parable is forged for you, so listen to it. Verily, those whom they adore beside Allah could

never create a fly, if they all united together to do it, and if the fly should despoil them aught

they could not recover it from it — weak are both the seekers and the sought."

Several of Muhammed's Medinian opponents, Jews in particular, when hearing one of the

above mentioned mathals (S. ii. 24) enquired what its meaning was. They also questioned him
about one of the earlier revelations {8. Ixxiv. 33) in which it is stated that nineteen angels were

appointed to watch over the hell fire. " Those in whose hearts there is sickness '^' and the infi-

dels ask : What does Allah mean by this as a matlial^^ (v. 33) ? Muhammed's answer is rather

unsatisfactory, as the number nineteen seems to have been chosen at random, a fact which he

dared not admit. But thus much is clear that both questions as well as the answers to them

date from about the same time, viz., the first year after the Hijra, although the one was placed

by the compilers next to the revelation which it was meant to explain.

•' See p. 85. «9 Second mathal, although the term is omitted. so
Qf_ \ gam. iii. 11 ; 2 K. xxi. 12.

'• The animals mentioned in mathaU are birds, camel (twice), spider, ass (twioe), locusts, moth, dog, fly.

'2 l^iji U>. ' much more so.' Al Beidh. ixx ji^ \ jit i^e k^ ; cf. Itq. 236. °' Cf. verso 17 and above.

^« Al Beidh.̂ 5 Noldeke, Q. p. 132, regards vv. 163-6 as Moooan, but this cannot bo concluded from
(i f (j I AaIc (Ja&J I (x since this is also a common Jewish phrase.

M Viz., the Jews ; cf. Ch. IX.

5' Lit., what means Allah with this as a mo(/eaI ? The Commentators arc at a loss to explain the construction of

the phrase. Kash. takes ili* a tamytz to Mdl or as a Hi%l. Vv. Sl-S'J are undoubtedly Medinian, ar.d were only

placed here on account of their reference to v. 30.
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Many of those who rallied round the Prophet in Medina, particularly emigrants from

Mecca, were extremely poor. Although liberally supported by the more wealthy inhabitants of

the town who had joined Islam, they looked forward to raids on Meccan caravans as a means

of gaining some pi-operty of their own. Robbery was so little regarded as anything illegal or

immoral, that Muhammed not only sanctioned raids by participating in them himself,

but did not hesitate to violate the sacred month in order to makeb elievers " walk in the path

of Allah." There were plenty of people anxious to enrich themselves by plunder in honour of

Allah, but they lacked the means to carry out their plans. Muhammed, therefore, continually

urged the wealthy to raise funds for this purpose, with promises of ample reward hereafter.

The admonition sometimes took the form of a parable as follows :
—

(5. ii, 263) The likeness of those who spend their fortune in the path of Allah is like a

grain which produces seven ears, in every ear a hundred grains, Allah

gives twofold to whom He pleases ; Allah is bounteous and omniscient.

But those, he continues, who give alms while taunting and annoying the

receiver — as a man would do who only gives for appearance's sake —
are compared (v. 266) to a rock covered with dust which a shower

washes away, leaving the stone bare.

This fine parable which seems in part to be built on St. Mark iv. 5 sqq, is followed by a

third not less striking, on the same topic in the following manner :
—

(v. 267) Tho.se who lay out their wealth merely to obtain the grace of Allah, and

as an insurance for their souls, are like a garden on elevated ground.

Rain waters it richly, and its crops grow twofold. Should rain fail, dew
irrigates them.

These, maihals, intended to encourage believers to spend their fortune to increase the

Prophet's worldly power, contrast strangely with two others which gave little comfort after the

defeat at Dhud. As for unbelievers, he says (S. iii. 112), their wealth shall not profit them,

neither their children, against Allah, they shall be the companions of hell fire, and they shall

dwell therein for ever. (113) The likeness of what they lay out in this present life is as a

wind wherein there is a cold blast ; it affects the corn-fields belonging to people who have

injured their own souls and destroyed them.^'

Still more pessimistic is the following^^ (S. Ivii. 19) : Know ye that this present life is but

a toy and vain amusement and pomp and affectation of glory among ye,^^ and multiplying of

wealth and children —• like rain which astonishes the husbandman"" by its fertility, but then

the vegetation withers until thou seest it turn yellow, and become dry stubble — but in the

last world there is heavy punishment.

Here we have to notice several mathals, which show how bitter Muhammed felt against

Jews and Christians. " The mathal of Jesus is in the eye of Allah like the mathal of

Adam, whom he has created from dust" {S. iii. 52). Still more spiteful is an epigram hurled

against the Jews, whose power was considerably weakened after the expulsion of the tribe of

the B. Qainoqa. " They are burdened, he says, with the Torah, which they do not observe, they

are likened to the ass which carries books " (S. Isii. 5).6i

To this period belongs a mathal which contains an attack against a certain individual not

mentioned by name, and is so densely veiled that even the Moslim Commentators are at a loss

to establish the identity of the person in question. It is evident that Muhammed pointed

o' Cf. Itq&n, p. 565. ^* See v. 22, Ixir. 11, and Noldeke, Q. p. 145.

'» See p. 8.=i. Al Qastal. ix. p. 237, j^^'ij e^lj~<J I Sij^^" 'Hjj 'i'**-' • ^«Kr»-'j ly '•«-«' ' V*^

•"
J
QiSJ I, see Al Beidh. " See Geiger, iUd. p. 9 \
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at a man of high station and education, otherwise ho would hardly have described him as one
" whom we have given our signs, but he stepped away from them ; had we wished we would

have exalted him thereby, but he crouched''^ upon the earth and followed his lust. He is

likened unto a dog, whom if thou shouldst attack, he hangs out his tongue, and if thou shonldst

leave him, hangs out his tongue too " (5. vii. 174 to 175).

From the text of the mathal it is cTear that the person to whom it refers, had been given

opportunities of embracing Islam, but had not made use of them, and thereby set " a bad

example to the people who declare our signs to be lies " (v. 176).

Following Arab Commentators, Sprenger suggests that the mathal refers to the poet

Omayi/a b. Abi Salt of Ta'if,''^ who was a gifted and well educated man. According to Arabic

tradition he was an apostate from paganism, but refused to follow Muhammed from jealousy.

It is, however, clear that Muhammed did not refer to him. He admired his poems,"^ and would

not have used such offensive language about him. The words " whom we have given otir

Signs," and " they declare our Signs to be lies," can only refer either to a Jew or a Christian,

but since the passage belongs undoubtedly to a Medinian revelation, very probably a Jew is

meant, which would agree with the remarks of Al Beidhawi, that he was one of "the learned of

the Jews."

It seems to me that this man was no other than the poet Ka'b b. Al Ashraf, the chief of

the B. Al Nadhir, who was very active in stirring up Muhammed's enemies. After the battle-

of Badr he went to Mecca to incite the Qoreish to take revenge on those who had slain their

kinsmen, and composed songs in which he denounced Muhammed and Islam.''^ I see an

allusion to Ka'b's poems in the simile of the dog that hangs out his tongue. Moreover the

alliteration of the name Ka'b with halh (dog) appears to be intentional rather than accidental.

Finally we must bear in mind that Ka'b was assassinatad shortly afterwards by order of the

Prophet.

The expulsion of Ka'b's tribe^o which was to follow, had to be abandoned for the moment owint;

to the defeat of the Moslims at Uhud. It was carried out shortly afterwards as being conducive to

the prestige of Muhammed who celebrated it in the following two matlials. In the first (S. lix. 15)

the expelled are compared to people '

' who had shortly before tasted the evil consequences of their

conduct," which means that the B. Al Nadhir had to share the fate of their brethren of the Banu

Qainoqa. In the second mathal (ibid. v. 16) they are likened to Satan, who first entices mem from

the faith, but then withdraws and pretends to fear Allah.

This mathal misrepresents the facts. The expulsion of the two Jewish tribes, and the subse-

quent slaughter of the B. Koreiza were acts of treachery, for which Muhammed wanted an excuse.

Although the Jews refused to acknowledge his mission, still they were monotheists; but we shall see

later on, how Muhammed tried to impute pagan doctrines to them. The weakness of his arguments

is perceptible in his comment on the foregoing mathals. " Had we, he says (v. 21), revealed the

Qordn on a mountain, one would have seen this mountain humble itself and split for fear of

Allah,"? such are the mathals which we forge for men, haply they may consider." — This verse reads

like the fable of the fox and the grapes. Muhammed was ill satisfied that revelation did not come tp.

him like that on Mount Sinai ;
but we must remember, that according to a tradition originating from

his own statement, the received the first revelation on mount Hirfl.

«' 1. 1. 279 has other persons in viow
; other interpretera infer Baleam ; ef. Al Beidh. Al Gbazali in Jawjinr

al Qoran also refers the mathnl to Baleam (f. 42to).

« Kit. Al Aglidni, III. p. 187 sqq. (ef. Sprenger, I. p. 110, sijg.). Aceording to Al Zobeir he had read the Bible,

did not believe in idols and forbade the drinking of wine. The last item is evidently added from religious tendency
68 C/. B. E. J. X. p. 19. The hanging tongue is also made a symbol of poetic satire (Eiy'i) in the traditionson

Hassan b. Thabit, Aghfiui, iv. 3-4. 86 Q. X\x. U j^;.
St Confusion of Mount Sinai- with Zaoh. liv. i ;e/. Pa. oiiv. 4.
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Muhammed liked to compare unbelievers, and Jews in particular, to people who walk in darknes».

When inculcating the precept, which makes it unlawful to eat flesh from an animal '• orer which the

name of Allah has not been pronounced," he asks (S. vi. 122): Is he who was dead, and we have

quickened and made for him a light that he may walk therein amongst men, like hira who finds

himself in darkness whieb he cannot emerge from? — It seems that the material of this mathal is

derived from Isaiah ix. 1.

The more the Prophet of Allah became merged into a worldly potentate, the more his speeches

assumed the tone of mauifestor. It seems all the more strange to find a group of three rather fine

mathals attached to Muhammed's endeavour to vindicate the honour of his wife 'Aisha, whom public

opinion had accused of infidelitj'. The verses in question (iS. xxiv. 34 to 40) may not, indeed, have been

revealed on this occasion at all, but it appears, as if Muhammed, after having gone through that dis-

agreeable affair, was anxious to change the subject.^' The first of these muthals (which are all

taken from scenes met with in travelling, and with the exception of third probably recollections

of liis own journeys) has already been discussed above,"' and gives an impressive, but not very

detailed account of incidents of bygone days. This is followed (v. 39) by a neat comparison

of the unbelievers to " a mirage in a plain (desert) which looks like water to the thirsty traveller,

until he approaches it, when he finds nothing.''^" The infidels are further (v. 40) compared to

darkness in a deep sea,'' in which one wave covers another; dark clouds rise above it

increasing the darkness to such an extent, that we cannot see one's outstretched hand. They

are again likened (S. Ixvi. 10) to the disobedient wives of Noah, '2 and Lot to whom (v. 11 to 12)

are opposed the wife of Pharaoh and Maryam as models of piety and chastity. Here Muham-

med's Biblical recollections became rather confused. Instead of Noah's he seems to have

had Job's wife in his mind. For Pharaoh's wife Geiger has already rightly substituted his

daughter.

There only remains one more mathal occuring in a verse the authenticity of which as

an orio-inal Qoranio revelation is doubtful to me. It has, however, been embodied in the

official text of the Qorilii; we must, therefore, discuss it here, whilst reserving the investigation

of its authenticity for later on." The verse in question (S. xlviii- 29) forms an appendix to a

sura which was revealed concerning various events of the seventh year of the Hijra, and is

entirely out of connection with the context. It is easy to see why the compilers of the Qvrdn

placed the verse here, from the preceding one, which states that "Allah has dispatched His

messengers with the right guidance and the true faith, in order to exalt the same above every

other creed, and Allah is sufficient as witness." This verse evidently formed the conclusion of

an address, and quite unexpectedly we read the following announcement (v. 29) : Muhammed is

the messenger of Allah, and those who are with him, are fierce against the unbelievers, but

merciful towards one another. Thou seest their bowing down and adoring, seeking favour and

good will from Allah. The Sign [they wear] upon their faces is an emblem of the worship
;

such is their mathal in the Toi-ah. Their mathal in the Gospel is as a seed which puts forth

its stalk, makes it grosv and strong, so that it rises upon its stem, and astounds the sower, etc.

Now only the second part of the verse, bearing on the New Testament, is a real parable,

and is taken from S. Mark iv. 8, whilst the first part belongs to those cases in which mathal is

to be taken in a wider sense, as is also done by the Commentators. The words evidently

describe some external adjustment of the Jews during worship, which would not have remained

unknown either fo Muhammed, or to any one who visited a Jewish house of prayer. I can

refer the words in question to nothing else but to the phylacteries derived from Deut. vi. 8,

f* Noldeke, Q. p. 157, leaves the question undecided.

69 C/. p. 28. The parable is explained in a scholaatie manner in Ibn Sinfis ijisi/ff, ijjjlj, «j*JJlc>t*j| 3

*.^jlx«l J **j«x)j ed. Constant. 1298 H. pp. 85-86. See also Al Ghaz. £i*. j4!niai>i;n ; Jfj. 666.

" Not expresfly styled maihal, but introduced by la ; c/. Ii<j. 565.

"Xtip. 567. " Geiger, p. 111.
' " Cb. XIII.
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xi. 18,"* and styled " Sign." Although our verse only mentioned the one worn on the forehead
— the other placed ou the arm probably being covered by the garment— the term " sign " was
applied^* t^ ijotJi by the person whom Mumhammed might have been asked about their

character. The Commentators explain this nuiihal as a description, which it undoubtedly is,

and it seems to me that its proper place should be among the traditions appended to this

chapter.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VIII.

The MATHAL IN Tkadition.

Apart from the ynathals in the Qorcln a large mass of sayings and parables supposed to have
originated with Muhammad lived in the recollections of the first generations of Believers. This

increased marvellously as the sacred and polite literatures of the Arabs developed. To endeavour

to establish or refute the authenticity of these would be a hopeless task, the means of testincr

them being much smaller than those we have for traditions on religious and historical matters.

Muhammed was obviously fond of speaking in parables and metaphors when pronouncino- reve-

lations, and from this we may conclade that he employed the same method of instruction when
discoursing with his friends, or addressing Believers from the pulpit. Although many of the

sayings attributed to him may be authentic, only a few can be substantiated with any certainty.

The apocryphal sayings of Muhammed may be divided into two classes, viz., those

embodied in the HadUh or religions tradition, and those registered by secular writers. This

division is, however, superficial only, and does not touch the greater or lesser veracity of either

dass. In the following pages I have collected as many as I could find, but have only men-
tioned such works as I have been able to examine. I do not therefore claim to have exhausted

the subject.

A series of " Speeches and Table Talk " of Muhammed, containing proverbs and general

remarks, has been compiled by Mr. Stanley Lane Poole, London, 1882.

At the head of my collection I place two comparisons which are chronicled in all standard

works on Moslim tradition. Both of these are connected with the manner, in which i-evela-

tions came down to Muhammed. In the one he stated that he heard the voice of revelation
•' as the chiming of bells," in the other the first revelation came down to him as " the dawn of

the morning" (Bokh'iri beginning, Mu'atta, p. >iQ, etc.). Although a large number of these say-

ings are dispersed iu the HadHh works of Al Bokhari (died 25G H.) and Muslim (died 260 H.),

these authors did not devote much attention to them. Al Tirmidi (died 279) however in his

collection of traditions has a special chapter on fourteen mathaU which I reproduce here (after

the edition of Bnlaq, 1875, Vol. II. p. 143 sqq.).

1. [From Jubeir b. Nufeir from Al Nuwas b. Sinin Al Kilabi :] Fantastic description

of the "Right Path" (Qor. I. 5).

2. [Jabir b. Abd Allah Al Ansari : ] The Prophet once heard in a dream a discussion

between the Archangels Michael and Gabriel on the following parable : Thou [0 Muhammed]
and thy people are compared to a king who chose a city of residence, where he built a palace.

In this he placed a table and then he sent messengers to invite the people to partake of the

repast he had spread thereon. Some of them accepted the invitation, but others refused.

The King is AU.^h, the residence Islam, the palace is Paradise, and thou, Muhammed, art

the messenger. Whosoever accepts thee, enters Islam, and is received into Paradise where he

enjoys all that affords him pleasure.

It is possible that this parable is modelled on a Talmudical one (Sankedrin, fol. 38"°) of

gxeat popularity, in which an explanation is given why in the creation of the component parts

' Cf. Exod. xiii. 13.

:i
niH 's '° ^^^^ instance rendered by *i '

' because the latter has its fixed Moslim tenninology.
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of the world, the earth, stars, and animals preceded man, who, being the noblest creature, found

a garden prepared for abode, and food ready, when he appeared on the earth. The moral of

both parables is nearly the same.

S. [Mah. b. BishiU- from Muh. b. Abi Adly from Ja'far b. Mainiun from Abu Tamiin

Al Hujaimi from Abii Othmau from Ibn Mas'iid : ] Muhammed said: My eyes are asleep, but

my heart is awake (see I. Hish. p. 375, Kdniil of Al Mubarrad, ed. Wright, p, 77 and 741).

This saying is evidently a mistranslation of Cantic. v. 2 caused by mis-hearing 'Sni " my eye"

instead of rt)t« "I" (see my article: Historical and legendary controversies, etc. J. Q. R. s.

p. 105). A mathal following this sentence deals with the same subject.

4. Another and shoi'ter repetition iu a somewhat modified form, also on the authority of

.labir b. Abd Allah.

5. [Muh. b. Ism'ail from Musa b. Ism'ail from Abiui b. Yazid b. Abi Kathlr from Zeid

b. Abi Sahlm from Al Harith Al Ashriri : ] The infidel is compared to a man who buys a slave.

He brings him to his house, and instructs him in the work he has to do, bat the slave [instead

of following his instructions] works for somebody else. Which of you wishes to be Allah's

servant ? Allah has commanded you to pray, so do not turn away from him, since he turns his

face towards that of his sereaut, while the latter is engaged in praying. AllAh has further

commanded you to fast. He who fasts is compared to a man iu a turban, who has in his pos-

session a bag with musk, the odour of which makes everybody wonder. The odour of the

breath of a fasting man is pleasanter to Allah than the smell of musk. Giving alms is further

illustrated by the parable of a man who was taken prisoner. He is loaded with chains and ill

treated, but afterwards ransomed for a small sum. The saying of (he Dikr is finally compared

to a strong castle, which gives refuge to a fugitive, who is surrounded by his foes. Man can

guard himself against Satan only through the Ddv.— This group of mathals seems to betray

Christian influence. For the author of SUdh Al Mumin (Brit. Mus. Or. 3855, fol. 12) has the

following version : Muhammed said : Allah commanded John to teach the Israelites five

sentences ; among them is the Dikr. This is compared to a man who is persecuted by his

enemies, but finds refuge iu a fortress.

6. [Anas from Abu Musa from Muhammed : ] A Moslim who reads the Qordn, is likened

to a citron, whose fragrance and taste are both good, but a Moslim, who does not read the

Qordn is likened to a fruit which has no fragrance, though its taste is pleasant. The liypocrite

who reads the Qordn, is likened to a fragrant plant of bitter taste, but the hypocrite who does

not read the Qordn is likened to the coloquinth which smells as badly as it tastes bitter. — This

parable is to be found in nearly all works of HadHli ; cf. Bokh (ed. Krehl, III. 401 ; Moslim,

(Bulaq 1304,) IV. p. 81 ; Mishkat, 276). The sundry recensions show slight variations. See

also Lane Poole, I. c. p. 154.

7. [Al Hasan b. Aliy Al Khilal and several others from Abd Allah b. Razzaq from Muham-

med from Al Zohri from Sa'id b. Al Musayyab from Abu Hureira : ] Muhammed said : The

believer is likened to the sapling, which the winds incessantly try to upset. The believer is

also continually exposed to trials, but the hypocrite is as the cedar which is not shaken untill

the time of the harvest comes. In Muslim (x. p. 267) this tradition is reproduced with the same

(very unreliable) Isnad, but is twice repeated on the authority of Ka'b b. Malik, the "tree''

beinc replaced by an " ear of corn." Since this mathal seems to be, at least in pai-t, modelled

on tliat in Aboth, III. 17, the version with the tree seems to be the more authentic one.

8. [Ishaq b. Mansiir from Ma'n from Malik from Abd AllAh b. Dinar from Ibn Omar : ]

Muhammed said : The Believer is likened to a tree whose foliage does not fall off.— This tradi-

tion, which is badly authenticated, is followed by a discussion of the species of that tree.

9. [Quteiba from Al Laith from Ibn Al Hadi from Muhammed b, Ibrahim from Abu

Salama from Abdal Rahman from Abu Hureira:] Muhammed said: If anyone had a river
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passing by his gate, be would bathe five times a day ; could, then, any uncleanness remain on

his body ? No ! This is the likeness of the five daily prayers, with which Allah washes awaj-

tlie sins.

10. [Quteiba from Haniid b. Yahya from Thabit al Banani from Anas:] Mahammed
said : My people is likened to the rain, no one knows whether its beginning is more pleasant

or its ending.

11. [JInhammed b. Isma'il from Khiliid b. Yahya from Bashir b. Al Muhajir from Abd
Allah b. Boreida from his father :] Muhammed threw down two dates and asked :

" What does

this mean ?" No one knew. " The one," he said, "is hope, the other fulfilment."

1 2. [Al Hasan from Al Khilal from Abdal Razzaq from Mu'ammar from Al Zuhr from

•Salam from Ibn Omar : ] Muhammed said : Men are likened to camels ; among a hundred thou

findest but one fit to ride on (see Muslim II. p. 275; Al Tha'alibi, Syntagma ed. Valeton, p. 7).

13. [Quteiba b. Sa'id from Al Mughira b. Abdal Rahman from Aba Zinad from Ala'raj

from Abu HuVeira : ] Muhammed said : I and my people are likened to a man who kindles a fire

in which flies and butterflies are caught. Thus I seize your race, and you are thrown into the

fire (see Muslim, II. p. 206).

14. [Mosaddad from Yahya from Snfyan from Abd Allah b. Dinar from Ibn Omar from

Muhammed, who said :] You, O Moslims, the Jews and Christians are symbolised in the

following pai-able: A man hired labourers to whom^ he said :
" Who will work for me until

noon for one carat ? " The Jews did it. Then he asked : " Who will work for me until the

afternoon (prayer time) ?" The Christians did it. " Then you, Moslims, shall work for me

from the afternoon till evening for tw^o carats." They answered :
" We give the most work

for smallest pay." " Havel," asked he, " wronged you?" "No." " Thus," be replied, " do

I bestow my favour upon whom I choose." — The reader will have no difficulty in recognizing

in this parable an adaptation of the Parable of the Householder (St. Matthew xx. 2) as far as

it suited the situation. (See also Mishkat, Engl, transl. 11. p. 814.)

To these matJials I attach a few more which are dispersed in the collections of traditions.

One of the best known of these, -whicli is also mentioned in most modern works, is the

comparison of a readerof the Qordn to a man who owns a camel. If he keeps it fastened, it

remains with him, but if he loosens it, it runs away (Mu'aitd, 88, Al Nawawi, Kit. Al Tihijdv

p. 81 ; cf. Sprenger, III. p. xxxv.).

Ibn Abbas handed down the tradition that Muhammed said : He who has in his inside

nothing of the Qordn is compared to a desolate house {Tibydn, p. 14).

[MusA from Wahib from Ibn Ta'us from his father from Abn Hureira :] The Prophet

said : The niggard and the alrasgiver are compared to two men clad in coats of mail from

their breast to their collar-bone. On the almsgiver it grows until it covers the tips of his fingers

and obliterates his guilt. On the niggard, however, every buckle keeps firm in its place, so

that he cannot loosen it (Bokh. ii. 158, iii. 21).— For tji\ which gives no sense, I read *!»

"guilt." The text of this parable shows several corruptions, which may be taken as a sign ot

its old age, and probable genuineness. Al Nawawi's corrections (iliA ) are of little assistance

— The same tradition with a different Isnad, likewise going back to Abu Hureira, Bokh. ibid.

The mathal is an imitation of Qor. ii. 263, 267: see above, p. 172.

The worshipper of idols is likened to a thirsty traveller, who sees a mirage in the deserts,

bat cannot reach it (c/. Qastalani, viii. p. 183). This mathal is fashioned after Qor. xxiv. 3f>

(see above, p. 174).

[Abu Bakr b. Abi Shaiba and Abn Amir Ash'ari and Muhammed b. Al 'Ala (the wording

being that of Abu Amir) from Abu Usaraa from Boreid from Abu Borda from Abu Miisa

from Muhammed :] My mission to gnide to knowledge is likened to the rain which reaches the
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earth. Part of the latter, which is good, absorbs the water, and produces herbs and other

vegetation in abundance. Some parts of the earth are hard, and therefore retain the water,

which serves for man to drink therefrom, and to water their flocks and herbs. Another part

is [barren] level ground, which neither holds the water nor allows anything to grow. This

is typical of those who accept the Law of Allah, He allows them to benefit by my mission,

to learn and to teach. It is also likeness of him, who does not raise his head and does not

accept the guidance of Allah, which was entrusted to me (Muslim, II. 206).

In connection with Qor. Ivii. 19 Al Qastalani (ix. 237) quotes a comparison, banded down

by Muslim as follows : Muhammed said : If one of you dips his hand in the sea, let him see

what remains on it, when he takes it out again. — [Abu Hureira:] Muhammed said : I and the

prophets before me are likened to a building which a man has erected and beautified. People

surround it, and say : We have never seen a finer building, except one brick [which is Muham-
med], Moslim, ibid.

[Abu Borda fi-om Abu Musa :] Muhammed said: I and my people are likened to a man
who said to his people : "I beheld an army, and I warn you to escape ; and now you may
depart in ease." One portion obeyed and was saved, but the other which refused to believe

him, was surprised by the enemy and destroyed. — Follows application [Muslim, ibid.}.

Of other autliors who have embodied larger and smaller collections of alleged sayings of

Muhammed I have quoted the following :

The famous Amr b. Bahr Al Jahiz of Basra (died 255 H.) in his Kitcib Al Malidsin

wal'a dhdad (ed. van Vloten, Leyden, 1898) quotes many dicta ascribed to Muhammed on

liberality, niggardliness, and other subjects. More sayings are to be found in Abstracts of the

same author's work, Kit. Al Baydn wal Tibydn (Constantinople, 1883).

A small collection of dicta is contained in Al Beladori's £"i<. futuh albulddn (ed. de Goeje)

p. 537, but much more are dispersed thoughout the Kami/ of Al Mubarrad (ed. W. Wright).

In the Kit. Al Mujtani of Ibn Doreid (died 321) sayings attributed to a number of

persons, beginning with Muhammed (pp. 2 to 4) are collected. The sayings are accompanied

by annotations.

The works of Abd Al Malik Al Tha'alibi (died 420) are very rich in alleged sayings attri-

buted to Muhammed, iiiz. :—
1. Kit. aVijdz wal 't'jdz (ed. Valeton, 1894, and Cairo, 1301). The same work is recorded

under the title, Kitdb nawddir al huhn (Brit. Mus. Add. 9569).

2. Al Latdifwal 'ardiffi'ladddd and Al yawdqit fi haidd-e-mawuqit prepared by Abu

Nasr Al Muqaddasi (Cairo, 1883). Sayings in praise or blame of all sorts of things.

3. Thimdr alquUb (Add. 9558), a volume which contains a large amount of interesting

information on every imaginable subject, concerning anecdotes, folk-lore, proverbs, etc. The

author draws largely on the writings of Al Jahiz, and is therefore of great importance for the

literary study of the latter.

4. Mimtalchabdt al tanitMl, Constantinople, 18S4.

5. Bard al Akbdd, Cairo, 1883, arranged according to the number of subjects mentioned

in each saying.

Abu Abd Allah iluhammed b. Salama Al Qudai Al Shafa'i (died 454) wrote a work titled

Kit. Al Shilidb, which contains a thousand dicta supposed to belong to Muhammed (Add. 9692).

Abul Qiisim Husein b. Ahmad Al Raghib Al Isfahani (died 500) wrote Kit. Muhddarai

aladbd' wa nmhdivarat al skuard walbidaghd (Add. 7305 ; cf. H. Kb. v. p. 414).
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Al Ghazali reproduces in his Ihijd 'uhim ald'n a very elaborate jDarable attributed to

Muhammed on the life of this world. This parable has been translated into German in

Kretaer's, Qeschiohte der herrscheiiden, Ideen, etc. p. 158. Shorter sayings to be found in the

same work are the following (^I. p. 279):

1. Anyone who speaks the Dikr amongst tliose who neglect it, is like a green tree in the

midst of barren ground.

2. Anyone who speaks the Dikr amongst those who neglect is, is like one who fights in

the midst of those who run away.

3. The Dikr of Allah in the morning and evening is better than the clashing of swords in

the war path of Allah, or spending one's fortune in lavish expenditure.

The same author's work Jaivdhir Al Qordn (Add. 9483; cf. liqiin, p. 843) contains many
mathals on behalf of Muhammed. The work was composed after the Ihyd which is quoted

fol. IIto, 1. 11, and forms a very important supplement to the author's theological treatises.

The best known of all collections of sentences attributed to Muhammed is nndoubtedly to

be found in Al Maidani's famous work Amthdl Al Arab (ed. Freytag, III. pp.607 to 617. The
same chapter has been reproduced by Ahmad Al Damauhuri in his A'it. sahil alrishdd (Alexan-

dria, 1871), pp. 62-66.

The Kit, Al muwashshd by Al Washsha (ed. Briinnow) is likewise to be mentioned among
the works concerned in this subject. The same is the case with the Tashtfdt al muhaddithiii by

Al Askari Al Lughawi (Br. M. Or. 3062), who endeavours to be critical with regard to the

authenticity of the sayings handed down.

Some mathalg attributed to Muhammed are to be found in Hariri's Mdqdmas, ed.

J. Derenbourg, p. 48, 1. 16.

There are still to be recorded an abridgment of Al Farabis' Khidusat Al Khdlisa by Al.

Badakhshani (Kazan, 1851). Forty sayings attributed to Muhammed are also collected with a

Persian commentary in a richly illuminated MS, of the Brit. Mus. Or. 5081. The work is

printed under the title Jumi, Firozpor, 1887. (To this my attention was kindly called by

Mr. A, G. Ellis of the British Museum.)
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CHAPTER IX.

Medinian Revelations up till the Battle of Bapr.

Features common to Meccan ami Medinian revelations — Differences of both classes

Muliammed's attitude towards the Jews — Revelations of the period.

The features common to Meccan and Medinian revelations are few but important. They

comprise — similarity of diction and form, the same aggressiveness of tone, the tenets of the religion

and the doctrines of its ethical code. If we had no other critical aid, it would frequently be quite impos-

sible to distinguish between Medinian and later Meccan revelations. Moslim authors on the subject are

unreliable, if not directly misleading, and the .anecdotes which they relate in coimection with many reve-

lations must be received with caution. Medinian addresses, Uke the Meccan ones, abound in declama-

tory, narrative, and parabolical passages. Many of these have been handed down as Medinian, though

it is doubtful if they should so be classified, and there is not sufficient evidence to justify their removal

from their present position in the official text. The legislative revelations are less difficult to place,

as those bearing on ritual (except some on jir.ayer and almsgiving), or legal matters, are of distinctly

Medinian origin.

The Medinian portions of the Qordn must not be criticised from the same standpoint as the

Meccan ones, on account of the altered circumstances under which they appeared. It is impossible to

get a clear insight into the events connected with the Meccan sermons ; therefore so far as they are

concerned, we have no satisfactory background to work upon. The case is different as regards the

Medinian revelations, which are illustrated by facts recorded in exegetical and historical works.

Unfortunately the authors of these w'orks were remarkable for religious zeal, rather than for their capa-

city for distinguishing between truth and fiction, whilst many of the authorities on whom they relied were

not always veracious. Thus, a large number of Medinian revelations have been Unked with persons and

affairs with which, in reality, they had no connection, whilst the resemblance between various military

exj editions is responsible for a certain confusion which defies all attempts at disentanglement. We
may hope to be more successful in matters exegetical, and it must be conceded that the better a

passage is understood the greater is the chance of ascertaining to what it refers, and the place to which

it belongs in the order of revelations.

Another difference between the two chief portions of the Qordn is due to the change which had

taken place in the author himself. His aims were not precisely the same as they had been. Whilst

the teachings promulgated in Mecca affected the church exclusively, many of the Medinian ones were

devoted to the organisation of the State. Without the Hijra Islam would probably never have out-

stepped t he limits of a religious sect, and might at best have lingered on in an insignificant and

powerless minority. Muhammed's merit as founder of the State is not less than as the

creator of the faith. The most powerful ethical idea cannot be effective for any length of time,

unless it is estabhshed on a material basis, because those who are called upon to uphold and propagate

it, are in most cases actuated by personal interests and inclinations. The people who will accept the

true and the ideal for its own intrinsic value alone are rare, but many will receive it when tendered

in a gilded casing, or when they are compelled to do so. In Medina, Islam was fortunate enough to

be able to employ both methods in the furtherance of its objects, and this is the secret of its rapid

progress all along the line.

Finally, in contradistinction to the Meccan revelations, the Medinian ones unfold the network of

the hierarchic constitution, comprising religious as well as administrative measures. Under the

care of Moslim theologians it developed into a minutely worked out code of laws which, similarly to the

Jewish one, holds the whole life of the believer under its sway, drawing purely legal matters withm

the province of religious decision. The first impulse towards this course of action in Islam w.as, however,

given by Muhammed himself. For, without it he would not have been able to achieve the moat urgent
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reforms. By iiiterniixiiig juridical expositiuus with pastoral admonitions'* he jilaced the former above

the ancient customs of his country.

There are, however, other circumstances, which coukl not fail to affect the general tone of Muham-
med's utterances as soon as he entered the precincts of his new abode. Having been invited to come

by many of the leading citizens, his life was not only safe, but he became possessed of a worldly jiower

which was absolute, within the circle of his admirers. His wish was a command, his censure condemn-

ation. Spealcing with the authority of a man who was blindly obeyed, his eloquence lost its excited

character, and assumed the calm tone of a legislator. " Obedience to Allah and His Messenger" is

the Leitmotiv of nearly all Medinian speeches.

As for the new adversaries of Islam, they were divided into two large groups of very diflerent

nature. Those Arabs who adhered to the old pagan beUef were not such fanatic opponents as the

Meccans, because Islam endangered no institution which was a source of wealth or influence to

them. Only sundry chiefs, who feared that the spread of Islam might deprive them of their power,

offered, individually, an obstinate resistance. Many antagonists belonging to this class, not having the

courage to resist the growth of Islam openly, agitated against it secretly, whilst showing outward

submission, but even they saw the power slip gradually out of their hands. It did not take the

Prophet long to recognise the real attitude of the " Hypocrites," as he styled them, and the trouble

they gave him during the whole remainder of his life is faitlifuUy reflected in the virulent rebuffs he

administered to them from time to time.

The foes Muhammed feared most, were the three Jewish clans, which had settled in and around

Medina. Circumstances had not only favoured the spread of their faith among the Arabs, but had

also drawn the ties of kinship closer through intermarriage with their pagan compatriots. By keeping

in touch with their religious literature they had gradually acquired the leadership in spiritual

matters, and they still maintained it, although their temporal influence had received a severe

check shortly before Muhammed crossed their path."

Wherever the Jews wandered, in the Diaspora, they took with them at least those portions of

the Old Testament, which form part of the liturgy. These not only comprise the Pentateuch, but also

Buch sections of the Prophets, as were selected for Haftfiroth, the Psalms'^ and the Five Scrolls.''

One of the consequences of this practice was the preservation of the Hebrew language both for prayer

and study, and however much most Jews of the Hijaz may have adopted manners and customs of

the Arabs, and although many lived in great ignorance,'" Hebrew was never forgotten among them.

Of this unmistakeab!e evidence exists. Prom a tradition repeated on various occasions by AlBokhari'i

we gather, that the Jews in Arabia read the Torah in Hebrew, but interpreted the same to the

Moslims in Arabic. — From this, first of all, we may conclude, that the Pentateuch— probably the.

whole of the Old Testament — was studied and pubHcly interpreted in the [Beth] " Midras.'ss

When Muhammed heard of this, he was so perplexed, that he did not know, at first, what poUcy to

pursue. He therefore simply forbade his followers either to confirm or to refute the Jewish inter-

pretation, giving as his reason that the Jews had altered the law, written the Torah with their own

h&nds, and stamped the same as God's original work.ss The less discreet Abu Bakr, however, coukl

not abstain from entering the schoool-house by force and assaulting the Babbi engaged in teaching.^*

From these traditions which receive confirmation from yet another one,'" we gather, that the Jews in

" Cf.Q'r. ii. 282 sqci. .and often. "' Beiirnege, p. 47 aqi-

" The TilrAh and Paalms are further mentioned in the verses of the Jewish poet AlSammak in his dirge on

Ka'b b. al Ashraf who had been assassinated by order of Muliammed. Cf. E. E. J. VIII. p. 22.

78 As to Canticles cf. Ch. II. «» Q Van, ii. 73. «' IV. pp. 221, 250.

** Hish. p. 362. Through misunderstanding^ on the pai-t of some traditionists the term mi Jnla is applied to the

lecturing Rabbi, Hish. pp. 351 and 378 ; cf. Beiir. p. 52.

S3 Bokh. ibid. ; according to Q'r. ii. 73. «' Hish. Hid. ; E. E. J. ibid. p. 13.

*' Hish. p. 393. Tho Jews made Muhammed umpire in an adultery case, but opiuions disagreeing, Abd Allah b.

Salam (see below) had a copy of the TorSh brought, and pointed the verse out which commanded the culprit to be

atoned ; Beitr. p. 54. Although this tradition must be taken with caution, beciuse of its tendency to make Abd
AUab prominent, the kernel seems to be genuine.
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Medina not only practiced writing, but made copies of the Torab, and endeavoured to work upon

the Moslims in private and public discussions. From the concluding words of the tradition mentioned

above, as well as from many verses of the Qordn, it is certain that they also had at their disposal the

Mishnah, which is traced back by Rabbinical teaching to oral communication given to Moses on Sinai

as a supplement to the written Law."^^

From several almost literal quotations from the 0. T. in the Qonm the question arose, whether an

Arabic translation of the former existed in Arabia. Whilst Sprenger^^ is convinced that this was the

case, or that at any rate certains portions of it had been translated, Prof. De Goeje, in a recent

article,88 arrives at a negative result. The latter theory is undoubtedly correct. Had such a version

existed, Muhammad would have certainly succeeded in procuring one, and his renditions of Biblical

passages would consequently have been more verbal, and less intermixed witli agddic ornamentation.

Since this was not the case, we must assume that ho gained the bulk of his BibUcal knowledge

from intercourse with the people. In his earlier years he may have had opportunities of seeing Hebrew

books, but, not being a skilled reader, misread several words. ^^ These he subsequently rendered in a

coi'rupt fashion. He had scarcely set foot in Medina, when he took pains to display before the Jews a

grand knowledge of the Bible and later Jewish writings, which he had picked up secretly.

It is almost certain that the Jews in Arabia were acquainted with an Aramaic version — either

Targum or P'shitta— of the Pentateuch. Through Talmudical channels Aramaic elements penetrated

their rehgious terminology, and "even their name Yahud is an Aramaic form.^" We may gather from

this that the Arab Jews possibly exercised a certain indirect influence on the construction of the

Talmud. Some paragraphs in the Misbnah refer exclusively to the Jews of the Peninsula. It was

considered lawful for them to live in Bedouin tents,*' and their women were permitted to go out on

Sabbath wearing a veil.^^ The Talmud also alludes to the custom of circumcision among Arabs,*^ ^u^

twice mentions Arab foot gear.^*

The maintenance of the spiritual — and probably also commercial — intercourse with the centres

of Jewish culture in Palestine and Babylon prevented the process of assimilation extending beyond the

external conditions of life, although as far as these were concerned it was complete. At this period the

Jewish standard prayers had long been settled, and it is certain that they also constituted the prayers

of the Arab Jews, probably in the original Hebrew. These Jews, however, did not produce any

liturgical compositions of their own, at least none survive either in Hebrew or in Arabic. But they

have left a large number of poems in pure Arabic, containing a few allusions to Bibhcal books.^s Other-

wise these poems do not differ in style and tone from those of the pagan Arabs, and are of about the

same stamp. Finally it is to be remarked that thoy preferred Arab names to Hebrew ones, and in a list

handed down by Ibn Ishaq only few specifically Jewish names are to be found.^s This corresponds to a

custom found among Jews everywhere in the diaspora, but in Arabia it was more prevalent, because

they numbered among themselves many proselytes who did not change their names or those of their

children when converted.

There is a good deal of evidence that the art of writing was practised to some extent among the

Jews of North Arabia, and that not only they themselves wrote Arabic in Hebrew square characters

86 Aboth, 1. 1. " L. c. I. p. 132.

»• Semitic Studies in memory of Dr. A. Kohut, p. 180 sq. The quotations given in this article as well as in that of

M. Sohreiner, ihid. p. 495 sqq., only give a small fraction of the material existing on this question. — Pa. oxi. 10 ; cf

~
1 - \

-" '"
AlMaidani, Ar. Frov. iii. p. 29 v_j_,Jto^jk. S^i,x'\t,i.j Prov. i. 7; Cantio. v. 2; cf. Hish. p. 375, Kdmil ed.

Wright, pp. 77, 741 ; AlShahr. p. 165 I. 2 fr. b. = Deutr. xxxiii. 2. The same verse, differently translated, see

Sohreiner, ibid. p. 503, accoordingto Alma verdi. Cf. Ibn ^azm, Pt. I., who gives numerous translations from the

Pentateuch, and J. Q. K. xiii. p. 222 s/jq.

»» See Ch. I. *> See Ch. II. ; also saht (Sabbath) represents the Aramaic form.

»i Ohol. iviii. 10. " Sabb. vi. 4.

•» Ab6d. Zar. 27^''; Teb. 11'°. Arabs called "Tayyittes" because the tribe of Tayy was the one nearest to Babylon
(c/. Beiir. p. 49).

'i Yeb am. 102™; Sabb. 112vo. to Cf. Beiir. p. 61. '« Cf. R. E. J. VIII. p. 11.
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but also several Christian Arab tribes wlio lived near Syria.^^ Other Arab reports trace the iiuoiition

of tho Arab alphaliL't back to the same origin.^' A tradition handed down in the name of Zeidb.

Tlijtliit, iluhamuied's secretary, informs us that the latter ordered him to learn the kitCdi^^ of the Jews,

which ho did in two weeks so satisfactorily, that he wrote to the Jews [letters dictated to him by

Mohammed] and read the letters tlioy wrote to him. Frt)m this we tan safely conclude that in North

AnJiia Arabic was written in square characters long before any other form was used, and it is only in

continuance of this custom that Jewish authors of Arabic works during the Middle Ages used the same.

The majority of Jews living at present in Arabic-speaking countries have little or no notion of the

Arabic alphabet.

In spite of the wealth and influence ascribed to flic Arab Jews, they could never forget that they

were living in exile; for before the ri&e of Islam they were frequently reminded of this fact Ijy buffets

and petty tyrannies,w This position must have been anything but pleasant, because they were always

longing for Messianic deliverance. The two Arab tribes of AlAus and AlKliazraj, the'r fellow-

citizens in Medina, were perpetually at loggerheads, and the various Jewish inhalitants were distributed

on both sides. Being rather inclined to peaceful handicraft, palm-cnlture, and trade, these everlasting

feuds and occasional raids on their property were not to their taste, and they used to say: "The time

is near, when a prophet is to come, whom we will follow, and with his help we will defeat you."'

Moslim tradition connects this word of hope somewhat remotely with Muhammed, and it is possible,

that the rumours of the new prophet, which had reached the ears of the inhabitants of Medina, were

looked upon by some Jews as the culmination of their hopes. But the essence of the tradition is

probably only an echo of some paragraphs in the Jewish prayer-book which refer to a Messianic

future. However, as soon as the Medinian Jews heard of the Moccan prophet, they considered it

worth while to make enquiries concerning his person and mission, but the accounts of these enquiries

and their results as given by tradition are so eccentric that they deserve little eredence,^ at least as re-

gards many of the details. Now if the Medinian Jews were interested in Muhanmied, he was at least

equally concerned about them, and sought to win them over either by persuasion or force. Shortly before

the Hijra six Medinian Arabs made a pilgrimage to Mecca. Muhammed at once questioned them

whether they were friends of the Jews.' When invited in the following year to emigrate to Medina,

it appears that one of the conditions made by Muhammed was that the alliances with the Jews should

be dissolved.* From the resistance which Muhammed experienced from the Meccans who were ignorant

in religious matters, he could easily gauge what a struggle was in store for him with the " People of

the Book." The friendly sentiment he expressed towards the Jews in some of the earliest Medinian

revelations^ seems to have been an attempt to soothe a dangerous rival, rather than a desire to show

sympathy for a cognate faith. The Jews also, on their part, are said to have made enquiries about the

new Messias, but what they had le.arnt on this occasion, as well as what they found out later on per-

sonal observation, showed that a struggle was imminent. Muhaumied's having come to Medina by

invitation must have led him to believe that the pagan population of that city would be won over with

comparative ease. He was aware that the Jews hved in exile, and languished under the wrath of

Allah. This conviction furnished him the cue for remonstrances, and he was not loth to remind them

as often as possible that they were " cursed." Ihe alleged friendly attitude Muhammed assumed

towards the Jews is peculiarly illustrated in the following list of abusive titles which he hurled at them

during the Medinian period :
—

Sura ii. G," Allah has sealed their hearts.

8. They try to deceive AUiib.

0.' In their hearts is sickness.

9' Cj. Kenan, Hht. des lang. Sim. I. p. 348 ; Spvenger, I. c. I. p. 131.

38 rUirist, p. 4, where groups of Hebrew (or Syriao) letters are mistaken for names of persons.

M Evidently not "book,"' bat "writing." The tradition is given Khamis, I. p. 43i.

•«o E. g., by the Ghassaniao prince Abu Jubeila (about 5110) and by AlHacith b. Abi Shamir who pillaged Khcibar

(about 530); cf. R. E. J. VII. pp. 172-5. ' HisU. 283 and 374.

2 Cf. E. E. J. ib. p. 191 sq. » Hish. 280-8 ; 293. * Ibid. 291. ^ Q_ ii. 49 ; <./. v. 73.

« Already in Meccan revelations, e. g., vi. 46; cf. xlii. 23 with the variation: "sealed his hearing," xlv. 22.

' Only in Medinian passages. This oonfirms the verses Uxiv, 31-34 to be ^fedinian. Cf. Isaiah i. 5.
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the old reproach of having altered the Law, and it gave Muhammed an opportunity of saying that they
"did evil on earth. "23 After tliis the story of AJani^'i is repeated with sueh details as could only be

appreciated by a Jewish audience. The words : " We celebrate Thy praise and hallow Thee" (v. 28),
recall the words of the "santitiuatiou" in the Jewish prayer-book.^s To this speech another is joined in

which the Bauu Isniil are addressed (vv. 38-58), but where the Jews are meant. They are told

that they " recite tlie Book." This probably refers to the custom of reading portions of the Bible during
public worship. They are also reminded of the miraculous delivery of their ancestors from I'haraoh's

bondage (vv. 46-47), of Moses' forty days' stay on the mountain, of the making of the golden calf

(v. 4S),-^ and the grant of the protecting clouds, the Manna and the quails. Then follows a verse

(56) which has puzzled all interpreters, and has not even yet been satisfactorily explaiued.27 I uow
believe that the Commentators are right iu considering that the 'city' mentioned in the verse refers to

Jerusalem, whilst the words, "enter ye the gale worshipping, and say /(///«, we might forgive you vour
sins," describe the moment when the High Priest on the Day of Atonement entered the " Holy of

Holies" iu the Temple.^^ The word hitta is probably taken froui the formula of confession of sins

recorded iu the Mishnah (Yonia iii. 8; iv. 2; vi. 2). The " alteration"29 for which Jews are
again blamed in connection with this matter is probably of liturgical character, since the formula fust

alluded to has a different text in the ordinary prayer-book, but Muhammed lost no opportunity of

repeating the hackneyed reproach as often as possible.

The compilers of the Qoriiii have placed between this address and the following one a verse (b'J)

which stands detached, and represents an attempt to bring Jews,^'' Christians and "Sabaeans" on a Une
with BeUevers. The same verse, though shorter by a few words, occurs again in a longer speech

(•S'. V. 73), where it has equally little connection with the text. The verse can only be explained as a

casual remark made at a moment when Muhammed relaxed his hostile attitude, and hoped to win dis-

senting nionotlieists by kindness. It is very improbable that Muhammed spoke in this way more than

once, or later than the second year. The verse is, therefore, instructive to show the way in which the

Qorcin was compiled. It was kept in memory, and communicated to the compilers in two slightly

Viirying versions, which both had places allotted to them in Medinian speeches. There can be no

doubt that the verses v. 71-88^1 also belong here, containing, as they do, a call to the prophet to preach,

which resembles that iu the earlier Meccan period. There was ample reason for the repjetition of that

call. In JMecca ilubamuied had preached only to his own people. The Medinian audience, however, was

less homogeneous, and included numerous Jews and Judaeo-Arabs. Lest these should imagine that his

ministry was addressed exclusively to the pagan inhabitants of Medina, the "Messenger" is commanded
to preach (v. 17) ; for if he did not do so, Allah would not hold him free from men. The next verse shows

that these words were also meant for the " Possessors of the Writ," who were sadly in want of a new

message, since they neglected to "stand fast by the Torah and the Gospel and what had been revealed to

them by their Lord." The preacher is quite aware that his appeal will only increase their rebellion and

mibelief, but must not feel annoyed at it (ibid.). As to the Jews, they had, in spite of the covenant

made with tliem, either disbelieved, or murdered their prophets's (v. 74), being struck with blindness

and deafness (75). In a similar manner the Chrittans fell into disbelief by identifying AUiih with the

Masih, whilst the latter had only taught them to worship Allah, his and their Lord (v. 76). AUah
camiot be One of Three, but only One (v. 77), and the Sou of Mary is but a Messenger like those before

him (v. 79). One sees clearly that v. 73 forms a complete contrast to all verses just discussed, and

'' Tills espressiou probably caused the address to receive its place in the siira,

M Cy. vii. 10-18, XV. 2S-i4, xvii. 63-68, xx. 115, sxxviii. 71, 86. 25 go called QedusM.
2" See Geiger, I. c. pp. 154-5 ; cf. vii. H7-155. V. 52 was misunderstood by Geiger. In the QorJ.n it i^ the people

who desire to see God, whilst Muhammed confounded Eiod. sx. 19 with xsxiii. IS and Xumb. svi. 33-35.

-' My owu previous endeavour (Beitraege, p. o4) included.

23 Levit. xvi. 12 ; Mishua, Yumi, v. 1. Qor. iv. 153 ; the same command is given ic oouneotion with the words
" we held over thorn the mountain at their compact."

M The Commentaries endeavour to explain the "alteration" in a different way.

30 As to the term 'j "^^ <:ri^' • see Ch. II.; Beitraege, p. 16.

=' V . 73 on account of v. 72, "Possessors of the Writ." ^^ C/. ii. 85, iii. 17", and above.
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'iwes its place among them only to some accident. The rest of the speech is in the same tone, except

that in the last verse (85) the Jews are styled the bitterest foes of the Believers, whilst the Christians

htand as "nearest in love to thelielievcrs." This i^]lark of l;ind feeling towards the Christians is imdonbt-

edly due to the gratitude Muhauimed felt for the King of Abyssinia for having protected a number of

early Meccan Believers in Islam. Muhammed jierhaps flattered himself that this hospitality was only

the beginn'ng of still closer relations, and possibly an ultimate acceptance of Islam. It is further pro-

bable that the words in question were also meant for the Christian Arabs, some of whom had been

moved to tears when hearing recitations from the QorSn (v. 86). This assertion was probably based

on a real incident out of which Muhammed made as much capital as possible (v. 87-88).

The address {S. ii. 60-77) which seems to come next consists of various sections, e.ich of which

begins with the phrase : "We "took" a covenant with you (vv. CO, 77, 78, BT).^^ i'],e whole sermon

records laws given to the Ifraelites, but the speaker first recalls their transgression which brought about

the transformation of the dosecrators of the Sabbath into apes (v. CI). The interpretation of this

"ersc has caused considerable embarrassment both to the traditionists and modern .inthors. Geiger

has remarked that in Jewish writings no trace is to be found of such transformation. 3* The Talmud

speaks of the transformation of a class of sinners into apes and evil spirits.'^ but I doubt whether

Muhammed knew of this legend. The matter seems to me to rest on a misunderstanding on the

part of the compilers, or those who copied the revelations from the original notes. The word in

.|iiestion, qh-adatan [} •ij''], is recorded in the dictionaries as plural of qird, meaning an ape. If we

read qirdun [i:;'>>v'],
" vermin " (and in the archtype of that passage the difference between these two

readings was probably difficult to distinguish), the verse would be a mistaken rendition of Esod.

xvi. 20, 24, The mistake was probably caused by the circumstance that the transformation of

living human beings into apes seemed much more fitting than into worms. Now the reason of the

transformation is, in the Qm-dn, disobedience in connection with Sabbath, which is the same cause as

mentioned in the Pentateuch. Instead of the food left over night, Muhammed has the disobedient

];ersons transformed. The words, "those who go too far," are perhaps a rendering of Exnd. xvi, 20,

and refer to a given space of ground in the sense of the Rabbinical interpretation {Ulishnd/i, Ericbhin,

ii. 3). The tales invented by the Moslim traditionists for the purpose of explaining the verse do not

concern us now any further.

It is rather surprising to observe the knowledge which Muhammed suddenly lietr.iyed regarding

the ordinance of the "red heifer" (v. C3-C8), as this practice had fallen into desuetude long before his

time. Whoever taught him about it probably also explained the pirrpose of that ritual. Muhammed,

however, seems to have forgotten this, and confounded the cow of Numb. ch. xix. with the calf

of Deut. xxi. 1-9. The reason for reproducing this law in a very broad dialogue seems to be that it

left an impression, that even Moses himself had occasionally to ask information from God (Numb,

is. 8 and ch, xxvii.). — Attached to this passage is the reproach (v. 69) that the people had "hardened

their heart so that it was like a stone or even harder for verily of stones are some from which streams

burst forth, etc.," which comparison is but a reflex of Exod. xvii. 6 ;
Numb. xx. 10.'«

'' Some of you," Muhammed continued (v. 70), "hear the speech of Allah, then they alter the

same." This verse stands in connection with another (v. 87) which probably belongs to the fame

sermon, and contain the following words : "They say 'we have heard,' but disobey (sami'nd wa-

'dsainu) ." On a somewhat later occasion (S. iv, 48) we read the same reproach, viz., some Jews

(min alladina hddu) alter the words from their places^? and say : we have heard but disobey, and

~
S! V. 77 lias "the children of Israel ;" v. 87 repeats: " and we held the mountain over you" {i-f. iv. l.')3), whioh is

taken from the MidrAsh that God when giving the law on Sinai took the children as a pledge (Shir HasMrnn K.)

3« L c p 184 ^° Sanhedrin, fol. 109vo. so Cf. v. 16.

'^' i.tL^\KK (jx- The word |»KJ I
is according to AlDani one of those in which W\e Alif froXoiigaliovXi is

o

omitted. AlBcidhavi also records the reading *liJ I ; see v 16.
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hear ! lb.it which cannot be heard.,'^ etc. (49). But had they 6aid : We have heard and obey,^^ and

hear ! and look ujiou us ! it would have been better for them and more upright, etc.

The verses just quotod throw a flood of light upon the way which Muhammed had pursued to

gain his knowledge of the Pentateuch. The reproach that the Jews liad altered the Law becomcB a

Btauding phrase, but the strange rebuke that they siiould have bluntly admitted shriving disobedience

to the divine command is much more than a reminiscence of the frequent murmurings of the people of

Israel in the desert, and the censures passed upon them in consequence. We have here a most inter-

isting misinterpretation of the words of the Pentateuch (Deut. v. 27) wes-hdma'nii we'dsinu^^ "and
we will hear and do [it]." Muhammed h-id, on some previous occasion, heard, or possibly read, these

words, and from their resemblance to Arabic thought that he understood them. He therefore

identified 'dsiiiu with Arabic asainct^^ which gives the opposite sense. Now it appears ihat some

years later Muhammed became aware of his mistake. To correct it was, however, impossible, since

the true version did not suit his purposes at all. He therefore replaced the faulty word by " we obey,"

placing this avow.il into the mouth of the Believers " who believe in Allah, His angels, His Books,

and His Messengers (we make no difference between any of His Messengers) and they say : We hear

and obey" (^S*. ii. 285), etc. The Commentators see in this verse an allusion to those Medinian

pilgrims who had an interview with Muhammed shortly before the Hijra,'-' and invited him to

exchange his place of abode with theirs. It is, however, clear that Muhammed owed the correction of

his mistake to some converted Jew. The verse in question can not therefore have been revealed till

the year 8 or 9 of the Hijra, or shortly before Muhammed' s death.

The next address (vv. 98-115) contains the verse on which the principle of Abrogation*^ is

based, and touches also upon a subject which formed an important factor in Muhammed'a subsequent

conduct towards the Jews, /•/;., his discussions with the Rabbis. These controversies have been

preserved in a large number of traditions, but many of them were made in order to serve as expla-

nations for verses in the Qnrun not accounted for otherwise. By comparing himself to Moses

(v. 102), who had also had to listen to questions asked in a rebellious spirit,** Muhammed removed the

chance of any disrespect which might have resulted from such questions, and turned the affair into

another proof of his prophetship. " Do you," he asked, "wish to question your Messenger, as Moses

was questioned in former times ?" The Jewish custom of restricting the use of the name of God,**

alluded to above, led the Prophet to make a gr.ive charge of irreverence (v. 108). He represented

this self-imposed restriction as a law forbidding the name of God in places of worship, and took the

same opportunity of intimating the necessity of changing the Qibla from Jerus.ilem to Mecca

(v. 109).*''' In another address delivered for a similar purpose, corrupted Christianity and Judaism

are contrasted with Abraham's pure monotheism.*' On the ground of this supposition, and in

spite of the anticipated objection of "the fools among men" (v. 130), the alteration of the Qibla was

made law (vv. 138-147).*8

With V. 163 comiuences a series of ritual prescriptions*' which comprise things lawful or

unlawful for food, the law of retaliation or the acceptance of a fine instead, the rules concerning the

" x««.« jii Palmer :
" Do thou listen without hearing " does not render the original accurately.

s» Cf. ii. 285, see below ; c/. v. 10 ; xxiv. 50.

'• Likewise instrnotivo for the pronunciation of sibilants ; see Cb. VI.
•' Cf. V. 247 where Moses saya to the Israelites (»JA~i: (J,it, and xlvii. 'i-i.

*' See I. Hish. pp. 286-2S8. S. v. 11 seems to refer to the same persons.

" See Ch. I. p. 509. " Probably alluding to Exod. r. 12-21 ; Numb. xiv. 3 ; Ch. XVI., cle.

•* It is hardly justifiable to refer the verse to the Ka'ba aud the endeavours of the Qoreishto prevent Muhammed
from holding a service there in the sixth year after the Hijra. The text speaks of "places of worship." The phrase,

*.»«! t^J^i'Aj yjl, reeallsExod. XX 24. <« See Noldeke, p. 131. " V. 128-135 ; V. 129, c/. 134.

•' Vv. 148-157 are justly placed by Noldeke after the battle of Uliud, but v. 153 belongs to a muoh later revelation

on pilgrimage (see also vv. 185-199). Muhammed not only performed the ceremonies himself when he made the

pilgrimage in the year 7, but encouraged others to follow his piample. See Moslim quotod by Sprenger, III. 522, rem.

As to V. 154 see I. Hish. p. 382.

«9 Noldeko only mentions three, but there are four.
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will of a dying person, and the regnlationa for the fast of Earuadhan. The prohibition of "eating"

solid food during this month concludes with a metaphorical admonition not to " eat your wealth

among you vainly " (v. 187).^"

There can be no doubt about the date of the group of regulations (introduced by the phrase

:

" They wiU ask thee"),^i which now follows, because one of them refers to the raid which Abd Allah

b. Jahsh undertook at the behest of Muhammed two months before the battle of Badr, towards the

end of the month of Rajah. Muhammed saw himself obliged to condone the violation of the sacred

month as best he could. It is more difficult to fix the right date of the regulations contained in the

TV. 224-243,5- as it seems that they were placed here solely on account of their legislative character.

The next address (vv. 274-268) was, like the preceding one, delivered with a vievr to teach

contempt of death in the struggle with the Meccans whom Muhammed had now resolved to attack.

Believers must devote their hves as well as their fortunes to the holy cause. The various paragraphs

of the sermon are illustrated with instances from the records of the past. Verse 244 evidently stands

in connection with 261, both containing recollections of the vision of Ezek. ch. xxxvii.,^^ and

teaching the revival of the dead by the will of Allah. The sketch of the election of Saul which is

confounded with the story of Gideon, and of David's combat with Goliath, have a similar tendency.

A set off against the rather feeble tone of the exhortation is the fervent style of verse 256 which, under

the name "Verse of the Throne," is held as one of the holiest revelations of the Qordn.^^ The

speaker reminds his hearers of Abraham who informed his aggressor without fear, that it was Allah

who revived the dead, and was therefore favoured with the vision related in Gen. ch. xv. This

tale, however, is in so far modified, as "the two birds," although divided in many pieces, are brought

to life again. The importance of spending one's fortune for the purposes of the holy war is finally

illustrated by two parables.^B

The section vv. 269-281 hardly offers any clue as to its date. The repeated admonition to

give alms only explains the reason of its place after a speech of similar tendency. V. 271 seems

to be an answer to some Jewish scoffer who had told the fugitives that Isliim would keep them in

poverty for ever. "The devil" is one of those mentioned in v. 13. The allusion that the evil-doers

have no helpers {ansdr, v. 273) is evidently an attempt to draw the Medinian Moslims, who had

received the honouring title of Angar, away from their Jewish allies. The latter Muhammed was not

bound to guide (v. 274). These words perhaps belong to the period following the battle of Badr

when affairs already began to assume a more settled aspect. The regulations with regard to money

transactions mentioned in the same speech seem to belong to a time, when the spoils of victory had

increased the wealth of the Believers,

M Noldeke regards V . 184 aa a fragment of a long revelation, but this is not necessary.

S' See AlBeidh., etc. Sprenger, III. 107 sq. Noldeke detaches vv. 212-3 but without valid reason, as they form an

introduction to v. 214. The subtlety of the disousaion is charaoterietio of the situation.

«' V. 241, see Noldeke, p. 134. ^' See Palmer, and Beiiraege, p. 80.

" V. 257o should be compared with Abotb, II. 23 : Make not thy prayer compulsion.

« Vv. 263, 265, 237, see Gh. Till.
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CHAPTER X.

Political Speeches.

Consequences of the battle of Badr — Eegulations on the distribution of the booty —
Revelations on the events of the period — Charges against Jews and Christians— Battle of Uiind

— Disposition of conquered property forms an important precedent — Revelations on the Event —
Composition of -Sura iv.

The defeat of the Qoreish forces at Badr was not only a personal triumph for Muhammed, but

also of the greatest importance for the further development of the Moslim Commonwealth. Muliam-

med's position was improved in every way, yet he did not, as might have been anticipated, break forth

into hymns of thanksgiving, or even deliver a triumphant address. It is true that he immediate]}"

attributed the victory to Allah, but it is characteristic that his first address dealt prosaically with

the distribution of the spoils.^s This was, however, due to the force of circumstances, as many
believers were thus relieved from extreme poverty and repaid for the sacrifices they had made for the

faith before the Hijra The expedition had been undertaken with a view to acquire wealth, and this

having been achieved, other thoughts were, for the moment, banished from the minds of the victors.

This is significant for the condition of Islam at that juncture, as it proved that everything was con-

sidered lawful which helped to injure or frighten the enemies of the Prophet.

On the other hand it must be admitted that the financial side of the matter had to be settled

at once, and perhaps JVIuhammed did not act entirely in accordance with his own inclinations when
taking this in hand first. Many of the conquerors cared much more for a large share in the spoil than

for the glory of the faith. Quarrels seemed inevitable. From the opening words of the first speech

dealing with the affair, we gather that questions on the subject of the distribution had actually been

addressed to Muhammed, who alludes to them in the following words {Sura viii. la) : "They ask thee

about the spoil ; say: the spoils are Allah's and His Messenger's."

This was a most important decision to make. If the spoils remained the property of " Allah and

His Prophet," the latter was free to dispose of them according to his own judgment, and to grant

rewards to such persons as he thought proper. The decree was exceedingly statesmanlike, as it not

only prevented quarrels, but also created a precedent for lines of conduct in future cases of conquest

by Mosliras of movable or landed property. Thus the consequences of the battle of Badr form an

important factor in the development of Muhammedan law of property .6'

The chief cause of the Qoreish defeat was the lack of discipline in their army. This seems to have

been noticed by Muhammed, who lost no time in calling the attention of the Behevers to the duty of

strict obedience to Allah and His Messenger (v. 16-3). He could not refrain from remarking on
those Medinians who, in spite of their faith, had refused to join the expedition (v. 6), and blamed those

also who were satisfied with making a raid against a caravan, whilst endeavouring to escape a meeting

with its armed escort.^^ Such timidity was all the more unexpected, as Allah had promised to assist

the believing corps with a thousand angels (v. 9) to cast dread in the hearts of the infidels (vv. 10-12).

At a critical moment during the battle, when Muhammed's sharp eyes detected that the enemy was

«« See I. I. p. 476.—Mohammed ohoae the eipreasionJlAJt (pl. of Jij) on purpose. The Commentators eiplaiB

it as a grant from AUnh M^j All | ^^ *J;^), see Al Beidhawi.

•I See Sachan, Aelietle Quellen de« mohammedan RecMa. Ao. Vienna, 1870, p. 699 agq. ; Yahy& b. Adam Kil 'h

Al Khard], ed. Jnynboll, p. 5.

»3 'Wcllhauaeti, Mohammed in Medina (Al Vf qidi), p. 77, inooTreot.
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on the point of retreating, he took up a handful of sand, and threw it at tlieiii. The victory must

have seemed a real miracle to those who witnessed it, and one of Muhanimed's dearest wishes was

thus fulfilled. He had been favoured with a miracle ! Muhammed had no desire to pass for a great

general, and was better served by ascribing the victory to AlUh. The handful of gravel which he had

thrown at the enemy^i' would not have decided the skirmish "had Allah not thrown (v. 17)". It is

not difficult to perceive that the superstitious Meccans, discouraged by having lost many of their

leaders in single combat, turned their backs on what they feared to be witchcraft. They found them-

selves once more opposed to the man who, a few years previously, could be insulted with impunity,

but who now commanded a well disciplined army (w. 15-26).

It is but natural that after such a miraculous turn of events Muhammed recalled to his mind

the humble and perilous position he and his friends wore in before the emigration to Medina. He now

took an opportunity of admonishing Believers to be grateful to Allah, and faithful to His Apostle

(v. 2G-27). One of his most dangerous enemies, Al Nadr b. Al Harith, who had repeatedly ridiculed

his tales by imitating him, had been taken prisoner. I believe it was for his and his fellow-captive

Oqba b. Moeit's special benefit that Muhammad revealed vv. 30-31: " And when the infidels were

crafty with thee to detain thee a prisoner, or to kill thee, or to drive thee forth, they were crafty
;

but Allah was crafty too, and Allah is the best of the crafty. And when our Signs were rehearsed

to them, they said : We have heard [it] already ; if it pleased us, we could tell the like, verily

these are nothing hut old folks' tales.''^'^— The fate that awaited the two prisoners seems to be

predicted in v. 35: " Now taste the punishment for your disbelief." ^i They were executed during the

return to Medina.

The next piece (v. 42-46) is the fragment of an address also on the topic of the battle. His

first regulation with regard to the spoil Muhammed now amended, so that in future one fifth

should be assigned to the church.^- The statement that Alliih had shown the Prophet in a dream

before the battle the number of the enemies smaller than it was in reality, was evidently an afterthought.

Another speech devoted to the same subject draws lessons for the guidance of believers on future

occasions (vv. 47-49), and warns the " Hypocrites " (v. 51), the Jews,*^ and the Meccan army, which

Muhammed very eU'ectfuUy compared to Pharaoh and his host (vv. 52-5G>

Then follows a short address (vv. 57-70) which, I believe, does not refer to the battle of Badr,

but to the expedition against the Banu QainoqA. These were among the signatories of the treaty

which was concluded between Muhammed on one side, and the pagan inhabitants of Medina and the

Jews on the other, but a pretext was easily found for charging a section of the latter with having

violated the compact (vv. 57-58).^ The war preparations alluded to in v. 62 cannot refer to the

Qoreish, because they were to be made against " unknown infidels," and such who endeavoured to

betray the Prophet (v. 64). The enemies Muhammed here had in mind were only to be found in

Medina in the ranks of the Jews and those Arabs who, from pohtical motives, assumed outwardly a

friendly attitude towards Islam. The stout resistance the Jews offered to all his endeavours to con-

vert them.fs is portrayed in the same verse: " Didst thou spend all that is on earth, thou couldst not

reconcile their hearts, etc." The invitation to the Moslim warriors to fight the Jews is then expressed

in a shLrhtly modified reproduction of Lev. xxvi. 8 (v. 67). When the Banu Qainoqa had surren-

dered, Muhammed intended to have them all massacred (v. 68), "but yielding to the demand of Abd

'9 I. I. p. 445 with a curse ; Vaqidi, p. 58.

«" Sprenger, II. p. "90, seems to reprard the passage as Meccan, but without reason.

6' We should expect the Dual, but Muhammed did not address them direct, expressing himself in a more general

way.

62 These verses are referred by some authorities to the expulsion of the Banfi Qaiooqa (c/. Noldeke, p. 138), but

V. 43 seems to bo ajaiust it ; see also Tahyfl b. Adam, p. 3.

6S "Those in whose hearts is sickness" (v. ."il).

'• AlBeidhSwi wrongly refers the versos to the Banu Koroiza, The phrase ^^^RAaJ (xlJ is reproduced

by IJassSn b. Thabit, p. 6.

^ Muhammed mot them on their market plaos.
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Allah b. Ubeyy, the recognised cliief of the Medinian Arabs, whom he did not care to provoke unne-

cessarily, he merely exjielled the vanquished tribe (v. 09),^° and confiscated their property for the

benefit of those who had taken juirt in the raid (v. 70).

The proceedings whicli Muliammed had taken against the Banu Qainoqi'i Were so plainly illegal,

that he felt himself compelled to justify them by means of a divine revelation. Their punishment,

he explained, was due solely to their treacherous conduct (vv. 71-72), Having thus weakened the

hostile forces, the Prophet now took an opportunity of surveying the general situation in Medina,

and of criticising the fraternal aUiance wliich had, at his own instigation, bjen formed immediately

after entering Medina between the believing inhabitants of tlie town and his fellow-fugitives. For

some reason, probably in order to Ikj able to deal with tlie Jews as he thought best, he suddenly

dissolved their allianws (v. 74). He apparently felt strong enough also to make a slight distinction

between the Medinian citizens and his aristocratic Meccan compatriots.*'

The first portion of S»ra iii. luust have been revealed soon after S'ura viii. The former state-

ment, that Allali had shown Muhamnied in a dream tiie enemy to be smaller in number, is now changed

into a " Sign " that the Moslim army appeared to the infidels twice its strength.^s j believe also tliat

a large portion of this sura was delivered chiefly for the benefit of the Jews, or, at least, those Juda;o-

Arabs whom Muhammcd hoped to win through persuasion. I would, therefore, date it prior to

the expulsion of the Banii Qainoqa. Tlie leading ideas of the address seem to bo that Islilm so nearly ap-

proached Judaism that the Jews should feel no scruples in recognising Muhammed as a true prophet.

The conspicuous accumulation of formulas of Unification in a small compass (vv. l,'^ 4, 16 6/.s) with

Huiva instead of Alluh,''^ and with a supplement so familiar to Jewish ears as " the Living and

Self-subsistent" is anything but accidental. In the same speech Muhammed mentions the Torah

(vv. 2, 4-3, 44, 58) and the Gospel (vv. 2, 43, 58) for the first time. The allusion to Pharaoh and

bis nation, standing as they do as the prototypes of wicked people, was calculated to resound nowhere mor<?

powerfully than in the minds of the Jews. When Muliammed says (v. 17) that in tl'.e eyes of Allah

the Z);n'i is Islam, "and those to whom the Book was given disagreed not until after that there

was given to them knowledge," it is clear that he refers to the Rabbinical interpretation of the

Law, on the basis of which the Jews used to argue with him (v. 18). '^ The verses 25-26 are rather

out of place here, but tJiey are so closely rehited to Jewish formuks of prayer, that it is not improbable

that Muhammed inserted them in this speech intentionally. "Whether the censure of the friendly

intercourse between Moslims and Jews (v. 27) was originally inserted here, it is difficult to say, as it

would have been more in place at the beginning of the open hostilities against the latter.

What was Muhammed'e purpose in introducing the stories of the births of John and Jesus in a

speech not addressed to Christians (vv. 30-43) ? I believe his intention was the same as in the

previous sermon, viz., to show that in vital religious questions he stood on the same ground as the

Jews, but had authority to "abrc^ate" part of what had been made unlawful for them (t. 44),

" Jesus was a created being like Adam, whilst there is no God beside Allah"^^ (vv, 52, 55). The

pleonastic form of v. 57 :
" Tliat we (Muhammed and the Jews) serve no other God tlian Allah, and

associate no one with Him," makes it manifest that Muhammed, when it suited him, was not loth to

side with the Jews against Christians. Later on he also found an opportunity of doing the opposite.

66 The verse is reg-arded as abrogating the preceding one. Noldeke refers it to the spoils of the battle of

Badr, but I cannot share his opinion.

"T Noldeke denies that v. 73 is abrogated by v. 76 ; <•/. ix. 101. .

^ Refers either to viii. 9, 12 or to 45-45. See also ^ ^'>yAi^\ (iii. 2 and viii. 42) ; iii. 23 ^.^ij ,; ^^i z**^* 5

</. viii. .11 ; iii. 47 cf. viii. 30.

69 V. 1 <•/. ii. 256. ^i I alone xl. 67.

'0 This again v. 55.
'

n See Ch. III. at the end.

" From V. 23 it appears that they answered Muhamnied's hell fire thre.ats with the Talmudical symbolism that

the sojourn of the wicked in Gehenna only lasts twelve months : aee R'sh Hash. fol. 17"'.

'' See xxxvii. 31.
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On the basis of the strict monotheistic view common to Moslims and Jews he invites the latter to

return to pure Abrahamism (v. 58), which was identical neither with [Rabbinic] Judaism nor with

Christianity (r. 60) The purport of verse 65 is not quite clear to me, although the Commentators try

to explain it. Whom should the Jews style "BeUevers" but their own people? The Commentatorii

naturally think of the Moslims, and Muhammcd may perhaps have meant that also, but the sentence

seems to be tlie result of a misunderstanding on his part. It is not likely that one section of Jews

should have encouraged another to profess the Islamic cult in the morning and to abjure it again iu

the evening.

"Those who barter away the covenant of Allah and His faith for a small price" (v. 71) is one of

the derogatory appellations given to the Jews by the Prophet. The threat that the persons thus

described " shall have no share in the final world"'^ can only have been calculated to impress Jewish

hearers, since tlie phrase is but the Muhammedan adaptation of a well known Rabbinical one. What

Muhammed really aimed at in those remarks was an onslaught against the authority of the Rabbinical

code, which he represents as claiming equal authority with the " Book." Some Jews, he says, pervert

the Book in order to reckon to it what does not belong to it (v. 72). Whether, or not, Muhnn\-

med was convinced of this he at any rale wished to couray to the minds of Moslims, that the Jewish

Rabbis, by making laws,'^ placed themselves on a level with God (v. 73), and desired to be

worshipped. Allah, however, never commanded men to take angels and prophets as Lords (v. 74).

The point of tliis criticism lies in the terms Rabhuniyyun. and arbdban which are both to be

interpreted as indicating the supremacy of Rabbinism.

It is not difficult to see how Muhammed imbibed the notion that Jews paid their Rabbis

greater homage tJian was due to mortals. Not only was he aware that they performed many rites

solely on Rabbinical authority, but he seemB to have seen tl)em jjray at the supjiosed graves of

Biblical prophets and pious men in general. In a tradition handed down by Al Bokhari,'^

Muhammed is said to have remarked that Allah had cursed the Jews because they used the graves of

their prophets as places of worship. If this be true, he could not have foreseen to what extent such a

custom was destined to prevail in the Moslim world.

Some scholars regard v. 79 as very late,^' but there is no reason to place it much later than v. 17.

Since the words are addressed to the Jews (see v. 81), their number and influence in Medina mnst

still have been great enough to make it worth the Prophet's while to try and convert tihem (v. 85).'^

Verse 87 is supposed to have been the reply to a query addressed to Muhammed by some Jews. The

authenticity of this question, with which I have dealt elsewhere," is very doubtful. It is, therefore,

not quite clear what Muhammed meant by this remark, except that he wished to parade his intimate

acquaintance with the Pentateuch, and the passages in Gen. ix. 4 and sxxii. 33 in particular. By

bringing one of their scrolls and reciting the verses in question they could convince themselves of the

truth of his allegation. The next verse, which concludes the address, brands again post-Biblical

prohibitions as "forging a he against Allah."

At about the same time as the first half of Si'mi iii., Sum xlvii. must have been revealed. V. 2.

however, is out of connection with the verses 1 and 3, and altogether out of place here.so The com-

pilers did not,, jierhaps, care to commence a svra with a condemnation of the wicked. The victories

aained hitherto are made the basis for admonitions and a censure of the Jews.si i^ y 21 Muhammed

"!6 A distinct allusion to the Jewish oral law is to Le fennel in jj_,«.jOJ (Geiger, p. 51), see also /. Q. R. Vol.

XIII. p. 223.

" Ed. Krchl, I. p. US.
" Noldeke, p. 141. His remark, that Muhan}med regarded " trne Christi.an.s " .is believers, is incompatible

with T. 52.

'»
Cf. Numb. xxii. \S, and Al Beidhawi. " J- Q- K. Vol. X. p. 105.

«> ^Ji V. 3 refers to ^.,J 1.^ I J.^'\ v. i. <•/. vv. 9 and 10. .As to v. 2 see Ch. XIII.

"« Palmer wrongly refers the words " those to whom has been given the knowledge " to Ibn Abbas, who cannot

*jo inoant by this verse.
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settled the formula of the Bikr finally, ami gavu it for the first time with the introductory

command : Know I^s It is possibly modelled on verses like Exod. viii- G, 18, ix. 14, or i)eut. vi. 4.

Verse 22 in so far differs from the similar one S. ii. 21, that in the former it is the Moslims,83 who expect

ft special revelation with regard to the oppression of the Jews. From this we may gather, that the

verse was revealed after the expulsion of the Banu Qainoqa. It shows distinctly that !Muhammcd

was resolved to exterminate all the Jews as soon as circumstances permitted. That the Jews were

meant, is to be seen from the expression "those in whose heart there is sickness." In v. 23 we see the

war against the remaining Jewish tribes decided upon, and their only escape from slaughter speedy

conversion to Islam. Their obstinacy is, then, described (vv. 25-29) in the usual phrases.*' V. 32

refers to certain emblems S5 (probably connected with the Jewish ritual). The term lahni-lqaidi

probably alludes to the chanting of prayers and portions of the Peutateucli and Prophets read during

service. The prayer-books of the Jews in Arabic-speaking countries show the word la),n at the

headings ot Piyyutim (hymns), in order to intimate the tunes to which they are to be sung. The

•Jewish custom of chanting prayers is as old as it is universal, and there is no reason to doubt that it

also existed in Arabia at the time of Muhammed. The words in question may also refer to a habit of

the Medinian Jews of intermixing the vernacular with Hebrew words, especially in discussions on

matters religious. — Those Moslims, lluhammed continues, who might hesitate to take up arms

against their former allies, are warned that their first duty is to obey Allah and His Messenger (v, 35).

Since success is certain (v. 36), there is no reason for any Moslim to be behind hand in contributing

towards the cost of the expedition against the Jews (vv. 39-40).

The defeat which the Moslim army suffered at Uhud in the third year after the Hijra, caused

a momentary diversion in the constant denunciations of the Jews who, in their turn, were not loth to

prejudice Medinians, Moslims and pagans alike, against Muhammed. The latter, seeing that his

prestige was at stake, toolc pains to restore the same in a speech which fills out the rest of Sura iii.

He warned Believers against intimate relations with the enemies of Islam (v. 114), and admonished

them not to lose their faith in the revelations, which had assured them of final victory (v. 115). The

misfortune over which their enemies rejoiced (v. 116J was chiefly due to the cowardice of two com-

panies of the Moshm army (v. 118). In order to raise the spirits of his friends Muhammed reminded

them again of the victory of Badr, even introducing this name into the revelations in questions

(v. 119). The thousand angels who had assisted the Moslims on that occasion (S. viii. 9) is in this

speech trebled (v. 120), but they would in the next emergency increase to five thousanel (v. 121).

Some of the following verses insinuate that the disaster may have been a punishment for "usury

doubly doubled " exercised by Moslims (v. 125), and those who felt themselves guilty of this or

other crimes (v. 129), must at once invoke Allah's forgiveness (v. 127), and give alms (v. 128)

Accidents had happened before (v. 131). Moslims were, therefore, not to give way to grief, and

would be victorious in the end (v. 133).

The next group of verses (134-137) reminds Moshms to be always as ready to die for the cause of

Islam as they had been once before ; and that no soul died save by permission of Allah, and at its

appointed time (v. 139). Before the last mentioned verse one is interpolated (v. 138) which has

i:aused much comment among Moslim theologians. ^6 The verse, which will occupy our attention later

<iu, is nothing but a copy of S. v. 79a,87 and not only disturbs the connection between w. 137-139,

but forms a complete contrast to v. 140, which speaks of prophets who did not show themselves weak

even in the face of myriads of enemies. The reproach of cowardice is then repeated (v. 145). In

order to make similar faintheartedness impossible for the future, Muhammed lays it down here as a

principle that, had they all been in their houses, those who were fated to die, had gone forth to meet

«2 See Ch. II.

'5 Palmer read
I jj.fti' .^ iJ I which ia not in the text ; he also translated "a decisive »i1ra," but the text has

» See ii. 10, 11. 17, 247. " See xlvii:. 29 and Cb. VIII. end.

w Cf. Al Shahrastani, MilaX, p. 11 ; c/. Beitraege, p. 67, and Cli. SIII. »' See also iii. 150, 152.
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their doom (v. 148). This verse gives manifest evidence that any fatahstic notions occurring in

the QorAn are not the result of theological speculations, but were grown on jsurely political soil.

It was necessary to render another defeat impossible, because Islam coul.l not afford it. The

demoralisation after Uhud was so great that the Moslims made Muhammed responsible, and charged

him with having deceived his friends. He was obliged to defend himself against this accusation'*

(v. 155), but reminded his accusers that Allah had sent a messenger to them out of their own midst

(v. 158), and that their misfortune was their own fault. He described the situation very accurately

in saying that ' on that day they were far nigher to disbelief than to faith" (v. IGO), but those

who had suffered martyrdom, were not dead but alive, and enjoyed the pleasures of paradise by the

grace of AUdh (vv. 163-168).

In close connection with this speech stands the nest which is less severe and rather more hopeful

in tone. To turn the general attention from the cheerless subject of the defeat, he makes use of a

well worn device in launching another rebuke against the Hypocrites and Jews. In answer to the

Prophet's request for funds to continue the war against the Meccans, they asked sneeringly whether

Allah was poor (v. 177), The question originated, according to tradition, with Finhas, a member of

the expelled Banii Qainoqa, and is evidently only a reflex of Numb. xi. 23."' Muhammed, however,

taking the sarcasm seriously, placed this alleged blasphemy on a par with the old reproach that the

Jews had " killed their prophets undeservedly" (ibid.) . Not less sinful, he adds, is the assertion that

Allah had covenanted with them not to believe in a prophet until he had brought a sacrifice which the

tire devoured^" (v. 178). A remark of this kind, whether spoken in jest or earnest, was not founded

on any condition laid down in the Old Testament, hut entails an allusion to such passages as Jud

vi. 21, xui. 20 ; 1 K. xviii. 31. Probably this fire (alndr) is purposely contrasted in one of

the following verses with the illuminating (almunir) Book (v. 181) and those who are removed from

hell tire and brought into paradise (v.l 182). — Further warnings addressed to the scoffing Jews

(vv. 183-186), a fervent prayer, and admonitions to bear the situation patiently, conclude the siira.

A more powerful lever than speeches was now applied to the di'ooping spirits of the Moslims by

the expulsion of the second Jewish tribe, the Banu Al Nadir, after Muhammed had caused

their chief, Ka'b b. Al Ashraf, to be assassinated.^' The Moslim bards hastened to celebrate these

two events in various songs, and Muhammed himself was so rejoiced, that he composed a series of

Hallelujah-Psalms. It is as such — and as imitations of Biblical ones, and Pss. cxlvi.-cl. in

particular — that I regard the Suras, lvii.,82 lix., Ixi., Ixii., Ixiv., all of which begin with the words;

Praise Allah whatever is in the heavens and in the earth." It is rather difficult to fix the order of

succession of these five suras, but this is of little account, as they were all composed at this period-

Their poetic element is almost entirely confined to the superscription mentioned, the rest being

prose, and in one of them we read the demand to give alms from the conquered treasuries (Ivii. 7).

The victory alluded to in v. 10 is no other than the expulsion of the B. Al Nadir.'S The reverse

previously sustained was still fresh enough in his mind to cause him to warn his friends not to

exaggerate their joy (v. 22-23). The verses 24-28^* refer to Muhammed's failure to get the Jews to

contribute towards the fine to be paid for the slaying of two men of the Banil Amir. The phrase

(v. 24) "those who are niggardly, and bid men be niggardly" runs parallel to Aboth, v. 13, though

only by accident. The verses seem to have been placed here because they form a contrast to several

of the preceding ones {e. g., 10, 11, 17), in which the topic of giving alms is discussed.

Sura lis, begins with a reference to the expulsion of the Banu Al Nadir.^s The verses 2 and 3 look

like an attempt to justify that act by stating that Allah was responsible for it. If the banishment

of those Jews had not been pre-ordained, their fate might have been much worse. So here Muhammed

" NolJeke, p. 143, quote.? the reaaona given by tr.iditionists.

88 Porhapg also 2 K. vii. 2; cj. S. v. 69. "> See xvii. 92, and J. Q. K. Vol. X. p. lOG.

" Soo the dirges of tho Jewish poet Samam;*ik, /. Hi-^h. pp. 657, 659.

•2 Noldeke, p. 144 sj., rightly does not refer the sura to the conquest of Meooa.

«3 iii. 147, Ixiv. 11. " See I. His/i. p. 652 ; Vakidi, p. 260,

" Noldeke, p. 153 ;/. Kii/i. p. 654 U,*«Ij .i^l S ,j« .iviiJ I
j^J ^jj Jj^J-
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makes use again of the fatalistic principle, but this time to exculpate an act of open violence.

More than this, lie had cauaed the palm groves of the Jews to be cut down and burned.'* This appeared

'o them a flagrant violation of the law in Uout. xx. 19, and seems also to have been condemned by

public opinion. Muhammed was so conscious of the outrage he had couiuiitted, that he found it

necessary to shelter those who had executed his will behind the command of Allah (v. 5).

The consequences of this bloodless victory were even greater for the economy of thi^ future State

than the preceding ones. The estate of the Banil A.l Nadir had not been takc^n by " pressing

forward with horse and camel, but Allah authorised llis apostle to give it to whom he pleased
"

(v. G). In other words, whatever spoil was not taken in open warfare,', but by surrender, became

the property of Allah and His Propliet. This furnished a very important precedent for future

enlargement of Moslim territory by pact or cession. The new lands were the property of the

realm.^^ The old inhabitants were left unnmlesteil, but their produce filled the coffers of the state.

This new manner of distributing the spoil placed at Muhammcd's immediate disposal large

means to reward the poor and lowly, who had cast in their lot with him in Mecca. lie declared that

they had the lirst claim to a share in the booty (v. 8), in which the Ansar were not to participate at

all (v. 9). It is but natural that Muhammed now tannted the Hypocrites, who, after having

•Micouraged the Jews to offer resistance, had left them in the lurch, so that tliey had to retire to

their castles, and finally surrender (vv. 11-14). Such conduct subjected them to some very

unflattering comparisons.

The middle part of the silra being somewhat poor for a Hallelujah-Psalm, Muhammed
endeavoured to make at least the end as thrilling as the commencement. Now verse 21 shows clearly

that the author had Ps. cxiv. in his mind which, thougli not being a Hallelujah-Psalm itself, belongs

to a group of Psalms which are known in the Mishnah under the name of Hallel, and which

•jccapy an important place in the prayer-book. Through the pathos of this verse a faint regret ie

observable that the Quran was not revealed upon a mountain which "would have humbled itself and

been split for fear of Allah."^8 Lest, however, any man should think that such a sight had ever

presented itself to the eyes of man, Muliammed adds that he had only spoken in metaphor. Very

impressive appear the two tawhids and the profusioii of divine epithets, many of which are borrowed

from Jewish terminology ,°' whilst the "Hallelujah" repeated in the last verse, leaves no doubt that the

whole sura forms a continuous sermon.

Sura Ixi. begins with a severe reprimand addressed to Believers "who say wliat they do not do,''

a thing which is very hateful to Allah. The purport of this reproach, repeated twice, is not quite

clear, although the Commentators connect it with a declaration on the part of the Moslims, that they

were prepared to sacrifice both wealth and life for the sake of the faith. It appears, however, that

iluhamined again alluded to the spiritless conduct of a part of the Moslim army at Uliud.'"" At any

rate the recommendation given in v. 4, i-iz., to fight in future "in closed ranks, as though they were

a compact building,"! throws some light on the meaning of the two preceding verses. The chief

function of v. 5 is to introduce v. 0, memorable on account of the new title Ahmad, under which

Muhammed states that he was aiinounced by Jesus. I take this name as an attempt at an

Arabic rendering of Messias, and to find that formation of the root HMD, which would most

appropriately express the character under wliich Muhammed wislied to be known to the following

generations. From thi.s we may conclude that he was not called Mnliammed, at least not

till several years after the Hijra.3 V. 7 refers again to the Jews w!io try to extinguish "the

light of Allah with their mouth." The certainty Muhammed expresses in tlie verses 9 and 1.^,

56 See Bokbari, iii. 13.

!> Sprenger, III. p. IGl, regarJs the first portion of v. 7 as interpolated. Moslim authorities docla-e tlio verse to

refer to other places tlian the territory of the B. Al Nadir.

5« Cf. Zach. xiv. 5 ; Ps. Ixviii. 9, xcviii. 5. " E. g., ahnalil;, aliivchhis. nlimihaimin, aljalMr, etc.

">» Cf. iii. 118 and above; v. 3 "most hateful in the eyes of .UUh ;" v. 4"All!ihloves those who fight in His oause."'

' See Ch. VIII. 2 See also the Babira legeudin Ch. II.
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that Isliim would he vk-toriuus in the end "in spite of the objection of the infidels," proves the address

to have been spoken al'tci' the banislimeut of the Banu Al Nadir, when Muhammed was entitled to

liope that, at least in Medina, uo one would be able to withstand his rule. V. 14, being a re-echo of

N. iii. 46, stands detached, and seems to have been placed at the end of this su>a on acconnt of v. 6.

It is not difficult to recognise that the beginning of Sih-a Ixii. is closely connected with the

conclusion of »S'«;y( lix. The strenuous efforts Muhammed bad to make, in order to find material for

the psalmody is plainly visible. The si'ira consists of two parts of unequal length, which are not in

connection with Cich other. The fir.-?t portion contains another of the well worn onsl.mghts against

the remaining Jews, as bearers of the Rabbinical law in the shape of an insulting comparison.^ The

verses G and 7 are a repetition of S. ii. 88. The latter portion of the sum, which discussed the

duties of the "Day of Congreg.-ition,"* is said to owe its origin to the indignation of the Prophet who

saw a caravan, led by unbelieving Medinian citizens, enter the city with great noise on Friday, and

cause great disturbance among the worshippers.^

The descriptive element in the first portion of Siira Ixiv. is not indicative of Meccan origin,

but of a feeble effort to revive the spark of enthusiasm proper for a psalm. Tlie reminiscences of the

defeat of Uhud^ (v. 11 ) and the double admonition to be obedient (vv. 12 and 16) leave no doubt

as to the place to which tlie sura belongs.

It appears that Svra iv. originally only consisted of the pieces vv. 1-46, 12G-129 and 176''

which treat of legal matters in connection with the rights of women and orphans, and the regulations

of wills aud bequests. The promulgation of these regulations could not have been undertaken

without very careful preparation. It was dictated by the necessity for arranging the rights and

duties of a growing community, many members of which had suddenly become wealthy, and which,

owing to the various battles, numbered many widows and orphans, who had to be provided for by

the commonwealth in whose service their natural supporters had lost their lives. It is therefore

probable that the revelations in question cannot be diited earlier than the year five.8

Between the ])ortions of the syrn under consider.ition the compilers have inserted a mass of

revelations mostly belonging to the s.ame period for which they could not find more suitable places.

To this category belong the ritual precepts in v. 41!, being reflexes of Levit. x. 9, xv. 16-18 increased

bv Rabbinical interpretations.' Then follows a vigorous attack against the Jews (vv. 47-72), which

appears like an attempt at stamping the banishment of the Banu Al Nadir as a religious duty.

Muhammed ende.ivoured to demonstrate that the Jews had so far deviated from the teachings of

tlie Torah by altering the same (vv. 48-49),!" that they were no better than heathens. This, he said,

might be deduced from the nearly divine homage they paid to their s.iges. The point is of import-

ance. "Behold," he says (v. 53), " how they devise a he against Allah, and that is manifest sin

enough (54). Do ye not see those to whom a portion of the Book was given believe in the Jibt and

Tdyhat,^^ and say to the infidels : these are better guided in the way than those who believe [in AllAli

aud His messenger] (55) 1 These are those whom Allah has cursed, and whom Allah has cursed shall

find no helper." — Noldeke ascribes the words placed in the mouth of the peoijle accused in this verse

to some of the expelled Jews who betook themselves to Mecca, and tried to stir the Qoreish up to renew

their hostihties against Muhammed.is This is, however, utterly improbable. Whence did Muhammed

gain the knowledge that they had done so ? " The infidels" of v. 54 are none others than the Jews

3 See Ch. VIII.
* See Beidhawi and Both. i. 224 according to Abu Hureira. It is alleged that Ka'b b. Loeyy gave Fridiiy tha

name 'Arubd, because the people used to congregate on that day. This tradition, which is piven on uucertain

authority, deserves no credit. AriiU or ArO.h'thd is, in the Tabuud, a name of Friday (Jcrvsh. Teruma, viii. 10). It

almost appears that Jkluhammed at first intended to use this term for Friday, but discarded it as he did with •Afhiira.

Later traJitiau, then, gave the word a pagan origin.

5 See Al Bc-idhawi. " See Ivii. 22, iii. 147.

^ijiki^jj vv. 128 aud 17.5.
' See also Noldeke, p. 146 »i.

9 .Sea (jeiger, p. 88; Noldeke, p. 14", is not convincing. '• Cf. ii. 87, 98.

•> Geiger, p. 53, not quite correct. " Xoldoke, p. 149,
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as a whole. The practice of the Rabliinical prescriptions, which went far licyoiid the bare laws of the

Pentateuch, is termed by Muhauimed Tdyhnl in the Aramaic meaning of this word. Exactly the

same idea is again expressed in v. G3, viz., that "they (the Jews) wish to refer their judgment to

Tdghut,'^^ i. e., they follow the decisions of the latter rather than tliat of the Torah. Tlie word Jiht

(which does not occur again) has evidently a similar meaning, and belongs to those terms which

Miihammed misread from his notes, and distorted beyond recognition. — It is unfortunately not

clear whether Mnhammed, at any time, met Jews who entertained ideas propagated later on by the

Karaites, but as a believer in the Torah he is so unmistakeably Karaitic, that this is not improbable.

The verses 73-80 were revealed shortly after the catastrophe at Uhud. Again Muhammed
reminded Moslims that the disaster (v. 74) should by no means discourage them (vv. 78, 86).

since death could occur at any time, but for tliis misfortune they had only themselves to blame (v. 81).

The pieces 87-95 and Sura v. 56-631* show Muhammed in possession of considerable power (v. 91),'^ and

seem, therefore, somewhat later, ?•/--., dating from the time of the siege of the Banu Koreiza (end of

A. 4), and, according to the Commentators, the section iv. 96-1051" is contemporaneous with them.

The group of verses 106-115 is said to owe its origin to a theft committed by a Medinian, who
eventually fled to Mecca. If this be true, the date of the revelation in question can be approximately

fixed as having taken place after the conversion of the poet Hassan b. Thabit (A. H. 4), who in some

verses,!^ alludes to this incident as well as to Muhammed's prophetic faculties. Greater difHculties

are offered by the verses llC-125. It is, however, hardly justifiable to regard them with Noldeke'^

as Mecean, because the " People of the Book" are mentioned in them (v. 122), without

disparaging epithet or as "friends." The verses 130-133 are of quite uncertain date, and evidently

placed here on .iccount of v. 125. Just as uncertain is the date of v. 134, unless, as Noldeke
suggests,i9 it also refers to the affair of the theft, since the friends of the culprit gave false evidence in

his favour. V. 139 forms the repetition of an old Mecean revelation,20 and is now revealed evidently

for a similar reason. The words that " Allah deceives the Hypocrites"2i (v. 141) are, to say the

least, drastic. The sermon to which this remark belongs only goes as far as v. 145. The verses

that follow up to v. 151 are quite uncertain as to date, although v. 147 might be brought in connec-

tion with the adventure of Aisha, which took place in the year 4.^2 The furious onslaught against the

Jews (vv. 152-168) must be somewhat older, because it contains many reminiscences of similar

orations of the first year.^a The same holds good for the remarks appUed to the Christians

(w. 169-173).2* Terse 174 stands detached, and is of controversional character. Some Commenta-
tors regard it as the last of the whole Qordn.

^•^ Palmer ; to them misprint.

' Noldeke, p. 172, refers rv. 57-63 to the battle of Dhud, bat in reality they refer to the " War of the Trenoh,"
A. H. 4, and the alliance with the B. Koreiza.

" See Noldeke, p. 150, with slight differences. le cf. ibid.

" Diwhi, ed. Tunis, p. Qi sq. ; cf. I. Sish. p. 359, and Noldeke, p. 151. " Ibid.

19 P. 152. 2« s. vi. 67. ai See Ch. Vm.
»2 Treated more in detail in .S. xxiv. ^s Cf. ii. 52, 55, 60. »« Noldeke, p. 152.
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CHAPTER XI.

Revelations on Muhammed's Domestic Affairs.

Revelations beginning " thou Prophet " — Marriage with Zeinab — Sermon on the

amr Refutation of the charge against 'Aisha — Regulations concerning women.

Every work on Moslim Tradition, or on the life of Muhammed, contains special chapters

on his personal appearance and characteristics. These works, however, being written more

with a view to promote the religious fervour of the reader than to chronicle facts, obscure this

point rather than throw light upon it. The Qordn portrays the man Muhammed more

iaithfullv than any Moslim biography. His real individuality, as well as the transformation

of his character during an eventful career may be clearly traced from his own utterances.

There we see how great qualities may be marred by grave faults.

Muhammed was undoubtedly conscious of his own weaknesses, and did what other men

jn prominent positions have done. He surrounded them with a halo. Among Muhammed's

passions, an ever increasing love of the gentle sex was the greatest. Yet, in spite of his ideal

nailing, he did not endeavour to master it, but allowed it to increase with his years. What

clearer sign is needed for the absolute sway he held over the minds of the Believers than his

boldness in canonising his passion for women, declaring it to be under the special protection

tif Alliih (amr) ? Muhammed's domestic affairs form the substrata of a series of revelations

dating from the fifth year after the Hijra. They are externally distinguished by the introduce

tion : thou Prophet !^^ With very few exceptions^* they refer to matrimonial matters, and

form the least edifying chapter in the history of Islam.

The Prophet of Allah coveted Zeinab, the wife of his freedmau Zeid b. HAritha whom
he had adopted, and wished to marry her. The two obstacles of her being a married woman and

the wife of his adopted son (whom Arab custom made as near a relative as if he had been his

real son) had to be removed, if the wish of Muhammed was to be fulfilled. This was, however,

easy enough, if in the place of a personal desire, he gave expression to a divine command.

Under these circumstances there was no choice left. Zeid had to divorce his wife, and

Muhammed had to dissolve the paternal tie which connected him with his adopted son, and to

marry Zeinab. The history of this interesting marriage is laid down in 8. xxxiii. 1-G2. Out of

five sections of this sermon beginning with the words: thou Prophet, ionr (vv. 1-8, 28-39,

49-52, 59-7) treat on matters of Muhammed's Harem. The spirit of the revelations will be best

demonstrated by translating one of them literally :
—

(v. 7) Allah has not made for any man two hearts in his inside, nor has He made

your wives, whom you desire to repudiate, your [real] mothers,-^ nor has

He made your adopted sons your [real] sons. Such is only your way of

expressing it, but Allah speaks the truth, and He guides in the right path."

He thus abolished the old formula of divorce. After this declaration Muhammed was

free to marry Zeinab who, on this occasion, with all the present and future wives of the

Prophet, received the honorary title "Mother of the Believers" (v. G). The marriage having

taken place in the year 5 of the Hijra, there is no doubt about the date of the address in question.

iSura xxxiii. shows some traces of artistic arrangement for which, however, the compilers

are alone responsible. The first and largest portion (v. 1-59) is so arranged that addresses to

"tho Prophet" alternate with those to "the Believers." Since the different sections of both

classes belong to various periods, it is best to discuss them in the order of the events to which

they relate.

" xxxiii. 1, 28 (U), 49, »9 ; Ixv. 1 ; Ixvi. 1, 3. Lx. 12 also treats of women. ^^ viii. 65, 66, 71 ; ix. 7i.

" Ab to 9. a see below. *' The words were used in the old formula of divorce.
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Section vv. 28-39 also refers to the incident of the man-iage of Zcinab. Mnhammcd now

pretended to have advised her former husband not to jiart with his wife, but Allah had decreed

otherwise, and Zeid was rewarded for his compliance by having his name coupled with that of

the Prophet in a special revelation (v. 37).29

If Muhammed had merely wished to obtain Zeinab for her own sake, he could probably

have achieved this without invoking the aid of Allah, but I believe that the incident was also

meant to increase his prestige by placing him again on a par with one of the Biblical prophets.

The marriage of a prophet by special divine command had a befitting precedent in the

[symbolical] marriages of the prophet Hosea (i. 2, iii. 1-2), which Muhammed interpreted

literally. Both cases have several points of resemblance. The wives chosen were not virgins,

and the marriages had to serve as object lessons for the populace. The only redeeming feature

in Mnhammed's proceeding was his insisting on a proper divorce instead of the objectionable

practice of pre-Islamic times. Now the short address which follows (vv. 44-47), being the only

one superscribed :
" thou Prophet," and yet not referring to anything matrimonial, seems

nevertheless to bear upon the same incident, and to teach that Muhammed is the herald of

glad tidings and a warner, etc. It is unexpected, at this juncture, to see Muhammed again

accredited as a prophet, but his words were apparently designed to pacify those supercilious

Believers, who considered his behaviour in the affair of Zeinab a sign of human weakness where

prophetic self-abnegation should have been. He, therefore, thought it proper to convince his

people that in this case also he had acted as Messenger of Allah. To this he attached a regula-

tion regarding the provisions to be made fora Moslim woman married to a Believer, who wished

to divorce her before consummating the marriage (v. 48).^"

The lessons to be deduced from this marriage were not even then exhausted. According

to tradition several guests at the wedding feast, having given offence by their coudnct_

Muhammed forbade Believers to enter his houses in future without special invitation, to

leave as soon as the meal was finished, and not to speak to his wives unless they were veiled

(vv. 53-58). The command to be veiled was subsequently given to all believing women (v. 59),

The last address contains the sentence (v. 56) that "Allah and His angels pray for the

Prophet." These words seem to be modelled on a Talmndic homily .3' In v. 41 the same phrase

is repeated, but with reference to the Moslims. I believe this verse and v. 42, from which no

clue can be gathered as to date, were inserted in this sura merely on account of v. cG.

The piece vv. 9-27 is of later date. It describes the siege of Medina by the '' Confede-

rates," consisting of the Qoreish and Ghatafan, assisted by the Canu Kureiza, the remaining

Jewish tribe in the environs of Medina (A. H. 5). From verse 27 \ye gather that the piece

was revealed after the annihilation of the B. Koreiza.

The twofold success found an adequate expression in this triumphant address which is

somewhat elated and almost dramatic in style (v. 19). — The last section headed "O thou

Prophet" (v. 49-51)" makes it lawful for him to marry women who were among the captives or

slaves. The first of this class was the Jewess Reihaiia, widow of one of the B. Kureiza,

whom Muhammed married A. H. 6. The verse placed next to this must, however,

be much later, because the speaker takes upon himself not to increase his Harem any further

except by concubines. The verse can therefore not have been revealed until the year 7 or 8.^"

To these speeches the compilers have added three more which form the concluding part of

tho swa. Verses 60-62 announce the speedy extirpation of the rest of the Jews of Medina.

They are declared outlaws and free to be murdered wherever found. ^^ Tjjg partial concordance

»9 The words Uij t^^-* ^ij ^'^•' ')» li-ive been iitilsed by HaesSn b. Thi'ibit (Diw.^n, p. 11, 1. II) in a dirge

on Otbmiin, but tbe words refer to Zeid, brother of the poet.

M CJ. ii. 237. " See p. 7'-', rem. .^9. '2 As to T. 52 see Weil, Mohammed, p. 358.

" CJ. ii. 187 referring to all unbelieTers, Meccacs included.
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of V. 62 with V. 38 explains why the little piece was placed in this silra. The short discourse

oa the "Hour" which then follows (vv. 63-68) is qnite uncertain as to date, but from v. 68'* it

would appear that the words were spoken, when the Jews in Medina were still a factor to be

reckoned with. The concluding speech (vv. 69-73) seems to stand in connection with that in

which Maharamed reproved those Moslims who had caused annoyance at the wedding feast.

Moses also had to bear annoyance, " but Allah cleared him of what they said." ^^ The

Commentators refer this remark to charges brought against Moses by Korah, or other people

who suspected Moses of having murdered Aaron.^^ It seems, however, that Muhammed had

the incident of Numb. ch. sii. in his mind, because the accusation referred to in this chapter

also bears on a woman. — Muhammed then cautions Believers always to speak in a straight-

forward manner ! Verse 72 seems to be built on the framework of a Rabbinical homily.

In spite of Mahammed's strenuous efforts to convince Medinians that the marriage of

Zeinab was performed in fulfilment of a divine command, he seems to have been afraid that

some sceptics would regard the remarks he had attached to the affair as spoken pro domo. He,

therefore, once more took up the subject of divorce in a special series of revelations, and had

these also addressed to him personally. It was further necessary to show that matters of mar-

riage and divorce of Moslims altogether stood under the direct providence of Allah. The
address in question is that of S. Isv., also headed by the phrase : thou Prophet. This short

sei'mon is also a perfect lecture on the mm; which is mentioned not less than «(^Ai times in it (vv.

1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 bis, 12), being the created Will of AUiih and His Providence over mankind.^' The
little homily appended wliich repeats hackneyed phrases, only serves to round off the sermon,

and there can be no doubt as to the date of the same.

To the group of siiras dealing with Mubammed's personal affairs also belongs S. sxiv.

although the customary allocation is omitted. Nearly the whole of the sura is an endeavour

to prove the innocence of Muhammed's favourite wife Aisha who was suspected of having

committed adultery during the expedition against the B. Mustaliq. The date of the event is

not beyond doubt. It is, however, hardly advisable to place it, as Sprenger seems' inclined, in

the year 4.^8 I believe the incident did not occur till A. 6. The efforts Muhammed made to

convince his hearers of his wife's innocence are visible in the beginning of the silra which,

in Medinian speeches, is quite unique. The severity with which he wished adultery to be

punished, is calculated to make the impression that it was quite impossible that any person of

his household could be capable of such a crime (v. 1-3). It is, however, noteworthy that the

punishment of those who charge "chaste" women with adultery, but are unable to bring four

witnesses, is not much less severe, beside disqualifying the informer for ever from giving evi-

dence before a judge (v. 4-5).

Of the speeches forming .S. sxiv., the first (vv. 1-33) and the last (vv. 57-64) evidently belong

together, and are perhaps but parts of the same sermon.^^ Their chief object being the defence

of Aisha, they begin with regulations concerning immorality and false charges brought against

virtuous women in general, ov against one's own wife. The latter case is obviously modelled on

Numb. V. 11 ^'/g.*" Now tlic first section (vv. 1-21) has a kind of ornamental phrase: "And
were it not for Allah's grace upon you," which divides the section into four paragraphs ending in

the verses 10, 14, 20, 21.*' The verses 27 to 29 repeat the warnings of S. xxxiii. 53, while

extending it to all Moslims, and are therefore probably later. This is not the first case where an

ordination which had arisen out of a special incident, was generalised for the benefit of the whole

community. The verses 30 to 33*^ and 57 to 64 containing rules for decorous and respectful heha-

" " Give them double torment." Cf. Isaiah xl. 2, a verse very popular in Jewish liturgy.

-5 As to 'j ^ ' see v.53jh'ii}^, m Cf. Numb. xx. 29. and MidrSsh Eabhah, oh. xix.

" See Ch. I., Appendix, Note II. »8 jii. 192 ; ef, Noldeke, p. 156.

"9 V. 57 resnmeg the rhyme of v. 33. «(i V. 7, " the curse ;
"

cf. Numb. r. 18-21.

• 1 V. 21 consists of two verses, the second beginning ^j^j,

• V. 31, cf. Isaiah iii. IQsqq. As to li>4''?'j '^ i^'.j'^i Jlj *^"-'^ Jacob, Das Lehen dtr torislam, Deduiner, p. 51.
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viour towards the Prophet, as -well as other Moslims, form too natural an appendix to the sub-

ject proper of the sermon to require special discussion.

Between the two portions of the sermon the compilers have inserted a discourse, quite alien

to the character of the former, and probably later. The piece vv. 34 to 40 consists of a set of

parables," which arc all borrowed from travels on land or on sea. It appears that the piece was

given this place in order to divert the attention of the reader from an unedifyiiig subject. As to

its date, only so much may be said with certainty that it was revealed after several places of

worship and regular hours of prayer had been fixed (vv. 36-37). Verse 41 reflects the Rabbinical

metaphor that heaven, earth, and tiie creatures thereof sing the praise of God.** This verse, as

well as the descriptive ones which follow (vv. 42-44) suit verses 39 to 40 very well. Verse 4G sqq.

contain aaother attack against the Jews.** To judge'from the repeated admonitions to obey

(vv. 46, 50, 52, 53) it appears that this piece is later than correspondiug verses in S. iv.,***

as the phrase " we are disobedient " is dropped.

Similar in character to the preceding addresses, though of later date, is Sih-a Ixvi. It com-

mences with the characteristic thou Prophet ! and was due to Muhammed's wife Hafsa having

discovered his relations with Maria, a Coptic slave girl, in the year 7. In S. xxxiii. 52 Mohammed
had reserved for himself the right of adding concubines to his Harem. If ia a moment of per-

plexity he swore to his irate spouse to forsake Maiia, he believed himself entitled to cancel this oath*'

(vv. 1-2). Since attack is the best defence, he now in his turn reproved Hafsa severely by exposing

her as a tale-bearer, because she had promised him to keep the matter secret, but had nevertheless

confided in Aisha (v. 3). He expected them to repent, because he was supported by Allah, Gabriel,

the true believers, and the angels " (v. 4). He was free to divorce his wives and take other, better,

and more believiag women in their stead (v. 5). In three verses which follow Muhammed extends

his admonitions to Believers, as well as infidels. The words that " on the Day [of Resurrection] Allah

shall not disgrace the Prophet and the Believers" sound like an allusion to the disrespectful treatment

he had been subjected to on the part of his wives.

The second portion of the sura, commencing likewise with thou Prophet, evidently stands in

connection with the first. There is certainly a hidden meaning in Muhammed's reference to the

two women who stand as prototypes of misbelief, viz., the wives of Noah and Lot, who were themselves

devout servants of Allah. In contrast to these are two pious ones, viz., the wife of Pharaoh and Mary
(daughter of Amram). It is possible that the last name.was an allusion to the other Mary, the Coptic

slave. As she changed her Christian faith for Islam, she was likewise stamped as a model of piety.

The expedition against the B. Mustaliq mentioned above, also gave rise to Sura Ixiii. In con-

sequence oE a quarrel between some Meccan fugitives and Medinians, Abd Allah b. Ubeiyy, the

chief of the latter is said to have exclaimed : " "When we return to Medina, the mightiest will surely

drive out the meanest therefrom." These words were reported to Muhammed who now took an

opportunity of l.incing a severe philippic against the " Hypocrites," and criticising the treasonable

utterances ascribed to their leader*^ (vv. 7-8).

This was not the only incident, however, which showed Muhammed that the old spirit of freedom

was far from being crushed in Medina. He has further to experience that it was easier to denounce

heathen practices than to stamp them out by a revelation. He would, perhaps, have been more suc-

cessful in abolishing the old custom of divorcing wives, had his first attempt in this direction not

been suggestive of personal motives. It occurred that a woman appealed to Muhammed against her

husband who had divorced her in the manner judged unlawful by the Prophet. The latter is said to

have declared the divorce valid nevertheless. The woman, having little children to provide for, com-

pl.iined to Allah, who then revealed Siira Iviii. 1-4,*' in which the objectionable formula is definitely

abolished. Now although the date given to this incident by the traditionists, viz., A. 7, is not very

reliable, the revelation in question seems to be posterior to that of xxxiii. 4. It is hardly credible

•5 See CU. VIII. " Se; Beifjo;*-, p. 84. « V. 49, " In their hearts is siokaess." «6 Veraes 48-49.
' Cf. S. V. 9. «8 See Ibn Hishiim, p. 723. »» See AlBeidhawi.
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that Muhatnmed should have forgotten that he had once given a decision in this manner. I therefore

doubt the authenticity of the tradition in question, and believe that Muhammod seized this opportunity

of denouncing the old formula of divorce over again in a case with which he was not personally

connected. He did this in a form which made it appear that, \Yliilst he personally might acquiesce

in the preservation of the old custom, it was Alliih who insisted on its abrogation. "Allah,"' he said,

" has heard the speech of her who wrangled with thee about her husband, and complained to Allah
;

Allah has heard your conversation, behold Allah hears and sees '' (v. 1).

In connection with the final decision of the cjueslion of divorce Muhammed repeated his warnings

against disobedience (vv. 9, 10, 14). Remonstrance with the Jews fills up nearly the whole of the remain-

ing part of the siira. From v. G we may conclude that it was revealed shortly before the fight against

tlie B. Kureiza, who were to share the fate of those who had been destroyed before them. Or other

details in the sura we note the following: Verse 8 being directed against the secret plots of the enemies

of Islam, is a kind of reproduction of Aboth iii. 2-3. The verses 9 nrjq. are lanced against the Jews

whom, according to tradition, Muhammed exposed for turning the phrase of greeting into a curse-

Believers are cautioned against rebellion, and warned against friendly intercourse with " people who

suffer the wrath of Allah" (v. 15), viz., the Jews. Although Muhammed still feared the influence of

the latter to some extent, he expressed his confidence that Islam would ultmately prevail; yet he was

cautious enough to phrase it that "Allah has written, I will surely prevail, and my messengers"'

(v. 21). Allah has likewise "written" faith in the hearts of the Believers (v. 22), a phrase which

recalls sentences as Jer. xxxi. 33; Prov. iii. 3, vii. 3.
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CHAPTER XII.

Preparations for the PiLGRiMA(iE to Mecca. Ren'ewal of Allegiance.

PilorimaOE preached— Treaty of Hudeibiya — Conquest of Mecca — Messages from Arab

Tribes — Conversions — Expedition against the Greek army — Tabuk — Renunciation of treaties

(haraa) — Deuteronomic revelations.

The successes gained in the last few years h.-id obliterated the shame of the Uhud disaster. The

enemies of Islam in and around iledina had been vanquished, and the joint attack of the Qoreish and

their allies against the town had been repelled. Muhammed's power was fast approaching its apogee,

and he felt himself strong enough to venture pushing his authority right into the very heart of lils

enemies. To enter as conqueror into the city, in which he had for many years lived the life of an

outcast, appeared like a boM dream. Muhammed was, therefore, careful to disgiiise his intention by

suggesting a peaceful pilgrimage to the Ka-ba. Even this idea had to be broached with great

caution, and he endeavoured to suggest it in an address, which forms the largest portion of Sura xxii.

This sermon is introduced by some general remarks touching upon the difference between believers and

infidels, and the expectations of both classes hercaft«r.W The compromise made with the heterodox

of various types in two previous Medinian revelatious.^i viz., that the Jews, Baptists, Christians and

Magicians could be regarded under certain circumstances as believers, is now abandoned, and they

.•ire ranked among the infidels (v. 17), whom Allah shall place in contrast to true believers on the

Day of Resurrection. The topic of the Hajj is then introduced in a rebuke lanced against the

Meecans for preventing Moslims from visiting the sacred spot, which was established " for all mankind

(i. e., Arabs) alike, and the sojourner and the stranger" (v. 25). Those who might eye the proposal of

worshipping at the shrine of Hobal with religious scruples are reminded that the place was originally

established for Abraham with the injunction to shun idolatry, to keep "my house" pure for those

making the prescribed circuits, to promote pilgrimage, and to "proclaim the name of Allah therein"

(26-29). With these words Muhammed not only boldly claimed the Ka'ba, but also the heathen ritual'^

for Islam — a masterpiece of diplomacy. Another noteworthy feature of this speech is that Allah,

to whose service the ritual is to be transferred, offici.ally takes the place of Rabbika. That this is

not a mere accident will be shown by the following instances. In verse 31 we find the " sacred things

of Allah," in the verses 33 and 37 " the rites of Allah." In the verses 35, 3G, 37, 41 the procla-

mation of the name of Allah (see verse 29) is again touched upon either in the form of a statement or

an admonition. In verse 41 Muhammed places in the mouth of those who had fled with him from

Mecca the words : Our Lord is Allah. One cannot fail to see in this speech the efforts made to

transplant the Meccan shrine and the ceremonies belonging to it into the bosom of the Moslim church.

It is now easily intelligible why, in the treaty concluded with the Qoreish at Hudeibiyah

(A. 6), 5^ which precluded Muhammed from entering Mecca that year, he raised no objection to the

demand of the pagan plenipotentiary to have the document initiated by the formula: In thi/ name,

Allah, instead of the usual In the name of Alldh. Any difference between these two formulas

had now ceased to exist, and far from losing prestige, he had gained considerably. It is, therefore,

wrong to place the verses 39-42 before the battle of Badr. A special divine permission to fight the

infidels, as Weil and Noldekc assume,'* is not to be foimd in this revelation. This question had

already been settled in Sura ii. 214-215 on the occasion of the illegal^^ expedition of Nakhla, when

the jihad was laid down as a command.

^ Noldeke, Q. 158, regards vv. 1-24 as Meccan, v. 17 is, however, Medinian on account of t •o''^ tH^ '

.

-'' ii. 59 ; v. 73. '- See Snonck Hnrgronje, Uet Mekkaansc/ie Feest, p. 28.

" As to the text of the treaty see Spranger, III. p. 216.

« Weil, EMHt. p. 80; Nold. p. 160; see Hish. 313 with doubtful authority. " See Ch. IX.
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Somewhat older thun this is the address contained iu the verses 48 to 59, but it cannot be of

Meocaii origin,'* because iu t. 5i •' those in whose heart is sickuess and whose hearts are hardened

(the Jews)" are mentioned. Verse 51 is generally explained by Moslim teachers as replacing the

objectionable verses liii. 19-20 which Muhammed was, according to tradition, obliged to expunge

owing to their semi-pagan character.'? The verse is, however, nothing but a reflex of Zach. iii, 1, very

popular in Jewish hlurgy, and which Muhammed found wonderfully adaptable to his owu career-

Hov/ verse 55 re-echoes Zach. xiv. 9 of even greater liturgical popularity, and therefore also speaks

for the Medinian origin of the group in question, which probably dates from shortly after the battle

of Uhud (v. 57).

With regard to the last portion (vv. 72-78) of the sura we can only assume that it was placed

here for the sake of the beginning, which is the same as in the verses 1 and 48. The mathal of

verse 72 probably taunts the Meccans with their alleged success obtained at IJndeibiya. As thfe

verses 76-78 point to a well arranged divine service, they can hardly be older than the group 48-59.

To an incident which happened shortly before the conquest of Mecca the traditionists refer the

verses Suril v. 39-44, dealing with the punishment meeted out to a thief. There is hardly anything

better to be said about the origin of these verses.

An interesting retrosj^ect on the allegiance sworn by the Believers at Hudeibiyah is given in

fSiira xlviii. 18-28. The phrase under the tree is, as we have seen on a previous occasion, '^ more than

a. mere historical recollection. Neither is it accidental that the ,Shel'inah is mentioned in the same

verse.^' The following verses are justly considered to refer to the rich spoil made during the raids on

•the Jews of Khaibar (v. 20), Fadak, Tcinia, and Wadil Qora (v. 21). Muhammed cannot help

expressing some discontent at having allowed himself to be persuaded to rest satisfied with so incom-

plete a pilgrimage, or, what is still more probable, he tried to weaken the treaty concluded with the

Meccana by charging them with having hindered the Moslims from sacrificing at the Ka'ba (v. 25).

This intention is more clearly expressed iu verse 27,'"' where he tells the world of a vision in which

he is assured of entering Mecca "if Allah please" iu safety, and of performing all rites connected

therewith without fear " and He has appointed, besides this, a victory nigh at hand." This victory

does not refer to Khaibar, as Palmer thinks, but to Muhammed's firm resolution to conquer Mecca

at any price.

The conquest which took place in the foUovTing year was accompanied hy the address Siira ii.

185*'-196, which cannot have been revealed prior to this event.*'^ Muhammed was only now strong

enough to include ^tliose who still refused to embrace Islam in the proscription uttered some time since

'against the Jews and Hypocrites, j;iz., to kill them wherever found,''^ "and to drive them on

whence they drove you out" (v. 187). The last words in particular are unmistakeable. Muhammed
had made up his mind to treat Mecca as a conquered city irrespe-ctive of the treaty which only

-granted him permission to enter it as a pilgrim. Possibly the defeat w liich the Moslim warriors had

suffered in tlw Jumada (Septondier) of the same year at Muta made a retrieval necessary. The

expression " drive them out who drove you out" allows of a literal explanation in so far as the treaty

of Hodeibiyah stipulated that the Qoreish were to leave the city, while the Moslims performed their

devotions within its walls. It seems that Muhammed was waiting for the retirement of the Qoreish

from the town iu order to prevent the re-entrance of all those who still refused to embrace Isliim.

For it must be observed that be forbade fighting only in the immediate surroundings of the sanctuary

5» Noldeke, ibid. p. 1.58, regards v. 43-56 as Meooan, btit T. 57 oanuot have opened a new address.

" See Ilith. 370, and Noldeke, p. 159. '' Ch. II.

'5 Vorse 18, c/. 26. «o As to the spnrions character of v. 29 see Ch. XIII.

"''The address begins with a remark on the new moons which are called" indications of time." This is a

translation of Ps. civ. 19.

«- Uoldeke, p. 133, rightly places the verse after the treaty of Hudeibiva. I do not believe that Mnhammed was

afraid of a violation of the treaty on the part of the Meccans. It is move probable that he looked for a pretext to

defy them, and for this very reason accepted conditions apparently so unfavourable to him.

6» See Ch. X. and SHra xxsiii. 61.
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except in self-defence, or to quell a revolt (v. 187). This, however, is a meaningless phrase, since

no enemy was expected to be present. Why should Muhammed suddenly recommend his warriors
" to fight them that there be no sodition" (v. 180) .'" Tliia does not look as if he wished the Qoreish

to become masters of their town once more. In connection with tiiese instructions Muhammed then

describes in detail the ritual to be observed during the Hajj (vv. 190-196'').*5

How little Muhammed felt himself bound by the treaty mentioned before, will appear from the

circumstance that he actually placed himself at the head of an army in order to take Mecca by

surprise. His plan was, however, betrayed by a Moslim who informed the Meccans of the Prophet's

arrival, the letter which was carried by a female slave being intercepted. Muhammed rebuked the

deed in a warning which lills out the beginning of Stlra Ix."" Thus far tradition. According to

our judgment there could not have been any betrayal in the matter, as the visit of the Moslim armv
was to take place by agreement and in open daylight. The only person to be charged with perfidy is

Muhammed himself. — The verses 10-13 of this siira are of uncertain date, but their tenor coincides,

on the whole, with the opinion of some traditionists that they were revealed in connection with

the capture of Mecca.

When this was accomplished, it was celebrated in two special sermons which form the first portion

of Sura xlviii. (1-15 j.*? To have become master of Mecca was, indeed, a "great victory" (v. 1),

although it was won without bloodshed. Muhammed was, however, conscious that the way he had

achieved this success was anything but straight, and this feeling interfered seriously with the logic of his

speech. The next verse reads as if Allah had given him the victory in order to grant him forgiveness

for past and future sins, which seems like a premium put on his transgressions.^^ Muhammed
evidently meant to imply that, being now in a position to fulfil the pious duties of pilgrimage, he had
the opportunity to atone for his sins, or some such sophistry. — The vejses 4 and 10 contain the reason,

why this piece was connected with the older portion beginning with v. 18*^ to make one sura. The
tendency of the words spoken twice (vv. 4 and 7), that the hosts of heaven and earth were Allah's,'"

is likewise uumistakeable. The conclusion to he drawn from this remark is that Allah was free to

give Mecca to the Believers. There is probably also an allusion to the large army fighting for Allah

in it. Nothing could have been more appropriate than for Muhammed, under very much altered

circumstances, to proclaim himself once more on Meccan soil as Messenger, Witness, Harbinger of

good tidings, and Warner (v. 8). The satisfaction he must have felt in recapitulating these words

wliich had been nearly a score of years before uttered by him on the same spot at the peril of his life,

is re-echoed in every sentence of this address, and his shrewdness is equally evident. Was it not

possible that many who, at that period, became converts to Islam, did so merely in deference to his

personal power ? He therefore hastened to assure the world that all new comers did not " swear

allegiance" to the Prophet, but to Allah (v. 10). The expression "become Moslim'' is probably

discarded here on purpose.

According to tradition another fear awoke in the breast of many Medinians, m., that Muhammed
might now prefer living in his native town, instead of returning to Medina.'i Should he decide

that way, the loss would not only affect the faith, but the town to which the person of the Prophet

attracted many deputations and visitors. The farther Islam was spread, the larger became the area

of which Medina was an important centre of people, trade, commerce and wealth. It seems to me, that

" Verse 187 : Sedition is worse than slaughter.

«^ See Snonck Hurgronje, I. c. ;
— Niildeke, p. 132, regards vv. 196-198 as Mecoan, but the phrase

/jAi i^* S,i.lf l|-j Aj i^j is uudoubtedly Medinian ; <^. iii. 71- There exists therefore no reason to detach the

verses in question from the oonteit.

66 See Noldeke, p. 162.

6' Noldeke, p. 161, places this sermon immediately after the treaty of Hudeibiya, but v. 12 points to a time after

the conquest.

68 Beidhawi ; for having performed the jihSd and oheoked Idolatry.

'» o l_)*~' I iji^ VV. 4 and 7= =''3on .-iw« " See Sprenger, HI. 331.
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these reasons had as much -weight with the Medinians as any spiritual ones. Muhammed saw all

this, a3 well as the ingratitude of which he would have been guilty, had he abandoned the town to

which he owed so much. With his usual diplomacy he turned the tables, and charged those who

deemed him capable of such a course of action, with " evil thoughts, and being people destitute of

good" (v. 12).

The second, but short, thanksgiving address is contained in Sura ex. ''2 which, in a condensed

form reiterates the opening sentences of Sura xlviii.'' Since the su)-a is so small, I reproduce

it in full,

1. As the help of Allah came^* and victory.

2. And thou sawest men enter into the religion of Allah by troops.

3. Then celebrate the praises of thy Lord and ask forgiveness of Him, behold He is

forgiving.

These words describe the situation exactly, because after the conquest of Mecca Islam was

progressing by leaps and bounds.

According to tradition Silra xlix. (1-5) was revealed when, after Muhammed's return to Medina,

messeufers of the Tribe of the Banu Tamim arrived in the beginning of " the year of the embassies"

(A. 9),'^ in order to negotiate with him about the redemption of some members of their tribe who had

been taken prisoners by the Moslims. The embassadors are said to have shouted for Muhammed in

a disrespectful manner, for which they are rebuked in the verses alluded to.^^ Other commentators

think they refer to difierent incidents.

The nest group of verses of the same sura is said to allude to Al Walid, son of Oqba b. Abi

Moeit (who had been executed after the battle of Badr;,''" for having given information against the

Banu Mostaliq who had refused to pay the tribute. Muhammed is said to have revealed the

verses in which Al Walid is styled a sinner (Jdsiq) J^ The story which is not very well authenticated,

althouo'h "-enerally believed to be true, seems to me doubtful, and was probably invented to discredit

the Omayyad party, or, at least, Al Walid himself, who as Prefect of Kufa'^^ {[[^ not lead a very reli-

gious life, and was deposed by Othman. It is not likely that Muhammed would thus have branded a

new convert, member of a very influential family, and close relative to some of his nearest friends.

Moreover as the wliole affair, which was due to a misunderstanding, was subsequently cleared up,

Muhammed would not have left so offensive an expression in tlie Qordn. 1 believe that the passage (the

date of which I am, however, unable to fix) was placed here on account of verse 7 which also contains

statements concerning the person of the "Messenger of Allah" in juxtaposition to the messengers of

the Banu Tamim. The cause of the revelation of the verse in question seems to have been the same

as in both the preceding groups (vv, 9-12), viz.. the petty quarrels and jealousies which prevailed among

Arab tribes in General, and the Medinians (Ansdr) on one side, and the Meccan Fugitives (Mulidjirun)

on the other in particular. These quarrels often threatened to assume dangerous dimensions. The

two proverbial observations contained in verse 12^0 also tend to denounce suspicion and backbiting, so

that they stand in direct connection with verse C. Contrary to these, verse 13 teaches that not birth and

familv pride, but piety give, in the eyes of Allah, the highest claim to distinction. The verse appears

to imply a criticism of the haughty tone of the verses of Al Zibriqan,*' the poet of the legation, and

of this kind of poetry (fakhr) altogether. — In spite of the traditional explanation of v. 14,83 -uiz,, that

'- Noldeke, p. 163, places the siJro prior to the oonqneBt, hut without valid reason. " ox. 1 = ilviii. 1-3.

I* Palmer : When there comes, etc., incorrect. '° Bish. p. 239, WSqidi, p. 386.

'6 See also Khamis, II. p. 118. As regards the details see Sprenger, III. 365, and above, Ch. I. " See Ch. X.

'« V. 6. On the authority of YazJd b. Ruman (died about 130) with no further Isii'Jd, related by I. I. p. 730

:

Al Beidhawi, Khamis, II. p. 120 ; Noldeke, p. 161, v. 224 ; Sprenger, III. 363. 1. I. seems to fix the incident prior

to the expedition against the B. Mustaliq.

" Ibn Hajar, No. 8657 (III. p. 1312). »« See Ch. VIII.

•1 See ^assln b. Thiibit, Div&n, p. 110 sjg. •* Noldeke, p. 165, adopts this explanation.
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it refers to a certain Bedouin tribe which, in exchange for their conversion to Islam, expected to

receive provisions from the Prophet during a famine, I rather believe it to be a comment on the

preceding verse, and for a good reason. As ah-eady intimated, many Bedouin tribes accepted Islam

after the conquest of Mecca ; but, whilst finding the recitation of the formula of the creed very easy

work, they found more difficulty in exchanging their modes of life for the practical duties of Islam.

Here we perceive the civilizing influence of Islam better than anywhere else. Muhammcd explained to

the reluctant ones that it was not sufficient for Bedouins to say : " We believe "— which was no belief

;

but they were to say: "we have become Mostims." In this sentence, he evidently contrasts theory

with practice, and the passage also offers a valuable instance of Muhammed's own conception of Islam

at that stage.8S As might have been expected he adds that it consists in obedience to Allah and His

Messenger, and sacrificing wealth and personality to the cause of the faith (vv. 15-16). Believers

did not, by embracing Islam, benefit either the Prophet or Allah, but the latter benefitted them by

his guidance (vv. 17-18). One cannot fail to perceive the altered tone in Muhammed's speech,

assumed in the consciousness of his power. It was also quite justifiable in view of the rudeness

of the Tamimite ambassadors, and fixes the date of the address decisively. The pieces of this exhorta-

tion seem to be simultaneous or very nearly so.

If Muhammad was able to adopt such language, it is small wonder that he dreamt of lead-

ing the now greatly increased forces of the Moslim army against the Emperor Heraclius, who
shortly before had made himself master of Syria, and had several Arab tribes, as well as Jews,

in his army. It was probably his brother Arabs, whom Muhammed was most anxious to induce

to forsake their Christian patrons, since he could hardly hope to carry the Moslim arms beyond
the borders of Asia. He was, however, fully alive to the dangers connected with an expedition

against the better trained Greek troops. This meant warfare on a different scale from that to

which he had hitherto been accustomed. As a tentative move he made two speeches, the first

of which (Si'ira ix. 23-27) in some respect resembles the one just discussed, Muhammed repeats

that family ties or worldly interest must be second to the love for Allah and His Prophet.

Allah had supported them in the past year at Honein with a, large though invisible army,''

just as be had done at Badr, and given them the victory over the infidels.

When Muhammed set out to take Mecca, many Bedouin tribes had disappointed him.

He severely censured those who were " left behind," and, as a punishment, they received none of

the spoil gained in the expeditions against the Jewish clans (Siira slviii. 15). In order to give

them an opportunity of redeeming their former laxity, Muhammed summoned them to join

the forces which were sent against the Byzantines. I have little doubt that only these are

meant by the expression " people of vehement valour" (Sura xlviii. 16), and not the followers of

Moseilima against whom Muhammed never intended sending an army. Considering the perils

of this expedition Muhammed wished to have among his troops only able-bodied warriors who
could cope with the Greek soldiers. In the less serious raids undertaken heretofore many had

,

no doubt, taken part who were not proof against the fatigues of real warfare, but underwent

some hardship for the sake of the spoil. The next verse (17) seems to have been revealed in

order to keep these people out rather than from purely humane motives. If such persons lost

their share of the booty, it mattered little, because they would be rewarded for their obedience

with the enjoyments of paradise.

The majority of voluntary and involuntary converts were not yet prepared to risk life and
limb from sheer enthusiasm for Islam, and did not respond to Muhammed's call to arms as

willingly as he might have expected. He had to bring all his powers of eloquence to bear in

order to overcome their reluctance. In a long speech (S"ra ix. 38-73) he charges Believers with

preferring the comforts of this world to the next. He threatens them with heavy punishment,

8s See Ch. I., App., Note I. AI E-i.Ui"wi ^jh ii^^lfj^^^j (^~-"(y Jj^<ij ^'iSJI ^JUJII^, (i

» Al Beidhawi :
five thousand angels, or according to othera, six or eighi thousand.
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and recalls to theii' minds how Allah had assisted him, when he, accompanied by a single

friend ^° had hidden himself during his escape from Mecca. While several phrases and expres-

sions in this speech manifest its close relationship with the first part of this sfira,^' it

endeavours to re-kindle the zeal of the Moslims for religious war. The words :
" He made the

word (kalima) o£ the unbelievers the lowest (v. 40) are undoubtedly an allusion to the Christian

faith of the enemy. If, he says, worldly gain were near at hand, and the march short, they would

follow readily (v. 42), awd in this manner he goes on blaming those who remained at home under

various pretexts,^' and were therefore classed among the "Hypocrites " (vv. 65, 68, 69).

Durino- the expedition Muhammed returned to the same subject, and expressed his indig-

nation ao-ainst those who in spite of his entreaties stayed at home (v. 74-81). They were glad

to remain behind for such paltry reasons as the heat of the season (v. 82). He declared that he

would never again allow them to join any expedition (v. 84), and forbade praying at their

graves^' (v. 85). It grieved him to perceive that the belief of the newly converted tribes was

very superficial.'' He again laid down the rule for those who were exempt from military

service, viz., the weak, the sick, and those who were too poor to arm themselves.'" Tet others

who were [able-bodied and] wealthy asked leave to stay behind.'^

If Muhammed was indignant against those lately converted, he was much more so against

Medinians who were guilty of the same dereliction of duty, and set a bad example to others. In

the address consisting of the verses 120-128 he censured that portion of the army which was

under the command of Abd Alliih b. Ubeyy, and numbered many Jews among its ranks. The

latter are alluded to in the usual term " of those in whose heart is sickness" (v. 126), and

Believers are expected to fight them.

At any rate Muhammed's wish to overawe the Byzantine army by an overwhelming

Moslim force was not fulfilled, and the expedition terminated in the bloodless demonstration of

Tabuk, whence the ai-my returned to Medina. No risk of life had been incurred, and those

who had remained at home regretted it, being profuse in excuses which were entirely ignored.

In an address on the matter (vv. 95-120) Muhammed was particularly severe against those

Bedouins who were " the keenest iu disbelief and hypocrisy and readiest to ignore the bounds

which Allah has revealed" (v. 98). Others, he said, gave their contribution unwillingly, and

were only waiting for the fortune to turn against Muhammed (v. 99), though some of them were

sincere Moslims (v. 100). Now here we may observe an interesting phenomenon. The social

equality which had established itself during the iniatory stages of Islam, commenced to under-

go a slight change, as soon as the faith was supported by political power. Muhammed himself

took the first step to create a kind of aristocracy by giving the "Fugitives" the foremost

rank in the favour of Allah. The rank next to them was occupied by the Medinian " Helpers'''^

(v. 101). This was but natural. It would have been an insult to those who nearly twenty

years before had given np home and family, and in some cases fortunes, and cast iu their lot

with an outlaw, to rank them with Medinian traders and Bedouins who now ran after Islam

because it paid better than their former trade.

In the verses following these Muhammed describes the " hypocrite" penitents and those

who had built a mosque with mischievous intentions'' (v. 102-108). In opposition to the latter

«s Abu Bakr.

«« Cj. ijjii V. 40 with »ij^ V. 25 and \Ajji J lii^ia- J^' J *iiii£-. AlJl J_jil (v. 26).

*' The verses 49 and 82 are said to refer to Al Jadd b. Qeis, of. I. I. p. S94.

«* The verse is said to refer to Abd Allah b. Ubeyy, and Noldeke, p. 1(57, regards it therefore as a later addition.

" C/. Srtra 49 and above, rem. 83. '" No parallel to Deut. xx. 1-8.

9' Palmer's translation (94) : "Only is there a way against those, etc." quite misses the point. (Jii*~J I means

iiere war as usual. Verse 93 refers aooording to all authorities to the "Weepers,'' fit., seven AusSr who were too

poor to procure camels, c/. Wfiqidi, p. 392 ; I. J. p. 895.

« C/. viii. 73. s-' W:.q;di,i!>ui., I. I. 913.
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he places " the mosque founded on piety," as well as the position of the believers, and the fate

awaiting' tliem as laid down in Torah, Gosi)el and Qordii {y. 109-113). The next portions of

these rather incoherent speecbes date from the same time. Verso 114 which refers either to the.

memory of Abu Talib, or Muhamraed's mother,"* is evidently in some way connected with

verse 81, and seems to form the reply to a query based on Hiira xix. 4G. The inturprctation

(given in verse 115) that Abraham ijn\y promised, but did not actually pray for his father, is

canning rather than dignified, because the tone of the verse alluded to impresses the reader

with the idea that Abraham did pray. The word tabarraa (verse 115) gives a olne why this

eermon was joined to the one at the beginning so as to form one sura.^^ Verse 119 standing

alone, at length grants pardon to some of tliose censured iu a former speech of the same sura

(vv- 38 Sfiq.).

Although the expedition to Tabuk did not bring the desired result, yet it added largely to

the number of new converts, or at least sabjects of Muhammed on the basis of a treaty. Find-

ing the latter, however, not to his taste, Muhammed, in the following year, charged his cousin

Aliyy to meet the pilgrims assembled at Mecca, and to read in their presence a proclamation

which declared all compacts made with unbelievers null and void. Although this "Renun-
ciation," which forms the first part of Si'ira ix., does not appear in the usual form of revelations,

it was embodied in the Qordn, but without the introductory formula " In the name of Allah the

Merciful, the Compassionate." This was, indeed, superfluous, since it is announced as a harda

(renunciation) and an addn (pi-oclaniation), both emanating from Allah and His messenger

(vv. 1-3). It is therefore not Muhammed who violates the treaty, but Allah Himself, the

Prophet being only his tool. Exempt were only the holders of a compact until a given term

(vv. 4-6). After the elapse of the [four] sacred months infidels were to be regarded as outlaws,

and Moslims were free to kill them by any means in their power, unless they confessed Islam

(vv. 5-12). In order not to leave any doubt which months were meant, he explains the matter

in an appendix (vv .36-37), and denounces the pagan custom of changing one of these months

with another if more convenient. — There is, however, some uncertainty about the date of the

piece vv, 13-22. Noldeke, following Moslim interpreters, is inclined to retrodate these verses

to the time before the conquest of Mecca, although tho word hammu (" they solicited," viz., to

drive thee out, verse 13) speaks against such atheoi-y.^^ It seems rather that this verse contains

a reminiscence of the unsuccessful attempt undertaken by Muhammed two years before leaving

Mecca to spread Islam among the inhabitants of Tiiif. His wrath against these people was all

the gx-eater, as even after the conquest of Mecca they.entered into a coalition with the Hawazin

tribes to fight against Mnhammed. Defeated at Honein (Sliawwal A. 8), they retired into their

city which the Prophet besieged in vain. It is, therefore, natural that he was not content to

entrust their punishment to Allah alone (v. 14),"' but egged Believers on to continue fighting

them with the assistance of Allah. Like other infidels they must not be permitted to "visit'"'*

the holy city even outside the sacred season, because this privilege is in future accorded

exclusively to Moslims.

A further comment on the same prohibition is given in the section vv. 28-37, in which

idolaters are declared to be " unclean,""" and must therefore not come near the sacred places

after the termination of the present yeai*. Such prohibition clashed, however, with the com-

mercial interest of the believing population of Mecca. This was a rather serious objection,

which Muhammed could not answer, except by the assurance that Allah would compensate them

for any less of trade sustained in consequence of his command (v. 28).

s» Noldeke, p. 168. 95 gee below.

'5 Al Beidh&wi refers v. 12 to the Jews who endeavonred to drive Muhammed out of Medina, but c/. v- U.
" Traditiou makes him pray for the oonveraion of the city, I. I. 188.

9» To perform tlie'uniro which means an oooasional visit to Mecca for the purposes of performing the minor
rites, but not aooompanied by sacrifioers.

«9 Cf. Levit. xxii. 3.
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After tlieir expulsion from Mecca many Jews had made conimou cause with. Heraclius, and

in Muhanamed's eye still constituted some danger to Islam. The Prophet seems to have feared

that their spiritual influence might become harmful after his death. We have seen before that

on several occasions Muhammad tried to foist upon the Jews the stamp of paganism.""*

Returning to this old charge, Muhammed enjoins Moslims again to fight those who held many

thino-s lawful which Allah and His messenger had forbidden, but they did even not follow

the law of their own faith (v. 29). In order to bear out the accusation of Jewish heathenism,

Muhammed charged them with venerating Ezra as the son of God, in the same manner as the

Christians did with Jesus (v. 30). The sole basis for this charge is the circumstance that Ezra

was responsible for many institutions in the Rabbinical code, which appeared to differ from

the written law, bat this alleged sonship is an invention of Muhammed for the purpose

alluded to above. If Moslims were to look upon Jews as upon polytheists, their influence

in such quarters which stood outside the immediate control, of Muhammed or any future head

of the Moslim church, was not to be feared. Like nnto Christians they took, he said,

their Rabbis as Lords (arbitb, Tplaval of ra'jb), and very shrewdly Muhammed described these

" Lords '' in the same term, as in his own first revelation. " They take their Eahhis and monks

as Lords beside Allah, and also the Messiah the son of Maryam, while they have been com-

manded only to worship o?ie God, there is no God but He, exalted be he above those which they

join with him" (v. 31). The theological observations attached to this disclosure explain them-

selves (vv. 32-33), viz., that Muhammed is the true messenger. Rather sharp is the assertion

that many of the Rabbis and monks eat the wealth of men for nought (v, 34), although as far

as Jews are concerned it was in media?val times not the custom to pay the spiritual heads

of communities.

I place here the verse vii. iJCi which refers to the convei'sion of some Jews and Christians.

This is clear from the words : "They find written down luith them in the Torah and Gospel."

Also the words "making lawful for them what is good and making unlawfal evil things, and

settino- down for them their restrictions, and yokes which were upon them " are unmistakable.

It seems to me that the verse was revealed chiefly in reference to the conversion of the Jew Abd

Allah b. Salam which took place in the year 8.' The next piece, as far as verse 172, is a

homily commenting on the same incident. The conversion of Abd AllAh to which Moslim

traditionists attach the greatest importance, gave Muhammed an opportunity of proclaiming

himself once more the Apostle of mankind in general, and of recalling several episodes of the

history of Israel. He mentions the twelve tribes, the command given to Moses to strike the

rock,2 and other matters discussed in previous speeches.^ The "Covenant of the Book" (168)

bears a striking resemblance to the " Book of the Covenant" (Exod. xxiv. 7). The verses 171-172,

speakino- of the children of Adam bearing witness against themselves, seem to be based on, or

at least influenced by, a Midrdsh (Canticles I. 4) according to which God, when about to reveal

the law of Sinai, demanded from the people a pledge that they wonld observe it. After rejecting

the Patriarchs and Prophets, God accepted the children as hostages.

There only now remains Sura v. which, however, offers difficult problems for the arrange-

ment of its portions in their proper places. Before attempting this task we must briefly survey

the conditions under which they were revealed. In the 10th year of the Hijra Muhammed started,

at the head of an immense crowd of pilgrims to pay the famous visit to his native city which is

known as his last. The dogmas and rites of the Moslim church had then been already settled,

not only in the outlines, but also in many details. Muhammed himself was so far advanced in

years, as to make him think of his natural end. Knowing the character and prejudices of the

Arabs, and being aware that the belief of a large number of believers was but superficial, hia

mind was filled with apprehensions about his future. Experience had taught him that but for

his personal influence the differences of interest and temper would have caused splits in the

community which endangered the safety of the faith. Tribal hostilities, so often quenched by

>«> C/. iii, 73. 1 See Isaba and Ch. II. '^ See Geiger, I. c. p. 16-1. •''

Cf. ii. 54.i51.
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his exertions, might break out at any moment when he was removed, and end in civil war.

Most of the ritual duties were a heavy burden on the masses, which were far from grasping their

meaning. Not less undesirable was the moral code. It was hard that the smallest bit of pilfer-

ing was punishable. Wine and dice were to be abhorred, and the freedom of the chase to be

restricted, not to mention other laws. Muiiammed was well aware that his people could not be

educated up to his ideal with one stroke. The warnings had to be repeated over and over

again. Such speeches of a deuteronomic character form the framework of Silra v., the bulk

of which was preached ou the occasion of the last pilgrimage in the presence of a hnge

congregation.

W"e can take it for granted that Mnhammed was acquainted with the Jewish interpretation

of the character of the Deuteronomy as a repetitional injunction of the Law (Mishneh Tordh).

Why not follow this example? As an exterior deuteronomic feature in the first portion of our

sura I regard the three instances of alijauma ("today, '' vv. 4, 5, 7), which in the same appli-

cation is particularly frequent in the Biblical book of Deutei'ouomj-.

Of this book the reader is already reminded in the opening words of verse 1 of our

Sura,* corresponding to Deut. iv. 13, 23 ; xxix. 8, viz., the injunction to keep covenants of

which Muhammed had set such a good example by his barcia. The regulations with regard to

forbidden articles of food (vv. 4-7) stand parallel to Dent. xii. 16, 20, 27 ; xiv. 3-21.5 The
verses 2-3 are regarded by Noldeke aa having been revealed before the conquest of Jlecca,

because they ordain that paijan pilgrims to the Ka'ba should remain unmolested. This is, however,

hardly admissible. It is not to be assumed that Muhammed would have styled the deity to be

worshipped by these heathen visitors as "their Rabb," because he employed just this term from

the beginning in a strictly antagonistic sense. The verses refer to future pilgrimages.

Muhammed warns Believers not to revive the old hatred, nor to bear grudge against those

Meccan families which had been hostile almost to the last, but were now Moslims. The lai-ge

meetings to be expected at Mecca inspired him with fear that old feuds might break out afresh

to the desecration of the holy spot and season, and the same fear rings through a sermon

shortly to follow. Verse 5 is the famous " verse of the Din," and reflects verses like Dent. iv. 8,

and quite a host of others. As a supplement to the prayer ritual appears an ordination ta

wash the hands with water prior to the performance of the same, or if this should not be within

reach, with sand* (vv. 8-9). Verse 10 is deuteronomic for Silra ii. 285 and the parallel verses.

The topic of verse 3 is with verbal repetition of the case,' taken up again in the verses 1

1

and 1-4.5 The group 1-5-17 has a similar tendency. Noldeke leaves a large margin for it between

the years 2 and 7, but it seems that Muhammed had Moses' farewell speech in his mind. The
" covenant '' (v. 15) recalls Dent, xxxiii. 2, and the " twelve chiefs "' are alluded to, ibid. v. 5.

Allah's woi'd to the " children of Israel'' recalls quite generally the blessing of verse 1 of the

same chapter. As a matter of course the tone of Muhammed's imitation is on a level with

his own taste, as well as the needs and intellects of his audience. The next verse (16) stating

that the Banu Israil broke the compact, and were cursed, and hardened their heart, forged the

law and forgot part of it (Deut. xsviii. 15-69), is trite enough, and served to give fulness to the

speech. Less worn is the reproach addressed to the Christians that to their forgetfulncss it

was due that the church was split up in sects betwixt which there existed enmity and hatred

" until the Day of Resurrection" (v. 17).

As a supplement to this criticism, the compilers of the Qordn have placed at the end of the

Silra a narrative piece (vv. 109-120) which contains an admonition addressed by Allah to

Jesu.s. From the "table" mentioned in verse 112 the whole filra has its name. The tendency

* The compound character of v. 1 faa3 already been noticed by most Moslim iuterpretera, c/. Noldeke, p. 169.

° s-«^JJ
\^J^£ ^JJ Coj = Levit. xvii. 7 ; Deut. usii. 17. ' See Geiger, p. 89.

• ^/) ^ lli ^i^-< jsri Hj .
» O"- i^ 13,
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of the narrative is laid down in the verses llG-119, viz., that Jesus commanded to worship only

one God. He is, consequently, not responsible for the origin of the dogma of the Trinity

which was only due to corrnption and forgetfulness (see verse 17). Although it is hazardous

to say anything definite with regard to the age of this piece, it seems somewhat older than

verse 17 in which we may see a reference to it. Its Medinian origin is, however, beyond

donbt on account of verse 110.

Now towards the end of this piece (verse 118) Jesus prays that Alhih may forgive his fol-

lowers' sins, and to this the verses 18-19 seem to respond. The term "Possessors of the Writ"

refers in this instance to Christians alone. It is noticeable that here as well as in vei'se 17

Miihammed regards the Christians with much complaceucy. He only reproaches them with, for-

ijetfulness, as we have seen, promises them that he, while esplainiug to them much of the Book

made unintelligible by them, will also forgive them much. The following protest against the

apotheosis of Jesus is strangely devoid of all sharpness. Even when commenting on the

circumstance that [Jews and] Christians called themselves " Sons and beloved of Allah " whilst

they were only mortals (v. 21), he is not so bitter as usual. The reason seems to be that the

failure of the expedition of Tabiik had taught Muhammed to abstain from reviling so large a

Christian power. The effete Jews could be abused with impunity, Muhammed must certainly

have feared that after his death the Moslim armies might be defeated by Christian ones, to the

loss of many Arab tribes, which only a little while ago had been converted to Islam. — Verse 22,

of uncertain date, has been placed here on account of v. 18.

Denteronomic are further the verses 44-55. Verse 45 repeats the idea of Sura iv. 48,

whilst verse 49 is a reiteration of Suraii. 173-175, yet modifying it in the way of clemency

This furnishes some evidence that the piece v. 49-55 is later than the other. The verses 64-68

very conspicuously form a repetition of the scathing remarks in Sara ii. 61, 257-258 ; iv. 54;

ix. 34, reproducing the gist of these verses, as a comparison would show at a glance.

Of very late date is the sermon Sitra vi. 117-151 and partly of denteronomic character,

althongh nothing definite can be said with regard to the occasion on which it was revealed.

The rather detailed denunciation of various heathen rites, such as the killing of children and the

restriction observed with respect to nsing certain animals for food allow the suggestion that

this speech also was addressed to the pilgrims assembled in Mecca.

The verse v. 69,^ being evidently a misinterpretation of some words in Nnmb. xi. 23,

reproaches the Jews with limiting the omnipotence of Allah. The verse is one of those which

on accoTint of its strongly anthropomorphistic character caused Moslim theologians consider-

able diffinlties. But just this is an argument in favour of its late date, showing a time when

Muhammed had ceased to see any danger in such figures of speech.

Deuteronomic are also the verses 89-90 which repeat, although perhaps not on the same

occasion, prescriptions discussed at the beginning of the silra. Verse 91 repeats in a some-

what extended form the command given ia Sura Isvi. 2. The verses 92-94 recapitulate as

well as emphasize the prohibition of wine and gambling, warned against in Sara ii. 216. The

ifiterdiction of statues and divining arrows is also added. The next verses (95-97) treat of the

killing of game which is unlawful on sacred ground. The transgression of this command
is to be expiated by an offering. In much more precise terms than in Sura ii. 138 the Ka'ba

is now appointed to form the " Qibla, for men." Verse 101 is the reply to a query which, the

traditionists assert, was asked with regard to the frequency with which Believers were expected

to perform the pilgrimage. The angry tone of the answer is, however, unsuitable tq the zeal

of pious Believers. The query seems to have been of a perplexing nature, and I doubt the

genuineness of the whole verse. Verse 102 abolishes the ancient custom of observing rules with

regard to the eating of certain camels. One of these classes termed bahira will make it clear

» Of. TiJ. 166, jJtit.
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why Muhammed did not adopt the name Bahira^^ for himself; the second part of the verse

as well as verse 105 seems to refer again to Jews. Finally the rej^ulations concerning wills

and bequests ^vv. 105-108)," and the warning to be truthful when giving evidence renew

commands given long before (ii. 176 ; vi. 153).

I have still to mention several pieces which are of so uncertain date that it is not possible

even to suggest anything as to their places. Of these are the three verses Ixxxv. 9-11 which

are evidently Medinian, but this is all that can be said about them with certainty. Surd Ixxiii.

20 is a very late repetition of the refrain of Sura liv. (17, 22, etc.), but with a more practical

aim. The verse is suggestive of Muhammed becoming advanced in years and more experienced

as regards human nature. Long nightly devotions were not so essential for those who kept the

chief duties of Islam.

" See Ch. II. " See ii. 175-176 ; iv. 1-45.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Interpolations. Names op Sdras. Initials.

Reason for and metliod of collecting the Qoriln. — Rcvelationa omitted — Alleged intea;ritj

of the Qordn — Interpolated verses — The name "Muliammed" in the Qordn — Various theoriee

on the initials — Synopsis of initials and conclusions.

Appendix : (Approximate) Chronological arrangement of revelations.

The Qordn is a comparatively small book, and for some time after the death of Mubammed it

was not even a book, but the different pieces were scattered about in various private collections, all of

which were incomplete. In most instances the revelations were committed to memory by the Believers.

The condition of the Qordn faithfully reflected that of Islam in the period immediately following the

demise of the Prophet. Everything was out of joint. The Believers had no other guide in religious

affair, which now permeated every action, than their individual knowledge of the Qordn, their recol-

lections of how Muhamraed had acted in certain emergencies, and the decisions of the Imam or the

Khalifah of the Prophet, This would, however, only describe how matters stood in Medina, the centre

of Islam, whilst the provinces were so badly provided with religious ministrations that Islam only took

root tliere with great difficulty.

Muhammed never had any mteution of compiling a book. He did not even take any paiiis

to have the revelations put down in writing till a considerable amount of those which were required for

the spiritual guidance of the community were in existence. Besides the official oracles, there circulated

in the memory of the people a mass of sayings, accessory to the Qordn, which were rightly or wrongly

credited to Muhammed. Whenever a man, holding a prominent position, dies, a mass of dicta are

attributed to him, and in good faith too, for which he is not responsible. This was the case in a much

higher degree with a man like Muhammed, who was the very heart of Isliim, and whose most

insignificant utterances were regarded as oracles. Official revelations and occasional supplementary

remarks to the former lay stored up side by side in the memories of the Faithful, and Muhammed himself

may not always have made it quite clear to which of the two classes words that had fallen from his

lips, were to be reckoned. A short time after his death it was, therefore, impossible to draw a strict

line between revelations and their appendage alluded to, even leaving the large class of fabricated

sayings out of consideration.

Of the secretaries'2 whom Muhammed bad appointed to jot down revelations for his own jjrivate

purposes, Zeib b, Thabit was known as the best authority on the matter. For this reason Muh.^ni-

med's immediate successors charged him with the compilation of all the speeches lie

could gather. The history of tliis compilation is obscured rather than elucidated by a mass of

traditions, and does not impress the student with the conviction that it was only composed of such

speeches as Muhamraed regarded as divine oracles. There are in this matter two facts to be kept

in mind — (1) that the first impulse to undertake the task of collecting all available revelations was

given by the circumstance that many of the oldest Moslims had passed away, and (2) that when Zeid

set to work, he collected the revelations from those who had already started partial collections

of their own from the sundry materials, on which he and his fellow secretaries had put them down, as

also from the memories of the Believers. The work was superintended both by Abu Bakr and

Omar, particularly the latter.

12 gee Khamis, I. p. 454.
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From this way of proeeoiling wemuBt draw our own conclusions. Omar is said to have accepted

(on the instigation of Aba Bakr) only such revelations as genuine, as were supported by the evidence of

two reliable witnesses,^' or by two proofs if no living witness was forthcoming. This tradition, which

is handed down on behalf Af Omar, is so imcertain, that Ibn Hajar interprets the twofold evidence by

"known by heart and written down by somebody."'* Another authority'" is of opinion that the "two

witnesses" had to testify that such verses were written down in the presence of Muhammed, or at least,

were revealed in one of the usual ways of revelation.

There is so much vagueness about all this that the tradition in question is scarcely trustworthy,

especially as traditionists admit a case in which a verse was accepted on the authority of only one wit-

ness.'" This being so, the memory of the Believers remains a prominent source of Qoranic

verses, and we have to judge the matter accordingly. Tradition has, indeed, handed down quite a

number of verses which were not accepted as genuine, because their authenticity was not sufficiently

attested. A complete compilation of these verses has been made by Noldeke.'" Although they are,

from religious reasons, placed in the class of " abrogated " revelations (which I have discussed at

another place), it is clear that they were either overlooked by the compilers, or treated as merely casual

remarks of Muhammed, and omitted on purpose. Considering the way in which the compilation was

made, it would have been a miracle, had the Qoruii been kept free of omissions, as well as interpolations.

Noldeke denies emphatically that Zeid b. Thabit or any of the Khalifahs responsible for the

redaction or the Qordn had tampered with the book, and regards any view to the contrary as mistaken."

Now if omission was possible, why not_addition ? There was no hard and fast rule to distinguish

between divine revelations and occasional utterances of Muhammed, especially as many of the latter

are quite Qoranic in tone and style. The famous " verse concerning stoning"" may serve as an

illustration. It reminds Believers to cling to their families, and to stone to death adulterers though they

be advanced in years. Omar is stated to have treated this verse as genuine, but he refrained from inserting

it in the Qorun for fear it might be said that he had interpolated it.^o Here we have the complete con-

trast to the verse mentioned above, which, according to tradition was accepted on one authority alone.

From this we may conclude that individual opinion was also a factor in accepting or rejecting doubt-

ful verses, and it is possible that the "verse concerning stoning" was rejected for other reasons than

the one mentioned. The affair which is said to have caused its revelation is closely connected with the

tradition relating that the Jews in Medina brought before Muhammed a man who had committed

adultery. On the Prophet's enquiry what punishment the Jews were accustomed to meet out for such

crime, they answered : scourging. Ue then asked them whether the Tord did not command stoning.

This they denied. Abr Allah b. Salam had a co;iy of the Tord brought, and requested the Jews to read

it (Qor. iii. 87). The Rabbi {Al Miiliw) placed his hand upon the "verse concerning stoning" (Lev.

XX. 10) in order to hide it, but Abd Allah pushed it away, and showed the verse to Muhammed who there-

upon sentenced the accused per.-ons to death. 3' This tradition is most unreliable for various reasons.

Firstly at the time Abd Allah was converted, the Jews had been completely driven out of Medina, and

could therefore not have m.ide Muhammed judge in an affair which concerned them alone. Secondly

the Mtshnah (^Sanhedrin, vii. 3) leaves no doubt as to what was to be done in such a case, even if wa

interpret the term ' I'drdh' by any religious code tliey might have brought to Muhammed. There is

no other case mentioned in which Muhammed interfered with the jurisdiction of the Jews as long ag

they were externally on peaceful terms. As an outcome of Aisha's adventure, adultery was only to

be punished with scourging {Qor. xxiv. 2), and Omar could therefore not accept as genuine a verse

which dem.inded stoning. According to another version-^ Omar asked Muhammed when this verse

was revealed, whether he should write it down "and it was as if ho would not consent to such

practice." We should think that, if this was an official divine revelation, the Prophet had no choice

but to treat it as such, but it is pretty clear that the whole tradition was fabricated in order to

justify Omar's course of action.

» Jfyin, p. 133. ^^ Tbid. i'> Al Sakhlxm, iUd. "6 jbicJ. " ^. p. 174 »«.
^' Orienialisclxe Skizzen, p. ^6: " Der Koran enthdlt nur echte Stiicke."

i» Noldeke, Q. p. 185, gives the various readings of this verse. "• Ibid. p. 194 ; cf. Khamis, I. 14 ; /('/. p. 52"

•1 /. Eish. p. 393 ; Bokh. III. p. 217. *' /<?. 528; Beitrage, p. 53 ; cf. S. John viii. 3.
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Moslim theology holds that the distance which separates the divine oracles of the Qordn, and the

Prophet's ether utterances is not very gi-eat. Al Shufii (died 204/820), author of an epoch making work

ou " the Principles of the Fi'qh," and founder of the latest of the four orthodox Muhammedan law

schools teaches that everything ordained by Muhammed is deduced from the (.lorun, and there exists

nothing which c.innot bo inferred from it, so much nop that in the last verse of Siira Ixiii. ("Allah

will never respite a s(ju1 when its appointed time has come"), an allusion to the sixty-three years which

Muhammed lived, is found. ^^

Tlie declaration of Omar, recorded above, is very remarkable. Why should he have feared sus-

picion 1 The idea of the possibilty of anything creeping into the Qordn which originally did not belong

to it, should have been inadmissible. Yet the notion of interpolations was so far from being out of the

question that, according toAl Shahrastani.^s the Ajarida, a branch of the sect of the KhawArij. main-

tained that Siira xii. did not previously form part of the Qordn, because it was only a tale — moreover

a love story which could not be the sui>ject of divhie revelation. This is the most powerful attack

ever made by Moslims against the divinity of the Qordn. Ib\i Hazra, therefore, places these people

outside the pale of Islam.-^ From this denunciation of a whole si'ira, consisting of 111 verses, we

may at any rate conclude that there existed soon after the death of Muhammed a feeling that some

persons had tampered with the holy Book.^'

All this being taken into consideration, no serious objection can be made against the suggestion

that the Qordn contains passages which were not a priori intended to be there. If I speak of inter-

polations, Ichie3.y mean the shifting of the line which separates the Qordn from the JIuJith. This

line has never been drawn by Mahammed himself, and it is hard to say, when and by whom it wa;3

fixed.

The first to suspect the genuineness of certain verses in the Qordn among European scholars

was Silvestre de Sacy, who questioned the authenticity of Sdra iii. 138.^8 To this WeiP added verse

182 • xvii. 1 : xxi. 35-36; xxix. 57; xivi. 14. Finally Sprenger has his doubts as to the genuine-

ness of lix. 7.'°

As regards xvii. 1 and xlvi. 14 there is not sufficient evidence for a verdict. Different is the case

with iii. 138. Although the event which gave the occasion for the recitation of this verse is well

known, I reproduce it for the sake of completeness. It is as follows : When Muhammed wa.s

dead great consternation prevailed among the leaders of the community who apprehended great

falling off of Believers. Omar said: "Some hyprocrites assert that Muhammed is dead, by Allah,

he is not dead, but was exalted to his Lord as Moses, who stopped away forty days, but returned

though he was thought to be dead. Muhammed will also return and cut off the heads and legs of

those whe believe him to be dead." Abu Bakr, who in the me:inwhile had endeavoured to calm the

fears of others, emphasised Omar's words, by sayiug: "Whoever serves Muhammed— weli he is dead,

but who serves Allah — He never dies." Then he recited the verse alluded to,3i the people listened

attentively, but Omar said he felt as if he had never heard the verse bcfore.32

It is rather strange that Omar should have confessed ignorance of a verse which, according to

tradition, was revealed to Muhammed during the battle of Uhud when he was struck and lay ap-

parently dead. The Moslims, relates Al Tabari,-« seeing the Prophet on the ground, called : " If lie

"' Al Ushmuui, Mamr, al hiidi, p. 15. Ibn Burhia {.ibid.) teaches that Muhammed has said nothing which can-

not directly or iudireotly bo traced back to the Qordn.

'.t Ibid. 25 Milal, p. 05 SI. 20 Milal, fol. 136 vo. 2' Cf. Mewaqif. p. 357.

''* Journal des Savans, 1S32, p. 535 s}. 2' Einleiiung in sden Korin, 2nd ed. p. 52 s/g. "» Vol. III. p. ISt.

'1 Ibn Hish. p. 1012 ; Bokh. III. 191. Al ShahrastSni, p. U, ogives a somewhat different version according to which

Omar threatened to kill anyone who said Muhammed was dead, and compared his ascension to heaven to that of Jesus.

32 Al Ya'qubi, ed. Houtsmi, II. p. 127, gives the story with the following variation. When Muhammed had died,

the people said : We thought that the Prophet would not die until he had comiuerod the earth. Omar made the

speech quoted above, but Abu Bakr said : Allah has announced his death in the revelation (ixsii. .31)
; Thou diest

and they die. Omar then said: I feel as if I had never heard this verse.— Possibly Al Ya'qubi confounds this verso

with li. 133. At all events tha uncertainty as to .which verse Omar's words refer, should not be overlooked.

" VI. p. 1316 »/.
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be dead, [remember that] all Messengers before him have died,'' When Muhammed recovered

coasciousness, he revealed Siira iii. 138.

I believe neither in the authenticity of this exclamation, nor of the verse in question. This

alone, however, is not suttioient to advance us beyond the arguments brought by Weil. The verse

contains yet another element wliich speaks against its authenticity, viz., the name Muhammed. 1

even go fiu'ther and assert that all verses in the Qorun in which this name, or Ahmad, occurs are

spurious. The reasons on which I base my suggestions are the following.

In Ch.ipter II. I have endeavoured to shew that the fabrication of the name Muliammed stands

in close connection with the elements of the Bahira legend. If this be so, that name could not have

come into practical use until a period of the Prophet's life, when thf> material of the Qoriln was all

but complete. Now it might be objected that the texts of the missionary letters which Muhammed

commenced to send in the seventh year of the Hijra to unconverted Arab chiefs, as well as to foreign

j)Otentates,^'' were headed by the phrase: " From Muhanmied, the ^Messenger of Alliih, to, etc.'' —
The authenticity of the majority of these letters, one of wliich will occupy our attention presently, is

very doubtful, and besides, even if tlie gennineness of the texts of the documents be admitted, the

superscription may have been added by the traditionists who took it for granted. At any rate I do

not believe that Muhammed was an official name til after the conversion of Abd Allah b. Salam, or

a year or two before his death. At the period of the battle of Uhud (A. H. 3) there was certainly

no trace of the name, and it is too superfluous to demonstrate how unlikely it was that Muhammed's

friends, seeing him prostrate, should have uttered the words quoted above. If they had really thought

him dead, they would have run away, as all would then have been lost. If, on the other hand, we

assume that tiie name Muhammed was meant to signify something similar to Messiah, the verse iu

question is nothing but an imitation of the chief portion of another which was revealed before the

battle of Badr (Sv.ra v, 79) and runs thus : " The Messiah the son of Marram, is nothing but a

Messenger, the messengers before him have passed away . . .
." The authors of iii. l'i'6

simply replaced almasth b'nu' Mari/ama by Muhammed, and the verse was ready.

This is, however, not the only Muhommed-verse which stands in connection with the Bahira

legend, as in S. xxxiii. .40 we find another reference to it. This revelation is appended to one of the

paragraphs which deal with the aflairs of Muhammed's wives, though it does not belong to it, the

preceding sermon ending with verse 39. As each of the,se paragraphs commences with the words:

thou Prophet [•'^ we have seen that they refer to matters prior to the adoption of the name Mtihammed

.

The verse in question runs thus : "Muhammed is no father of any of your men,'^ but [he is] the

Messenger, of All.ih and the Seal of the Prophets, Allah knows everything." From its very place we

can gather that the verse's only function is the condonation of the Prophet's marriage with the divorced,

wife of his adopted son,*' which event took place in the year four. As to the " Seal of the Prophets,
'

this is surely nothing but a skilful alteration of the " Seal of prophecy'' in the Bahira legend.

It is interesting that as a third variation of the Seal the traditionists tell us about a real seal

which Muhammed used for his letters, and Weil^^ as well as Sprengtr seem to regard it as historic.

It is, however, just as mythical as the other two seals, at any rate, in the fashion in which it

appears m tradition. Before despatching his missionary letters, we read, Muhammed was afraid that

the persons to whom they were sent, would not accept them nnless they were duly scaled, Muham-

med, therefore, had a seal made of gold, and those of his companions who could afford it, followed

liis example. On the morrow, however, the Archangel Galjriel came and forbade Muhammed to use

' I. Is).i. p. 971. Weil has shown that the letter to Khosrau mnst have beea written prior to the treaty of Hudei-

biva. Al Tabari, p. l.SaO, places it after the saaie. The authenticity of all these letters is questiouable.

^ Although this is not the case with verae 38, lam not at all couviuoeil of its geuuinecess, because it bears a

.strikiag: resemblance to verse 62. BeBides this the verse has the obvious tendency of freeing' Mnhammed from obli-

gatioM which he considered binding for others. Finally, the passage ' those who have pa,ssed away" must not bo

overlooked.

36 Al Beidhawi refers these words to Muliammed's two sous who had died in infaooy , =o. that he was left without

male offspring. " Even if they had lived," he adds, " they would have been his men, but not yours."

3! £ae Ch, SI. ^' Muhamnwd, p. 196.
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gold. Thereupon they iill discarded their seals, but jMuhammed had one made of silver on which the

words were engraved : " Miihammed [is] the Messenger of Allali," each word on a separate line.-^

The third Verse containing tlie name Miihammed is xlvii. 2, placed in the introduction of a siira

which was revealed shortly after the battle of Uhud.*" A closer examination, however, cannot fail to

disclose the fact that the verse is wedged in between two which belong together, disturbing their

logical connection. The translation of the verses in question will make this manifest in the following

manner : (v. 1) Those who disbelieve and turn [others] from the [war] path of Allah, He makes

their works go wrong, (v. 3) This [is] because the infidels follow falsehood, and those who believe,

follow the truthfrom th Jr Lord — thus does Allah set forth for men their parables. Between these

two verses, which according to the usual logic of the Qordn fit exceedingly well together, stands the

following : (v. 2) A^ud those who believe and do right and believe on what is revealed upon Muhatn-

fned — and it is the truth from their Lord, may He forgive them their iniquities and set right their

mind. Can anyone imagine that vcroe 3 forms a sequence to verse 2 ? On the other hand the words

the truth from their Lord make it clear why the suspected verse was put in a place where it did not

originally belong. This would, indeed, only prove that the verse is misplaced ; but fit is also so

weak and invertebrate that we cannot tax Muhammed with its authorship. He is wont to assure

Beheversof cheir share in paradise, but not to wish that Allah ma>/ pardon their sins. Besides, as the

verse begins with " and," it could not have formed a detached revelation which the compilers did not

know huw to place. This circumstance is also much more easily explained, if we assume that the

verse was fabricated.

There is one more verse containing the name Miihammed, viz., xlviii. 29. It forms part of a

letter wiiich Muhammed is said to have dispatched to the Jews of Kheibar, although it is not stated

in which year. It is, however, only necessary to cast a glance at the authorities on whose

behalf the document was handed down, in order to recognise its untrnstworthiness. It is

preserved solely by Ibn Ishiiq*! who reproduces it on the authority of : A freed slave of the family

of Zeidb. Thabit from Iqrima or Sa'id b. Jubeir from Ibn Abbas. The last name especially, augurs

badly for the veracity of the letter. The verse itself, which is not given as a quotation from the Qordyi,

but as belonging to the text oCthe letter, has been discussed at the end of Chapter VIII. It stands

in no conneclion whatever witli the sura to which it is appended, and the verse preceding it gives

ample evideuce why it was placed here. Finally it is to be observed that the words " in order to enrage

the infidels" are borrowed from ix. 121 and Ivii., 9, passages which are very late, having been revealed

during the expedition to Tabuk. For so late a period the verse in question is much too clumsy and

confused.

Now for what purpose were these four verses embodied in the Qordn ? It appears that

Muhammed had adopted the name too late to be addressed by it in a revelation, but it was considered

necessary to have it officially recorded in the Qordn. The inter]iolators were sure of not meeting with

opposition when offering verses which furnished a name for the mouth-piece of AUilh. One might, however,

object tli.at an appropriate name for the Prophet was to be found in one of the Hallelujah addresses

composed in celebration of the victory of Badr, viz., Ixi. G, where Jesus announced to the children of

Israel a messenger to come after him bearing the name Ahmad. But the genuineness of this verse is

not beyond doubt. It is improbable that it was revealed at so early an epoch when there were enough

Christians left in North Arabia to contradict it. After the surrender of the northern tribes this

was not to be feared. The verse was, however, a convenient battle-cry for the army which was sent to

Syria shortly after the death of Muhammed. The form Ahmad is nothing but a variation of

Muhammed, and shews how little the latter name had then become settled in the minds of tlie Moslnns.

There is less certainty about tlie spurious character of the following verse, but 1 cannot refrain

from making a few observations as regards the suspicious elements of the same. Sitra v. 73 is,

»» KhamU, II. p. 29 ; Bokliari, VIII. 4.57. «« See Ch. X.
" Page 376, ej. UyOn al Athftr. As to other letters of the similar character see X Q. R. Vol. X. p. H3.
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excepting a slight change in the wording, a rerlial repetition of ii. 69 :*2 " Verily those who believe, and

those who are Jews, and the Baptists, and the Christians, whoever believes in Allah and the last day,

and does what is right,*' there is no fear for thorn, nor shall tlicy grieve." It seems to me that this

verse owes its place not to any theological tendency, but to a mistake, and is actually identical with

the other. Probably it was found in some collection with the words : they have their reward at their

Lord missing, and was therefore regarded as a separate revelation. It is easy to see that the verse is

out of place. The preceding one recalls to both Jews and Christians that they stood on nought until

they fulfilled the Turd and the Gospel. This being in reality only a variation of the old reproach

of tampering with the holy books, it is difficult to understand, how so encouraging a revelation could

follow immediately after it.

Verse 101 of the same si7ra, alluded to on a formed occasion,^* appears as if it had been composed

after the death of the man who found a reply to every question .iddresscd to him. It is quite natural

that (before the Simna was in anything like working order) many questions on religious matters

were asked, especially by later converts. What can, therefore, be the meaning of the words : "And

if you ask about them when the Qordn^^ is reveakd, they are made manifest to you ?" Evidently that

it was too late now to ask questions beyond what was laid do\^n a the Qordn itself. The growth of

the Hadtth then supplemented what was wanting.

In conclusion there only remain a few observations to be made on the mysterious letters which

stand at the head of twenty-nine suras, and which have hitherto not found satisfactory explanation.

The Moslim commentators of the Qoriln, it is true, do not fail to give them all kinds of sacred inter-

pretations, but these are without any foundation, and completely valueless. Yet these letters have

not only occupied the minds of tlieologians, but no less a man than Ibu Sjna*^ is supposed to have

devoted a small treatise to their explanation. He moved, however, so entirely in the ways of scholas-

tic pliilosophy, that he enlightens ns no more than the theologians do. When the letters were put

their places, Arab pliilosophy was yet unborn.

Of the endeavours of modern scholars to decipher those letters, the best known is Sprenger's

who took the five letters standing at the beginning of Sura six. to mean INK I.*? This theory

ias been finally disposed of by Noldeke. In my opinion the last named scholar made a successful

beginning in the explanation of the letters. Unfortunately he gave it up, and adopted the older theory

of the late Dr. Loth, who saw in these initials cabbalistic ciphers contriv«d by Muhammed after Jewish

models.*^ In accordance with this view Noldeke takes the letters as mystic sigus which stands in

relation to the heavenly archtype, and originated from Muhammed himself. This is, however, unten-

able. Jewish mysticism of this kind does not go back as far as the period in which these initials were

written. On the contrary the oldest books of Jewish mystic literature show traces of Arab influence,

and are at least 150 years later than the official text of the Qordn. Besides, there is no mysticism

visible in the whole Qordn. Even Si'tras cxiii. and cxiv. look like pirotests against magic practices,

rather than magic formulas,*' a« they consistently place Allah in sharp contrast to witchcraft.

If Muhammed were the author of those initials, he must have had an important share in

the arrangement of the suras, and this would contradict all we know of the compilation of the

Qordn. We should also have traditions on the matter handed down by himself, but the few

given by Al Bokhari in the chapter headed K'ltub tufs'ir alqordn do not go back far, and reveal

a complete ignorance of the meanings of the letters in question. It is also strange that out

«' Cf. ixii. 17, and Ch. XII.

«s Verse ii. 59 has here the words : their reward is with their Lord. " See Ch. XII.
«5 Palmer endeavours to meet the difiScnlty by inserting the word icTioU. He also translates :

" they shall be

shown," hut it should be translated :
" they ore divulged."

•6 Alris&la Alneirilziyya, Constantinople 1298 together with other small treatise.^. «' Vol. II. p. 18'.'.

«• Ertci/clopa:dia Britaiimca, IXthed., article " Kor.'m."

•• The tradition given by Al Beidfiwi is evidently late and fabricated, no authority is mentioned for it, and Ibn
Biah. does not mention it at all.
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of the more than two hundred addresses (of which the hundred and fourteen sAras of the

Qordn are composed) only twenty-nine are preceded by initials, and that they are invariably

found at the heads oi compound gdras. No one will for a moment make Muhammed respon-

sible for the arranc'ement of, e. g., Suras ii. and iii. Finally, if mystic relations existed between

the Qordn and its heavenly architype, why were these restricted to so small a number only

o-ivintr these a more sacred character than the majority of addresses ?

Thus much is clear tha,t the letters were added when the arrangement of the Qorati in its

present fonn was completed. One can fmther not fail to observe that siiras with the same (or

similar) initials stand in groups. Suras ii., iii. and xxis. to xxxii. have [al]ilf ; SHras x. to xv.

have [aX\R except Sura xiii. which has \a.\'\MR ; Swms xxvi. to xxviii. have 7'S and J'SM*

respectively; Suras xl. to xlvi. have HM, escejjt Siira xlii. which has HM'ASQ; Sura vii. has

[al]JfS; Suraxis.. has J [ox N'\ 'AS;. Sura xx. has TH ,- 6V(ra xxxvi. has J [or /VJ 5 ; Sura

xxviii. has S ; Sura 1. has N,. and lastly Sura Ixviii. has Q.

The Suras ii., iii., xxix. to xxxi. evidently belong together, but h.id to be separated on account

of their uaequalleugth,aud we know that the length oi' the suras was an important factor in their

hnalarrano-emeut. This is alone sufficient to show that the initials have no sacred characters

at all but are, as Noldeke at first rightly suggested, monograms of private collectors or

authorities prior to the offidal edition of the book. In one of the MSS. of al Diinis' Eiiaft

altaisir (Cod. Brit. Mus. Or. 3068, fol. 72^ 1. 2) the letters TE {Sura xx.) are followed by the-

words alaihi as saldni^" (peace upon him). Prom this we may conclude that Al Diini (or the

copyist) had a tradition that at least these two letters referred to a person, whilst the s^lra to

which they belong, has no other name or heading at all. Noldeke, endeavouring to explain the

letters has rightly hit upon Talha, but I believe that only the T refers to him, whilst H, which

occurs again in Sura xix , belongs to anotlrer person, probably Abu i/ureira. The meaning of TH
would, then, be that Sura xx. was found in the collections of the two persons named. Such

collections, we know, were made or kept by other people also, and probably marked with the

name or initial of the collector or owner. At any rate, when Zeid b. Thabit made use of these

collections for the compilation of the Qorun, he incorporated them bodily into his volume,

but from personal or other reasons kept the initials. This explains the fact that whole groups

of suras are headed by the same letters, and it is easily seen how such a manner of working

facilitated the edition of the Qorun. Probably there was much less scrutiny used about it than

tradition will have us believe. Even the best readers of the Qorcin may not have mastered the

whole book, but scanned a comparatively small part of it, so that it was quite possible to

intersperse verses of very doubtful authenticity. Now when pieces found in sundry note books

were united into one sura, Zeid collected all initials belonging to them, and placed them toge-

ti).6r at the head. For the large majority of addresses which were not contained in any such

collections, Zeid had his hand free to arrange on the lines dictated by Omar, or followed his own

judgment. This portion, therefore, shows no initials at all, being understood to be Zeid's.

A parallel to this is ofiored by the superscriptions o£ the siiraS'. Some have none, and

tlie initials attached to them are used as such, viz., Siiras xx., xxxvi., xxxviii., 1. Sura Ixviii, is

nacaed both after its initials aud the first word. Sura xlii. is titled after the initials and a word

in verse 36, and many other suras have two or more superscriptions. Different collectors

probably chose different names, whilst the final compiler of the Qoriln followed the same

practice as he did with the initials, and preserved them all. Their inferior importance is,

however, shown by the liberties which were taken with them in subsequent copies.

A very superficial enquiry into this matter will show that the word chosen as superscrip-

tion is often quite trivial, but the piece serves as nucleus round which other, nameless, pieces

are gathered.

«> The Codd idd^ 7232 and 9435 have oaiy di.
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Eadeavouring now to substitute full names for the cyphers, I read with Ndldeke's

first attempt — Z instead of R, but also N for </ ( a for i ). If we further follow the Arabic

custom of regarding cyphers not as representatives of the first letter only, but rather the most

prominent of the word, we receive the following — of course only hypothetical — list : —
M = A\ Mughira.

S ^ HafSa.

B [Z] = Al Zubeir.

K = Abu BaA'r.

B = Abu Zfureira.

A'' = 'OthmaX

T = Talha.

,S = Sa'd [b. Abi Waqqas],

H = ffurfaifa.

'— = 'Omar [or 'Ally, Ibn '^bbas, '4isha].

Q = Qasim b. Rabi'a.

Al forms the article before Mughira and Zubeir, and is to be found with no Other cypher.

cAPPROXIMATELY] CHRONOLOGICAL ARRANGEMENT
OF THE REVELATIONS.

A.—MECCAN REVELATIONS.

I. — First Proclamation.

Sure
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